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1.Introduction1.Introduction
Knights and Nobles and Rogues, (KANAR), is a Fantasy Live Action Role-playing Game (LARP) set in a 
uniquely diverse world of adventure, incorporating elements of several genres.  The world of KANAR has 
grown in the telling.  This book contains the combined efforts of dozens of people documenting the stories 
and legends of our world, by sifting through thousands of pages of information created over the course of 
almost 20 years of game play and compiling all that history into one document that describes the World in 
which we play.

What follows is a more detailed description of the history, cultures, personages and places of interest that 
comprise the world of Kanar.  These stories have been handed down from generation to generation and 
may have grown with the telling and/or the teller, but at their core there is truth in each.  Every year new 
heroes come seeking something special; an escape from the mundane and hum-drum.  Every season a 
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new set of heroes is given a chance to prove their worth and at every choice there is the chance for great 
reward, or greater disaster.

What	is	the	World	Book	of	Kanar?
Without a common vision of the world in which we play, everyone is playing a different game.  While one 
player may have visions of Dungeons and Dragon worlds such as Forgotten Realms and Dragonlance, 
another player may be basing his understanding of our world from popular fantasy novels such as George 
R. R. Martin's The Game of Thrones, or the Jherig Series,  or even pulling ideas from Vampire:  The 
Masquerade, Legends of the Five Rings or Star Wars.  While all these (and more) books and worlds have 
been drawn on over the years as sources of inspirations for Themes, Plots, and Player Character Ideas in 
Kanar, without our own setting laid down in print, we were doomed to conflict, as our personal visions of 
Kanar conflicted with those of other members of the game.

This long-awaited book, The World Book of Kanar, sets all those conflicts to rest.  Drawing from pieces of 
history dating back to the beginnings of the game, the authors have set down in writing much of the lore 
which all of the players have helped to create.  It includes information from the Rulebook, the different 
race histories, modules, plots and themes from the past, player character histories, and a liberal dose of 
imagination to weave them all together into a cohesive whole.

That being said, the World Book is a living history document, and as things change in our world, so will 
this book need to be updated to reflect those changes.  Be sure you are studying the most up-to-date 
version, as the actions of your PC could very well change the fabric of our world!

How	to	Use	This	Book
Contained within is everything a player should need in order to gain a basic understanding of the World. 
Tidbits of information are scattered throughout, and players are encouraged to read it in its entirety, so as 
not to miss information that may pertain to their character.  While this book is loosely broken into sections 
to  help  guide  the  player  towards  information  they  are  seeking,  even  the  various  quotes  scattered 
throughout provide hints to about how player characters within the game view the world in which they live.

That being said, this book does not include all the information which exists.  Lores and knowledges can 
be bought as skills, and will often include a pamphlet of additional information your character may learn.

No one character should begin the game with a memorized atlas of the world.  This World Book is meant 
to provide a way for you to selectively pick and choose the information your character might know when 
they first arrive in the game.  Thus, just because you memorized all the orc tribes contained with, does not 
necessarily mean that your character would also know them.  This is where a cohesive character history 
approved  by  the  Character  Book  Director  comes  into  play.   By  outlining  the  experiences  that  your 
character has had up to the point where they enter the game, you can then select the information that you 
might know.  

Nothing can replace the wealth of information that can be discovered by actually playing the game on the 
field.  Opportunities to gain information in-character abound.  Oftentimes in the wee hours of the morning, 
characters will gather around the fire to tell tales of old, and sing songs written specifically by players to 
commemorate events that have occurred within the game.  Players are encouraged to share their own 
tales, so as to enrich the ever growing history on the field.

One final bit of advice:  Keep a journal.  Some players have been actively playing their characters for over 
a decade.  During that time, it is easy to forget all the accomplishments you have made, all the battles you 
have fought, and all the friends you have made.  By recording the bit of history you create for yourself,  
you will find it easier to pick up where you left off from the last event you played.  And who knows, in 
future years, you too may be adding the wealth of your knowledge to future editions of this book, so that 
your fellow players can relive your tales of glory and woe, and better understand the world in which they 
play.
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2. Creation Myths2. Creation Myths

Creation myths are a part of every humanoid culture.  What child, of any race, 
does not ask, "Where do we come from?"  Some races and cultures share their  
own myths during special holidays.  Others quietly and furtively whisper them by 
the fire.  But always, in all people, the need to know the past is great, to be able  
to look ahead, and choose a path to the future.  It is a part of who we are as a 
people, and in many ways determines our values, beliefs and our own self-worth.

‐Templar Rebtivia, Temple Serinth

Many stories have been told about how the world came to be.  Some say a great dragon breathed life 
onto the planet and created the first  races, Cro, Ergo, and Nilbog.  Others point  to the existence of 
impossibly powerful beings called Walkers that traveled between the planes of existence at the Dawn of 
Time; changing the things they found to meet their unknowable purposes.  Evidence exists to support 
even the most  outrageous claims.  No race has a monopoly  on weird tales and ancient  artifacts  of 
unthinkable power lost to antiquity.  Each of the races has their own creation myths, but all seem to stem 
from these two main stories below.

These stories below originate from the Ylfshae, who were the first to set oral story to ink and parchment in 
the year 25,000 in the Time of Prophets. By then, these stories had been passed down from generation to 
generation so the actual truth is left to one’s belief.

The	Story	of	Cro,	Ergo	and	Nilbog

In	the	Beginning
In the beginning, there was nothing.  There were no heaven, earth or time and space.  There was the 
Void.  An inky blackness that was neither good nor evil  no movement, no consciousness, no life, no 
function, this was the Void.  The Void was nothing, and in the beginning there was nothing.

Consciousness was an explosion.  Suddenly, there was no Void.  Consciousness was fire, it was the air, it 
was wild and untamable and negative, it was water, and cold stone and earth, and it was balanced and 
positive.  Each of these, in time, became separate.  Fire would not mix with water because water thought 
herself more beautiful.  Earth became angry with Air.  Each made their allies and enemies.  As they drew 
apart, they tore a hole into the fabric of the universe.  As with any wound, the life’s blood of the cosmos 
poured into the hole, sealing it closed.  Then, realizing too late what they had done, each of them stared 
at each other through the abyss of light and dark.  It whirled and danced in the empty abyss, touching 
them all but settling on none of them.  In the cold of the abyss, the tears became a solid mass between 
them.

The mass of joy and sorrow lay in the center of them, with only a thin layer of the abyss of light and dark 
separating it from each of them.  They realized that they could each reach out and touch it, but could not 
cross the mass of joy and sorrow.  Each of them decided to give a piece of themselves to the mass of 
matter between them.  Fire heated it, Earth covered it, Water fell upon it, the Air whirled around it, the 
Wild and untamed conquered it,  Balance nurtured and cared for it,  Positive charged it  and Negative 
seeped into it.  For the first time, they were all pleased and this sparked life.  They decided to call their 
creation Nature.

Nature's	First	Creation
As Nature grew, Nature became more beautiful.  Nature loved and cared for everything within, and thus 
life was created in its own due course.  The more life was created, the more complex it became.  Nature 
began to need help to care for the things created.  Nature created a beautiful thing to help and named it 
Dracus.  It was Dracus’ responsibility to help life nurture and grow, but as time passed Nature realized 
that he could not do it alone.  Life continued to expand and grow, and Dracus did not.  Nature decided to 
give Dracus things to help him with his task.  Nature created a lovely thing and named it Ergo.
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Life, as it seems to always do, continued to grow.  Dracus and his helper tended to it as they saw fit and 
continued to need more help.  Nature continued to give them all the assistance they needed, and Cro, 
Nilbog, Dwarf, Ylf and his fair skinned sister Drae were created.  They tended for life, and watched it 
blossom.

By this time, Dracus had grown old and retired to offer the riches of wisdom to those that would seek it. 
As the life began to grow more slowly, Ergo became restless.  He asked for another helper.  He wanted to 
make the new creation his servant, and rule as king over the life they tended.  With the assistance of Cro, 
Nilbog and Drae, he secretly plotted to overthrow Nature.  When the new helper was delivered, Ergo 
plotted to kill Nature.

The	Original	Deception
It was on the eve of a long hard day of chores that Nature would take leave and close eyes.  Night befell 
and as directed by Ergo, Cro was to occupy Ylf until the arrival of the servant.  Cro knew that Ylf would be 
hard to misdirect while Ergo’s plan unveiled and so decided instead to kill Ylf in his sleep.  It was Ylf’s 
keen senses that awoke him just before Cro’s hand was played and Ylf and Cro fought long to survive.  It 
was Ylf that was the first to get the upper hand with the help of the trees he tended.  With wood in the 
hands of Ylf, Cro knew it was time to take his leave and faded into the shadows of the surround.  As Ylf 
stood there in disbelief of the attack by Cro, Drae happened upon him and Ylf looked into his sister’s 
troubled face.  Drae could not stay silent and after informing Ylf of Ergo’s deception plan, looked down 
and away from her noble brother’s sight and slunk away.  Ylf ran for the mountains and awoke Dracus. 
Together they went to Nature.  

As Ylf rode Dracus, he contemplated the long ages of servitude to Nature and what it might mean to 
awake Nature early from a deserved slumber with bad news.  Ylf gathered his heart and courage, and 
went to warn Nature of the danger.  Nature became outraged and confronted Ergo.  “I created you and 
nurtured you all.  I have given all of you everything you desired and you would turn against me,” Nature 
fumed.

Nature’s right hand waved into the air, into the earth, into the water and into the fire.  Nature’s left hand 
thrust into the balance and untamed and into the cocksure and the jaundiced.  Nature’s hands clapped 
together and let a thunderous wake wash onto the life.  Scale, flesh, hair, sweat and tears from each of 
Nature’s helpers were stripped off and fell into creation where life would once again grow and spread.  As 
the wake crested down upon Ergo, Cro and Nilbog, their features twisted, their beauty became ugliness. 
They twisted into the opposite of their former selves.  Ogre, Orc and Goblin fled into the life, and as for 
Drae, she had long since fled deep under the life, deciding to never surface again.

 “Oh yes, here is your servant,” Nature cried.  “This is Unman.  I have given him the gift of adaptation and 
filled his heart with wanderlust.  His service is to hunt you till there is no more!”

With that, Nature left the life, leaving the keys of Magyx, and Myht with Ylf and Unman, and took the key 
of Lyfdeth.

And far below the surface of the life, a drop struck Drae as she made her way through the dark.  It was 
not until much later that she would see her once lovely, fair skinned reflection, or how it now mirrored her 
dark heart.

The	Story	of	the	Walkers
"My’shalla’s  Ball:  The Walker  My’shalla controlled  her  gates  with  a fist  sized  
sphere of the deepest blue. It is theorized that the Ball could direct the gates to  
any location in the known realms, and possibly even to other times. The Ball was  
held for many centuries by the Demon Ravid, but he was defeated and eventually  
the Ball was returned to its proper owner by Peregrine D'Falconheart."

From "The Great Book of Artifacts"
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The	Travelers	Come
"The Gates of My’shalla: Scattered throughout the planes, the Walker My’shalla 
left an interconnected system of stone arches, to aid herself and her brethren in  
traveling the many realms. One such gate stood in the garden of the temple of  
Fleur in Cay. Another was said to be outside the town of Illvaresh in southeastern  
Novashan, and another north of the city of Tommar. It is believed that all such 
gates upon the Central Plane were removed by the Walkers in the year 1000."

From "The Great Book of Artifacts"

When Nature made Dracus, it drew the attention from those extra-planar beings known as the "Walkers." 
New things were very rare, and the Walkers were drawn to this creation of Nature.  They decided to stay 
and watch.  These early walkers had many names, of which these are but a few: Myllian the Lightbringer, 
Malhailk  the Groom, Myrrhanna the Green Mother,  My’shalla  the Ever  Travelling,  Oberon the Teller, 
Dragonis  the  Twin  Faced and Garhanna the  Ever  Vigilant.  The Walkers  watched as Nature  created 
servants to aid her in tending her creation.  Nature created Nilbog, Cro, Ergo, Ylf, and Drae for the task. 
The Walkers, inspired by her craft, chose to add to her world.  

Creation
"Millian’s Dagger:   Stories are told of  several one and two edged blades once  
carried  by  the  Walker  Millian.  Assumed  to  be  powerful  but  magically  
unpredictable  weapons,  one  was  thought  to  be  in  the  possession  of  a  High 
Templar of the Temple of Fleur in Cay. Another was said to be owned by an elven 
champion in Ashan, or the seneschal of the House of Everin. A third was said to  
be on the hip of the Walker himself, were he stands in the Garden of Myrrhanna,  
staring endlessly into one of the Gates of My’shalla, waiting for the return for his  
lost love."

From "The Great Book of Artifacts"

Myrrhanna brought the Shi N'Kar to Nature.   Nature created forests and Myllian added fauna, while 
Myrrhanna added flora.  Myshalla walked the Galaxy in search of magical landmarks, and from those she 
crafted the Gates, and the Orb.  Drops of her magic fell to the earth, and up sprouted Sprinnibud.  Oberon 
wove the Story.  His stories came to life and created Titania the Mother of Stories.  Seeing that fauna 
multiplied,  and the overabundance of  these creatures would  soon consume all  fauna,  Myllian asked 
Nature to create the predator, more specifically the wolf.  Myllian gives the wolf to Myshalla, his love, to 
protect and accompany her on her long journeys.  Garhanna reached deep into the earth and took a 
piece of mountain and asked Nature to breathe upon the stone, to create Dwarf, who then was as tall as 
the Ylf.

The Original Deception happened soon after, but the rebellion against Nature by her creations was foiled; 
Nilbog, Kro, and Ergo the usurpers were turned inside out into Goblin, Orc, and Ogre.  Nature cast away 
those children who betrayed her, in disgust.  In her fury, Uman is born.  She gave her new child Uman the 
gift of adaptation and wanderlust, and then sent Her to destroy those who had meant to destroy her.  

The	One	Tree
Nature spent many moons with Uman, before sending her on her way, and during this time, Myrrhanna 
fell in love with brave and faithful Ylf.  She defied the Walkers, and bore Ylf a child.  Alkarxathan the first 
Ylf was born in Nature's Garden, and became the first sentient being not created by Nature.  Myllian in 
disgust thrust his Key into the earth and the One Tree sprouted and blossomed from that spot.  Dragonis 
plucked out his eyes in horror, and cast them down, creating color and metal.  Dragonis then disappears.
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Reth	and	Fae	are	Born
Drae, not to be outdone by her favored brother, seduced Malhalik in turn, and bore a child from their 
union.  They name their child Reth.  Nature began to lose control of creation as her children bore children 
of their own.  Uman bore the Children of Oberon, but left them in his care so that she could follow her duty 
to Nature.  Alone, Oberon chooses to marry his beautiful creation Titania, and she too bore him a son they 
named Fae.  Fae was a capricious and lecherous child,  and would lay with any and all  of  the new 
creations in the World. The Tylwyth Teg and Daoine Sidhe were born.

The	Green	Witch
"The Staff of the Green Witch:  A powerfully enchanted stave, about six feet in  
length, this weapon was able to reverse the effects of the Dark, at the cost of  
blighting the land nearby. The more advanced and concentrated the Curse, the  
greater the area of Blight. It is said that when Chalyn Arindale was infected, the  
Heroes of the Dark War used the Staff on him, and devastated an area for miles  
in every direction. It is rumored that the Staff was broken at the end of the war,  
and the pieces kept by those that used it against La'Reth."

From "The Great Book of Artifacts"

Myrrhanna and Ylf bore more children, of which the Twin Sisters Gala and Lakeeah chose to study the 
ancient Walker ways. In her study, Gala the Green Witch came upon the Shi N'Kar Staff.  Deciding it was 
too dangerous to fall into others hands she devoted herself to its protection.  Under Myrrhanna, Lakeeah 
studied Nature's powers and decided to protect the One Tree.

As Drae's child Reth grew, he realized that he would forever be denied existence as a Walker due to his 
half blood.  In his rage, he attempted to murder Myllian with the First Weapon. Myllian was forced to kill 
Reth in the incident, and chose to entomb him into the earth for eternity.  The concept of good and evil 
was born, along with the roots of disdain for half-bloods ever after.  

Myllian finally had enough, and demanded the Walkers leave the Galaxy.  Unwilling to leave his lover, and 
bitter about the death of Reth, Malhalik throws his Key deep into the sea.  The land all along the shores of 
what is now called the Jaded Sea became fertile, and so Oberon led the Children of Uman there to 
populate the world. That First Home of the Umans was named Ca, meaning keyhole in the Old Tongue.

Oberon found happiness traveling amongst the Uman with his new wife Titania.  As a token of his love for 
her, he fashioned a beautiful ring for her from bits of metal and colored stone.  Whilst sailing along the 
Great Sea, a great fish leapt from the waters and snatched her new ring from her finger.  Titania furiously 
accused Oberon of  having an affair  with  My’shalla,  the mother  of  the denizens of  the waters.   She 
believed Myshalla jealously sent the fish to steal away the token of Oberon's love.  Whether or not this 
was the truth, Oberon and Titania split apart.  For ever after, human tales would speak of the joy that 
would follow, if only that ring could be reunited with poor Titania once again.

The	Five	Ages	

The	Age	of	the	Garden
In this first and longest of ages, elves litter the land with only one common goal; to tend the garden.  The 
garden was the earth and all that lived in it.  Everything had its place.  Many fowl creatures were born into 
the garden during this time and they each knew its place.

The elves worked hard and the garden flourished.  When an elf felt his duty to the garden was complete, 
he “went west”.  This age lasted for an uncountable number of years.  (Today, only the grey elves go 
west”)
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The	Age	of	the	Child
This second age brought with it a new people called humans.  These humans make their way into the 
lands from the south.  This event divides the elves.  One half wanted nothing to do with the new people 
who didn’t know their place in the garden.  These elves receded into the mountains and deep forest.  The 
other half was intrigued by the humans that they wanted to teach them about their place in the garden. 
These elves greeted the humans as if they were a newborn deer without a mother.  When this age drew 
to a close the elves had taught the humans many of their secrets including the art of magic.

The	Age	of	Man
With the secret of magic fresh under their belts the humans broke free from their elven mentors and 
forged a new and mighty kingdom.  This kingdom was formed on the principle of magic.  In those days the 
great magic thrived and was more concentrated and powerful.  Great mages and clerics created magic 
items and artifacts with specific individuals in mind.  These individuals became nobility because they were 
the only ones able to keep peace and justice safe in the lands.

Humans and Elves had very little to do with each other in this age.

The	Age	of	Pain
This was the most prosperous time in history of the world since the arrival of humankind.  It is the age of 
great gatherings and celebrations.  A time of great respect for nobility and common folk alike.

This is, however, the time age when elves returned to their tribal ways after the brutal assassination of 
their royal family.  Many of the elves went west.  This is when the Bayomal Pact is signed by the elves 
forcing them to be subject to the human kingdom.  Many wars were fought, but these were spread thin – 
having many years between them.

Towards the end of this age peace fell over the lands.  Elves and humans worked together for the greater 
good.  They fought at each others side against their great enemies.  Victory always found them.

The	Age	of	Chaos
With the coming of  La’Reth and the fowl  necromancer,  Roland of  Lorax,  the world  fell  into frenzied 
disorder.  Most of the elven lands to the north were completely devastated (some would say purified) 
causing many of its inhabitants to return to their human kingdom.  This left the still tribal elves with their 
ancient homeland, which is still under control of the human king.

Disrespect for authority was the order of the age.  The commoners turned against their nobles for allowing 
such horrors to thrive.  This caused the nobles to close their hand into a fist in order to keep some 
semblance of control in their lands.

With the fall of La’Reth the world lay in destruction.  A time for rebuilding is called for.  The relationship 
between lords and common folk have balanced but are still ever teetering.
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3. Humans3. Humans

Each of the races have their place in the world. The Elves tend the forest;  the 
Dwarves craft  in  metal  and stone,  the  Halflings cook,  and the  Humans… the  
Humans wage war.

Sevariel D’Cyrion

The Humans race is still expanding to fill the gaps between the elder races. From their humble beginnings 
as a collection of  nomadic  tribes,  to  their  current  beleaguered status as the rulers  of  Narrdmyr  and 
Novashan, the humans have proven themselves resourceful, determined and willing to go to any lengths 
to survive. Thriving in the worst of situations, the line of human kings clawed their way to the top through 
tactical brilliance and political ruthlessness. Having fought in minor conflicts with all of the races except 
the Halflings, and two major wars with the elves, the Kingdom of Narrdmyr has proven itself time and 
again as a power not to be taken lightly. But it is against each other that the humans strive most ardently. 
In each human there resides a grim desire to succeed beyond the achievements of their peers. And it is 
for that reason that  humans are loved and feared by the other races. If  a human wishes to build a 
community and feed his people, he will do so quickly, passionately and relentlessly. But if a human wishes 
to bring a valley to his heel, crushing all those that oppose him, he will do so efficiently, ardently, and 
without losing a moment's sleep over the pain and suffering he might cause.

History
You obviously don't understand.  Here, let me tell you a tale.  

A long time ago, an ancient being of great power awoke in the Brennad Mountains  
east of Scotia.  Cursed to return every ten thousand years, La'Reth, Lord of the 
Dark,  blighted the once fertile  Duchy of  Scotia,  killing entire  clans,  and doing  
worse to those left alive.  His every footstep coated the land in a horrible shadow,  
as his presence alone turned all living things into Servants of the Dark.  

An old tale is heard, speaking of one foretold, whom would seek out the Signs 
handed down to  each of  the first races,  and destroy the Lord of  the Dark for  
another ten thousand years.   It comes to light that this Signseeker is the Ylfshae  
Mage Jzerusha, a young lass of great beauty, and the most powerful incantrix to  
walk the earth in hundreds of years.  

Many and long are the ballads of Jzerusha, and her companions, the Seekers of  
the  Signs.   In  the  final  battle,  The  Signs  were  assembled;  Prince  Duncan 
Belthshazarr, wounded and near death, dealt to La’Reth a mortal blow. La’Reth’s 
power broke in a great rush, his greatest minions died, and his lesser minions 
went mad and fled.  

NOW do you understand why the people love Prince Duncan so?"

Lord Diegan Lancaster, New Aladine

Humans seem to function best in a leadership structure that involves one leader, a small number of direct 
subordinates, and a majority of underlings. This is the same no matter the titles involved; be they King, 
Baron and Peasant; Guild master, Journeyman and Apprentice; or Chieftain, Champion and Tribesman. 
These feudal and semi-feudal structures have existed since before the rise of the first Human King.

From the earliest days of man’s appearance on the earth, they have had the bloodlust within to hunt and 
kill.  It was Nature’s design.  Her wrath was great, and when she stirs the wind and sea, great storms 
arise, cause great destruction and collateral damage, and calming that great a power takes time.  After 
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the storm passes, it takes many years for the land to heal the scars left behind.  That is the way of man, 
as is their purpose.

Of	Light	and	Shadow	‐	A	Tale	of	the	Creation	of	Man
Long ago, the Earthmother created the race of men to supplant the other races – she designed them to 
punish and eventually drive out the other races for failing to tend the garden paradise she had created for 
them.  It is commonly assumed by historians that her initial attempts were successful.  Most historians are 
wrong.  

The other races were not content to simply sit by while Man arose to supplant and kill them – many races, 
even some nations of the ancient elves, rose up and attempted to extinguish the race of Men altogether, 
to deny the Earthmother her (in their mind) undeserved “vengeance”.  

The race of Men came very close to extinction, and eventually, the scattered tribes of men, reduced to 
barely more than unthinking savagery, was driven far into the south, pursued wherever they fled and 
hunted mercilessly.  

The Earthmother was not pleased.  She called together those elder races still loyal to her, such as the 
Phoenix, the elder Giants, the Dragons, and other creatures and spirits of great power and wisdom.  Of 
them she asked a boon:  give unto Men, her chosen children, a gift of blood, so that they might become 
stronger, and rise to the destiny she intended for them.  It was her intention that eventually these powerful 
gifts would be diluted by intermarriage and time, and the end result would be what the race of Men is 
today.  

The Elder races agreed, and each sought out one of the scattered tribes of men, bestowing upon them a 
gift of blood, empowering them with mighty abilities.  Three tribes did not receive gifts, for there were 
more tribes of men than gift-bearers.  One, spurned and angry, disappeared into the far North.  The 
second, wanderers by nature, cared not at their lack of fortune, and continued to journey.  They would 
become the people who are now the Gypsies.  The 3rd tribe, undeterred by their misfortune, set about 
proving that it was not one’s Blood that mattered, but one’s intent.  From their society and teaching would 
come the first concepts of “The Light”.  

Pre‐History	of	Man	‐	The	Time	of	Enlightenment
Eventually, the tribes of Men grew into a complicated and (for the time) relatively advanced group of 
societies, city-states, and far-flung tribes.  The People of the Wolf, the 3rd tribe of Ungifted, were the 
undisputed leaders in this renaissance of culture.  They believed that a man could do anything he set his 
mind to do – and they believed firmly in the concepts of good and rightness that would eventually become 
the foundation for the Man’s belief in “The Light”.  Their mighty city, Firryndyl (“Valley of the Wolf”) was a 
center of learning and culture, and the other tribes of men looked to them for  leadership.  This age 
persisted for many centuries.  It is from this time that many of the legends of the race of men have their 
origin:  Thor, Odin, Tyr and the other Norsican “deities” were in fact just Men, gifted with the blood of the 
elder giants.   Gabriel was the first king of the Fire-born, the People of the Falcon.  Almost all of modern 
man’s legends can be traced back to this time.  

Eventually, this time of enlightenment would come to a close.  The first to fall were the People of the 
Raven, that tribe which lived farthest North of the tribes of men.  Their last princess led the shattered 
remains of her people to Firryndyl, telling a tale of an ancient and terrible foe returned from the far North 
to destroy and conquer the race of Men.  She fell in love with and married the king of Firryndyl, and their 
houses became one. It is thought that from this line of Kings that the High-King Raven is descended.  

Pre‐History	of	Man	‐	The	Shadowborn
For two centuries, war raged in the far south, as the ancient evil swept out of the North and laid waste to 
tribe after tribe.  Eventually the face of this evil was at last revealed:  The People of the Serpent, long ago 
disappeared into the North, first of the Ungifted, had returned to take their vengeance upon the other 
tribes of men.  Only they had not returned alone – for alone, they could never have triumphed over the 
Gifted.  Far in the North, in their  secluded forest homeland, they had conceived and perpetrated an 
unheard of ritual of magic and blood, creating a rift in time and space to the depths of the Negative Plane. 
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From the depths of this evil they called a being, and slew him, and took his blood, earning their own Gift 
at last.  

In doing so they became corrupted and evil.   The tribes of men called them the Shadvare’baern or 
“Shadowborn”.  The armies of the Shadowborn swept mercilessly south, assaulting their former brethren. 
All who fell under their sway died or swore fealty to the Shadow.  These collaborators became known as 
the “Shadowtaken”.  

Pre‐History	of	Man	‐	The	First	Shadowborn	War
The Kings of Firryndyl raised their banner to war.  Everywhere the Shadows attacked, the banner of the 
Silver Wolf and Scarlet Raven flew, and the armies of Firryndyl, carried by their belief in the inherent 
goodness of men, became the bane of the Shadowborn. Everywhere they attacked, the men of Firryndyl 
were there to defend.  Another century the war dragged on.  Finally, the Shadowborn conceived a plan to 
finally destroy Firryndyl.  A cry for help came from the west – the People of the Falcon had come under 
attack from a massive army of Shadowborn and Shadowtaken, The armies of Firryndyl marched to the 
aid of the Fireborn.  The battle raged for 3 days, but eventually, the Light triumphed.  But only in time to 
learn the awful truth – the entire attack against the Fireborn was a ruse – the entire army thrown away so 
that the Champion of Shadows might lead their true army against an undefended Firryndyl.  The men of 
Firryndyl knew despair – with their army away, their city was defenseless against the onslaught of the 
Shadowborn.  The People of the Wolf would be destroyed utterly, and the Line of Light would fail.  The 
race of men would fall to Shadow.  

Still, the King of Firryndyl rallied his men, and they marched for home, stopping only long enough to eat. 
Everyone knew that they would not make it in time, could not make it in time, but they would try, and 
perhaps avenge the death of their home. 

Pre‐History	of	Man‐The	Battle	for	Firryndyl
The armies of Shadow confidently advanced against the defenseless city, sure of their victory.  They were 
to be denied.  The People of the Fen, those gifted with the blood of the Dragons, long reclusive and 
outcast,  distrusted by the other races for their mastery of true magic,  had come to defend Firryndyl. 
When the morning of their supposed conquest came, the Shadowborn marched to the fords across the 
River of the Wolf, only to be met by the arrayed banners of the Dragon-born.  Never a numerous people 
(the blood of Dragons had slowed their aging process immensely, like a dragon, and had slowed their rate 
of  reproduction),  all  but  the most elderly and young stood arrayed against  the Shadow.  They were 
outnumbered nearly a thousand to one.  For three days the battle raged, as the Armies of Light raced 
home, the Dragonborn died to defend the defenseless city.  Sheets of flame seared across the field, killing 
Shadowborn  and Shadowtaken by  the  hundreds.   Magic’s  the like  of  which  modern man could  not 
comprehend were employed to hold the line.  Eventually, they were forced to concede the river crossings. 

The Queen of Firryndyl, Mayene, took counsel with Nkur’Iskar, the leader of the Dragonborn.  The city 
could not hold.  A plan was hatched to save as many people as possible.  The majority of the people 
would escape the city while a handful of volunteers and the Dragonborn would remain behind to defend 
the city, with a powerful illusion to deceive the Shadowborn.  

In the night, the city was evacuated, and the next day, the Shadowborn assaulted the city.  For two more 
days the battle raged, and finally, on the 3rd day, only 13 Dragonborn remained.  The next morning, the 
city would fall, the deception revealed, and the armies of the Shadowborn would turn south to pursue the 
fleeing people.  

In desperation, Nkur’Iskar (“Dragon-star”) and his fellows conceived a terrible plan.  They would lure the 
Shadowborn into the deserted city, and then sacrifice themselves to obliterate the Shadowborn army.  The 
plan succeeded.  The Shadowborn stormed into the abandoned city, and when they were committed, the 
Dragonborn sacrificed themselves to destroy the city, and all near it.  

Far to the south, the armies of Firryndyl, just entering the valley, felt the ground shake as the terrible 
explosion of magic destroyed the city.  Racing north as they picked themselves up, they encountered the 
refugees, and led them away to safety.  
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Pre‐History	of	Man	‐	The	Points	of	Light	and	Darkness	are	Born
The next year, the armies of the men of Firryndyl and other tribes of men pursued the Shadowborn into 
the far North, driving the remaining Shadowborn to ground and destroying their armies.   The last battle of 
the First War was fought near where Ilverash is now, as the armies of Light seized the rift and drove the 
Lord of Shadows into the darkness.  (The “Points of Darkness” were created by the Shadowborn, as was 
the “hell mouth”; it is how they seized their power.)  Eventually, the other tribes of men constructed what 
has become known as the Points of Light and used a powerful ritual to hold closed the rift.  It would 
remain this way for tens of thousands of years. 

The remaining Shadowborn, their Lord dead and Champion defeated, scattered to the wind.  They did not 
forget, though.  Having seen that main force would not work, they set about a new plan, to destroy their 
enemies and rebuild their might.  It would take millennia, but eventually, the Shadowborn’s plans would 
come to fruition.  

The other tribes of men, shattered by the long war, reverted to barbarism.  Eventually, new civilizations 
would rise, and the Blood-gifts were bred into all men, and man became as he is now.  The line of Light, 
the Kings of Firryndyl, would eventually rise to prominence again, this time in the fight against La'Reth 
and his Dark, and the High King Raven, a direct descendent of the last king of Firryndyl, would found the 
Kingdom of Narrdmyr.  

Pre‐History	of	Man	‐	The	First	Dark	War
Around the Time of Prophets 14600, when La’Reth waged war on earth, the surface races were hard 
pressed to survive. Elves, being the most developed of all the civilized races, made bargains with the 
Dwarves, Giants, Merfolk, and Dragons in hopes to eliminate the invaders.  The war was so great, that 
the elves even made attempts to recruit humans to their cause.  It was during these long hard years of 
battle, that man began the great climb back into civilization.  The Elves knew that man had been made for 
a purpose, and it was in their best interests to use this tool that had been left to them. To that purpose, 
they spent many years re-teaching humans the seeds that would eventually sprout to form one of the 
most powerful races of all.

Fourteen years before, in the year 14586, elven documents record that the Planeswalkers came to the 
Alliance of Races and gifted them each with a Sign.  The purpose of these Signs was to defeat La’Reth 
and return peace to the earth.  Of the shape or composition of these signs, we know not.  However, we do 
know that those signs in conjunction with Oberon’s sword “Raven”, allowed the surface races to defeat 
La’Reth. His body was taken to the center of the earth where it would be imprisoned for all time.

The aftermath was an awful time to be alive.  Famine and death were certain, and with much of the 
landscape obliterated, there was much work to be done.  The bodies of the great leaders of the First Dark 
War were slipped to lay at rest forevermore in the bottom of Heroes Lake, a vast, cold and seemingly 
bottomless lake dug out by Giants, and filled by Merfolk, who swore to the races to be its guardian for all 
time.

Pre‐History	of	Man	‐	The	One	Tree:	Hope	Rekindled
Life was hard, and for a time, many races hovered on the brink of extinction, forever stricken from the 
Annals of Time. Dwindling numbers populations of all that remained of the races held fast against the 
aftermath.  Around 11896, Nature and the Planeswalkers finally relented and the One Tree was planted in 
the earth for elves to guard and protect.  The One Tree was the life source for the races, and its power 
was vast.  Elves quickly devoted themselves to learning its secrets, and soon discovered ways to put 
them to good use.  Its benefit was exercised not only by elves for the sake of elves, but by elves for all the 
races that banded together to face La’Reth.

In	the	Beginning
Elves of days long gone record seeing humans as early as 19000 Time of Prophets, and they tell of 
hardships for this young race.  Man had reverted completely to barbarism, and had no racial memory 
remaining of their former greatness many years ago.  The winters were hard, and they had forgotten how 
to build advanced structures.  However, they did have mastery of fire.  They knew how to fight and make 
effective weaponry for their limited resources.  They heat-treated wooden spears and javelins, and utilized 
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loops of hide in order to throw rocks with more force.  Humans were a force to be reckoned with when 
encountered, but their numbers were small, and they were avoided by the Elves, for the most part.

The	Gift	of	Oberon
Once upon a time Owl was the finest singer in all the land, but Elf was jealous of  
Owl's song so he stole it.  Now owls fly everywhere constantly asking "who?" 
trying to find the thief.  Oberon took the song from Elf as punishment and gave it  
to Halflings and Humans.

Lady Aria McNeill, Hero of Illvaresh

Mankind struggled during these years, and it seemed their candle would simply be extinguished. They 
could not evolve and survive fast enough to keep pace with the others.  Around 10000 TP, Oberon, the 
Story Teller, is said to have visited with the human tribes and gifted them with magical tales, stories and 
song.  These stories helped turn the flame of the candle into a roaring blaze.  Knowledge that their race 
held a purpose strengthened their faith and hope that Nature was invested in their success, and like most 
things, that belief fueled their desire to become more than they were. Humans started to breed in vast 
numbers.  Some of the wisest of humans became the earliest gypsies, as we would call them today, and 
roamed the lands recounting the tales and song gifted by Oberon.  It seemed like Humans would endure 
for all time.  Some even called Oberon the Sun King, or the Bringer of Light

Gypsy wisdom seemed to grow quickly.  Gypsies became a good omen to tribes of man.  The tales they 
brought to the fires of Man, speaking of greatness and hope, inspired humans to discover how to make 
simple shields and armor, how to defend their homes and territories, and how to cook.  They discovered 
ethics, how to behave amongst themselves, and how to behave around other races.  Humans learned 
fast from the gypsies, almost as if the lessons themselves were magic, enchanting the heads of man.

Humans	Spread	Across	the	Lands
A few thousand years passed, during which time the many tribes of Man dispersed across the lands. 
Some travelled across the Great Seas, while others went deep south into the impenetrable forests that 
never feel the touch of winter.  Some travelled to the north, where it was said that there was only one long 
day and one cold night each year, and that the magic of the Walkers would light up the skies in colors of 
blue and green.  But the most successful of the human tribes settled upon the Cantel Plains perhaps no 
more than 2000 years ago from this very day. 

The	Sixteen	Tribes	of	Man
What are the Cantel Plains?  Some would say they were beautiful fertile fields of wheat and oat and 
barley that filled a man's heart with joy.  Or, perhaps they are the very lands that great towers of stone 
arise to the heavens, allowing the mages to study, and kings and queens to survey all their land.  Still 
others would tell you they are nothing more than a rotting cesspool of debris, filled with green glowing 
ooze that makes men into pools of blood and flesh, trees into masses of burnt wooden husks, and stone 
into twisted amalgams of wretchedness.  In time, they all would be true.

The Gypsies were followed to the Cantel Plains by 16 human tribes that had survived the test of time in 
the  south.   They  were  Alversden,  Baern,  Belthshazarr,  Callahan,  Cather,  Del  Ray,  Dynsforth,  Erin, 
Folkner, Gilcrest, Holbrook, Lyorn, Narrdmyr, Pendelton, Ravenshunt, and Smith.  These tribes had come 
together in what we now call the Great Gathering of Man.  There were other tribes that had migrated 
elsewhere, believed to be the beginnings of Norsica and Tommar, and other such places of the world.  But 
those tribes and their names had long since passed into the mists of time, when these sixteen clans 
settled upon the plains.

Centuries  passed on  the  Cantel  Plains,  and gypsies  and tribesmen sought  greatness.  They formed 
communities and towns and learned how to advance their various trades. Civilization was blossoming and 
the old bloodlust was subsiding.  Perhaps Nature’s wrath had run its course.  22 years before the Time of 
Man, Wilmont Narrdmyr was born.  According to legend as told by gypsies even today, Wilmont would rise 
to power, untie the tribes, and the Time of Man would begin.
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The	Time	of	Man	Begins
As Wilmont grew, orc hoards began to plague the plains, feasting on the flesh of those humans who 
could not fend them off.  Wilmont, in his adolescence, gathered together the tribes and rallied them to 
the Cause.  The orc hoards spent years attacking the tribesmen.  Wave after wave, and battle after 
battle, it became clear to the orcs that though they had killed many humans, that Wilmont, the one they 
called Deathbringer, would never relent, and so they retreated to the north.  Before these raids had 
begun, the orcs had the advantage of numbers and strength against each separate tribe.  

It was Willmont Narrdmyr that united the tribes, and in doing so, defeated their common foe.  The 
humans, in honor of Willmont’s bravery, gathered along the banks of the River Staind and built a great city 
to defend themselves from future attacks of any foe.  They called this city Maelcor, after the grandfather of 
Willmont Narrdmyr, and the keep within its walls was dubbed Glenarm.  

The	First	Temple
Temple Serinth, the first organized Temple in recorded human history, was founded by Andrick Jenloc 
Serinth in the year 2 TM.  A close personal friend of His Majesty Wilmont Narrdmyr, Andrick founded 
Temple Serinth as an organization of  Earth and Water magic users with the purpose of keeping the 
Royalty  and Nobility  of  the Kingdom healthy.   Since its  inception,  it  grew to  be the most  influential, 
respected, and strongest temples within the Kingdom of Narrdmyr.  

The Grand Master Templar had a small  group of Templars which assisted him with his duties to the 
Throne of Narrdmyr; these elite Templars were known as Cenobites.  The duties of the Grand Master 
Templar and these Cenobites included serving the King directly; acting as advisors to the crown when the 
need arose; protecting and tutoring the Royal family; maintaining the security of the castle; commanding 
clerics within the King’s army; and screening anyone who came to see the King.  To this day, Temple 
Serinth keeps those ancient traditions, which have proven so very successful since the birth of this group 
so many years ago.

The	Birth	of	Chivalry
When Willmont reached the age of 38, he gathered his tribal leaders together and had a great feast.  He 
spoke to them of the beginnings of chivalry.  He told them that it was their duty to form a council unto 
which the people would turn to for protection.  Chivalry was born that day, as was the concept of nobility. 
But  Willmont  would  never  see  those  ideals  come  to  fruition.  Later  that  evening,  his  torch  was 
extinguished, never to light the halls of Glenarm again.

The	Mantle	
In 53 TM, the Mantle formed as an Order of magic users equivalent to a Knightly order. Founded by 
Kielyn Mantle, Mantle Mages quickly became one of the most respected and feared groups of Fire and Air 
casters in the Kingdom.  Over their long years in service to the Crown, they served as personal guards 
and tutors to the Royal family; commanders of units of mages within the King’s army; suppressors of 
Royal  and  Mantle  secrets;  and  researchers/masters  of  unique  and  extraordinary  magical  powers. 
Mysterious, and deadly, their long history stretches forward even to today. 

Upheaval	Returns
It was time for Man to expand again. He learned to build stone roads, unifying the outlying towns by 
speed  of  reinforcements  against  a  common  foe.   Quickly,  an  entire  network  of  roads  sprung  forth 
throughout the Kingdom of Maelcor.  By this point the nobles had established a structure to their new 
government,  and Willmont's  son, William, carried on his father’s  legacy as King of  Maelcor.   Things 
seemed to be joyous and blessed, and continued on when William's son “Good” King Edward assumed 
the throne.  

The	Formation	of	Narrdmyr	
Edward, however, would live for 80 years.  His son, Edward II, had two children, James and Edmund, 
before passing away.  His wife would remarry and have two sons, James and Daffyd.  Upon Edwards 
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passing, the four men would begin a war over the crown of Maelcor in 114 TM that would last for 5 years. 
It  was the first recorded civil  war in man's history, and it was bloody and treacherous. In later years, 
scholars blame the building forces of evil under La'Reth as a factor in this feud. In the end, Edmund, the 
King’s last remaining son, killed his brother and his two step brothers to seize the throne of Maelcor for 
himself.  In honor of Edward, upon his death, the kingdom was renamed Narrdmyr.

Around 150 TM, humans spread across the Cantel Plains and found themselves abutted against the 
borders  of  Ashan.   As  humans  began  to  settle  inside  these  elven  territories,  tensions  grew  rapidly 
between the neighboring kingdoms.   A war  began,  and within  7 hours,  King Edmund, in  fear  of  the 
security of the crown upon his head, rode out to meet the elven Alari and enter into a peace agreement. 
With peace secured, he would sit on the throne for another 3 years.  His son Elric would assume the 
throne in 153 and never marry.

The	Second	Dark	War
In 159 TM, La’Reth sent his forces of Dark Elves and Deep Dwarves topside.  He had already decimated 
and subjugated those races until nearly all swore allegiance to him.  With his troops of Dark fortified by 
Dark Elf, he then took the war to another enemy of his, Gala, the Greenwich.

Gala understood her role well,  and turned feverish efforts towards protecting the One Tree from the 
corruption of the Dark.  La’Reth’s evil plan was to burrow under the One Tree and take control of its 
powers from underneath.  Gala soon sent word to the surface dwarven kings, calling for their aid, and 
they dwarves responded in force.  Dwarven emissaries were sent to the human and elven kingdoms to 
beg for help against La’Reth and the Dark, but elven council had no desire to fight in the world of their 
hated brethren, and the human king Elric had no interest in going to war whilst there was no heir to the 
throne.

But there were those humans and elves alike who responded to the call.  William Ravenshunt, great, 
great grandson of Wilmont Narrdmyr, was a baron in the kingdom of Narrdmyr with many troops at his 
command.  Upon hearing that none were pledging to aid Gala and the dwarves, William gathered his men 
and went  into the depths.   An elven mage by the name of Kalstan heard of  the plight  befalling the 
Greenwich, and immediately set out to finding the signs left by the Planeswalkers years ago.  Oberon 
took pity on William for his efforts, for without intervention, he would certainly have failed.  So Oberon 
gave unto him the Sword of Raven.

171 TM became known throughout the rest of time as the Days of Darkness.  The sun was blocked from 
the sky, as La’Reth’s power reached its peak.  The entire war came to its climax at the Battle of Night, a 
day unto which not one drop of sunlight touched the earth.  William Ravenshunt, known to his men as 
“Raven”, wounded La’Reth greatly with Oberon’s Sword, and the Dark armies fell to the united forces of 
the kindly races.  Man had stepped forth with elf, dwarf, giant, and dragon to defeat La’Reth once again, 
and return him to his deep prison.  The loss of King Elric Narrdmyr in the fighting left the throne open and 
by acclimation,  William Ravenshunt  ascended  to  the  throne.   And so  with  the dying of  the  Line  of 
Narrdmyr, the line of Raven began.

Good	King	Raven,	Hero	of	the	Second	Dark	War
Ravens Sword: The Enchanted Sword of the Human Kings, given to the line of  
Raven by the Walker Oberon. This is the only weapon known to be able to pierce  
the skin of the Dark Lord La’Reth. It was most recently wielded by Prince Duncan  
Belthshazarr in the Second Dark War in the year 994. In design, it is a long sword 
with a distinctive cross guard and silvery blade.

From "The Great Book of Artifacts"

Good King Raven’s first eight years were glorious.  All the races quickly rebuilt their losses and celebrated 
life by the day, it seemed.  Upon returning to Maelcor, the people of Narrdmyr cheered him through the 
streets and into the great hall until he sat upon his throne.  It is said that every man, woman, and child 
knew the moment he sat, as every subject in his lands bent knee.  Dwarves to this day talk about the 
genuflection that shook their hallowed halls to their very foundation.
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King William Ravenshunt reaffirmed peace between Ashan and Narrdmyr, and good relations seemed as 
if they would last forever.  Man and elf seemed happy in each other’s company.  Narrdmyr welcomed elf 
inhabitants with open arms, and both kingdoms prospered.

In 250, after 79 years of peace, Good King Raven died.  Something about his passing seemed to stir the 
bowels of the earth, and darkness once again rose in the land.  People that visited the One Tree felt a 
sickness about the tree, and felt a dark presence that to this day, no one really understands.

The	Fall	of	Ashan
One hundred years later, a small group of barbarians in the northern forests raided into Ashan.  The elven 
Alari, believing it to be a sign of war from humans in the south, declared war on Narrdmyr.  It was a 
mistake that would eventually bring the down fall of Ashan.  Harsh winters had persisted for the past few 
years, and the cycle of trust had been broken.  Humans never really trusted the elves after that short one 
year war.

The elven Alari in 357 passed away, and the Leonthas family ascended to the throne of Ashan.  This 
ushered in a new era of trade with Narrdmyr.  In 358, Minotaur pirates sacked the port city of Tarn. 
Narrdmyrian  and  Ashanian  armies  immediately  struck  back.   Within  a  few  short  days,  the  city  was 
reclaimed by the human and elven forces.  It was then the destiny of the city of Tarn to be the hub of the 
three races trade routes.  Peace and trust returned to the lands and would last for another 500 years.

At the end of the line of Raven was King James Ravenshunt.  Upon his death, he left behind his wife 
Rebecca Del Ray and his daughter Ashley.  Queen Rebecca saw to it that her daughter married into the 
Del Ray family to secure the throne for her family.  Richmond Del Ray emerged as the new King of 
Narrdmyr.  Thus ended the line of Raven and began the Line of Del Ray.

The	Great	Orc	War
One of the legacies of the Del Ray line was that they became known as the Orcslayers.  As the Del Ray 
line advanced from king to king, the orc's hold grew stronger and stronger.  Orc, who had fought with 
La’Reth in the Dark Wars, felt cheated by La’Reth's inability to conquer the human lands.  They grew 
jealous of man's hold on the most fertile plains, and their advances in weaponry and armor.  The Orcs 
wanted the fortified towns for themselves, and with man’s past history of  being created to kill  orc, it 
seemed that orcs wanted revenge for thousands of years of slaughter.

In 860 TM, King Vandergres Del Ray and Queen Gwenhwyvar had their first child, Cynthia.  The king was 
happy, but concerned.  He wanted an heir to continue the bloodline, as did all great kings, but after four 
more years of trying for a son, the orcs invaded Narrdmyr by the thousands. His efforts were for naught. 
King Vandergres left Glenarm Keep to end the orcs, and the war, but in doing so, he would never have 
the son he so desired.

The Great Orc War had begun with hungry orcs eating the inhabitants of a town named Makwoor.  They 
had burnt the town to the ground and left the survivors to freeze in the winter snow.  The King's forces 
went forth with Elves flanking to the North, and met the Orcish army three days from Maelcor.  The battle 
seemed too easy.  Elves and Humans slaughtered the orc horde by the thousands, and with very few 
casualties to their own troops.  What they did not realize was that this was nothing more than a diversion. 

The main force of Orcs had advanced past them to begin a siege on Maelcor, their hope to trap the 
Queen inside.  The King was enraged.  Human and Elf both raced to Maelcor, knowing that if they did not 
arrive in time, and the siege were allowed to begin, it would take months if not years to break.  Using a bit 
of ingenuity, King Vandergres and a group of elves rode out and taunted the orcish troops.  The blood-
thirsty orcs were more than glad to oblige his Majesty, and the troops eagerly chased after him.  Three 
days of pursuit later, the elven army had enough time to strike at the orcish forces and whittle down their 
numbers.  King Vandergres fled behind the elven lines, and then spirited back to Malecor to secure his 
Kingdom.  His troops had refortified the town and it seemed that, if a siege did come, they would now be 
prepared.  However, at the height of his excitement in outsmarting the orcs, he entered his chambers to 
give the good news to his lady wife.  He found her laying on the floor, a wine glass with its contents spilled 
on the stone floor.  She wasn’t dead, but she was never the same.  
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Some say it was an orc assassin that got in and poisoned Queen Gwenhwyvar’s wine, others say it was 
the Queen herself.  Whatever the cause, Queen Gwenhwyvar went mad, and would never bear a child 
again.  She died in 867, three years after the orc war began.  The grief stricken King became bitter and 
cold.  He left the Elves to the slaughter of the enemy, and ogres had joined in the fray to aid the orcs.  In 
869, however, the elves had grown weary of battle, and were disgruntled that the Human king would 
abandon them to fight alone.  The elves arranged another diversion of the orcs and ogres, getting them to 
focus on attacking Maelcor once again.  The elves stood in the distance and watched for days as it 
seemed the human king would not fight back.  Then, sixty days later, the orcs simply left in the night, 
leaving everything behind.

The King became cold and bitter.  Several courtiers came to him in hopes of marriage, and hopes for the 
Del Ray lineage to live on, but it was to no avail.  The King would not look upon any of them as worthy. 
He sent them away, or had them killed.  Scholars believe he had been driven partially mad by the tragedy 
of his Queen Gwenhwyvar.  In 870, upon hearing of the Queth hordes invading Ashan, the embittered 
King  would  send no aid,  remembering  how the elves  turned the hordes against  him.   In  881,  King 
Vandergres gave his daughters hand in marriage to James Belthshazarr in hopes that in the absence of a 
son, the kingdom would not be left to ruinous infighting for the throne.  Finally, in 886, with no son, King 
Vandergres passed away, as did the Days of the Del Ray lineage.

The	Rise	of	Temple	Fleur
The Gates of My’shalla: Scattered throughout the planes, the Walker My’shalla 
left an interconnected system of stone arches, to aid herself and her brethren in  
traveling the many realms. One such gate stood in the garden of the temple of  
Fleur in Cay. Another was said to be outside the town of Illvaresh in southeastern  
Novashan, and another north of the city of Tommar. It is believed that all such 
gates upon the Central Plane were removed by the Walkers in the year 1000.

From "The Great Book of Artifacts

During these rather chaotic years of service to a less than mentally stable king, one of the members of 
Temple Serinth decided to make a break from the Order of Serinth.  There are rumors that survive in 
certain rare documents that hint at the lengths that Temple Serinth had to go to in order to preserve the 
illusion of the King's sanity, and one must wonder if perhaps that had something to do with this break from 
an Order which had up until then been in existence for almost a thousand years, with no record of an 
attempt of this kind.

This intrepid former member of Serinth, named Laurisis Posey, started the first Temple Fleur in the port 
town of Kay founded Temple Fleur in 912.  Slowly his following grew, as the sailors carried word of his 
new Temple to other port towns around the Kingdom.  The people loved the idea that they could find 
magical healing away from the rigid demands of Serinth, albeit with a price.  Templar Laurisis cleverly 
raised funds by charging money and favors for his skills, and then reinvested those resources into buying 
protection from the Great Order of  Serinth,  which was none too pleased with his  impertinence.  His 
Temple flourished, and he became known as the Fleur de Curacion, which referenced his deep love of his 
garden,  and the flowers within.  Known for  his  especially  beautiful  white carnations and his  ability  to 
bargain, he became one of the wealthiest half elven commoners in the Kingdom of Narrdmyr.

Temple Fleur remains an organization of mostly Earth and Water users even to this day.  While Temple 
Serinth actively promotes the idea that Temple Fleur is just  in it  for  the money, the actions of  Fleur 
belayed that reputation. While they have always charged for healing, their excess contributions always 
seemed to find a way into the pockets of those most needing aid, who perhaps have not the time to deal 
with the extensively rigid  forms and applications required by Temple Serinth.  The history books also 
suggest they were able to use their departure from the official  kingdom Temple, to do business with 
groups that might not be in favor with the Crown. To this day, they are well known for their excruciatingly 
discrete business manners.

The Temple Heart was built in Kay somewhere between 914 and 916 TM.. A beautifully manicured garden 
was cultivated around it, showcasing many rare breeds of flowers and other plants. While originally a 
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supposed money making scheme by the temple elders,  the gardeners,  mostly initiates and brothers, 
devoted their lives to making this garden the greatest in the world. As Grand Marshal Posy moved from 
town to town setting up new temples, the temple in Kay continued to expand the garden, buying stranger 
and more exotic plants from afar, with the money that poured in to the temple coffers from Posy's shrewd 
business dealings.

In 936, a sixteen year old Initiate named Avenswar became the head gardener. His ability with magic was 
unparalleled in the art of nurturing rare plants. In the last 80 years, now Arch Vicar, Avenswar has turned 
the  garden  into  an understated  wonder  of  the  world.  Avenswar,  whom prefers  the  title,  Father,  has 
researched more plant related, spells than even the elves have dreamed possible. He teaches some to 
the Brothers, but most he keeps to himself, for fear that someone will use or pervert his research to the 
destruction of his beloved plants. At age 81, he mind is starting to go, but he is still in good health, having 
bound his life force to that of a young redwood tree near the middle of the garden. 

The	Human	Assumption	of	Ashan
By 886, forty-one years had passed since the last elven Ashan had taken the elven throne, and no one 
had any idea where the elven line of kings had gone. King Vallend Belthshazarr I decided that enough 
was enough, and claimed the lands of Ashan for himself.  Forty years of marital law would ensue in elven 
lands, and at the end of that time, in 951 TM, the Bayomal Pact was signed.

In 957, Vallend I ceased to be, and Vallend II, his son, took the throne.  This king offended the elves 
further by dividing their lands in half, into the Twin Duchies of Alandar and Pelanor.  In 966, Vallend II took 
the elven city of Alandar after years of elven effort to rebuild it from its destruction by the Queth.  Insult 
after insult was made, until two young upstart elves, Lavallion D’Traylin, former captain of the guard for 
the king of Ashan, and Kieran D’Kalin, who claimed title as heir to the elven throne, appeared and rallied 
elves to rebel against their human oppressors.  The elves, emboldened, belligerently began raiding towns 
and villages in Narrdmyr proper.

Tragically, in 988, the Narrdmyr royal family was found mysteriously slain, and the heir apparent, Duke 
Lawrence Belthshazarr, was named King of Narrdmyr.  The lands to the North, known as Novashan, were 
given to his youngest son Duncan.  Duncan, prince of Novashan, inherited the land once owned by elves. 
In  a  wise  move,  which  would  foreshadow the  insight  with  which he  would  rule  his  people,  Duncan 
immediately named members of the two oldest elven royal families as his Dukes; Kieran D’Kalin Duke of 
Pelanor, and his cousin Thakalanthalas D’Cyrion Duke of Alandar.  The elves, impressed with this grand 
political move, gained great respect for Prince Duncan, and also much hope for what life would be like 
living under a human such as this.  It was during this time, that King Lawrence also appointed his son 
Kenneth as Commander of the armies of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr.
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Politics	and	Laws	
The Kingdom is the finest place to live in the world. There is little crime, next to no  
poverty, and the line of Belthshazarr is just and fair. All common folk are treated  
equally, and the nobles care for and protect us. Why anyone would wish to live in 
the borderlands in beyond me.

 Philip Greenmantle

1.			 	 		 	Laws	 	

Novashan

Royal	Laws
No blade may be drawn in the Royal families’ presence unless it is for the protection of the Royal family.

Penalty – Imprisonment, Exile, Death

No member of  the Royal family may swear allegiance with any household other than their  own.  All 
members of the Royal family swear fealty to the Throne.

Penalty – Exile, Death

The practice of necromancy, the raising of the undead, is outlawed.

Penalty – Death

Dark Elves are considered to be evil at heart and irredeemable.

Penalty – Death

No person shall commit treason against the Crown of Narrdmyr.

Penalty – Exile, Death

Only those of Noble blood, title or rank, Knights or by rite of the King will be allowed to own and operate a 
war horse.  The definition of a war horse will be as follows: the display of heraldic devises upon the 
horses gear (Note, Sable is a recognized heraldic color).   

Penalty – Fine, Public Stockades, Whipping

Slavery  is  abolished  within  the  Kingdom of  Narrdmyr.   All  current  slaves  are  to  be  set  free.   The 
punishment of slavery is also abolished.

Penalty – Restitution, Branding, Exile, Death

Only a Knight of Narrdmyr, a male member of the Royal family of Narrdmyr or the Queen of Narrdmyr 
may Knight an individual within Narrdmyr.  The King of Narrdmyr must first recognize all Knighthoods 
recognized within the Kingdom of Narrdmyr.

Penalty – Restitution, Exile, Death

Mercenary bands or troops are against the king’s law.  All guilds must be recognized and sanctioned by 
the crown of Narrdmyr.  

Penalty – Fine, Restitution, Public Stocks, Branding, Exile, Death 
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Knightly	Guide	to	Punishment	
1. Fine - A sum of no less than 5 silver unless otherwise noted in taxes.

2. Confiscation of  Items - Weapon or Item taken.  Confiscated items must be presented to the 
Baronial Chamberlain to be inventoried.

3. Restitution - Return of stolen items or payment in lieu of return.

4. Public stockades/public jail - on field imprisonment for 1+ hour.

5. Work Detail - Labor such as building walls and road improvement.

6. Flogging - Public flogging for damage upon release from imprisonment.

7. Branding - Branded for crime after imprisonment.  The branding shall be a Fleur de Lys on each 
hand for  first  time thieving offenders, and murders will  have a Fleur de Lys branded to their 
cheek.  These may not be regenerated without a writ from the Baroness.

8. Maiming – Removal of tongue, hand, etc.  To be used on casters who break Baronial Law.  May 
not be regenerated unless by written order from the Baroness.

9. Bondsman - Placed into servitude for crimes for a certain amount of time.  Bondsmen shall be 
placed in  the service  of  an  individual  by  the Baroness,  to  whom they must  report  to  at  the 
beginning of each moon for direction until their time has been served.

10. Imprisonment - Placed in off-field prison for 2+ events.

11. Exile - Exiled from Principality after time served in prison.

12. Death - Publically executed after time served in prison.

Anyone found breaking the laws of the Barony may have their items confiscated as punishment for  
their crimes. All confiscated items are to be presented to the Baronial Chamberlain or Chancellor and 
inventoried.  

If the Baroness is available, all enforcers of Her Laws shall present any transgressor before her for  
punishment to be meted out. 

Casters who use their magics in ways that break these laws may be subject to having their tongues  
removed. Anyone who resurrects a person put to death for crimes against the Barony without written 
authorization from the  Baroness shall  become a  bondsman for  a  year  and a  day.  Anyone who 
regenerates a person branded or maimed for crimes against the Barony without written authorization  
from the Baroness shall become a bondsman for a year and a day.

Anyone who can resurrect  must  be registered with the High Templar.   All  resurrections must be  
accompanied by a noble decree.  All healers with the ability to regenerate must be registered with the  
High Templar.

Barony of Autruche

Treason against the Crown of Novashan is outlawed.

Penalty – Exile, Death  

Insurgence or inciting a rebellion is outlawed.

Penalty – Exile, Death  

Murder is outlawed.

Penalty – Fine, Restitution, Exile, Death

The practice of Necromancy, the raising of the undead, is outlawed.

Penalty ‐ Death
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Thievery is outlawed. Repeat offenders may be subject to maiming.  Anyone caught confiscating goods in 
the name of justice and not immediately turning said goods over to the Baroness or her representative 
shall be considered stealing. Anyone taking Baronial resources and using them for any reason other than 
one sanctioned by the Baroness shall be considered stealing.

Penalty – Restitution, Branding, Public Stockades, Exile  

Forgery of any official document is outlawed.  This includes but is not limited to tax, guild and treasury 
writs, as well as writs of official status. Impersonating any noble, official or representative of a guild is  
outlawed.

Penalty – Fine

Shae'dynarr are to be considered evil at heart and irredeemable. Any caught dealing with this race is to 
be punished.  Any Shae'dynarr that are found within the principality shall be immediately seized.

Penalty – Fine, Exile, Death  

Any payment  to  or  alliance with  Goblins,  Orcs,  Trolls,  Giants,  Dark  Elves,  Dryders,  etc.  without  the 
expressed permission of Peerage will  be considered a treasonous act towards the Principality, and is 
therefore outlawed.

Penalty – Fine, Exile, Death

Interfering or obstructing with the Town guards duties is outlawed.  No blade may be drawn in town unless 
it is for the protection of the town. Unauthorized combat within town gates is outlawed.

Penalty – Fine, Flogging, Public Stockade, Exile, Death

Unauthorized gambling is outlawed.  Gambling requires a permit.

Penalty – Fine

Failure to pay taxes is outlawed.  Inability to provide proof of taxes paid will incur a fine.

Penalty – Restitution, Flogging, Public Stockades, Bondsman

Desecration of property is outlawed.

Penalty – Fine

Public drunkenness is outlawed.  Strange and mundane items are outlawed.

Penalty – Fine

Unauthorized fire pits are outlawed.

Penalty – Fine

Culture
My King, the humans are a people of vast contradictions. Some are gentle to a  
fault; others are crueler than any orc and more sadistic than a clan of dark elves.  
They come in all shapes, all sizes, and most colors. Considered the ‘youngest’ of  
the civilized races,  they are ambitious, proud, stubborn and inventive;  often to  
their individual detriment.

Dwarven Emissary
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Novashonians

There is not an overwhelming amount of regional variation between the human inhabitants of 
Novashan.  Stubborn, independent frontiersmen with a desire to live free from oppressive Nardmyrian 
taxation.  Wither they wear furs, plate armor, or silks, the men and women of Novashan are generally 
practical, straightforward, and determined, sometimes to the point of insanity.  However, there are a few 
tiny differences in Novashanian nationals based on where they live.

Llymiri
Very few humans live in the former elven nation of Ashan, now the northern Duchy of Llymir. 

Those that do are either very brave, very fierce about isolation, or very Gypsy.  Within the Duchy of Llymir, 
The County of Manipaths, and the Baronies of Diamondwood and Greenwood, boast a population of 
some twenty-five thousand barbarians, merchants, travelers, hermits, miners, and Gypsies.

Anadarrian
The southern Duchy of Anadar is famous for its lumber, its food, and its weapons.  The people 

that live there are a collection of explorers, rangers, treasure hunters, soldiers, and farmers.  And the ever 
present merchants that supply those people with beans and booze.  An eclectic bunch of outcasts from 
other places, including all manner of military personnel that remained after the Elf/Human war, the Dark 
War, and the Tommarin War.  The County of Shadowglen, or Shadowglade depending on whom you ask, 
contains the bulk of the former Tommarin expatriates.  The County of Hawkstone has a vast number of 
refugees from the other wars,  including Erins that  left  the Kingdom after  the Duchy of  Erin rebelled 
against the Kingdom in 1002.   

Nardmyrrians

The people of Nardmyr have a long history of conflict, both internally and externally.  From the 
dawn of the Kingdom in inter-tribal warfare, through to the present day border skirmishes in the south with 
the Crimson Brothers.  

Erins
The great forests and rolling fields of Erin are home to two of the most prevalent peoples of the 

Kingdom.  Northern Erin is famous for their fog, their towers, their smug superiority, and their desire to 
conquer everything in sight and make it a colony or outpost of Erin.  At one point a young Duke of Erin 
was heard to remark that, “The Sun never sets on the Lords of Erin”.  Ironically he was later crushed to 
death under a poor sculpted statue of himself.  The Erin longbow is considered by some the most deadly 
weapon in the Kingdom, although it has been noted that its usefulness diminishes in the face of Tommarin 
shield tactics.

Southern  Erin  is  famous  for  their  food,  their  wine,  their  smug  superiority,  their  perceived 
cowardice, and their desire to conquer everything in sight and cover it with flower gardens and water 
features.  Their dialect has a tendency to replace the letter S with the letter Z, and while it would seem 
that their chief export is maid’s uniforms, they are in fact the chief manufacturers of armor, arms, silk, and 
linen in the Kingdom.

Scotians
Scotians are by far one of the most exuberant cultures in all of human society.

Duke Ian MacGregeor rules his factious people with an iron fist.  It doesn’t hurt that said iron fist 
holds the reigns to a flight of deadly griffons, nor that his people have a tendency to paint themselves 
blue, work themselves into a battle frenzy, and charge invulnerable fortifications with claymores until the 
weight of Highlander bodies causes gates and whole walls to collapse.  
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Divided between the Free Folk  of  Mishanter,  and the Free Folk  of  Noch Tarin,  the Scotians 
areblunt, crude, friendly, wild, cheerful, lusty, deadly, and obnoxious.  So, human… but more honest about 
it. The Mishanti wear kilts, tam-o’-shanters, and tend to drink until a fight breaks out.  They have names 
like MacAlan, MacInnis, and MacIntyre.   The Noch Tarins are quite different, with their kilts, close knit 
caps,  and  tendency  to  drink  until  a  fight  breaks  out.   The  have  names  like  O’Grady,  O’Leery,  and 
O’Sullivan.  It’s anyone’s guess why they don’t get along.
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Once upon a time in the far away land of Scotia in the county of Myshanter lived a 
blacksmith named Grady McEwen and his wife Clarinda, and their three sons, 
Gilbert, the eldest, James, and young Elad.

Elad's arrival  was something of  a surprise to  his parents,  who had been told  
Clarinda would never bear children after James.  "Kin' ya hagshwed the' giel!  
Nae' gh' ach' 'er hashlllager!", Grady remarked upon not drinking long enough to  
realize that his wife had been pregnant for nine months and born him another 
son.

Young Elad's early life was quite bucolic; he spent many a joyful hour playing in 
the moors with his brother James, and several a long weeks finding his way back 
home again. He worked in the smithy, helping his mother, who, being the better 
smith in the first place, had taken over the business to support the family. It was  
there that Elad learned the vital skills of carrying heavy things, not drinking his  
father's ale, picking up very small nails, and not touching metal when it's hot.

Between his  adventures  in  deep wells,  sheep pens,  goat pens,  cow pastures, 
kennels,  hen houses, aviaries,  deer paths,  slaughter houses and the moors,  it 
became obvious to Clarinda that Elad was spending a lot of time with the girls of  
the village as well as the married women. "J' guhn er' th' khhadack mcluszerg!”, 
Grady advised his concerned wife one afternoon before going out for a hard night  
of not being seen for a week.

The situation came to a head when the village butcher showed up, barking mad,  
demanding that Clarinda keep her boy away from his wife and daughter, and 
that she purchase a damaged cow carcass and wash every sheet in his house. 
Under the firm insistence and stout oaken stick of his mother, Elad, after a long 
day of not touching his father's ales, went off to the butcher's house to apologize.

When the mob came to the McEwen house later that night, Elad was long gone. At 
the behest of his mother, Elad had left for distant parts. "Whare shall I set ta'  
mum?" he asked as he belted on two fine shortswords,  parting gifts  from his  
mother. "Git ye' ta' the town a' Doylt," she replied, packing some provisions in a  
sack. "Whare's tha?" Elad asked, looking about in confusion.  "Uh, o'er thare," 
Clarinda said, gesturing broadly toward the north, pushing Elad along with her  
free hand. "How far 'sit?" her son asked. "Far," she answered, "Very, very far.  
Leagues.  Days.  Good bye, son."

So, all alone for the first time in his life, Elad ventured forth, stopping at a near-by  
inn to have an ale or twelve. That night, having made good time for walking on all  
fours, Elad settled down for the night in a nice pile of mud, or possibly cow dung.

When he awoke, bushy eyed and smelling a might peculiar, he spied a caravan 
heading vaguely north He sneaked on board, helping himself to a cask or four of  
fine ale all settled down for the night, and day, and next night.

Unbeknownst to Elad, the cask he chose to curl up in was headed for a larger 
store of cargo with a merchant convoy, bound for faraway lands,

And when Elad finally awoke, everyone was wearing pants.

Pethians
An odd mix of human ethnicities, even for Nardmyr, the peoples of Peth tend toward darker skin, 

robes and turbans, sombreros and ponchos, lederhosen and lagers, several other more obscure forms of 
dress.  The dialects of Peth are too numerous to count.  The only thing that prevents horrible conflict 
between the various towns and villages is a fierce national pride.  Despite the discovery that their beloved 
duke had been replaced by a doppelganger the loyal sons and daughters of Peth rallied to the defense of 
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his teenage son, Duke Brennen, defeated a superior foe in the field, and then rushed to the aid of the 
besieged city of Maelcor.  

Dynsforthi
A melting pot of humanity, with a smattering of the other races sprinkled liberally throughout.  Or it 

was until a few years ago, when the capital city of Maelcor was invested, besieged, overrun, and finally 
liberated, only to be blighted by a magical ooze for almost ten years.  The people fled in droves.  But 
Duke Wilmont of Dynsforth did not want people to flee his Duchy, so he ordered his troops to close the 
border.  It is now a crime to leave the Duchy without noble permission.  Consequently, not a lot of people 
enter the Duchy.  The Counts and Barons have done their best to minimize the damage their Duke’s 
policies have done, but with limited success.  The people that have stayed behind from Bero-Phane to 
Blackshire are hurting, and hungry.  Often beaten… but far from broken.

Norsicans

Obendvarf had come to our people and told us great stories of creation, and the  
races, and of life and death, and of Nature herself.  All the tales and stories gave 
our hearts a renewed hope in the survival of man.  Our people loved Obendvarf,  
and his wife Tirien, and we cared for them like family.  But one tale seemed to  
reach inside our ancestors and give them cause to take up the ways we now 
know to be Norsican.

In days of old, it was said that Obendvarf and Tirien did fashion themselves a 
vessel to carry them upon the waters of the Grenvann (Jaded Sea).  Their trips  
would give them time to be alone, and together.  It was almost as if the two could 
become one on their vessel, and they cherished those times.

Upon one of their voyages, a fish came up close to the vessel and looked curiously  
at the vessel and its cargo, the two lovers.  Tirien, with marvel and wonderment,  
reached  down  to  touch  the  fish.   Tirien’s  ring  glinted  in  the  sunlight,  and  it 
intrigued the fish.  As she reached closer and closer, the fish leapt up out of the  
water and grabbed the ring on her finger.  Tirien’s eyes grew, expressing her  
shock, and she screamed.  Obendvarf jumped into the water to get the fish, but it  
was too late.  Tirien cried and cried.  Obendvarf returned to the vessel and held  
her close.  He then returned to the land and fashioned her a new ring.  But, in the  
words  of  Obendvarf,  it  was  never  quite  the  same.   Tirien  was  sad,  and  left 
Obendvarf,  swearing never to  return until  she had retrieved the ring from the 
depths of the Grenvann.

Our ancestors heard this tale, and set out to make it right.  First, they pleaded 
with Mysvenelda, the one of the water.  She would hear nothing of Obendvarf’s  
plight from these men, and refused to  help.   Our ancestors made a pact unto  
themselves to see this wrong righted, and so they set out to learn and experiment 
with the building of ships, so they could go in search of Tirien’s Ring.

Other  tribes  of  men  thought  the  quest  foolish,  that  man  should  not  involve 
themselves in the affairs of the Flyetgangen (planes walkers).  But the story could 
not be flushed from our heads, and we would see our family restored.  We had 
grown to love the water by Obendvarf's tales, and so the migration would begin.

Five ships left from the southern point of the Grenvann and sailed North, each 
taking its own path to search wide and far for the fish.  Those ships were named  
for those tribal leaders; The Osktum, the Skyrguard, the Wyyshart, the Wyrmvrk,  
and the Thomlurk.  Days and months passed, but no fish could be found.  The  
“fleet”  was so far  out from their  lands that they decided to  press forward,  to  
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continue the search, even if it meant their demise.  Within days, salvation would 
be found.

With food supplies dwindling, land was sighted.  The ships landed on the rocky 
shores, and made camps.  Food supplies were gathered, house and forts were 
built,  and the people settled their  new land in hopes of  gaining newer,  better  
ways of retrieving Tirien's ring.  Over time, though, being discouraged by failure  
after failure in their goal, the five ships would become the five clans, and they 
would begin to war against each other.

Years of infighting wore heavily on the people, and a sixth ship, the Nors, arrived.  
The Nors first landed near the Wyrmvrk.  The men of the Nors quickly gained the  
allegiance  of  the  Wyrmvrk.   Next,  they  sailed  to  the  Wyyshart,  whom  had  
remained neutral in all  the warring.  Then it was to  the Osktum, and then to  
Skyrguard, and then to Thomlurk.  The clans stood united under the Nors, and  
they became known as Norsicans forever more.

Each clan had its own king, and each king then counseled with the Great King.  
But soon, the lineage of Great Kings began to die off, and warring between the 
clans began anew.  Until  the attacks waged by the Stormlord, they had been  
mistrustful of each other at best, vying for power and the right to ascend their own 
clan king to the throne of Great King.  Now it appears that some common ground 
has reunited the  Norsicans.   Perhaps the  elevation  of  a new Great King may  
happen in our lifetime…

Norsican	Culture
Norsican culture is fairly different than that of other tribes of barbarians.  Though their love of the natural 
world and a simple way of life is still very strong, Norsicans now attempt to gather new knowledge and 
use it. Some with the Kinvish Der Varn (Children of the Wind) found that the cultures they fought with 
were becoming increasingly difficult to defeat.  Not because they were stronger or out ranked them, but, 
rather the enemy troops were better disciplined.  The enemy’s ability to write allowed for orders to be 
given precisely without having to rely on the memory of their foot runners.  Their troops were better fed do 
to increases in crop yields and food storage.

Great King Stephan decreed that Knowledge would become more prized than gold.  Stephan was quoted 
as saying "Gold will feed us, give us stores, and buy us trade so long as our purses never run dry.  But, 
knowledge is an inexhaustible sea that will never run dry, and can help us produce all we need."  Stephan 
spent the rest of his reign opening his people to the frightening new realm of progress.  (This time in 
Norsican history would be very reminiscent of the reign of Peter the Great in Czarist Russia.)  It became 
mandatory that all Norsicans learn at least one trade.  Though the learning of, and especially the use of 
fire and air magic is "highly frowned upon".  Most knowledge using "mystical" ways to accomplish a task 
are seen as unreliable and half hazard.  Magic, though, may be used if no other means to an end exists.

A warrior bowing to other warriors is considered an insult, the lower the bow and farther the eyes are 
averted the deeper the insult.  Bows, as a sign of respect, are reserved for "ladies" and/or the aged who 
no longer hold the ability to make war.  Disabled warriors who do not fall into the above categories should 
not be bowed to.  Thought it is doubtful they could harm you it is still considered bad form.

Members of the Kinvish Der Varn, Generally more open to different peoples and new wonders especially 
if they are veterans and have seen much.  Regular citizens of Norsica are highly distrustful of anything 
new at first unless it is being presented to them by a fellow countryman.  This Mono-ethnic Ideal slows the 
growth of some knowledge.  While common knowledge is so well known it seems inbred.

Norsica boasts one great natural defense; it is protected 7 months out of the year by thick ice pack that 
seals the Great Bay off in fall and breaks up in late spring.  Even spring and summer icebergs float freely 
in the Great Bay.  Only an experienced captain and a ship with a shallow draw make Norsica accessible.
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The population lives in the valley lands of the great fjords, sheltered from the evil cold of winter.  The 
people scratch what little that will grow from the thin soils during the short summer.  This is why raiding 
and trading is so very important to Norsica.

Gypsies	‐	The	Lords	of	the	Open	Road
It's widely assumed that the Romani, or Gypsies - as many call them, will carry  
away anything that is not nailed down. This is hearsay and simply not based in 
reality. Still, when they come to town, hide your valuables and invest in plenty of  
nails.

Traithan Brightbard

What follows contains as many lies as it does truths. When one considers the Romani, it's impossible to 
distinguish between the two. What is known about this people today is forgotten tomorrow. What was true 
yesterday is a lie today.

On the surface, the Romani are a bright bunch clad in jovial colors complete with never fading smiles. 
(Young Romani maidens are often referred to as 'flowers of the field' due to their colorful glowing skirts.) 
Yet they are known as the most overtly secretive people in the land. Very little in know about them and it 
seems they like it that way. To outsiders they are known as Gypsies. Their internal rituals and ceremonies 
are highly guarded and are the subject a great deal of speculation. Most of what can be gleaned about 
this people is by the interpretation of other races. Still, some information has been compiled in an attempt 
to understand them.

Gypsies live in bands made up of many families. The head of each family within a band is known as a 
Cappo.  There are 3 distinct bands that make up their kingdom, the Nebelhexe Band, the Wermut Band, 
and the Sirene Band. At the head of  each band is a king, whose main role is to settle disputes (as 
opposed to rule over them as the title might imply). The title of king is hereditary and passed down to the 
first son of the first daughter. The three band kings rule the Romani kingdom, which is made up of all 
roads and roadsides and has no boarders or boundaries. Through various talks, treaties, accords and 
agreements Gypsies pay no taxes and don't fall under jurisdiction of any authority other than their own. 
Likewise, the Romani don't recognize boundaries and travel through all lands – usually unhindered.  

It's hard to pinpoint when or where the Gypsy people came to be. They seem to have simply always been. 
It is widely understood that long ago the Romani built the roads that, eventually, connected all kingdoms. 
Today it is equally understood that Gypsies maintain the roads and keep them for all to use.

Despite  this  contribution  Gypsies  are  loathed  and  despised  by  many  for  their  propensity  for  taking 
whatever they want when they feel they need it. This often includes livestock, tools, and jewelry. It also 
may include stealing infants - who they raise as their own.

Some describe this sense of entitlement like the Romani have an eerie understanding of the world that no 
one else has yet to grasp. It is also widely theorized that the Gypsies are the protectors of some of the 
world's most important secrets.

Strangely, Romani don't carry any weapons other than what can also be used as a tool. History tells us 
that they don't have to as there are only a few instances of aggression against them – It is fact that those 
perpetrators and their families ended up meeting painful and bloody deaths. It has long been known that 
Gypsies have a mutual protection pact with both vampires and werewolves. They also have a natural 
talent for curses which may explain the great respect they are able to command. Beware the evil eye!

During the spring and summer months it is common for the Romani to hold regional faires and meets 
where goods and services are exchanged. Gypsies are renowned for their skill at animal husbandry and 
breed some of the best horses. These meets also feature soothsaying and a circus. To many this is all 
just a chance for these ever scheming people to separate a fool from his money.
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Tomarrans
...and in marches a legion of Tomarr’s finest. Everybody grabbed their weapons 
and made a shield wall, close to where high trail widens out, where the fallen log  
is. Some people ran away. On came the Tomarrans. There had to have been about  
30 of them. The two forces drew up and the Tomarran commander ordered us to  
surrender and submit to the authority of Tomarr. The prince and the duke shouted  
their defiance, and the battle began. Fire and lightning rained over our heads as 
the sheildmen closed with each other with the clash of steel on steel. 

The Tomarrans fought with discipline and courage while we fought for our lives  
and homes. We were being pushed back into the town proper when suddenly we  
heard  a  familiar  melody  from the  trees  to  our  right.  The  Tomarran  advance  
crashed to a halt as Rasputin O'Shea sang them fast to the earth. 

I stepped forward with several of my fellows to recover the fallen, but before we  
reached our comrades, the Tomarrans had created a magical barrier that kept us 
from our friends.  Squire Fairfax,  who had saved my life  when I  first came to  
Illvaresh,  was  inches  from me  and  I  could  not  reach  him.  I  pounded  on  the 
invisible barrier in frustration as the Tomarrans prepared their next assault.

The barrier fell without warning and the torc’ed mages of Tomarr threw death and 
destruction around us. Someone shouted to fall back, and our lines broke. We ran 
into the forest, to hide and regroup. I hid myself in the brush just East of the old 
Inn,  where  I  saw Gallo  cut  down  in  a  blast  of  magical  fire.  The  Tomarrans  
withdrew from the center of town, I assume to take stock of their losses and their  
prisoners. I crept out to Gallo, and found that he was conscious, but barely. He 
could not move, and I was not strong enough to lift and carry him into the woods,  
though I tried with all my might. 

Then a detachment of Tomarran soldiers appeared at the entrance to town and 
ordered me to surrender. I ran into the woods, toward the old keep. Nobody was 
there--it  had  proven  a  weak  fastness  against  the  Tomarrans  in  the  past.  I  
continued through the woods, until I came upon the rest of the townsfolk holding  
council in a copse of trees. I stood guard, watching for foreign soldiers in the trees  
as Prince Duncan, Duke Kieran, Sir Mythindor and Sir Aeracon debated strategy. 
We  eventually  moved  our  camp to  a  more  defensible  location,  near  to  House 
Arindale.

Scouts were sent out, and they returned with some of the fallen, including Squire  
Fairfax. The scouts reported that the Tomarrans had withdrawn from Illvaresh,  
leaving an ultimatum: Surrender or be destroyed.

We returned to the town, where Prince Duncan addressed us all. He was going  
into exile, he told us, but we would not surrender. He would instead create a new 
household, house Chaos, to harry the Tomarrans and drive them from our shores. 
Lord Mythindor would lead this house, which would act in Price Duncan's name.  
With  that,  Prince  Duncan  stepped  down  from the  stone  and  made  to  depart.  
Gumja the Beastlord led us in a rousing cheer for the Prince, and I felt pride and  
resolve swelling within me.

The next day, the Tomarrans came again.

Janos Farstrider

The people of the fallen Empire of Tommar were also a collection of diverse humans.  Crossing 
the Eastern  Ocean to  make war  on Nardmyr  and Novashan,  the Warlord  Deltanin  Kenar  sought  to 
expand the might of the Emporer, Denarum XVI.  The Warlord learned that some battlefields are too far-
flung on which to wage war.  
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Two hundred years ago, then the Empire was still a Republic and governed by Senators from 
each  of  the  great  city-states  Tommar  could  boast  of  scholars,  sages,  magical  theorists,  natural 
philosophers, legendary statesmen, and a thriving land-based trade the envy of their few neighboring 
nations.  Togas were all the rage, as were revels that lasted days, and plays both subtle, or, like as not, 
shockingly graphic and controversial.  Whole cultures were subsumed by Tommarin logic, efficiency, and 
practicality.  Water was moved great distances via aqueducts.  Messages were relayed great distances 
via mirrors.  And people moved great distances knowing that they were made safe merely by uttering the 
phrase, “I am a Tommarin citizen.”  For it was known that the retribution of the Republic of Tommar was 
so swift, so sure, and so unflinchingly horrific that none dared harm her people.

That  all  came to a sad end with  the creation of  an Enchanted Orb,  intended to protect  the 
Republic from threats external.  But that is a tale for another time.

Barbarian	Tribes
Almost a third of the humans in Novashan are considered barbarians.  Most of those are recent 

emigrants from the Great Plains west of the Kingdom of Nardmyr.  The rest have lived in remote areas 
ever since the last Elf/Human War.

Black	Tuth	Grin
Mugabi was born son of Osirus, chieftain of the Black Tuth Grin clan.  The tribal shaman had declared a 
string of light winters would produce a hearty warrior.  Osirus had appeased the elders, and late that 
harvest season Osirus met with tribal women with the best stock.  Of the five, three were fertile. The 
winter turned suddenly harsh, and only Saarr was able to keep the pregnancy through the winter moons. 
The elders were pleased with the new arrival.  A son was born just after the hottest orb, a gift from Ratuu 
some shaman said.  Osirus had called the new warrior Mugabi, roughly translated to mean ‘Hearty Seed’.

Mugabi  matured alongside his  father,  sometimes sneaking to hear the inner  circle meetings.   Soon, 
Mugabi was old enough to head his own raiding party.  He enjoyed the challenge in the foes he faced. 
Mugabi noticed the difficulty in fighting enemies that carried disks or shields.  He wanted to learn how to 
fight with such a weapon.  After a while, he had amassed a large cache of shields.  He dumped them 
before his father, and begged him to teach the way of the shield.  Osirus was one of the only shield 
bearers in the tribe, and was pleased that Mugabi took interest.  It was seldom that a warrior penetrated 
his father’s shield.  Mugabi was excited to learn.

At the end of Mugabi’s 16th harvest, he challenged his aging father for the right to rule but fell short.  It 
was another 2 harvests before Mugabi bested his father and earned the right to step to the inner circle 
and become chieftain.  He lead the Tribe with might and skill for several years, until  a pair of terrible 
winters force the Tribe to move east, in pursuit of better game.  This brought the Tribe within less than a 
mile of the town of Ilvaresh.  After many tense discussions between the local nobles and the Tribal Elders 
an uneasy peace was established.  After five seasons the Tribe had grown stronger, and returned to their 
homeland on Tuth Mountain, but maintain a small diplomatic outpost near Ilvaresh.

Ren	Claw
The Ren Claw were considered the most bloody and most vicious tribe in southern Novashan.  Cunning 
and amoral, the tribesmen were involved in a number of atrocities, including a massacre of three dozen 
farmers and herders near Wildantor.  Several mayors and knights have suggested wiping them out, but 
their camps are far-flung, well hidden, and well defended.  The Ren Claw put great store in personal 
strength, and personal bravery.  They also tend to bully, torture, and sometimes kill  the weaker male 
members of the tribe. Females are the only tribesmen permitted to own property, and are rarely harassed 
by their male counterparts.  Fighting between females is much, much worse than between the men.  

Children	of	the	Spirits
In the year 1001 a large army of undead and demons appeared, and brutally concurred the plains nation 
of Caledonia, far, far to the southwest of Novashan.  This forced the survivors of Caledonia north into the 
tiny nation of Keltyra, and forced the loosely collected tribes of the Stormlord east into the Great Forest. 
The Stormlord’s tribes were comprised of ogres, trolls, hobgoblins, and orcs.  They in turn displaced five 
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tribes of human and half-human barbarians called the Children of the Spirits. This relocation pushed the 
barbarians northeast into the peninsula of Novashan.

The Children of the Spirits were by no means peaceful, but they were respectful of the local rulers 
in Novashan, as if sensing the land’s desire for cooperation among the surface dwellers to stave off the 
dark days yet to come.  That cooperation was nearly shattered by the sudden and violent death of the 
Chieftain called Silverbow, in the swamp town of  Ilvaresh,  where he had come to discuss a military 
alliance.  His son carries on the Five Tribes’ feud with the new Stormlord, and keeps a wary eye on the 
doings of the “civilized” peoples of Novashan.  

Family	and	Holidays
The humans put great store in their genealogy, and in their revels. They are not as rabid about 

their bloodlines as the dwarves, nor as ardent and passionate about their feasts as the Halflings.  But 
humans care deeply about relationships, if only to keep track of who owns what when a person dies, and 
to know the appropriate way to celebrate births, marriages, and funerals.

Kith	and	Kin
 Humans form communities very easily, and this starts with immediate and extended families. It is 

not unusual for humans to have multiple generations living within eyesight of each other’s houses.  This is 
done  for  many  reasons;  inheritance,  division  of  labor,  and  mutual  safety  to  name a  few.   Parents, 
grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, and even a few less-well-defined relations are expected to pitch in 
for the health and wellbeing of the community.  This basic structure, sometimes patriarchal, sometimes 
matriarchal, has allowed humans to slowly expand and thrive in every environment and throughout all 
manner of wars and natural cataclysms. 

Yule
Once a year, just after midwinter, a festival is held to celebrate the strength of friendship and 

family between humans. A great feast is prepared, conifers are decorated, and small gifts are exchanged.  
This holiday has slowly spread to the other races, and avidly embraced by the Halflings, whom will accept 
any excuse to hold a feast.  Songs are sung, and good cheer is spread.  It is a night of great joy, and woe 
betide the enemy that seeks to strike during Yule festivities.  The Spirits of the North Winds guard that 
night with bitter fervor.  One dozens of recorded occasions whole raiding parties have been found frozen 
solid less than a mile from an undefended town of hung over adults and sleeping children.

All	Hollows

There comes a time once a year in which the negative plane comes so close to the central plane 
that the two briefly intermingle. It is on this time when the shadows belch for horrors from the 
nightmares of men. On this night the dead walk with no master to raise them and those who call upon 
the dark powers find themselves stronger and more potent.  It is also a night for communing with those 
loved ones whom have passed on, to benefit from the wisdom of ancestors, and remember wives, 
husbands, and parents that may have departed too soon for their families to bare.

Traditions	and	Superstitions

Many humans go their whole lives never traveling more than a few miles from their home.  Others 
never stop wondering until their feet are to worn to take another step.  The only consistent thing about 
humans are their traditions.    

While not truly a tradition, humans do seem to have a predilection toward warfare.  Not to be 
confused with a love of battle or armed conflict like the orcs, or a bloodthirst like the trolls, humans appear 
to seek the most efficient means of eradicating any threat, be that removing a single leader, slaughtering 
a small council of influential statesmen, or committing genocide upon an entire species.  Diplomacy has 
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its place in human society, but the number of human conflicts settled by peaceful negotiations is dwarfed, 
no pun intended, by the number that were ended by bloodshed.  So far, in the past thousand years 
humans have out-fought, out-thought, or out-bred every challenger for territorial dominance.

It is considered dreadfully bad luck to insult or kill a gypsy, as the family is blessed by Oberon, 
and a terrible curse befalls anyone that harms the Free Folk.  Many scoff at such superstitious nonsense, 
but others point to the ruinous fates of several villages and nobles courts throughout history that turned 
away a Romani, or allowed one to die unjustly in their demesne.  

There is a persistent rumor that the Noch Tarin song “Rattling Bog” summons monsters.  This 
myth has been disproven on any number of occasions, but for every hundred times it is proven false, 
there is one in which it is verified.  There is another rumor that says that singing your fool head off is also 
likely to attract monsters, but such a pedestrian explanation is far too mundane for most county bumkins 
and backwater peasants. 

Many races protect their True Names, and humans no less than others.  It is well known that 
possessing the name of an evil spirit can give one power over the spirit, often enough to banish it.  It is 
believed that the same can be done with people, which seems unlikely.  But by the same token, humans 
also protect their hair, nail clippings, and blood from falling into the hands of witches, which is considered 
just plain common sense.

"I have heard, that on certain nights, if you look into the dark woods, you will see a single, brilliant 
white light, moving through the swamp. No one know for sure what this is, some say the ghost of 
an elf who died during the War, others the vengeful spirit of a fae, killed during the Dark War. Me, 
I think it's Malachi, carrying his light, looking for others to follow in his path." 

- Jaycen Blackhawk

Traditional	Definitions	of	Knights	

Page
A page is a commoner who serves a Knight as an attendant or armor-bearer. Once a page is recognized 
by the Grand Master of a Knightly Order, he becomes a Squire to the Knight that he serves.

Squire
A squire is a commoner who serves a Knight as an attendant or armor-bearer. Squires are pages who 
were recognized by the Grand Master of the Knightly Order of the Knight which he serves.

Armiger
An Armiger is a squire bachelor. That is to say that an Armiger was a squire at one time but no longer 
serves a Knight directly. Armigers are usually given the right to display heraldry.

Knight	Errant
A Knight Errant is a Knight that has been knighted by one of the following; male member of the Royal 
family or the Queen, to carry out a specific task. The Knight Errant is allowed to defend his honor, bear 
arms, display his heraldry, own a war horse and act in the name of the patron that knighted him in so far 
as the task they were appointed. Upon completion of the task a Knight Errant will  become a Knight 
Bachelor.

Knight	Bachelor
A Knight Bachelor is a Knight that has not been accepted into any particular Knightly Order yet. A Knight 
Bachelor is usually created via field knighting. A Knight Bachelor is allowed to defend his honor, bear 
arms, display his heraldry and own a war-horse.
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Rogue	Knight
A rogue Knight is a Knight that has quit or been kicked out of a Knightly Order. Otherwise see Knight 
Bachelor.

Knight
A standard Knight is a member of an Order of Knights. The Knight is allowed to defend his honor, bear 
arms,  display his heraldry,  own a war-horse and uphold the laws of  the particular Knightly  Order he 
belongs to in the name of that Order’s patron.

Grand	Master	of	a	Knightly	Order
A Grand Master of a Knightly Order is the head Knight of that Order. Only he can accept/deny another 
Knight into or out of the Knightly Order that he controls. The Grand Master is responsible for the actions 
of all the Knights under his command. Grand Masters cannot make Knight Bachelors.

Retired	Knight
A retired Knight is a Knight that has retired from a Knightly Order. A retired Knight can be called back into 
service by the Grand Master of the Order that he retired from should the need arise. Otherwise see Knight 
Bachelor.

Notes
Knights can belong to more than one Knightly Order. The Knight would refer to the primary Knightly Order 
in which he holds his allegiance to first and consider all other Knightly Orders as an “honorary” title in the 
order by which he was recognized into them by. (Example: Sir Derek, Knight of the Raven, Honorary 
Knight of the Gauntlet, Honorary Knight of the Crest)

The following two ways can strip a Knight of his/her Knighthood:

1) Banishment

2) Sentenced to a death penalty for crimes committed

Both of the above will be accompanied by the recognition of the Throne of Narrdmyr.
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Etiquette	in	the	Lands	of	Narrdmyr	and	Novashan
To clear up any confusion as one passes through the lands of Novashan, I pen this helpful primer  
in the appropriate forms of address given to the lords and ladies of the land, that so often go 
among the common folk of the Principality.

Knights  are given the  honorific  Sir,  or  Dame.   Barons and Baronesses are  graced with  His  
Lordship  or  Her  Ladyship,  in  spite  of  popular  opinion,  so  as  not to  confuse them the  Their  
Excellencies, the Count or Countess.  Dukes and Duchesses are styled with His or Her Grace,  
and a Prince  with  His  Highness.   Technically,  a  sovereign  prince is,  His  Royal  and Serene  
Highness.

It is usually considered more proper to refer to a member of the nobility or royalty by title, first  
name, and suffix if necessary, to prevent mistakes in genealogical succession and identity.  One 
does not refer, in passing, to Prince Belthshazarr, as that could be any number of people that 
have  lived  in  the  last  two  hundred  years.   However,  Prince  Duncan  leaves  little  to  the 
imagination.  Should Prince Duncan’s brother Prince Kenneth have a son of the same name, he  
will be called His Highness, Prince Kenneth the Second, to prevent misinterpretation.

When  in  an  informal  setting,  it  is  possible  to  ‘get  away  with’  using  simple  “m’lord”s  and  
“m’lady”s, but not all nobles are so polite as to allow a poor-spoken courtier or servant to refer to  
them as such forever.   Courtesy and proper  etiquette  are  what separates  the  civil  from the  
savage, and the educated from the base.  Knowing the form of address most favored by a certain  
noble can go a long way toward ingratiating one’s self, but a wary eye must be kept to prevent  
offending that noble’s peers or betters.  If one knows that a certain knight favors being called  
familiar (by his given first name), one should also make certain that such might not be considered  
amiss by the knight’s liege, or refrain from doing so in the presence of said liege.

Formality is also a required defense and buffer between those of noble blood, as even the best of  
friends can find themselves opposed in matters political, and the dictates of formality and the  
codes of conduct set down by our ancestors can prevent heartbreak or bloodshed when courtly  
matters run askance to social comfort.

When in doubt, listen carefully to those who appear the best spoken, and emulate them.  If cast  
adrift in a sea of barbarism, trust your instincts.

-Sir Navarr Sinclair, Knight of the Thistle
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4. Elves4. Elves

History	of	the	Ylfshae

In	the	Beginning
History is supposedly the land of fact.  But as with all things, one's perspective 
will divide what is factual from what is not. . . Perhaps the Real Elven History is  
nothing like  any of  us believes.   That is  for  scholars  to  decide,  and I  am no 
scholar.

From the Accounts of Janos Farstrider, Druid of the Shydal

In the days of our ancestors, when the lands to the north of Novashan belonged to the Ylfshae, or Elven 
as they refer to themselves, those lands were known as the Emerald Kingdom of Ashan. Each of the 
Seven High Elven Clans claimed one Seat in the Grand High Council, which presided over the lands of 
the People. Their leader was chosen from among its members, and he was known as the Alari, Leader of 
the People. 

The Elves of Ashan embraced their lands, living in beauty and harmony. The wild Forest Elves nurtured 
the land, while those more civilized created vast sprawling cities filled with wondrous tiered and spired 
towers,  crafted seemingly out of  the living wood around them.  Diverted streams provided wondrous 
fountains and running water through each city. Art and sculpture, statuary and gardens were unlike any 
seen by simple human eyes.  

They felt no lasting bond with the other younger races around them, as the lives of the people of Cro and 
Nilbog were fleeting.  Their longer life spans made them view the other races as fickle, since bargains and 
treaties were long forgotten to their children, and children's children, before an Elven child could grow to 
adulthood.  Wars  were fought,  but  the Elven home remained inviolate,  its  glades  foreboding,  and its 
thickets impenetrable.

Alas, Change comes to us all.

The	Time	of	Prophets
The ancient history of my people is that simply to sum up, and no matter what  
other elves believe, in fact all elves are bound by the oldest Truth; birth, growth,  
decline, death and rot.  From the earth we are, and to the earth we return.  It just  
generally takes us longer to return there than others.

From the Accounts of Janos Farstrider, Druid of the Shydal

In the year 25000 in the Time of Prophets (T.P.), the two strongest clans, D’Kalin and D’Cyrion, joined to 
form a unified Elven nation.  Seeing the prosperity that resulted, Clans D’Zandryn, D’Llythos, D’Traylin, 
D’Lyndalla and D’Wyndellin soon followed.  After a rather lengthy debate, which spanned over 400 years, 
a monarchy was formed with the D’Cyrion chosen as the first  Royal family of the Emerald Kingdom. 
United, the Clans become the Kingdom of Ashan.  It is this great event, which the Elven chose to use at 
the beginning of the Time of Prophets.

The  Kingdom  prospered  under  the  leadership  of  the  D'Cyrion  royal  family.   Elven  culture  and  art 
experienced a renaissance unlike anything that had come before.  Joined together, the Clans were a 
strong people,  and their  peace lasted thousands of  years.   Nevertheless,  unbeknownst  to  them, the 
children of Cro, Nilbog and Ergo used this time to practice the arts of war, mostly upon each other.

Around 21400 T.P., a young Orc leader of surpassing skill and leadership by the name Sturm'ha was 
born.  He was inspired by the glimpses of Elven culture he gleaned from the small border raids often 
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made by his people into Elven lands, unlike others of his race.  He had a vision, of Orcs rising to seize the 
lands of their proud neighbors to the west,  and of calling himself King.  He named himself Sturm'ha 
'Duhla, and became the first king of the humanoid races.  He gathered his forces, and attacked the Elves 
en mass, sparking the First Orc War.  He continued pursuing his goals of Orcish domination until  his 
death some 30 years later, and although never succeeded in his task, made a name for himself that 
would go down in history. The war would continue, but without his inspired leadership and unorthodox 
tactics, the orcs eventually retreated to the boundary of the Elven Kingdom just south of the Anadarrian 
forest, to a land now known as the Cantel Plains.

Hostilities among the humanoid tribes continued, eventually spilling into Elven lands again in 19310 T.P. 
In a surprise attack, the D'Cyrion Royal Family was seized and spirited away.  The proud family line of 
Leonthas, leaders of the D’Kalin clan, rose to military prominence in a crushing victory against the forces 
of the Ogres.  The bravery of their family enabled the rescue of the D'Cyrion royal family, but not before all 
of their male heirs had been murdered.  With no D’Cyrion male to assume the throne, a D’Kalin from the 
Leonthas family line becomes Alari (Asher D’Kalin).  Thus begins the Time of Peace, which lasted 3500 
years.

The	Creation	of	the	Magical	Creatures	of	the	World
All I have ever wanted to do is to touch a Unicorn.

Squire Gabriel Angelfire, Master Ranger

During this time, magical research experiences a great surge among those of the Elves.  These Great 
mages, with powers so much greater than anything that exists today, discovered secrets of nature and 
begin  creating “magical  creatures”  such as Griffins  and Pegasus.   The birth  of  most  of  the magical 
creatures of the land is attributed to the great mages of this time.  Unfortunately, with great powers, 
eventually comes the great sin of pride, and many of the greatest mages began to refer to themselves as 
"Creators", putting themselves on par with Nature herself, and her Great Beginning.  Sudden retributive 
action swept across the lands, and those forces were the Walkers.  They stripped magic from the lands, 
leaving small seeds of hope behind.  The magic of the lands is never again as strong as it was during 
these long days.

The	Dark	War
I  write this with full knowledge that it may not survive the 1000 years that it  
must…  The best information I can give you is that a sage will provide a cryptic 
saga upon the day of La’Reth’s rise.  That saga will provide the keys to locating  
the Signs.

From a Primer by Janos Farstrider, Survivor of the Dark War of 995

Wrapped  in  the  despair  of  what  they  had  lost,  the  Elves  never  even  noticed  as  "Reth  reborn",  or 
"La’Reth", in the Elven language, slipped onto the Prime material plane and hid in the caverns of the 
Shae'dynarr, gathering both his strength, and his armies.  He created the abomination known as the Dark 
from pieces of creation magic missed by the Walkers woven with his own blood.  He recruited from the 
humanoid enemies of the Elves, forging together one of the most deadly threats ever to face the Elven 
people.  He was legion, and the other races knew they could never defeat him.  It was then, that the 
Prophesy was discovered.

In  14600  T.P.  with  his  armies  complete,  La’Reth  attacked,  and  the  Shae'Dynarr  followed  his  lead. 
Undaunted, the Elves reached out to their allies, the Dwarves, Giants, Dragons, Merfolk, and Uman. 
Together, they search for the Seeker of the Signs, foretold by the Prophesy to lead to the seven special 
artifacts needed to defeat the Dark.  Together, and with the artifacts, which included the legendary Sword 
of Raven, La’Reth was defeated and imprisoned in the center of the world.

With the remaining threads left from the magics of creation, Heroes Lake came into being.  There, the 
greatest heroes of all  the Lands were laid to rest,  at the seemingly bottomless depths of its icy cold 
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waters.  The great leaders of the First Dark War now rest in its depths, and each Elven Clan Leader from 
this time forward in their time is interred here.

The	Time	of	Man
Men have always coveted the mysteries of our race.  Perhaps our long life spans  
and our great beauty as a race make them envious.  Whatever the matter, we  
were better off without them.

Baronial‐Consort Terik

The Umans to  the south  in  the  Cantel  Plains  settled  and progressed from primitive  barbarians  into 
civilized beings in the blink of an Elven eye.  The Kingdom of Maelcor, as it was known then, had been 
born.   As the Uman population grew, tensions increased between their  shared borders.   Skirmishes 
between the races erupted constantly, and it was not until  the Second King of Maelcor, King Edward 
Narrdmyr the Good, gained his crown that the Elves and the Umans found a tentative, fleeting, peace.  

In 114 in the Time of Man, Good King Edward passed away, and the Kingdom of Maelcor had by then 
become the Kingdom of Narrdmyr.  Umans continued to spread its people into Elven lands, and with 
tensions  already on  edge between the  two great  races,  a  war  sprang forth  a  mere  40  years  later. 
Throughout the fighting,  the Elves sacrificed much,  but in doing so brought the Uman's assault  to a 
standstill. Audiences were granted, negotiations made, and the Council ceded the burnt and broken land 
where the battles had been fought, in return for a Peace would last another 200 years.

In 350 TM, the barbaric tribesmen of Uman-kind, suffering through a string of particularly harsh winters 
spilled out of the forests to the north and into Ashan.  Mistaking the barbarians for their Uman enemies to 
the south, the Elven Alari, with the Council's support, declared war on Narrdmyr.  For a full year, the war 
eroded the morale of Elf and Uman alike.  With no end in sight, the Alari and the Uman king once again 
met and signed a treaty for peace, and the rebuilding of the war-torn countries began. Inevitably, those 
who were once enemies found common ground in the rebuilding after  the war,  and trade flourished 
between them for over 500 years. 

But all good things end, and in 870, the Elves were again assaulted, this time from a large and mighty 
tribe of barbarians who called themselves the Queth.  These tribesmen, armed with weapons and magics 
greater than the Elves had ever anticipated, quickly invaded Ashan.  Soon enough, the capital city of 
Alandar lay in ruins. The Queth drove the Elves across all of Ashan, forcing them from their homes and 
cities and into the great, dark evergreen forests.  Sometime during these battles, the Elven royal family 
vanished, leaving the Elven leaderless.

After some 41 years, and in the absence of the Elven Alari, the Uman King of Narrdmyr, King Vallend 
Belthshazarr I, made a bold move, and claimed all the lands formally belonging to the Elves for himself. 
His reasons for this are a mystery still, but to the Elves, it was accepted that the lesser races such as 
Uman, that natural greed would eventually prevail over that which was just.  Shamans from the Shydal 
Tribes  begged  Nature  to  remind  the  fickle  Umans  of  their  place  beside  the  people  of  the  Emerald 
Kingdom, their shared goal of eradicating the Children of Cro, Nilbog and Drae, but the earth was silent, 
and the Elves had no other recourse.

The	Bayomal	Pact
Battered and broken by many years of a war of  attrition with the Queth,  the people of  the Emerald 
Kingdom, for all their might and prowess could not replace their troops as quickly as the fast breeding 
Uman. The Elves reluctantly entered into a treaty with the Kingdom of Narrdmyr known as the Bayomal 
Pact.  This Pact removed all rights of the Elves to govern themselves as they saw fit, but to the Elven 
people, the Song of Peace was sweet, and it was many years since a true leader had arisen among them. 
Many of the Shydal Elven, disgusted with their brethren, moved further north and east, away from the site 
of such a disgrace.  Elves now bent knee to Uman authority.  The Grand Emerald Kingdom of Ashan was 
no more. 
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Relations with the Elves only became strained as the Elves rebuilt their once magnificent city of Alandar, 
only to have it seized by the Uman King Vallend II.  The former kingdom was divided like spoils, and split 
into  the  pieces,  which  later  became  the  Twin  Duchies  of  Anadarr  and  Pelanor.   The  Umans  were 
comfortable in the new peace, and confident of their success.  However, the memories of the Elves are 
long, and they did not forget the bountiful lands of their youth.

Time passed, as it is wont to do, and rumors of an heir sparked the flagging spirits of the Elven people. 
Lavallion D’Traylin, former Captain of the Royal Guard of Ashan, and Kieran D'Kalin, headstrong upstart, 
and  heir  to  the  Throne  of  Ashan,  led  the  Elven  to  defy  their  Uman  leaders,  and  regain  their  lost 
independence. Uman settlements along the borders of the Great Divide of the Bayomal Pact suffered 
greatly for the hubris of their centuries-dead king.

A	Land	of	Many	Races	is	Born
Fate would change everything for Uman and Elven alike.  In 988 TM, the entire Uman Royal Family of 
Narrdmyr  was  found  mysteriously  murdered,  and  Duke  Lawrence  Belthshazarr  was  named  King  of 
Narrdmyr.  One of King Lawrence's first decrees was to reform the old lands of Ashan into a Principality, 
to be called Novashan.  This Principality was presented to the King's youngest son, Prince Duncan. 
Prince Duncan, in his wisdom, saw only one way to join the warring peoples of his lands together, by 
raising the Elven heir, Kieran D'Kalin to serve as the Duke of Pelanor, and his cousin Thakalanthalas 
D'Cyrion as the Duke of Alandar. While the history books may scorn Prince Duncan as a drunk, and a 
womanizing scoundrel, around every fire, respect bloomed from his newly loyal Elven subjects, brought 
on in part by his role in slaying La’Reth with the Sword of Raven. This brought about an end to most of 
the hostilities between Uman and Elven in His Principality, eventually bringing together lands divided for 
thousands of years, into a land of many races with one leader.

Historians  were  pessimistic  that  these  changes  would  survive  Prince  Duncan.  However,  with  the 
mysterious magical explosions just a few short years ago, it seems as though the long life spans granted 
to the Elven by Nature herself, have been whittled to less than nothing, and across the lands from Jaded 
Sea to the Western Coast, reports indicate that elves have begun to age on par with humans.  Perhaps 
the price of such a great peace was higher than the Elven would have ever suspected.

The	Great	Exodus	‐	A	Journey	Through	the	Mists
The Legendary Bard of Old, Lord Rasputin O'Shea does tell  tales of  the Great  
Exodus when travelling throughout the Lands of the Principality.  A cheerful rake 
of  oft-ill  repute,  Lord  Rasputin  tells  this  particular  story  with  an 
uncharacteristically mournful air.  His many lady friends suppose that his One 
True Love must have travelled on during the Great Exodus, leaving him behind.  
Nevertheless,  his  gambling  table  companions  just  shake  their  heads,  figuring 
Rasputin misses more the fantastic Elven Wines that used to be brewed in the Old 
County.

Owen Phyfe, Master Bard 

of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr

In the year 1000, an Army of Dark Shae’Dynarr erupted from within the bowels of the earth, and attacked 
the human capital city of Maelcor, within the Kingdom of Narrdmyr. Prince Sir Kenneth, Duncan's brother, 
then Heir to the Throne, and Commander of the Kingdom Armies to the South, begged the Elven of the 
north to lend him aid. While the Elven Council convened to discuss how the Elves would react to this 
threat,  the famous Battle of Maelcor was fought,  and the once great capitol and shining jewel of the 
Kingdom of Narrdmyr, collapsed.

Some quietly whisper, that perhaps the Elves took so long in their deliberations because some of the 
oldest among the Council still held a grudge against Prince Kenneth's father for annexing their own great 
capitol city. The Elves may have purposefully filibustered whilst Maelcor was overrun by a horde of dark 
elves and drowned in a sea of hideous magical ooze, which floods the city ruins still.
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Prince Kenneth,  angry that the elves did not assist,  threatened to end the Pact between their lands. 
Fearing further conflict with the humans, Peregrine D'Falconheart did lead a faction of the Great Council 
towards the decision to quit their ancestral lands, and depart for a Magical Island kept secret throughout 
the ages. All  elves of pure blood were invited, but upon departure, they would never be permitted to 
return. By the year 1001 the vast majority of the Elven had gone, leaving behind barely enough to keep 
their race viable. 

The greatest  number of those that remained were of  the D'Kalin and D'Cyrion clans, although some 
stragglers of each of the other seven main clans can still be found scattered throughout Novashan. Many 
of those remaining were from smaller sub-clans under the rule of the Major Clans, who felt that to stay 
would provide more opportunity for advancement of their sects.  Many younger elves, learning impatience 
from their Uman companions, decided to seek their fortune in by remaining within the lands of the Uman.  

Several distant clans of the Elven Brethren of the Forests stayed behind.  Many believe that because of 
their nomadic ways, they did not receive word of the Great Journey until most of the Seven Great Clans 
had already gone.  This is why to this day; it is much more likely to encounter a tribal Shydal Elven, than it 
is to run across those civilized elves once so common to the lands of the Principality.  A dedicated few of 
the  D’Zandryn  clan  also  stayed  behind  to  guard  the  Elven  secrets  that  remain  in  the  old  Emerald 
Kingdom.  

The	Calamity	‐	Elves	Lose	their	Immortality
It is said that even today, the great elves of the land still believe there is a cure to  
the malady of a short lifespan.  Whether or not it exists, it is commonly known 
that if  there  is  such a cure,  these great elves would  do anything  to  gain  the  
knowledge of it.

High Templar Lady Berreth

Late in the year 1009, a wave of mysterious magical energy pulsed through the lands.  This wave, later 
referred to as The Calamity, seems to be linked to a most unpredictable result: the Elven race and the 
other  elder  races  seem  to  have  lost  their  immortality.  Discovered  initially  by  elven  physicians  and 
midwives,  who  noticed  an  acceleration  of  the  aging  process  among  pureblooded  elves,  many 
philosophers  wonder  if  the Calamity  is  a result  of  the imbalance in  the lands,  caused by the Great 
Exodus.  Sages calculate that elven children began aging at the same rate as human children from the 
moment the wave was reported to have passed through their region. 

The Calamity caused great confusion amongst the longstanding cultural values of the Elven people. Their 
society is based on the value of its elders, and although very literate, still dependent upon the long lives of 
those elders to retain the memories of times past.  Elven scholars immediately scrambled to record all the 
ancient tales, with the impending dread that much of the richness of the ancient Elven heritage will be 
lost.  While some elders seem resigned to their much-shortened lifespan, young and middle age elves 
from all regions seem almost desperate, if such a thing could be said of any elf.  They for the first time in 
their lives now rush to accomplish tasks that they had thought they had centuries to complete.  The 
Northern Lands of Llymyr are struggling to accommodate the huge changes that have resulted, although 
their Duke, Sir Kieran D'Kalin, has eased the transition dramatically by appointing members of shorter-
lived races to travel to distant Elven cities to teach them how to adjust.  It is only through discipline that 
the race as a whole has not yet fallen into a panic. 

The	Future	of	the	Elves
Elders of the Elves are meeting to discuss the implications of what this severe change to the lifespan of 
an elf will mean. The change would be like telling the average human that they had only one year to live. 
Many changes in the way the elven culture perceived time are forthcoming, particularly with the new 
generation of elves that age to physical maturity far faster than their parents did. Elven children since the 
calamity will reach apparent adulthood at the same rates of humans, and therefore the generation gap will 
be considerable. In addition to this change, elven females began a reproductive cycle identical to that of 
humans, making them fertile all 12 months out of the year. 
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Some sects of Elves living among the humans believe that these changes reflect that Nature looks to 
combine the bloodlines of her two favored children into one, in order to save the bloodlines of the Elven 
clans that remain from the Great Exodus.  Others believe it is a curse, resulting from the other race's 
constant wars and obsession with forbidden magics.  The Clerical Order of Serinth in Narrdmyr, has 
issued a paper which suggests that the amount of dark energies used to fuel the bodies of the undead 
have stolen some of the vital energy from the lands, and as a result, many Kingdom Elves not actively 
involved in the battles protecting their southern borders are now assembling in small groups to track down 
and kill all Necromancers and Undead, in the hopes of releasing enough of the trapped life force to slow 
or  reverse  the  aging  process.   These  self-named  Warriors  Against  the  Darkness  have  been  seen 
frequently in the Kingdom, and word is that they plan to recruit their fellow Elven and Elf Friends in the 
lands of Novashan to aid them in their quest.

Growing	Old
Given the advances in chirurgery and modern healing magic, many humans can live to be over fifty years 
old.  Some rare humans have lived to be one hundred, but the difficulties inherent in human society and 
human cultures tend to make that unlikely. 

Historically elves, dwarves, and Halflings lived longer than humans, but that all changed at the winter 
solstice of the year 1010. Although the "Elder Races" lived longer, they appeared to mature at nearly the 
same rate as humans, although that did differ from culture to culture. As best as scholars have been able 
to determine, the elves, dwarves, and Halflings lived approximately one thousand, five hundred, and two 
hundred year, respectively.

Now, they live as long as everyone else...  unless you're a half-orc, in which case they still live a lot longer 
than you. 

Elven	Culture	and	Lore
"The Elven race has different cultures depending on any number of variables, just 
as we do, lad. There are elves who choose civilized life, and those who choose the  
ways of the forest. Think of the tribal elven communities much like you would the 
humans we call barbarians - for they are similar in most every way.

The reason there seems to be two kinds of elf is that there are so few left; they do 
not have enough of any one type for there to be noticeable differences other than 
the most obvious ones. Best for you to judge each of Myrrhanna's Children by 
what they do, and not how they live. As with man, it is the choices that they make  
that define them. 

Of the Shae’Dynarr, you ask. It is best not to know, for to imply any relationship  
between any normal elf and their dark-skinned, underground-dwelling brothers  
would be construed as an insult of epic proportion."

Squire Vedran, former member of the Town Guard of Illvaresh

There are three 'subtypes' of elves: Common, Forest and Dark, although most surface Elven do not count 
the Shae’Dynarr as a part of their race.   Elven refer to the elves of the forest as Shydal Elven, or, elves of 
the trees.  Unlike their common city brethren, the Shydal prefer living as closely to nature as possible.

Common	Elven
What does it mean to be Elven? Elven is the elven name for the people known as  
elves. Elves appear to be a slender version of the human race. They vary in height  
as much as humans do. It is uncommon for them to have facial hair. One trait that  
all  the  elven races  share  is  their  pointed ears.  Long hair  is  the  typical  elven 
fashion. Beyond that, your guess is as good as mine is.
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 Forlan Hummel, noted human archivist 

A more accurate description of the common elf would be to call him a civilized Elf.  Just as humans taught 
to follow Scotian, Norsican and Tomarran traditions, so there are different elven cultures which embrace 
different ideals.  You may wish to note that the elves in human lands tolerate the label, but find it vaguely 
insulting. 

You may have heard  of  “Heigh”  or  “Grahey”  elves,  “Sylvani”  or  “Wyldish”.  What  humans  commonly 
misunderstand is that each of these is not a "type" of elf; rather, these are some of the First Names of the 
People, from which all of the Garden-Born come.  Much like the common human Surname of Smith, each 
of these families has developed over the years, certain characteristics that they have become known for. 
As the Elven spread across the Emerald Kingdom, new names were born, but the original bloodlines 
remained.  

Whatever the subtle differences between these bloodlines were, today they are so small as to make them 
irrelevant,  especially  now that  the  number  of  pure-blood elves  have dwindled  so  low from constant 
attrition through wars, the migration of the Great Exodus, and their now near-mortal lifespan (so far as 
anyone can tell) due to the Calamity.  The fact that they seemed to have gained the ability to reproduce at 
a rate approaching humans is small comfort indeed, to those who can count their existence by naming a 
star for each year since the birth of their race. Now the proud Elven people face the end of not only their 
Clan name, but their very race itself.

Culture
Regardless of the clan to which they belong, most elves I have ever met come across as aloof.  Even 
those friendly to humans place some small distance between themselves and others.  It was well known 
that even though  Sir Peregrine D'Failecuer of Athiel Lorean (in human, "The Green Wood" loved Baron 
Thomas as a Brother, and actually adopt him into the Falconheart Clan, that still there always remained a 
distance between them, as if even the love for a brother could not bridge the gap.  Sir Navarr, former 
Knight of the Gauntlet, often spoke of Peregrine fondly, but never with the enthusiasm and vigor that he 
would use to speak of his other human companions.

While it would be easy to perceive all elves as arrogant or haughty, those of us who have spent the time 
cultivating relationships with Myrrhanna's Children know that deep within their hearts, they feel as deeply 
about things as we humans do.  Taught reserve from an early age, so as not to embarrass their Clan or 
their Family, those civilized elves  raised in pure blood households often never entirely escape from their 
early training, which for the average elf child could span decades, even a century or more.

This incredibly strong discipline is probably why we have not seen more despair from the Elves over the 
Calamity.  When taught as children to expect to live forever, and then to then be told that you have so few 
years left, well, this blow would devastate even the most staid individual.  I often wonder if most elves are 
somewhat insane from the knowledge of their mortality so brutally shoved into their faces.

As their population declines, the Elven have opened their hearts to new ideas and new alliances, many 
unheard-of in the days before the Calamity.  Where once before, to marry into a Lesser Clan would have 
been met  with  tremendous resistance,  now even the most  headstrong of  their  race seems ready to 
embrace couples willing to bear the future children of what is now a dying race.  It is rumored that even 
the most heinous of pairings, that of pure blood Elven to Uman-kind, has been met with less resistance in 
the past several seasons.

When the elven rulers signed the treaty that agreed to allow humans to rule over them, they gave up 
more than any human could possibly understand.  

Politics	in	Action
Like  Humans,  the  Elven  have  Laws,  Knights,  Orders  and  Guilds,  and  their  
Economic and Judicial structure closely resemble that of their Human neighbors.  
Scholars suggest that humans may have, at the Dawn of the Time of Man, been  
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influenced by the glorious civilization of the Elven, and attempted to mimic their 
organizations and governing structure. Regardless of how it came to be, if it exists  
as an organization within human culture,  it's  close brother can often be found 
reflected in the culture of the Elven.

Simon the Sage, Illvaresh

For thousands of years, the value of an Elf in society was largely due to their place within the Clan.  The 
eldest male of a major clan could expect one day to take his father or mother's seat on the Great Council. 
His long life would be one of ease and privilege, for all wanted to curry favor with a future representative 
of the Council.  

As with many patriarchal societies, a young female from a minor Clan would have little to look forward to 
in her life, other than to be bartered like currency to gain her Clan leader political favor and prestige, or 
the riches of the bride price.  Those from the Major families in their Clan would have to less options 
available to them than, say one of the Minor families. 

Unhappy female Elves can avoid an undesirable pairing through Service in the military.  Children are so 
important to the Elven people, that those women who actively avoid marriage and family find themselves 
shunned in ordinary circles.  By following a militant way of life, they can work and live side by side and be 
treated as an equal to any elf in the service.   Gender is not considered in any military policies. They 
receive no special treatment, and wear the same uniform as the men do. Most Elven female soldiers 
would have it no other way. 

Political favor translated into privilege, and political disfavor could unseat the Family of a Major Clan from 
his Council seat, allowing the next ranking family member to take over as Head of the Clan.  Often these 
leaders would hold their  seat for  hundreds of  years,  so the chance of  advancement was slim.  The 
political influence of the Members of the Council was formidable indeed.

With an Uman King governing the decisions of the Great Council, Elves had no way to leverage political 
superiority amongst their peers.  Trade agreements and business contracts broke down as the families 
who had made them, no longer had any influence with those who were in authority.  The Council still met, 
but now a foreign king, who demanded that decisions be made within weeks, when the normal span of 
time for the same decision in an elven Clan would have meant years, ruled them.  The Council had power 
no more, and it was this realization, which led Peregrine D'Falconheart to make his famous speech to the 
other Honorable Members of the Council, declaring his intention to lead his people away from the lands of 
the Umans to a far sunnier shore.

Taking over the governance of the Northern Lands of the Elves affected the very framework of elven 
society, changing the nature of the world.  The Elven High Council departed, leaving the small remaining 
contingent of elves as vassals under an Uman King.  If  all  that were not bad enough, there was the 
Calamity.

No one quite knows what will happen, now that the Elves share a common lifespan with the human race. 
Some Elves view it as a second chance to rebuild and protect their culture.  Since Elven females appear 
to be fertile, repopulation is much more certain.  However, some Elves believe that it is a sign, that the 
Walkers ultimate design is to have the Elves and umans become one race, in order to combine their 
might in the fight against the Darkness.  This is an understandable reaction, considering the wars we 
humans have fought over the last 10 years.  However, as always, the design of the greater powers of the 
spirits is ever beyond our grasp.

Family	within	the	Clans
It can become confusing when deciphering the familial line of a particular elf.  Most humans assume that 
all elven Clan names refer to one great family of elves, and that is not the case.  In elven society, names 
have power, and family surnames are rarely shared except in the most formal circumstance.  Using a 
family surname instead of a Clan name is usually a sign that the family has done something to put them 
out of favor with their Clan.  In these cases, the clan will sometimes withdraw their permission to use the 
name of the Clan from the elf who shamed them, or even from their entire family bloodline.  Subtle social 
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cues such as this are often lost on humans, but to an elf, these little details are a signpost as to the 
ultimate prominence of the person to whom they speak.

Clans	of	the	Elven
We are unfortunate witnesses to the decline of an entire race.  Of the Seven Great Clans that have 
survived over the millennia, and the ninety-three known minor clans, only scattered examples of each 
now exist.  Of those seven, three Clans chose to stay behind in larger numbers: the Clans of D'Cyrion, 
D'Kalin, and D’Zandryn.  Many scholars disagree about the reasons why so many of the elves that are left 
are from these three clans.  Mysterious as always, the Elves have kept their silence.

Clan	D'Kalin:	
This  Clan  was  by  far  one  of  the  strongest,  producing  some  of  the  greatest  warriors  of  the  Elven.  Clan  
D'Kalin's previous leader Duke Kieran D'Kalin was in line for the elven throne before the Emerald Kingdom 
was defeated by the Umans, and swore fealty to an Uman King. The deeds of the D'Kalin clan are well 
known, and stretch back thousands of years.  During the Great Exodus, many members of this once great 
Clan chose to remain behind, for reasons unknown.  

Clan	D'Cyrion:	
This clan at its height was nearly equal in strength to the D'Kalin Clan, and was the Last Royal Clan of the 
Elven before their previous patron died without a son. Some of the best cavalry that the elven people had 
to offer came from this clan. They are famous even in Narrdmyr for the quality of their horses.  If you can 
imagine a breeding plan spanning thousands of years, then you can begin to comprehend the quality of 
their  elven equine mounts, which  are highly  sought after  by the Ladies of the Human  Courts  as a fine  
bottle  of  Elven  Birth  Wine   is   to  a   friar.  Elven  horsemen  prefer   lighter  and  quicker  warhorses  when 
compared to their human counterparts, sacrificing some of the power of a typical warhorse for speed and 
agility, and specially bred for grace and beauty.  Many of the minor clans such as D'Falconheart owe their  
allegiance to this Clan.

Clan	D’Zandryn:		
Known  even  amongst   their   fellow  Clans  as  woodsmen  of  extraordinary   skill,   the  D’Zandryn  Clan   is 
probably the least tolerant of the human encroachment on what they still consider Elven lands. This may 
in large part be why they chose to stay behind when the Great Exodus took place.  Quiet whispers among  
the Elven suggest that of all the Major Clan Families, the D’Zandryn Clan most resembles the Shydal Elven 
in custom and deed.  As they have already mixed their blood with those of the Shydal successfully in the  
past, rumors suggest that they plan to attempt to increase their population by encouraging even more pair 
bonds with those distant cousins the Shydal Elven, and repopulate the Lands of Ashan.  Many Elves of the 
Arrowthorne clan stem from this clan.  

Clan	D'Llythos:	
It is surprising that Clan D'Llythos never rose to great heights in realms of Elven military and politics. Even  
the smallest and youngest among their studied would give a Master Mantleman of the Kingdom pause. 
Their elders were legendary in  their field,  and  were rumored  to have been at least  as powerful as the 
collared mages of the Human Tomarran wars.   The majority of this clan departed during the great exodus, 
but some have remained to look after ancient magical artifacts that are hidden throughout the former 
Emerald Kingdom.

Clan	D'Traylin:
Another of the stronger clans, these skilled artisans will be sorely missed.  The greatest smiths, engineers, 
and architects of the elven people came from this clan, and enchanters from across the Emerald Kingdom 
would gather at the Clan D'Traylin Homestead to obtain the works of art they produced.  The majority of 
the elves of this clan travelled west during the Great Exodus, but a few of these skilled artisan can still be 
found.  Many say that those artisans that are left refused to leave their creations behind, and were tasked 
by the clan to save and protect those treasures that could not travel with them into the Mists.
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Clan	D’Lyndalla:	
Known  to  be  weak   in  the  areas  of  political  and  military  power,  this  clan  was  nonetheless  a  vital  asset 
during   the   reoccurring  wars,   for   their  skills   in  healing   legend,  even  among   their  own  people.      The 
members of D’Lyndalla pride themselves in mastery of all the healing arts, including the use of herbs and 
medicines,  as  well  as  magics.  Some  believe   that   towards  the  end  of  the  Narrdmyrian  War,  they  had 
discovered  how  to  harness  the  gifts  of  the  Tree  of  Life,  but   it  was  not   in  time  to  save  their  people. 
Demoralized at their failure, they were among the first to travel through the Mists. To run across an Elven 
of Clan D’Lyndalla is lucky indeed.

Clan	D’Wyndellin:	
Dedicated to internal security within the late Emerald Kingdom, the Clan of D’Wyndellin was no doubt the 
source of all military intelligence during the wars.  When not applying their select skills towards defending  
their Kingdom, it was rumored that this Clan new as much about the secrets of the other Clans, as they did 
the Uman King.   While many took their leave to travel west with their brethren, those of this clan who  
have stayed behind are rumored to have control of the remnants of the Emerald Kingdom Underground. 
Still   loyal  to  the  Lands  of  Ashan,  the  remaining  Elven  of  Clan  D’Wyndellin  keep   looters  and  treasure‐
seekers away from their most valued artifacts, banding together with D'Traylin and D'Llythos in order to 
protect   their   culture's  most  prized  possessions.    Often,  one  mistakes  D’Wyndyl  as   the   clans  name; 
however, D’Wyndyl is an offshoot branch of this clan.

Shydal	Elven	‐	Elven	of	the	Forest
Shydal Elves spurn the choices of their city brethren, choosing a society based on a tribal, nomadic way 
of life.  They pledge their troth to Nature and the Great Walker Myrrhanna, and dedicate their lives to 
caring for those treasured forests, which Nature provided to the Elven people.  Ordinarily, as long as 
travelers were respectful of the forest, they would have no problems with the Shydal Elven.  

However, once the Seven Great Tribes took their Long Journey into the Mists, and the Uman King Vallend 
III became ruler over their precious forests of Ashan, many Shydal Elves believe their homeland to be in 
danger.  Prince Duncan Belthshazarr, Leader of the Principality of Novashan, and current Uman ruler over 
the Lands of Ashan, has assuaged their fears for now by installing members of prominent Clans into 
positions of leadership in his government, and by embracing any of the Shydal Elven who travel to the 
Southern Lands of Uman.  

Everyday	Life	in	the	Woods
Before the calamity that robbed the Elven of their immortality, Shydal Elven lived in an idyllic land.  The 
passage of leadership from one Ashani to the next was rarely anything but a footnote in their nomadic 
world.  While eager to fight alongside their city cousins when called to battle, the Shydal Elven spent the 
majority of their days avoiding city life, surrounded by their one great love, the Great Forests of the Land 
of Ashan.

For all their respect of all that nature has wrought, Shydal elves have a special love of hunting, with both 
bow and spear. Their society demands that respect is paid to any animal hunted for food, and often you 
will see them say a brief word of thanks over their kill.  Their love of the forest and its inhabitants leads 
them to try to use as much of anything they kill as possible. Their skills in the woodlands are arguably the 
best. 

Shydal  Elves  are  more  prone  to  show emotion  then their  Common elven  counterparts,  being  even 
lighthearted and cheerful openly. Shydal Elven women in particular are known for fiery tempers.  This is 
most likely a result of their upbringing in a strongly Matriarchal Society.  In this, they more resemble 
Umans than their staid and serious city cousins.

Shydal elven clothing is generally made of natural woven materials.  Tight clothing that is not prone to 
snagging on the foliage of their forest homes is a common sense fashion choice. They prefer to wear 
clothing of natural colors such as brown, green, and black to blend in with their surroundings.

More  easygoing  than  those  elves  of  the  Seven  Great  Clans,  the  elves  of  the  forest  focused  their 
attentions on bonding with the lands in which they lived.  Plunging deep into the frontier, they settled in 
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places where civilizations were unlikely to encroach upon their simple way of life.  To these woodland 
people, the beauty of a simple Maple Tree in her full fall colors was more beautiful that any spired tower 
or ornate jewel.  

Most Shydal elves live in smaller tribes and families rather than being part of a major clan, disliking the 
politics that often arise in the clannish lifestyle of their Common elven counterparts.  One exception to this 
was  the  powerful  Tribe  of  D’Zandryn,  more  commonly  known  amongst  the  City  People  as  Clan 
D’Argentfox.  

Clan	Stories
Tribal stories tell of an elven leader of extraordinary woodland skill.  Her name was Argentfox, and it is 
said that  she was the last  Elven to witness the blooming of  the One Tree in  11896 in the Time of 
Prophets.   Although  a  surviving  widow  of  the  Dark  Wars  against  La’Reth,  she  managed  to  retain 
leadership of her Shydal Tribe.  

Up until then, no female Elven had ever led the Forest People.  Many of the males in her tribe thought to 
woo her, and thus gain leadership of the tribe for themselves.  However, she was granted a dream from 
My’shalla that instructed her to lead her people alone.  

Through her special bond with nature and her faith in the elven Walker, she was able to coax the One 
Tree into one final bloom, from which she and her tribe harvested the seeds, which were foretold, would 
someday save her race.  She must have fed her life essence into the Tree, for soon after she fell ill, and 
passed away.  She rests now in the Lake of Heroes, one of many who made a great sacrifice for the good 
of the Elven People.  As is the way of elves, the largest of the Forest Tribes adopted her name in tribute to 
her faith and sacrifice.  

When the D’Zandryn Clan came to court the women of the Forest, they were surprised to find that their 
Shydal Cousins had reverted to a Matriarchal Society.  The D’Zandryn Heir fell madly in love with the 
leader of the strongest tribe of Shydal, and insisted that they wed.  However, she was wise, and, seeing 
the benefits of merging her tribe with one of the stronger city clans, negotiated a contract.  While in the 
Cities of the People, she would be called a D’Zandryn.  But in the shady forests of her native lands, the 
Clan was to be called D’Argentfox, her Tribal name.  

Among other conditions she bartered for her hand, was the demand that each heir to the D’Zandryn 
Council Seat of the Emerald Kingdom would be married to an equally suitable woman from the Tribes of 
the Forest. To this day, D’Zandryn blood mixes with that of the Tribes of Ashan, and throughout the Time 
of Man, has produced strong and healthy children with a special affinity to the woods. 

Another favored story of the Shydal Elves is that of the Great Healer Arymis.  It is said that Arymis had an 
incredible  gift,  and was able  to  channel  the energies  of  the One Tree  to  heal  any malady.   It  was 
Arymis,who first created the Resurrection Ritual, utilizing pieces of a fantastical material called simply, 
Ore.  

It is said that the D’Lyndalla Clan leader was injured in a great battle against the Orcs, and would not 
heal.  In his prime, he had yet to be married, and thus had no heirs.  His family was distraught, for if he 
died childless, the title of Clan Leader would then pass to another family within the Clan.  In a great panic, 
his family went in search of this great forest Ylf, who had become a legend even to her own people.

Unbeknownst to the Elves, the Orcs were taught the skill of creating toxins from the Shae'dynarr, and 
were using those poisons in their raids against the Elves.  This Clan Leader, whose name has been lost 
even to the long memories of the Elves, was slowly dying.  Once the family found her, Llyndalla refused to 
leave the One Tree because she was immersed in researching a ritual of great importance. Therefore, his 
people decided to make the long journey to her, carrying him by stretcher many long days travel through 
the Great Forest.  By the time he arrived, he was very near death. 

The Shydal Elven say that when the clan leader looked first into Llyndalla's eyes, he knew he had found 
his soul mate.  The City Clans however, tell the story that Llyndalla saw at once that this Clan Leader was 
the key to providing a way to bring her knowledge of healing to the City Elves.  Whatever the truth of the 
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matter, we know this - he died in her arms, even as she raised the cure to his ailments to his lips.  The 
journey had been too hard, and his health too fragile.  The D’Lyndalla Clan leader was dead.

Llyndalla wept over his body, filled with the guilt that in her obsession with her research, she had allowed 
another to perish.  With great resolve, she raised the Ore high in the air, and wove her remorse into the 
ritual words.  With a great rush, breath filled his lungs, and he rose to life once again.  He married her 
soon after, and in honor of her he made the declaration that from then on, the people of the Shydal would 
know his Clan by the honorific, D’Arymis.  To this very day, when in Shydal territory, the D’Lyndalla clan is 
known as D’Arymis.

Traditions	
For a bottle of that Birth Wine, oh, the secrets I could tell you about the Lands in 
which we live.

Hostler James, Owner of the Heartskeep Inn, Bannor Nogath

Births	and	family	life
You perhaps are familiar with the dusty old history tomes reveling in our race's glorious victory over the 
noble Elven race, what these books don't often say, is that they only accepted rule by humans as the last 
resort.  It was not because the human race was so very strong, but that we breed like mad, and the elves 
just couldn't keep up.  It all comes down to simple biology.  

Human women appear to be fertile at least once a month. Elven women used to be fertile but once a year. 
It was a joyous blessing when elves have children. Centuries of Elven children being rare have instilled 
strong traditions about the role of children in the elven culture that are not likely to change. Elven children 
are valued more than anything in a home, and protected jealously. To harm an Elven child is a slight that 
will likely make an enemy of that Elven and his or her family or clan for hundreds of years. Elven births 
are dangerous, and complications are common. Half-elven babies in particular pose more danger as the 
newborns are considerably larger than pure Elven children. Death in childbirth is a great fear when an 
Elven mother gives birth. Generally, an Elf will give birth to only one child at a time. When an Elf gives 
birth to twins and the mother survives, it is generally seen as a sign of great fortune for that Elf and their 
family. Due to all the danger to overcome, when an Elven birthday is remembered it is no small occasion. 
The celebration is marked usually by the entire community that an Elf resides in. 

The most sacred of traditions is setting up a large amount of wine to celebrate the year of a child's birth. 
This wine is created from the best grapes harvested during the year, and that batch of wine is set aside as 
a gift to the newborn.  This gift is birth wine, and is only shared at the most special of occasions.  While 
some humans have reported that elven birth wine contains special properties that make it particularly 
appealing, elves seem to suffer no more than the same effects one would expect from an ordinary brew.

Marriage
Most Elven marriages are planned for centuries.  From the moment an Elven child is born, potential 
mates are discussed.  Suitors must have the appropriate lineage, family name, and clan affiliation in order 
to be considered.  Love matches in Elven society are very rare.

Elven weddings are grand occasions generally performed outdoors in a secluded glen. An Elven cleric 
normally presides over the ceremony. The bride and groom exchange vows of their own making. Rather 
than the rings often exchanged by humans, Elven couples exchange necklaces, kept close to their hearts. 
When choosing the necklace they will give their future bride or groom, an elf will pick something that 
represents them to their beloved. From the Common Elves this is usually something to do with one's 
family or clan. From the Shydal Elves it could be a tribal or personal totem. Both the bride and groom pick 
one of their friends or family to be a guardian of their marriage. It is customary for the groom to pick an 
Elven woman, and the bride, an Elven man to serve this purpose. These guardians are present for the 
ceremony, and swear vows of  their  own to safeguard the union of the bride and groom against any 
infidelity or attempts to lead the new couple astray. They also serve as godparents to any children that 
come of the union. A grand feast, with singing and merriment, follows the wedding. It is one of the rare 
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occasions where the typical reserved nature of the Elves is let loose. Casks of Elven birth wine from both 
the bride and the groom are a traditionally used for the toast, and the celebration can go on for days.

Funerals
Elven funerals are solemn occasions. Mourners paying their respects remain silent through most of the 
proceeding to honor the dead. Whatever friend or family member gives the eulogy, is deemed to have 
been closest to the departed. The ceremony that follows is generally performed by an elven cleric. At its 
conclusion, the participants leave the friend or family member alone with the departed who stands vigil. 
There are legends of lovers who lost their beloved maintaining the vigil for years. At the conclusion of the 
vigil,  the body is  set alight  with fire. Elves prefer  to cremate their  dead.  This has a lot  to do with a 
superstition involving their people and being raised as undead. Normally an Elf will never marry again if 
they lose their husband or wife.

The	Ritual	of	Edhel	Mellon,	or,	The	Rite	of	"Elf	Friend"
With great reward, My Edhel Mellon, comes great responsibility to Our People.

‐ Peregrine D' Falconheart, High Council Seat of Clan D'Cyrion, to Sir Thomas Falconheart, Baron of 

Aladine

It is a serious honor to become “Edhel Mellon” to an Elf.  On the exceedingly rare occasion that an Elf 
finds a worthy Companion, Brother or Sister amongst the other races, there is a ritual that they may 
perform to convey the title of “Edhel Mellon”, or Elf Friend, to someone of another race. 

One of the reasons this ritual is so unusual is its use of the rare herb Sprinnibud as a component to the 
ceremony. When concluded, an Elf's Worthy Companion becomes an honorary member of the Clan's 
family, which is no light matter to the elven people.  

Forever after, the “Edhel Mellon”, can add the elven surname to the end of his or her own without the 
honorific D' at the beginning.  Thus, an Elf Friend to a D'Failecuer, would in the common human tongue 
be named Falconheart.

Elf Friends may use their unusual status when passing through elven lands, and be accorded the same 
rights and privileges of any Elf.  Unfortunately, there are other consequences to this Rite.   “Edhel Mellon” 
is answerable to all Elven custom, law, and punishment, has the responsibility to know them all. It is so 
obvious  to  the  Elves  that  sometimes  they  do  not  explain  all  aspects  of  their  unusual  gift  to  the 
unsuspecting recipient.  Fortunately, there is no record of an Elf Friend ever being put to death for their 
missteps in Elven society.  One wonders if this is because they are taught before the ceremony that to 
bring shame upon the Clan is unacceptable, or whether secretly the Elves do not believe humans capable 
of upholding the rigid standards that they themselves follow.

Elven	racial	loyalty
Elves, regardless of their problems or quarrels, still take the good of their race as a whole very seriously. 
With so few children born into families for so many centuries, it is one of the greatest sins for an Elf to 
murder one of his or her own. This sin can be considered completely unforgivable, and if proven, an Elf 
could be shunned from his entire race. This does not apply to punishing criminals. Crimes visited on Elves 
by Elves are serious offenses that do not go on without incident. When strife occurs, Elves are likely to 
take the side of another Elf over any other race.

Holidays
Elves have festivals at the Solstices and Equinox's of the moon. Each of these festivals corresponds to 
one of the four elements. Celebration usually lasts the either from dusk to dawn, or vice versa.  The most 
famous of these is the festival of fire, known as Agelong.
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Spring	Equinox:	Elhaine
Elves celebrate the festival of earth on the date of the Spring Equinox, when all that is old becomes new, 
and the land experiences Nature's rebirth from the cold of winter. Called Elhaine by the Clan and Tribe 
alike, it is celebrated by feasting and revelries held outdoors to enjoy the return of warmer weather.  

It is a festival that celebrates love and renewal, and oft times the Eldest Female Elf in each tribe or Clan 
dances for her people, eventually inviting the next youngest who in turn invites the next, until all that is left 
are the beautiful eligible young female dancing in their best clothes.  Many a marriage is arranged on this 
date, as it is considered good fortune to begin anything new during this festival.  

Many Tribes of the Shydal will re-enact the History of Creation, and great efforts goes into the creation of 
masks, costumes and props use to tell the stories of Cro, Nilbog, and Drae.  Storytelling, dancing and 
singing, for both Clan and Tribe festivities last into the early morning.  To stay up to see the dawning of a 
new day is best of all, as the Elven people believe that this lucky happenstance will fill both their fields 
and their purses in the coming summer months

Summer	Solstice:		Agelong
The festival of fire is as old as the Story of Creation. In fact, it is lucky to draw the ancient symbols and 
marks from the old creation stories upon face and body as tribute to the luck of the hunt.  Each orc killed 
is an embodiment of Cro, and it is through this that the Elves seek favor from Nature in all her guises.

This festival is called “Agelong” by the elves since the Time of Man. The summer's heat brings on a fire 
within in the blood of most elves on the night of the solstice. It is said that ancient spirits of elves and orcs 
who died fighting over the years come back to possess their ancestors on this day. To the more shamanic 
Shydal elves, this commonly manifests in the form of an almost outright blood lust to slay orcs. 

The Common elves, sensitive to magic, are prone to be more short-tempered, but do not normally lose 
their careful aloofness, for it is considered poor form to demonstrate any lack of control of one's faculties. 
Legend has it that the orcs also consider this day a special one, where the blood of elves is harvested to 
cure a disease called "belataga" that occurs once every few years. 

A moot  is  held  on  the  day  of  “Agelong”,  and  the  Elven  people  of  all  clans  and  families  consider 
themselves one people on this night. Any feuds between Elves are set aside on this holiday, and violators 
of this sacred trust risk becoming enemies of their own people forever on. The moot ends at dusk, when 
the hunt for orc begins. The fighting continues until dawn. Normally this holiday is practiced by Elves and 
Orcs alone, but in rare cases a non Elf will be given the honor of accompanying them in their holiday. 
Customarily, any Elf who chooses to bestow this honor may only take one non-Elf along for the hunt.

Fall	Equinox:		Felunasaad
As the lightning bugs start  blinking their  lazy mating call,  it  signals that the festival  of  air,  known as 
Felunasaad,  is  close  at  hand.  With  the  veil  thin  at  this  time  between  the  material  world  and  the 
netherworld, many elves pay homage to their ancestors during this night. More somber then the other 
elven  holidays,  this  festival  marks  a  time  to  remember  departed  loved  ones,  their  teachings,  and 
contemplate the influence they still have over that Elf's life. 

This holiday is celebrated by a quiet gathering where each of the Elves in attendance tells a story about 
someone departed from their lives. After each story, it is customary to drink a toast, and then offer a 
tribute to honor the one who is missed, usually by placing a paper boat into a stream or river.  This 
symbolic gesture pays homage to the ones who have gone before, with the boat travelling in the stream 
symbolic of the Journey West into the Mists.  Since the time of the Great Exodus, paper in the Duchy of 
Llymyr becomes incredibly scarce for weeks after this day, as the Uman merchants have not yet realized 
the importance of this solemn ritual.

These gatherings are generally had far away from civilization so as not to be disturbed. This holiday is 
very  important  to  the Elven people and as such it  is  uncommon to  see an Elf  in  or  around human 
settlements during this time. 
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Winter	Solstice:		Yulashead
The festival of water is known as Yulashead by the elves. For this holiday both the Shydal elves and 
Common elves exchange gifts with family and friends. This holiday marks an end to the darkness and a 
rebirth of both life and light to the Elven people.

Taboos	and	Superstitions:
Elves cremate their dead. They believe that a buried body will be stolen from under the earth if buried, 
eventually  to be raised as an undead slave to the Shae'dynarr.   These dark-skinned cousins to  the 
surface Elves live underground, and stories of their evils are told at bedtime to naughty Elven children 
with the admonishment, "Be a good Elf, or the Shae'dynarr will make you a Token".  Known for their skills 
in the arts of necromancy and trickery, the dark elves are a constant concern to all Elves of the surface 
lands.

Some Common Elven cavalry believe that brave cavalry men are reincarnated as fine Elven warhorses, 
so that  they  can look  after  their  fellow soldiers  in  their  next  life.  This  myth is  often provided as  an 
explanation as to why the Elven breed of horses exhibit an almost supernatural intelligence, and grow 
very attached to their riders.

Names have power within the culture of the Elves.   The quickest way out of an Elf's good graces is to 
insult his or her name.  Family names are rarely spoken except to trusted friends.  It is common to hear 
an Elf introduce himself by his first name and clan allegiance only.  At formal functions and court events 
you are more likely to hear full  names.  Formal functions within Elven society have all but vanished, 
except for funerals, or the rare marriage or birth.  Nevertheless, the Elven people cling to their vanishing 
culture, of which this is but a small part.

Common Elves look down upon any efforts made to shorten language.  Contractions, abbreviations and 
even nicknames shorter than your given name are considered lowbrow.  Their long life spans up until now 
have given them the luxury to take their time when communicating an idea.  Council Meetings during the 
Wars often lasted for weeks or months, and requests for aid took so long to decide, that the children of 
the originator of the request wouldn’t remember when the aid finally comes.

For an Elf to lose their ears is a great dishonor. The Elves believe that their ears were the mark of nature 
upon them, to set them apart from the other races. It is not uncommon for enemies of the Elves to exploit 
this, cutting the ears off of any Elf they defeat.  Elves who intentionally dock their ears are looked on with 
shame and loathing by other Elf, for it is viewed as a rejections of all Nature's gifts to their race.
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5. Dwarves5. Dwarves

If ye be askin' one o' dem long 'aired, daisy eatin' Efs, dey is prolly gunna til ye  
dat dey was ere first. Well I be askin' ye one simple kweschun. What be older, da 
trees or da erf dey growin' in?

 Gunnar Ironbreaker

Long before Man walked the world, and even before the Elves had called the forests their home, the 
Khuz'ar (literally the “Endless People”, or as they are more commonly known, the Dwarves) existed. 
Unconcerned with the world above and away from their mountain and their First City, Corbenik, they had 
nothing to do with the other races. The Khuz’ar are known for their rich oral tradition of history, so don't be 
surprised if the Elves try to tell you something different. These are the facts, according to every Dwarf that 
matters and that should be good enough for the truth.

Dwarves are a tough, rugged people; secretive, laborious, ones never to forget a deed, good or bad. 
Lovers of stone, gems and things shaped by hands and hard work, the Khuz'ar appreciate and respect 
those who are craftsmen. Often thought of as simple, crude or surly, nothing could be further from the 
truth; as Dwarfs embrace life with a glee no other race exhibits.

History	of	the	Dwarven	Race
Tis nae so much ‘olding a grudge as i’ tis a way of life.

Ragnar Ironcore

Nine Elders rose from the earth and stone and each created the First  Clans;  Avorheus, called Grey 
Hammer;  Thordun,  called Bronze Shield;  Unnd'kar,  called Thunderstone; Gruh'nd,  called Steel  Claw; 
Bar'kurn, called War Axe; Sil'Tarag, called Silver Beard; Do'tor, called Ironcore; Thrymidar, called Onyx 
Shield and Kul'Naag, called Black Wax. The Elders, toiled and sweat and soon created the First City, 
Corbenik, made from the stone of the mountain, nestled under its protective strength.

After the passing of  the last Elder, the Khuz'ar came into the world, becoming part of all  things. No 
creature had more knowledge of the great depths than the Khuz'ar, but they were but children in the eyes 
of the rest of the world. The Khuz'ar brought with them the greatest gift, fire, something unknown and 
powerful, and with it they reshaped the world. The command of fire gave the Khuz'ar a strength no other 
creature had, for with it they had learned to temper and shape the metals of the earth and create tools 
that made them masters of craft. Ever since, the Dwarves have been the unrivaled masters of creating 
and shaping things.

It was at this time that the Khuz'ar left the safety of their First City, Corbenik, leaving behind the peace 
and safety of the Great Hall and choosing to see the world. The First City, stretching along the mountains 
of the West, now called the Westmarch Mountains, is said to have been the largest city ever built. 

Of the clans that journeyed out to explore this new world, two brought shame on their honor and were 
cast out. Clan Black Wax became enamored of the freedom of this new world and sought their destiny. 
With  their  sundering  from  their  people  they  looked  for  a  new  home  and  found  it  deep  under  the 
mountains, deeper than any Dwarf had gone before. After a time the decedents of those Khuz'ar simple 
became known as Deep Dwarves.

More disturbing was what became of the second clan, Clan Thrymidar, which was cast out. When La’Reth 
came into the world they joined his cause and became like him, dark and evil, their skin forever corrupted 
as were all followers of the Great Evil. These Dark Dwarfs, as they are now called, are hated for their 
betrayal to their cousins.
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Written	in	Stone
A Dwarven  Teller,  named  Aglab,  began  to  wonder  if  there  was  a  way  for  his  words  to  be  forever 
remembered, unchanged, and set about to create a method to do just that. He became obsessed with 
finding a way and soon slipped into a state that worried his clan. Aglab's mood was foul at times and 
manic  at  others  and soon his  family  began discussing  whether  it  was  time for  him to  undergo the 
Deeping. But before a choice was made for him Aglab was successful in his endeavors, and created a 
system of symbols that represented words. And thus the Dwarven written language was created and has 
been used ever since.

This innovation threatened the Tellers throughout the nation and almost began a civil war that may have 
spelled doom for the Khuz'ar. But a Teller, named Lang, began to tell stories that were made up, filled with 
falsehoods, but about no real Dwarf, thus avoiding the basic tenants about speaking untruths. This new 
form  of  entertainment  soon  became  popular,  a  way  to  brag  or  boast  without  calling  into  question 
someone's honor. In a few short decades the Tellers, had become master story-makers; spinning tales to 
rival the work of craftsmen.

Each clan was charged with converting all its stories into this new written form and the words were etched 
into thick slabs of granite and placed in the Earth Door and hidden away for all time. 

Over the years the written word has become just as important as the verbal word for a Dwarf and this is 
reflected in some of their practices with texts. The material a Dwarf writes on is just as important as what 
is written. If something is written down it has significance, but if it is written on something inferior, like 
paper or papyrus, then the importance of what is written is just as flimsy. If it is written on stone, then it is 
sturdy and means something that is meant to last. Dwarves have signed contracts with Humans in the 
past, drawn up on paper, meaning the importance of that contract is temporary. 

Built	to	Last	
If given the choice is between buying an sword crafted in Wyndover, by a master  
smith, or purchasing one crafted by an apprentice in the Halls of Corbenik, I’ll  
choose the later. The work will take about the same amount to time, but I’ll know 
the Dwarf put his all into it.

Brom Lannister, deceased

The Dwarven people are known for their crafting skills. It is said no race is more gifted in the creation of 
something than the Khuz’ar and this is almost without a doubt, true. From the earliest age, every Dwarf is 
exposed to the wonders of crafting and learns the secrets of being the best. Dwarven smelted steel is 
highly prized throughout the kingdoms of Man, second only to the possibility of owning Dwarven crafted 
weapon or armor. Dwarves rarely share their secrets even with other Dwarves; clan secrets are guarded 
with a passion. 

Anything a Dwarf makes is just that much better; at least that is the perception among most people. 

A	Quick	Overview
“Ul Khuz’ar et ul Khuz’ar.”, or “A Dwarf is a Dwarf.”

Ancient Dwarven Proverb

The Dwarves have been in many battles throughout their history, and have fought all manner of creatures. 
The Dwarves have made themselves sworn enemies of goblins and orcs and, like nearly all the sentient 
races of the world, rose up and fought the minions of La’Reth.

Strong of both mind and body, the Khuz’ar are proud and fierce. Slow to anger and long to remember a 
slight or insult, they also are the strongest of friends, never willingly abandoning a friend in their time of 
need. Lovers of strong ale and a good fight, the Dwarves have a reputation amongst the Humans and 
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Elves as brawlers and trouble makers. While this is true it stems mostly from the Dwarven love of life. 
They seize the utmost from every moment, although it rarely appears that way to outsiders. 

A Dwarf is rarely called hot-headed, there is one to send a Dwarf into a fit of anger; call her a liar or a 
coward.  Those  are  fighting  words  and  anyone  one  using  them  had  best  be  prepared  to  defend 
themselves.

Growing	Old
Once upon a time Dwarves had a much longer life span; roughly four times longer than a Human, but 
nowhere near that of an Elf.  That all changed in 1011, and the Dwarves are none too pleased with that 
turn of events.  Their new lifespan of less than a century is barely long enough to learn the basics of 
mining and smithing.

Dwarven	Culture	and	Lore
Dwarf?  Well let me tell yah a thin or two bout Dwarf ma friend.  Back in the 
begginin days, Dwarf was as tall as Ylf.  It was Dwarf that designed the first tool,  
Hammer.  Ylf thought ‘e was crafty when ‘e would steal it and use it to pound and  
shape wood into parchment.   Dwarf  was mighty ma friend but on the day of  
Original Deception, Dwarf was down by the river at the base of Dracus’ mountain  
when  Nature’s  cruel,  thunderous  wave  washed  over  all  of  creation.   Dracus’ 
mountain rolled over onto Dwarf buryin ‘em.  Twas only Dwarf’s might that would 
hold back the crushing weight, but this came at a price as it compressed Dwarf.  
Trapped in the cold dark, Dwarf found warmth in his long hair and would later  
use his fondness of tools to create a new beginnin.  Twas only later that Dwarf 
would accidentally discover the surface again.

Adam Withersum, in his cups

Dwarf	Types
Humans often divide the Dwarves into three distinct categories: Stone Dwarves, Deep Dwarves and Dark 
Dwarves. While commonly thought of as three different sub-races, in truth these categories are more like 
regional difference within human cultures.  Much like the Scotians or the Norsicans, these different groups 
may have cultural variations and differences in appearance, but overall there is no difference other than 
the place they call home.

Most Dwarves seen in human society above ground are called Stone Dwarves. Most comfortable in the 
low mountains, they see the Brennad Mountains as their ancestral home. Most Dwarves actually don't live 
inside of mountains; instead they live in sturdy strongholds that are built upon their face, directly over the 
mines in which they work.

Deep Dwarves are the ones that call the deep, dark tunnels of the mountains their home. They are a bit 
more secretive and shy away from outside influence. Stone Dwarves refer to them as slower, dimmer 
cousins, but that may reflect the rivalry the two groups have, more than reflect actual fact.

Dark Dwarves are  the descendants  of  the Dwarves that  joined La’Reth and let  themselves become 
corrupted and evil. They are forever marked by their black skin, a side effect that all of La’Reth's followers 
share.  Dark Dwarves are known to ally themselves with their dark-skinned neighbors the Shae'dynarr 
against the surface races.  It is commonly believed that this is more to maintain civil relations with the 
Shae'dynarr, than out of any deep-seated desire to topple the Sunside Lands, which is what they call the 
surface.

Despite these differences the customs and behavior of these three branches are very similar. After all, a 
Dwarf is a Dwarf.
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Family	within	the	Clans
Clans are extended family organizations, each with a long recorded history of great deeds and actions. A 
dwarf  takes  great  pride  in  the  achievements  of  past  and  present  members  of  his  clan.  While  most 
Dwarves choose to enter the clan of one or both of their parents, a young dwarf can petition any clan for 
membership. Acquiring membership is usually a formality and call for a great celebration.

Dwarven	Clans
There are seven major clans that make up the Dwarven nation, as well as two clans that are considered 
lost, or exiled from Dwarven society. Each clan also has several small clans that are part of them, usually 
the result of inter-clan marriages.

In current days, the most influential is Grey Hammer, known as Avorheus, located in the northern area of 
the Brenned Mountains. It holds a special importance as the Dwarven King, Kralden, is of this clan. His 
patience and diplomatic prowess has slowly begun to return Dwarves to their past glory and might. Minor 
clans associated with Grey Hammer include: Grey Steel, Grey Stone, Grey Shield and Grey Crag.

Next in influence is clan Bronze Shield, or Thordun in the safety of its hold, who also call the northern 
parts of the Brenned Mountains their home. The clan is known for their skill in battle and the entire clan 
has the honor of  being the personal  guard to their  King.  Minor clans associated with Bronze Shield 
include: Bronze Axe, Bronze Shield and Shield Breaker.

The clans of Thunderstone (Unnd'Kar) and Steel Claw (Gruh'nd) make up a large portion of the Dwarven 
people and are the ones most often met in the ones travels. Clan Thunderstone is affiliated with the 
minors clans of Thunderhammer, Thunderbreaker and Stonehelm. Clan Steel Claw is related to the clans 
Stone Claw, Mithral Claw and Steelbreaker.

Clan War  Axe (Bar'kurn)  is  not  overly  large,  but  they have earned a  reputation as the most  deadly 
warriors in the southern Brennad Mountains. They are fearless in battle and it is not uncommon for them 
to get into fights other Dwarves would have avoided. The minor clans of Mithral Axe, Stone Axe and War 
Helm are allied with them.   

A small  clan,  Silver  Beard  (Sil'Tarag)  is  located  in  the  southern  Brennad  Mountains.  They  have  a 
reputation  as  some  of  the  best  armor  makers  in  Peth.  They  are  associated  with  the  minor  clans 
Silverspear, Silverhorn, and White Beard.

Located in the Westmarch Mountains, clan Ironcore (Do’Tor) is considered by some to be the true path 
that the Dwarven people should follow. Even though their Clan Father supports the current King, there are 
some who think an Ironcore should rule. The minor clans of Ironbreaker, Ironforge, and Ironhammer are 
associated with them. 

This clan of ‘deep’ Dwarves, Black Wax (Kul'Naag) lives in the earth, alone and away from other Khuz’ar. 
They are very xenophobic, rarely involved with anyone unless there is a great benefit to them. They have 
figured a  method to  combine black  gold,  found deep underground,  with  a  special  candle  wax.  This 
combination creates a fiery, liquid substance that sticks to any surface and burns even when doused in 
water. This and their almost obsessive fixation with magic, make them a terrifying people. 

Outcasts and forever branded as followers of La’Reth, clan Onyx Shield (Thryimdar), lives so far in the 
Underworld that even clan Black Wax is above them. Members of this clan have skin as black as midnight 
and are of such evil intent that all other races are their enemy. In recent years there have been rumors of 
a few minor clans that have been associated with them. They are clans Onyx Dagger, Onyx Helm and 
Broken Shield. 

Social	Customs
To break your word, when given to a Dwarf, is to invite swift, harsh retribution.

Lord Gwydian

Dwarven social structure is based on the premise that a Dwarf is only as good as his word, and that all 
people are deserving of respect. From birth, a Dwarf is taught that it is his responsibility and privilege to 
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conduct himself with honor and dignity throughout his life. To act in any other manner, which is contrary to 
this  belief,  is  not  only  to  shame  his  culture,  but  also,  more  importantly,  shame  himself.  Dwarven 
civilization places the full weight of responsibility for someone’s actions on the person in question. 

Their penal system, Clan government and diplomacy with other nations are derived from these concepts. 
If a Dwarf errs or commits a crime, he is expected to voluntarily make restitution. Only in extreme cases 
where a dwarf fails to take such action does his family or clan intercede. This rarely occurs. Failure to 
make right any wrong is perhaps the greatest social mistake and any Dwarf that fails to make retribution 
is committing himself to a fate worse than death, exile. 

Oaths and breaking them are also a great concern for Dwarves. Dwarves never break their word, and by 
inference never lie. Because of this, they are very careful as to when they actually give their word to. They 
wouldn’t want to be caught in an awkward situation because of an ill-considered oath. Because of the 
importance they place on them, Dwarves also expect others to keep their own oaths as well.

Politics	and	Positions	within	Dwarven	Society
There exist a pair of enchanted hand axes that are said to be necessary to name 
the Dwarven King. These are purportedly known as Oathbreaker & Oathtaker. 
Both axes were recently recovered and returned to the nine clans by the Seeker,  
Adam Withersum. Little is known of who made the axes or why. If the Dwarven  
Loremasters know, they are not telling.

From The Great Book of Artifacts

A Dwarf’s rank and station is society is a combination of her deeds, wealth and, most importantly, age; for 
the Khuz’ar believe that with age come wisdom. A Dwarf has a responsibility to remain to learn and show 
wisdom as they live their life. The highest rank within a Dwarven clan is Glor’taud or Glor’maum, literally 
Clan Father or Clan Mother. 

The	Tellers
His beard is longer than his years.

A Dwarven phrase 

Among the Khuz'ar, the career of Teller brings with a great responsibility as well as a great shame. Those 
that were deemed too old to work the mines or tend a forge could choose to take the Deeping, or wear 
the mantle of Teller. A Teller was tasked with chronicling the history, customs and practices of the Khuz'ar 
and save them through oral traditions. The chants of a Teller could last hours, but were said to be so 
beautiful, proof once again, that the Khuz'ar were the greatest crafters.

Because of Aglab’s development, Tellers were faced with the chance of losing their occupation, instead 
they began creating their own stories, works of fiction designed to entertain. A respected and talented 
Teller can expect to enjoy a comfortable life, traveling from hearth to hearth, hold to hold and bringing joy 
to all. A Teller finds knowledge of astrology, cultures and languages an invaluable asset. 

The	Mediator
Whenever a dispute erupts involving Dwarves, the typical solution is a challenge, but when the act of 
punching each other in the face until one side is unconscious, proves problematic, both sides turn to a 
Mediator. Only the most wise and law-abiding Dwarves ever hold this position, and not many seek the 
position because of the great responsibility. A Mediator is asked to sit in judgment of a situation and her 
verdict is considered the final word. If a Mediator is found later to have made an unfair ruling, they risk 
being exiled from their Clan and Family. Knowledge of etiquette and diplomacy will always see a Mediator 
through his decisions. 
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Loremaster
One of the most respected occupations of Dwarven culture, the Loremaster is tasked with the duty to 
chronicle  all  history.  The  Loremaster  of  a  Hold  resides  in  the  Vault  of  Chronicles  and  despite  the 
traditional pride of having a Clan, gives up their clan name and is simply known by their given name. A 
Loremaster never, cuts or trims their beard, its length a display of knowledge, honor and the sacrifice they 
have made. Loremasters are typically trained in the arts of scribing, literacy, math, heraldry, and mapping.

The	Seeker
Of special  note should be the title  of  Seeker.  Each generation, one Dwarf,  who has proven to have 
nothing but the best interest of the Dwarven people at heart and who have sacrificed or undergone some 
great trial on behalf of the Khuz’ar, is named Seeker. The one who is named Seeker is looked at as more 
wise than a Mediator, more entertaining than a Teller and as honorable than a Loremaster. The Seekers 
words are capable of changing the course of history, begin or end wars, or reshape a nation. The last 
know Seeker was Adam Withersum, the only human to ever be so honored.

Magic
In the earliest days, when magic was strong, with the Khuz’ar, a formidable Teller and Magician, tried to 
harness the power of magic and craft a method of using it as never before. This Dwarf felt that all things 
could be created or broken and why not the simple fundamentals of magic. He learned words that only 
existed in the magic tongue and determined how they existed and in his folly discovered the words of 
Making and Breaking, the True Name of magic.

It was also his undoing; not even the Walkers could control that much power. The result is not talked 
about, but even to this day, Dwarves shy away from the use of magic, and see those that wield its power 
as especially dangerous. 

So shamed was the Ironbound clan, they stripped their names from the histories and disappeared. 

Dwarven	Military	
Dwarves have a reputation for being one of the best infantry fighters in the world. There tenacity, pride 
and honor make them willing to keep fighting were other might have fled or surrendered. This tenacity and 
drive has led to the belief that Dwarves possess a supernatural endurance, but in all reality it’s more like a 
stubborn refusal to quit. 

Dwarves also excel at mountain fighting, their stature giving them an advantage, making them an almost 
unstoppable force when defending their Holds. Because of the high respect placed on children, you will 
never see a child used in a military capacity.

Weapons are never worn within the confines of a Hold, but armor is often worn as a sign of social status. 
In a time of need the Hold armories are opened and every adult Dwarf can be armed within minutes. 

Interpersonal	Relationships
Dwarves are a modest people, reluctant to display their feelings openly, even to fellow Dwarves. This is 
doubly true to strangers. This does not mean they are emotionless people, quite the opposite. When in 
private, Dwarves are quite exuberate and very passionate.   

Perhaps because of the restraint they place on obvious expression of emotion, Dwarves have developed 
a subtle method of communicating a gamut of emotion though simple looks or expressions. Once you 
know what to look for, it becomes obvious that Dwarves are just as expressive as any other race.  

Because  of  their  concern  over  not  embarrassing  themselves  or  others,  Dwarves  tend  to  be  very 
businesslike  when  it  comes  to  starting  relationships  of  any  kind;  this  especially  true  with  romantic 
interests.

Relations	with	other	Races
Into  the world of  Men and Ylfshae did the Khuz’ar  come and with  them they 
brought fire and steel and the art of Making.
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The Tablet of the Nine

Because of their ordered and restrained culture, Dwarves tend to have a difficult time interacting with 
other races. Simply put, they are at a loss for what to do. In an attempt to avoid embarrassment, they 
usually attempt to bring meetings to a quick end, giving the non-Dwarves the impression that he’s been 
given the brush off. 

This is the basis of the wide spread belief among other races that Dwarves are rude and unemotional. For 
their part, Dwarves, while not unfriendly, lack interest in trying to improve relations preferring to keep their 
close friendships only with fellow Dwarves. However those who are fortunate enough to have a Dwarf as 
a friend have discovered that they can be as warm as anyone.

Drinking
One of the most popular means of social  interaction among Dwarves, one that has been universally 
misunderstood by the other races, is their love of having a drink with friends. Non-Dwarves tend to view 
this  as nothing but  an excuse to  get  drunk but  to  a  Dwarf  the  actual  consuming of  alcohol  is  only 
secondary consideration. It is the camaraderie of the situation, which they truly enjoy. As the drinks flow a 
dwarf can speak more openly of his feelings and emotions without fear of embarrassment. In turn the trust 
he shows his fellow Dwarves by revealing his inner thoughts greatly honors them. Dwarves consider this 
demonstration of trust to be the greatest gift a friend can offer.

Entertainment
Other than the chants of the Tellers, Dwarves have taken liking to a sport that is very similar to gladiatorial 
combat. This combat is highly ritualized and very bloody, but appeals to the basic fundaments of being a 
Dwarf. 

The rules are simple. Two Dwarves stand facing each other, and firmly grasp their opponents shoulder 
with  the left  hand.  Then each takes turns  punching the other  in  the face as hard as possible.  This 
exchange continues until one Dwarf yields or is rendered unconscious. It is not uncommon for this sport 
being used to settle personal disputes. The current record holder is Kralden, king of the Dwarves, who 
stood for three days during the trial of combat prior to his ascension to the throne. 

Marriage
When a Dwarf, whether male or female, finds themselves attracted to another Dwarf, either romantically 
or physically, they will inform the person of their interest, giving them a clear opportunity to either accept 
or refuse the advances. This method of open honesty is often difficult for more reserved races like Elves 
and Humans to understand. Dwarfs understand the intent of any interest from the beginning and see 
these things as practical.

When the expressed interest is romantic there then begins a long, semi-formal courtship period. This time 
isn’t spent on coy games of flirting and hand holding, but a time for the respective families to discuss 
practical matters, such as living arrangements, division of duties, and integration of all family business 
and concerns.

During this time, either party is free to break off the relationship without bringing embarrassment or shame 
to their partner. Many outsiders see this as part of the cold demeanor that of Dwarfs, but once again it is 
practical, and rarely are grudges held if this occurs.

Eventually,  when  all  things  are  right,  the  two  individuals  simply  declare  their  love  in  front  of  their 
immediate family. Traditionally this is done in front of the hearth fire or a forge, to symbolize the bonds of 
family or that a new life is being forged. At this point the couple is considered wed and the celebration 
begins.

Many races make jokes about dwarven women’s beards.  Many races do this because dwarven women 
are almost never seen by outsiders.  If pressed to speak on the subject of their women, most dwarves are 
reserved.  But there is a reason that most dwarven men work in precious metals and precious stones. 
Dwarven  women  are  captivatingly  beautiful,  and  have  been  known  to  wear  fake  beards  and  other 
disguises to avoid drawing attention to themselves.
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Birth	and	Children
Because Dwarves are very family orientated, the birth of a child is a huge event, not just to the parents, 
but to the family and clan. When the time comes for the baby to arrive it is not uncommon to find dozens 
of family members waiting nearby to welcome the child into the world. Childbirth for Dwarven women is 
extremely difficult and painful. When asked, a Dwarf will simply say that without a struggle to be born, a 
child  will  be  weak.  The  first  important  event  for  the  newborn  is  the  giving  of  a  name.  It's  not  too 
uncommon to have a brawl break out between uncles as they wait to hear if a newborn boy will be named 
after them.

A Dwarven child is raised with an almost fanatical amount of attention from both their parents, who are 
bound by not only love, but honor, to make sure the child is prepared for their adult life. Dwarven children 
are considered members of their family, but are not part of the clan until they are adults. The entire clan 
has a responsibility to shape, mold and protect the child's life. Every member of the clan understands this 
obligation and no one will hesitate to do so.

Dwarves do not believe in letting any harm come to children, even the children of their enemies. Dwarves 
have been known to leave the children of goblins alone, even knowing they will grow up and end up 
fighting them anyway.

When a Dwarf has reached his 75th year he is expected to shed his child-like ways and become an adult 
and full, active member of the clan.

The	Deeping
There comes a time when a Dwarf may feel that he is no longer a benefit for his clan. His eyesight has 
faded, his limbs have become lame, his memories not so sure. In ancient days this Dwarf knew he was a 
burden and would take his armor and weapons and begin to make his way into the deepest parts of the 
mountain, to meet a glorious fate. This was called the Deeping.

This has fallen out of practice in recent years, seen by some as barbaric and archaic, but there are those 
old Dwarves or ones still wrapped in tradition who see the Deeping as an honorable way to end one’s life.

Death	&	Funerals
Dwarves have no fear of death, they simply see it as a passing from one existence to another, and know 
that the Earth will take them back and forge them in a new shape.

When the Walker,  Garhanna came to be among the Dwarves, after she brought the gift of Fire and the 
secret of Steel. She explained to them that there is a greater existence than just the earth and mountains 
and mines that they knew. She gave them a glimpse at a million possibilities and with typical Dwarven 
practicality, the Khuz'ar came to believe in what they simply call the Renewal.

When a Dwarf dies, he knows that his body must be given back to the earth, so that it can be used by the 
earth. This belief is nothing like some human cultures belief in reincarnation, Dwarves simply know that 
they will be needed once more. It is said that the more glorious life a Dwarf lives, the more powerful he 
will return. The greatest are said to return as steel and be great weapons.  

A Dwarven funeral is far from a somber occasion. Instead it is usually a period of rejoicing, drinking and 
games. The greater the celebration, the more honor for the dead. Legends speak of funeral celebrations 
lasting years.

The  deceased's  body  is  dressed  in  the  finest  suit  of  armor  he  owned  and  armed with  his  favorite 
weapons.  The body is  put  on display in  the family  hearth for  all  to  pay their  respects to,  while  the 
celebration takes place around them. After the celebration, the body is taken to either the family burial 
chamber or one devoted to the Clan. The body is laid to rest and sealed tightly away. It is a great dishonor 
to disturb the tomb of a fallen Dwarf; even disturbing a grave accidentally could bring about war.  

Holidays
The Khuz'ar do not celebrate or practice holidays like Elves or Humans. It's just something they never 
developed a need for. The closest thing would most likely be a birthday celebration. These parties can be 
subdued affairs with just close family, or it can be extravaganzas that can last weeks.
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On	the	Subject	of	Gnomes
First  off,  let’s  be  perfectly  clear,  there  are  no  such  creatures  as  Gnomes,  no  matter  what  anyone, 
anywhere tells you. Now that it’s out of the way, I’ll let you in on a little secret. Gnomes are just a story 
told by Tellers to cause confusion, create headaches and sort of as one, big practical joke. To a Dwarf, 
there is nothing funnier than the word “Gnome”. Now you’ll hear people talk about “gnomish” devices, 
things that are of a pretty advanced technology, the kind of things that are hard to explain how they were 
created. 

Dwarves have to maintain their reputation as practical sorts and it wouldn’t help their reputation for people 
to know they do have a sense of humor. So they create all these little gadgets that really aren’t good for 
much other than being lazy and worthless. These devices are created by “Gnomes”, a lazy, good-for-
nothing, lost clan, or so they’ll tell you. Dwarves go to some lengths to hide the fact that they are some of 
the best practical jokesters in the world.

So basically a “gnomish” device is a tool used by lazy people. See the joke. 

Recent	Affairs
I  would  like  to  thank  the  individuals  who  journeyed,  on  my  behest,  to  the 
Dwarven hall of Shieldguard and acted above and beyond the endeavor I asked. 
The acts of heroism taken by these individuals will not be forgotten and forever  
remembered by myself and my Dwarven kin. When asked to delve deep into the  
unknown earth, these heroes went beyond the call of duty and risked life and 
limb not only to succeed in their goal, but also to surpass the expectations. Their 
acts of bravery have rid Shieldguard of an ancient and evil enemy and cleared the 
path for future growth and rebuilding of the Barony of Tarridear and the Dwarven 
people of Novashan.

Baron Thaldir Zha’dhun of the Barony of Tarridear

The new human capital city of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr goes by the name of Valvendenn. Located in the 
Duchy of Peth, this city sprang up around the time that the city of Maelcor was destroyed. This city was 
built by the help of the Dwarven nation of the Brenned Mountains. The Dwarves were poised to proclaim 
a new King to their people and assisted the Kingdom of man in their time of need as a gesture of good 
faith between the two nations. The City is fortified with tall thick walls and sits atop a small mountain to the 
southeast of  the Veristovian Forest in the Duchy of Peth. This location was chosen by the Dwarven 
scholars as the mountain is old and thick with granite roots that give it the surest of footings.

Many of the great Dwarven strongholds have fallen over the years to the steady press of the greenskins, 
or orcs and goblins, and the very slow birth rate of the dwarves has made it even harder to maintain their 
people's  might.  Many  of  the  dwarves  have  started  businesses  within  the  southern  human  cities  of 
Narrdmyr and are doing a brisk trade supporting the many soldiers stationed there to fight the press of the 
barbarians upon the southern borders of the Kingdom. Dwarven crafted items are valued greatly and 
accordingly the price for their work is also high. 

There are still Dwarves who travel the northlands, though rarely do they try to venture into the Elven lands 
of Ashan, and many of those travelers stay. Novashan is in many ways perfect for a Dwarf. There is 
nearly always something to fight, plenty of good ale to be bought and sold and nearly always a demand 
for new weapons and armor.

Dwarven	Proverbs
Constant rain wears away stone. A Dwarven expression indicating the value of persistence.

Gold in the ground is yet rock. A Dwarven proverb used in the same manner as 
"a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush".
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Never injure your pride by substituting A Dwarven proverb meaning
your axe for a smith's hammer. "the right tool for the right job."

People die for wealth and birds die for food. An Dwarven proverb that speaks to what is truly of value.
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6. Halflings6. Halflings

Well, I KNOW there's an army, but that's all to the better. The more of them there  
are, the less chance they'll have of seeing us.

Halfling Scout overheard speaking during a 

Council of War against the Tommaran Empire

Every race and every creature has some higher purpose, and can tie their roots to the Walkers and 
Nature.  Just listen to the Story of Creation; listen to the stories of the Ylfshae mages in the Time of 
Prophets.   Heck,  even  the  planes  themselves  maintain  balance,  and  struggle  to  keep that  balance 
through incredible powers beyond our comprehension.  But sometimes, vast powers don’t have any hand 
at all in creating wondrous things.  Such a thing, are the people of the Wee Folk.

History
Now I know you are here to learn a bit about the people you call halflings.  Like all  
stories, there is a beginning, middle, and an end.  So sit right down, and let me 
tell the tale in my own time, and when I am done, perhaps a tale about the Blue  
Minotaur?

Grendel, Sire to Thousands

It is said, that when Elves dominated the forests and cities of times past, that humans were nothing more 
than a few small wandering tribes of barbarians.  They would hunt the Orc, or the Goblin, and do the 
bidding of Nature.  They would find small clearings or caves, and settle to make a home for themselves, 
and since they were made for warring, their purpose and existence was narrow and focused.  When these 
tribes discovered the strength of numbers, they quickly exploited this new-found “power” by procreated as 
often as possible.  Mankind was growing in number, and no other races could possibly anticipate how 
problematic that would be.

The	Time	Before	Halflings
Sometime around 8000 in the Time of Prophets, a young Elf by the name of Wendyl D’Wyndellin went out 
to study these barbaric tribes of men.  What he found astonished him.  These humans were gathering in 
such large numbers and strength, but were not civilized enough to handle simple issues such as raising 
crops, harvesting, building homes, and organizing their people.  They seemed to be no more than groups 
of  uneducated  killers,  lusting  to  hunt  the orc  and goblin  and ogre.   Without  these simple  means of 
survival, humans were bound to cause an imbalance in the world, and Wendyl knew it.

Wendyl’s writings are well cherished by some of the Ylfshae of this day and age, because they remind the 
Elves  of  what  could  have  been,  and  how  they  could  have  prevented  man  from overrunning  them. 
Wendyl, it is said, went to the Council of Patrons and to the Alari and begged them to heed his warning, 
that humans were now gathering in the hundreds, that they would, in due time, number in the thousands, 
or even tens of thousands.  But Ylfshae of the council were arrogant, and laughed at Wendyl’s claims. 
Wendyl was rejected by both the Council and the Alari, and given nothing more than a pat on the back 
and a boot out the door.

A	Decision	is	Made
It is said that Wendyl went to the nearest tribe of human barbarians and began to teach them how to sow 
grain, and to harvest, and to better care for themselves.  No one knows for sure how some of these tribes 
were able to develop and grow more civilized.  We can only guess that Wendyl tried to save Elves from 
being added to the list of Natures creations that man would hunt and kill.  Perhaps if they were taught 
peaceful ways to survive, they would be less of a danger.
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Even as their civilizations started to form into organized, yet simple clusters, the barbarians still had the 
instincts to hunt and kill orc, ogre and goblin.  They craved strength and power.  These early human clans 
kept breeding as a priority, and when their populations grew to the thousands, winters became a harsh 
challenge to their survival.  No longer could they feed all the mouths they had made.  No longer could 
they continue to breed out of control.  And without the vast intellect like the Elves, instinct would take over 
and the weak would be culled.

Culling	the	Herd
The human barbarian tribes have some stories of how they managed to survive the winters, but the 
saddest tales of all are often the first to be forgotten. When barbarian women bred, they sometimes would 
find that their child was born a runt - scrawny, or slightly deformed.  Wendyl ascertained that maybe these 
women were breeding faster than Nature had intended.  The result was the exile of these poor and weak 
to the wilderness.  

Mothers wept, pining for their children to be spared, but tribal man feared these weak and scrawny babies 
would grow up to contribute nothing to the tribe.  These leaders, all men, learned to expel those feelings 
of attachment to an infant child, sometimes to the point where children would not be named until they had 
proven themselves both strong and healthy.  In their culture, it was a sign of weakness, and weakness 
was a flaw to them.  

In his writings, Wendyl noted on occasion when these mothers watched their children get tossed into the 
wilderness that they themselves sometimes expired from grief. He guessed that these women returned to 
haunt the minds of men with their wailing cries of desperation and sadness, paralyzing them to the very 
spots they stood or slept.  Fear is powerful, my friends, and those that heard the wailing knew oh so well 
the punishment that awaited them for the sins they had committed

These reject, these runts and disfigured ranged from babies to adolescents.  The ones that survived ran 
through the forests like wild animals.  They knew nothing of the world, and had not the strength do the will 
of Nature.  They would often be heard in the darkness of night, running frantically to the trash heaps to 
steal scraps of anything they could bear to eat.  They would often rush into their old tribal encampments 
while hunting parties were away and take everything they could out of  the mere instinct of  survival. 
Hunting parties would sometimes return, only to find their bearskins and food stores were gone, lost to the 
boys and girls they had cast out.  These exiled children had become a nuisance to human life, and 
impeded mans growth as a race.

Sometimes, these raids would cause fury and rage amongst the men, and they would hunt down the 
thieves and slay them.  The castoffs had become so accustomed to hiding from their former families that 
often these searches would end in frustration and failure.  Men grew weary of these raids quickly, and 
choose to kill  what they could, and forget about the rest.  As tensions grew, Wendyl determined that 
something needed to be done.

Wendyl's	Plan
Wendyl established a small camp, to which these culled children were sent.  He and small select group of 
elves would collect the children, many who were no more than infants, and spirit them away, to live a 
different life.  In these small hamlets, these human children grew to adulthood loved and cared for, and 
once the first generation was established, new hamlets were made.  These hamlets were placed far from 
the camps of Man, within the great forests of the Emerald Kingdom.  The inhabitants were raised away 
from war, and from want, and the elves determined that these "little wee folk" were a constant reminder to 
them of the goodness that could be within the hearts of men.

These wild humans of the forest learned to be comfortable in their little family groups.  They found it 
exciting and invigorating to build their hovels, and the companionship offered by others who had been 
rejected just like them seemed to ease the sadness in their hearts.  

Sometimes, we seek out that which we desire.  But not always does it manifest in the way we think.  A 
person can search for a powerful weapon, only to find a book about diplomacy, which, if used correctly, 
can be a powerful  weapon.   Such is  the case with the castoffs.   The barbarians were so intent on 
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eliminating the weak, that they did not see the special possibilities of the wee folk.  The barbarians had 
lost a great strength, and the Elves had help to create a powerful ally.

Although the Elves insisted these little hamlets remain peaceful,  there were those among them, little 
though they were, who were large of heart, and upon hearing the tales of Creation, would attempting to 
fulfill their duties to Nature, to hunt down Orc and Goblin and Ogre.  So occasionally would arise one tiny 
warrior with such strong beliefs that the Elves had not the heart to stop them, so those special warriors 
would be given gifts to help them on their journey.  Rarely would they return.  

Sometime near 6000 in the Time of Prophets, it is said that Oberon travelled the lands.  One of his stops 
along the way to the gypsies was to speak with these small folk, with such strong spirits. He visited them 
and found them pleasing. He taught them the small joys, as they were a small people.  Most of all, he 
taught how not to be overwhelmed with all the larger concerns of larger folk.  He loved the wee folk so, he 
chose as a special secret gift, that because they had such wondrous spirits, that they should be gifted 
with two hearts, in which to hold them. He taught them how to sing and dance, the glory of a good meal 
and a tidy home, and demonstrated what happiness could do for them.  

These castoffs  embraced their  new-found gifts  closely,  and celebrated them often.  This  event would 
forever change them.  Man was learning to be wary of excessive breeding, and they were culling less and 
less.  Whether it was the gift of Oberon, or merely that within their little hearts was not enough room for so 
much joy, the Halfling’s hearts split in two, and their hard work to plant crops and harvest berries and 
fruits replaced their desire to hunt.  Such hard work caused their feet to widen and flatten, giving them 
better ability to stand and dance and move about the forest.  Thus the Halflings, the Wee Folk, were born.

A	Study	of	the	Culture	of	the	Wee	Ones
If we could all but live as halflings do, what fat, happy people we would also be.

Edmund Bogenheim

Curious, these small humanoids are.  I measure the average male to be 13-14 hands tall, and no taller 
than 16 hands at the extreme.  Females tend to be 12-13 hands, the tallest I have measured being 14 ½. 
They resemble a normal human in most aspects, except for two distinguishing characteristics.  Those are 
first,  the lack  of  height,  and second,  the  excessive  size of  their  feet.   These bipeds often  wear  no 
coverings on their feet, and for as awkward as the forefoot may appear, the subjects seem to have a well 
developed musculature to control the metatarsus and supporting foot structure.

These individuals seem to bond well within their communities, forming tight knit networks of friendships 
and acquaintances, and seem to have a vast ability to retain information regarding social status, names, 
faces, and relationship structures with little to no effort.  Even those whom have lost status amongst their 
communities seem to be well-known and liked by their kinfolk, as in comparison to humans, whom only 
would form a bond with those they would most inherently trust.  It is curious to witness the amount of 
bonding that occurs, and how quickly trust is established amongst those in the community.

Work	and	Family
These humanoids actually enjoy work.  Very few, if any find joy in the embrace of sloth, and do not suffer 
from a lazy nature of any kind.  They also seem to have inherent talent to grow crops, forage and harvest 
wild fruits, berries, nuts, and vegetables, and also display an intrinsic knack to work with wood.  It is 
almost poetic to see the structures and furniture they build with very little effort.  Also, it seems to instill 
pride and joy when a job or task is completed, and also seems to provide a sort of euphoria to those 
individuals at the end of a day's work.

They do exhibit peculiar behaviors.  While steeped in matriarchal traditions and culture, it is still the male’s 
duty to make decisions for their family unit.  The male typically works the fields and performs the physical 
duties of building and maintaining items and tools, while the females tend to sew, wash, clean, cook, and 
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gather, although both males and females tend to share in the completion and/or execution of each other’s 
duties.  Lifestyles tend to mimic those of humankind, and day to day functions seem to replicate human 
behavior. I have not been able to observe breeding habits to determine any abnormalities in that regard.

These Wee Folk have a love for ales.  They tend to imbibe more alcohol per stone than the average 
human.  Yet, interestingly enough, the ales do not intoxicate them as they would a human.  Perhaps years 
of drinking have led to a resistance to such excesses.  Also, when imbibing and becoming intoxicated, 
Wee Folk do not seem to exhibit rage or aggression.  Most seem to become ever more satiated, however 
on rare occasions, some do become extremely morose.

Community	and	Politics
Each community seems to be 5 to 6 generations in depth.  Women tend to outlive their male companions 
by 20 seasons or so.  The “reeve” of each hamlet tends to be male, while curiously, they tend to seek 
council and guidance in life matters from the eldest woman in their collective group.  They usually refer to 
her as “Honored Great-Grandmother”, and it seems to hold prestige to have been given accolade by this 
figurehead.  There are no jails in these hamlets.  There are also no knights or sheriffs. Disputes seem to 
be handled by a few that roam the village, often referred to as “the jury”.  

On one occasion they did “raise a hue and cry” and did “assemble a posse” to retrieve a goat that had 
broken a fence line of one of the farmers.  The property damage did require the goats owner to pay a 5 bit 
fine for reparations, and the next day, the goats owner was witnessed to have not only paid the fine in 
excess by one bit, but did partake in repairing the fence himself.  Upon talking to the hamlet’s inhabitants, 
this was a serious situation, none the like of which they had seen in quite some time.

Hand	Fasting
To better describe the matriarchal aspects of the Wee Ones, it should first be noted that the surname of 
those females that do marry are kept with the family unit, while the male drops his surname in favor of his 
companions.  Also, while humans tend to hope for a first born male, these humanoids try feverishly to 
have a first born female.

Mating rituals seem to be centralized around farming, oddly enough.  Males will spend one to two extra 
growing seasons planning and farming extra crops and stores in a display of “manliness” for lack of a 
better term, and does use the harvested crops and extra stores as a form of dowry when bidding for a life-
mate.  Also, the Honored Great Grandmother seems to fulfill  the role of “match-maker”, for inter-clan 
arrangements,  while  when  courting  outside  the  community,  it  is  only  with  the  permission  of  both 
figureheads that an arrangement may be sanctified.  These requests for courtship and marriage mostly 
occur during the harvest festival, and are mostly consecrated during the spring festival.  During the winter, 
most families spend that time educating each young individual on the proper etiquette expected during 
the marital rites, and also preparing for the festivities.

Spring	Festival
The Spring Festival is the first major holiday that these people celebrate, although most every day they 
find occasion to raise a mug or host some sort of party or feast.  Spring Festival seems to transition from 
hamlet to hamlet, and Wee Folk gather in great numbers to attend.  The festival usually starts by a large 
gathering in the center of the hamlet, and the welcoming of persons of other hamlets.  Announcements of 
marriage are made, and cheers and drinking in support for said announcements for each couple seem to 
last for eternity.  Couples then run, after all being announced, to the house of their mother for the rites to 
be performed.  Ceremonies tend to last a short time, perhaps the length of a nap, and then all persons 
assemble at the nearest tavern in the hamlet to commence the great feast.  Couples bring a portion of the 
dowry to share, and the couple receives gifts of seed, wood, furniture, and supplies for keeping stores, 
such as jars, wax, pots, and the like.  The next morning, families that have travelled to the hamlet for the 
nuptials will spend the day sharing in the crop planting for the newly wedded couple, after which, another 
round or seven of mugs are raised once again at the tavern.  The families depart the next day, and upon 
arriving home, crops are then planted.
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Fall	Harvest	Feast
During the Fall Harvest feast, males neatly pack their “dowry-proof” of stores and crops into a wagon and 
proceed to line them up neatly in the center of the hamlet.  The tavern is moved outside and during the 
evening,  females are allowed to inspect  the “dowry-proof”.   The Honorable Great  Grandmother  then 
proceeds with parchment and paper and scores each “dowry-proof” on neatness, size, shape, and other 
such criteria.  The scoring was not made clear to me, and upon inquiring, I was immediately looked upon 
with shock and horror.   After scoring is complete, the Honorable Great Grandmother talks with each 
female whom desires to enter into nuptials.  Each female selects a male thereafter and makes such 
announcement  during the feast.   Cheering for  each lasts  two to three mugs of  ale,  before  the next 
announcement is made.  I cannot speak as to the goings on after these announcements are made as my 
memory is somewhat blurred on the subject.

Day	to	Day	Life
Other  than farming and carpentry,  the subjects  have an affinity  for  fishing and small  game hunting. 
Rabbit, squirrel, grouse, turkey, duck, goose…  All of these tend to round out the dietary needs of the 
Halfling.  Typically,  these beings use a slingshot or finely crafted stones to incapacitate their targets. 
Hunting does seem to be more of a chore than a joy to them; however one would not be able to tell when 
they cooked their meals.  Fishing keeps them occupied during the growing season.  Trout, salmon, bass, 
and pike tend to be plentiful in the areas I have surveyed.  All parts and pieces seem to be put to use from 
their catches.  Small fish bones are even used as needles to sew, and also to cleverly attach pieces of 
parchment to wooden beams or the like, feathers are gathered and made into large bed coverings and 
pillows, even turkey bones and claws are finely ground and applied to parchment with resin to use as a 
medium to smooth wooden pieces.

Also herbs,  spices,  poultices,  rubs,  jams,  jellies,  and other  such concoction recipes have long been 
handed down from mother to daughter.  Pantries in houses that I was able to fit into for observational 
purposes did have fully stocked pantries.  Amazingly, very little refuse is generated.  Most things they 
make either store for long periods of time, are edible, or are reused in making other items.  Many other 
goods are gained through the domestication of certain animals, such as dogs, chicken, sheep, ponies, 
and even the occasional oxen.

Homes	and	Hamlets
Layout of their domicile seems important.  Houses are built using the natural landscape, which usually 
involves digging them into the hills  themselves.  Ornate woodwork adorns the viewable faces of  the 
homes,  and  colored  glass  windows  decorated  in  tin  and  copper  seem  to  be  a  source  of  friendly 
competition between neighbors.  Kitchens seem to be important in the family unit, as they are built to 
consume a majority of the living space that is available.  Also important to note is that the kitchen is 
usually to the left of the entry way.

Because of the desire to farm, fish, and brew, these wee folk gravitate to areas where there are natural 
springs, rivers, streams, or other such water sources.  Some hamlets have gone so far as to employ the 
power of those sources to mill grain and other such goods.  These hamlets seem to also be prevalent 
near human settlements, towns, and villages, but less seen near larger cities.  

The Longwood Forest is the ancestral domain of the Halflings and inviolate by order of King Willmont, first 
King of Maelcor (now called Narrdmyr).  To this day, that order is still  upheld and recognized by the 
lineage of kings.  Some say King Willmont's life was saved once by a Hyros of surpassing skill; however 
the true story is shrouded in the mists of time.

Tradition
These folk have many tales, stories, songs, and literature, but very little of it deals with any of these wee 
ones engaging in  a  fight  or  war.   Anytime war  is  mentioned,  it  is  typically  mentioned with the word 
“human” or “man”.  They seem to have pride in mankind and a desire to be helpful and supportive of the 
human race.  Most of the hamlets assessed were capable of paying their taxes and then some, and 
anytime they required humans to intervene on their  behalf,  not once did I  see them turned away or 
pushed aside.  It also seemed quite evident that these people naturally possessed some sort of uncanny 
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knack at dressing wounds, making salves, and even some that, without any training, could call magics 
forth to heal cuts and scrapes.

On rare occasions, a lone Halfling of extraordinary nature, will leave his or her own hamlet to travel the 
world.  These halflings are known as the Trovador, or, Collector of Tales.  The community understands the 
need to gain knowledge of the world around them, thus Trovadors have a special place within Halfling 
society.  Part of their duty as such is to pass on the knowledge of the world to the hamlets in which they 
pass, in return for lodging in special house set aside especially for that purpose.  

The rarest of these traveling halflings is known among the Halflings as Hyros, or Hero of Tales.  The 
closest definition which scholars can agree upon is He Who Lives the Life from which the Tales are Made. 
These special few are considered to have a special calling, and are presented with a very rare miniature 
steed, bred for the purpose of carrying these Hyros from place to place.  Only Trovadors of exceptional 
bravery can ever aspire to this rank, of which there are less than one per generation in any given hamlet, 
with some seeing three or more generations before such a one is Chosen. How a Trovador becomes a 
Hyros is a closely guarded secret.

When a problem cannot be solved with outlying settlements of other races, most wee folk draw together 
as a community, and attempt to ride the storm.  There are some instances where that appears not to be 
the case, though, as several folk had tales that used the guile and cunning of the folk to obtain a particular 
outcome.  One such tale was as follows;
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Let me tell you, Mr. Edmund, how smart we folk really are.  Grab a cider and sit a  
while.

So ol’ Terry Whistlewood, that bugger, he was was always getting into trouble  
with the humans.  That snapper had a way of rubbing you like a hedgehog on  
your backside after a nice burn in the sun.  That laddie really was quite the  
character.  But he was a good folk.  His hearts were probably double the size of  
anyone in the hamlet.  I remember a day, even, when he got up in the middle of 
the night cause the neighbors, or so he thought, might need a bit of paint on the  
front door after a good solid three days of rain.  Terry was good folk, I tell ya…

So Terry went down one day into Riversfork.  Some mutton head of a guard says 
‘You there, you just go along.  We don’t need no nancy maids here in this town.’.  
Well Terry, being such a bugger, said ‘Oye, well, I just wanted to see if anyone 
was in need of extra grain.  My crops come in and I have a pail or two to share…’.  
Well, that human just stepped right up to good ol’ Terry’s cart and clipped the  
lines of it, pushed Terry down, and said ‘Beat it, and be glad I didn’t kill ya for 
it.’.   Terry came back and he went to  the Honored Great Grandmother just a 
sobbin.  They planned to go see the Riversfork Mayor the next day.

Well, the mayor pretty much told them there was nothing he could do because 
that sod who took his  grain  was  the  new captain  of  the  guard,  and he was  
pushing everyone around, including him.  Terry got so furious that he even said… 
‘Shucks’.  I know that’s a bit strong, and I hate saying it myself, but that’s how 
mad Terry Whistlewood was.  Terry vowed to get that sod like no ones business.

That very evening and every evening for two weeks, Terry would trap gophers 
and rabbits, sneak in to that Captains garden, and let them loose.  By the end of  
that two weeks, that garden had been decimated.  Then Terry took to sneaking 
into his house at night and pouring vinegar in his wine stores.  That sod didn’t  
know what hit em, and had been getting sick, cause he’d just pour the foul drink  
down his belly anyways out of spite.  Then, just as winter had come a calling,  
Terry would pour the captains wash basin water on his fire while he slept.  After  
six weeks of thinking his house was haunted, we never saw that captain again…

Günter Clockenheim
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7. Half-breeds7. Half-breeds

"Dalein Temur was chosen to lead the Ar’ban by Baroness Cirana herself. A great  
honor in and of itself. Doubly so because of his less-than-pure heritage."

The Annals of Lilas McKenzie

Humans, though some dark irony of Mother Nature's design, are reproductively compatible with many 
other species.  Half-breeds will take on the physical traits of their mother.  The offspring of such a pairing 
is often a hybrid of the best traits of the parents. Half-elves are longer lived than humans and more 
adaptable that elves. Half-orcs and Half-ogres are stronger and tougher than humans but much smarter 
than their humanoid parents. Half-dwarves tend to be long lived and excellent smiths, but also amazing 
innovators  and  more  cunning  than  a  typically  stoic  and  stubborn  dwarf.  Half-Halflings  are  nearly 
indistinguishable from short humans, but display a marked aptitude for song, dance, poetry and arts in 
excess of both of their ancestor's races. 

Enmity between the orcish race and the Ylfshae goes back hundreds of years. The two peoples have 
been to war multiple times over the centuries. It is said that a feud between the first elf and the first orc 
has never been satisfied, and likely never will. Whether or not half breeds of either race are counted as 
enemies depends on the individual. It is known however that most orcs hunt anything with pointed ears. 
The festival of fire, known as Agelong is the time when these two peoples pursue this ancient feud from 
dusk until dawn, killing each other with impunity.

However, these benefits come at a price. Half-breeds are looked down upon by many as impure and 
therefore  untrustworthy.   Sometimes  they  are  shunned into  professions  that  require  isolation  and in 
extreme cases have been driven from their village or even their nation.

Half‐Elves
Half-elves are the half breed children of a union between an elf and a human. They are often shunned by 
both humans and elves. Humans see them as half-elves while the elves view them as half-human. With 
the recent  exodus of  the majority  of  the elven people,  this  matter  has either  gotten better  or  worse 
depending on the elf you ask. Many feel that preserving the purity of their race is even more paramount 
now that the Ylfshae are so few in these lands, while others feel that the blending of the two races is 
inevitable now that the Kingdom of Ashan is no more. In either case, marriage between humans and elves 
frowned upon, whether for reasons of racial impurity, or just concern for the heartbreak of the elven lover 
over  the inevitable  loss  of  their  human mate.  Since elves  have the  same lifespan as  humans,  it  is 
unknown how the elven culture will evolve. Before the calamity these crossbreeds lived roughly 150 to 
250 years.

Half‐Dwarves
Half dwarves are rare.  No one knows if it is that human women don't like short dwarves, or whether is it 
because it takes a special human male to appreciate a female dwarf's beard.  Whatever the case, half 
dwarves are considered an oddity.  Half Dwarves tend to move easily in either culture, adapting well to 
the stoicism of the mountain or the fast paced lives of the humans cities.  

Half‐Halflings
Resembling short humans, half-Halflings are fairly rare, and can pass in easily human society.  Halflings 
find them inconvenient because they do not fit easily through a typical Halfling's threshold.  Much like half-
dwarves, “quarterlings” do not find it difficult to blend in with either of their parents’ races.  Half-halflings 
are renowned as exceptional cooks, brewers and vintners, with their Halfling love of food and their Human 
capacity for innovation and experimentation.
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Half‐Orcs
Half Orcs are not held in good repute with the local civilian populations of Novashan.  Women who have 
green babies tend not to keep them.  That being said, Half Orcs can be clever and wise.  While leaning 
towards their orcish and rather barbaric ways, they can be taught. Their skin ranges from green to gray 
and most have fangs or tusks and pointed ears. They tend to be very suspicious of magic and its wielder. 
Half-Orcs might also be found working as caravan guards or mercenaries. They are generally of a similar 
mental distinction and capacity to Half-Ogres as well, though slightly more intelligent.

These poor creatures, along with their half-ogre brethren, have a difficult time finding their niche.  They 
are shunned by goblinoid parents.  If they live in human society, it is usually as a side-show freak in a 
gypsy caravan or circus.  Stories abound of these dangerous folk, including ones where half-orc babies 
chew the leg off their older human siblings.  It is no wonder that they are often killed at birth by both 
humans and orcs/ogres alike.

One of the legendary half-orcs of Illvaresh, Veran the Weed, was an epic master of traps, and was nimble 
as a gazelle.  If each half-orc was judged as a person, they would not be too dissimilar from a human 
born to barbarian tribes all over Novashan.

Half‐Ogres
Half Ogres tend to be violent, short-tempered creatures.  Extremely rare as a cross-breed, Half-Ogres are 
generally large and unsightly and tend to stand no less than 6' tall.  Their skin tone ranges from yellow to 
hark orange, and they have noticeable fangs or tusks. They are also very suspicious of magic and its 
wielder.

Most races and societies will not accept or like Half-Ogres based on their tendency to be dim-witted and 
very aggressive, resorting to a primal rage and survival instincts when confused, which can be often. To 
this end some may fall  in with other Ogre tribes, tribes of Half-Ogres, or secluded Human-Barbarian 
tribes.  

Only the most controlled Half-Ogres will be accepted into Human societies, but even more still remain 
vagabonds and avoid any contact at all costs. Like half orcs, they gain more acceptance among barbarian 
tribes because of their great strength and size.  Most have at least an orange tinge to their skin, and some 
bear tusks like their full-blooded counterparts.  But half ogres in Novashan have proven to be incredibly 
loyal to the human groups who do accept them, and can eventually gain positions of leadership and 
respect in the military.  Lord Sir Gumja the Beast Lord, and Lieutenant T-Bone of the Baronial Guard of 
Autruche being only two examples.

Other	Half‐Breed	Races
Other half-breeds combining unusual races are known to exist, but are rarely seen.  Tales of half-satyrs, 
and even a half-vampire have been mentioned in the Annals of Time, but are believed to be extinct, at 
least insofar as this author can determine.
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8. Other Races8. Other Races

The Third Rule of Guard Duty: That sound you heard, yes, it was something… 
And you’ll probably find out the hard way.

Squire Uno, former Town Guard of Illvaresh

The following is  a listing of  the known humanoid  tribes  within  the Principality  of  Novashan and the 
northern portions of the Kingdom proper.  While this is by no means a complete assessment of all the 
tribes and groups of enemy races within the lands, it is a good representation of what is to found across 
the lands. Previous to the withdrawal of the King's forces in this area, the Pathfinders Scout Guild of the 
Kingdom would report their findings to the local military commander.  Now that the nobles of Novashan 
are dealing with  these troubles,  the Pathfinders  have withdrawn back to  support  the borders  of  the 
southern Kingdom of Narrdmyr. 

Currently,  making deals  or  treaties with the Orcs or  the Shae'dynarr  has been outlawed in  both the 
Kingdom and the Principality.  The tribes as we know them are listed by race, from weakest to strongest. 
If any particulars are known, those too will be covered.

Kobold	Tribes
These small dog-like humanoids are very common in the relatively uncivilized lands of Novashan.  While 
individually these creatures are no real threat to the soldiers of either the King or most of the residents of 
the frontier towns, kobolds almost never travel by themselves.  These creatures define cowardice in their 
every action.  They tend to move about in groups of ten to one hundred or more. There are many tribes of 
Kobolds throughout Novashan, though only a few show any real organization.   

Kobolds are in general scavengers and gathers.  They hunt only small vermin or the very weakest of the 
herd animals that live in the forests and fields of Novashan.  Their tribes are usually centered on the 
strongest warrior and that warrior, almost always male, leaders the tribe as bet as their limited intellect 
allows.  Kobolds are not what we would consider evil, though they are vicious.  Humans do not consider 
them evil because they are not intelligent enough.

The first of the kobold tribes we know of lives south east of Ilveresh in a series of underground caves and 
caverns.  Little is known about them though they sometimes have been seen to wear an armband with 
what appears to be a black crane stitched into it.  Scouts have reported roughly three to four hundred 
living in the caverns.

The next group is what seems to be a nomadic band that moves throughout the southern portions of the 
Kingdom proper.   We know they are led by a kobold that  goes by the name of  Ubid  and is  easily 
recognizable by his huge thumbs.  They number roughly two hundred.

Just inside the borders of the Principality and north of Wyndover lies the ruins of an old keep.  The name 
of this keep is unknown to us, but from what we have learned it is very old and seems to have sunk during 
an earthquake long ago.  These tribes of Kobolds, known as the Kobolds of Ragpicker's Square, have 
moved into this sunken keep.  Never have the kobolds attacked the city, though the occasional missing 
person could be linked to them.  All that is known is that the kobolds have almost always been seen near 
the garbage dumps of the city, sorting through the trash looking for trinkets.  Whenever they have been 
approached they quickly fled deeper into the refuse and disappeared.  They raid into the surrounding 
areas for various kobold treasures, what we would consider trash and other useless items.  Rarely do 
they attack any humans of  elves unless they are trapped and have no choice.   Their  numbers  are 
unknown.

The southern expanses of the Principality have been troubled by a tribe of kobolds led by a giant of a 
kobold  named  Sladix.   This  band  of  Kobolds  moves  about  the  land  and  has  successfully  attacked 
caravans and patrols as large as twenty strong.  Quite a few deaths have been laid at the feet of this 
band, mostly merchants traveling by themselves or lone farmers and their families.  Sladix is reputed to 
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be a huge kobold, far beyond the normal size of his race.  It is said he stands easily six feet in height, and 
has the strength to match some ogres.  Sladix leads roughly five score kobolds.  The location of their lair 
still lies unmapped and unknown

There are at least two other tribes that have joined together and are bound in services to a powerful 
magician of some sort.  We believe his name to be Caladan, but are unsure.  Either way, the two tribes, 
along with whatever stragglers that have been gathered in, number nearly two thousand.  This Caladan is 
incredibly  hard  to  find  anything  about  and  has  some  powerful  magics  to  help  him  hide  his  troop 
movements.

Goblins
Goblins are well known by the various races that have lived in the Principality.  A bit smaller than the 
average human, they are roughly the same strength as your average human and far less intelligent.  They 
are not dumb by any means;  they have survived enslavement and worse by the orcs and other larger 
goblinoid races in this region for centuries, so they have learned how to be sly, if only to survive.  Alone 
they are not that dangerous, though on could easily kill a peasant farmer if he caught them unawares. 
Unfortunately they do not often travel alone, preferring large groups of between five and twenty.

Society	and	Family
A single goblin male will father about sixty offspring with multiple partners in their lifetime.  Goblin females 
go into heat once every two weeks, often producing a litter of around three to four offspring.  Goblins 
come of age and mate for the first time at the approximate age of ten years, being sent into battle upon 
maturing at age eight. Young goblin males are the dregs of the goblinoid military.  If a goblin turns ten 
without killing a human, elf or dwarf, he is required to leave the main tribe forever.  This is where one will 
find small random groupings of young male goblins wandering the lands - they have been ousted from 
their family units, and will not be accepted back into the tribe unless they can prove they have passed this 
important test.

Their relationships and society are not based upon respect, but upon fear.  Leadership is determined by 
who is larger and able to beat down the smaller of their tribe, and not by who is most knowledgeable of 
able.   Much like with common animals,  the balance of  leadership is challenged daily,  with the Chief 
beating or even killing those who challenge him.

Goblin	Tribes
The goblin tribes are even more numerous than those of the kobolds and also easier to tell apart.  The 
goblins themselves take great care to make their tribes unique.  Due to incessant internal battles between 
the goblins themselves and other humanoid tribes the names of the tribes change very rapidly. Here are 
the ones we know about:

The Split Toe Goblins are old for a goblin tribe.  For more than fifty years this group has lived near where 
the town of Ilveresh now stands.  Deep within the swamps they gather for small raids into the nearby 
towns and villages and then retreat back with what little they actually got.  The tribe is supposedly ruled 
by a council of female goblin elders but that would be most strange for goblins.

The Gap’No’Ba Goblins band of goblins learned years ago that it is very foolish to raid into Ilveresh during 
the monthly festivals there.  Only pain and suffering comes from such acts.  Upon learning this they 
began to slip into the town after the festivals ended and picking up whatever they could find lying about. 
After years of this they surely have a great pile of odds and ends.

Another goblin tribe lives south east of Ilveresh underneath the swamps there.  They are led by a witch 
doctor by the name of Jurdeg.   Roughly three hundred goblins answer to Jurdeg's summons.

These three tribes of goblins have been nearly wiped out in recent times by adventuring bands from 
Ilvaresh but we believe that something more dangerous lives in some of the caves beneath the goblin's 
lairs.  We are unsure of how many goblins still remain of if they will be able to repopulate the caves.

Half-orc informants sometimes come into Illvaresh to sell information.  As of late, they report of a group of 
goblins that have the same skills as an assassin.  Though it is hard to believe, the information has been 
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verified.  This group of goblin assassins is known as the Red Hats, named for their habit of wearing the 
bloody scalps of their victims.  We have no numbers on this group.

The	Orcs
Orcs, also known as Greenskins, have existed for nearly as long as the Ylfshae.  
According to legend they were created by the being known as Cro and since their 
beginning where the racial enemies of the Ylfshae. Whereas the first elves where  
the caretakers of the Garden of Life, the Orcs where the destroyers of the Garden 
and enemies of nature. While none living know where the Orcs first appeared,  
they have since spread to nearly all parts of the world. Rare is the land that has  
never heard of Orcs.

Symon Legree D'Haydrin, Master Sage of Ilvaresh

Orcs are one of the most aggressive of the goblinoid races known to man. Their societies are usually set 
up on a tribal basis, though these often are grouped into large clans or hordes ruled by a single chieftain. 
These leaders rule through fear and frequent acts of violence, all designed to keep his followers under his 
control. 

Appearance
These disgusting creatures tend to have greenish gray skin, a pig-like nose and small tusks protruding 
from their bottom jaw. Their skin is often marked with warts and sores, as they are far from the cleanest of 
creatures, and small patches of hair will grow in odd places as well. Their ears are long and point, more 
so then even the elves. Their eyes tend to resemble those of a pig, though they will have the spark of 
intelligence in them, thus making them more dangerous.  Thick greasy hair,  usually infested with all 
manner of small vermin, hangs to their shoulders, though some of the more powerful warriors will wear 
their hair in topknots which are usually held up by strips of hide from their victims. They tend to wear 
cloths scavenged from their victims, though they are sophisticated enough to produce low quality clothing 
of their own, usually furs and hides of animals.

Society
Orcs tend to live in tribal societies far from populated areas. The large distance between the Orcs and 
civilization is not due to dislike of cities on the Orc's part, it is because they are either hunted down when 
found near a city or they attack a target they cannot defeat and are forced to flee or be destroyed.  Orcs, 
along with ogres and goblins, have been reported to use great totem poles as a way to keep their history 
records.

There are many strange and always brutal "Rites of Passage" that a young orc must endure.  Often the 
young orc does not survive the ordeal.  One common coming of age rite involves a young orc pressing 
through folds of his skin large flat bones that have been sharpened so that two ends of the bone are 
showing.  Tied to the bones is a rope, which is then attached to a giant fulcrum, much like a human child's 
teeter totter, only much larger.  Another orc child with a similar rig is put on the other side, but up on a 
platform.  Now the orcs begin bouncing each other from the ground into the air, to heights of fifteen to 
twenty-five feet.  This continues until the sharp bones slice their way from one of the orcs' skin.

Orcs insert  the prefix “B,” (pronounced Ba) in front of the names of those they consider to be great 
warriors not so much for their actual skill, but from their historical significance.  The suffix “-cha” is added 
to the names of those whom the orcs deem have performed a great injustice of dishonor to their race.

Family	Life
There is little in the way of family in an Orcish tribe. An orc warrior will take as many mates as he can. The 
more powerful he has proven himself to be, the more females will wish to mate with him. Male children 
are prized by their fathers, because males carry on the bloodline.  Until an Orc has fathered a son, he is 
seen as having a weak spirit, and is subject to attack.  The first born male of a father stands to inherit 
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everything, including “wives”.  He is also important because according to tradition, he is expected to build 
and light his father’s funeral pyre.

Orc females tend to have litters, much like pigs, when they give birth. The female will tend the young if it  
does not tax her too much, though often young are left to themselves. Male children are prized by their 
fathers, females are not; thus, Orc mothers often kill female children shortly after birth, because fathers 
often do not wish to “care” for them.  Female orcs are often sold as property; the orcs with power or 
money buy them from other males.  If the female is not productive enough (i.e. having enough offspring, 
goods, or food) they are often killed.

The rate of death amongst the young of an orcish tribe is directly related to how easy it is for them to 
gather food. In general orcs have no aptitude for farming though on rare occasion they will raise some 
types  of  domesticated  animals,  be  it  pigs  or  cattle.  Orcs  have a  potential  lifespan of  50-100 years. 
However, no Orc has been known to die of old age.  The average lifespan of the Orc is 45 years.  Infant 
mortality is very high, dropping the average considerably.  

Agelong
Ancient  elven  records  state  that  Agelong  was  originally  an  orcish  holiday  where  they  would  gather 
together many elves, slaughter them, and then eat them.  Once the elves determined the existence of this 
foul celebration, they then from that moment on went to raid Orc villages during the summer solstice in 
order to rescue those elves who were captured.  Many orcs would die in these raids, and so the number 
of captives taken was reduced by their leaders, hoping that the elves would accept the loss of a smaller 
number of their own people, and stop interrupting the Orcish Holiday repast.  Unfortunately for the Orcs, 
the elves did not seem to think there was such a thing as an "acceptable loss", especially when the orcs 
favored the elven young for their tender flesh.

Leadership	and	Orcs	of	Legend
Occasionally an exceptional Orc Chieftain arises from the masses, and manages to assemble several 
tribes into one unit, essentially becoming an Orc "King".  Designated by the suffix "Duhle", these leaders 
of extraordinary intellect even for a human rise once ever several hundred years, and their rise has often 
contributed to the huge racial wars between the Orcs and other races such as humans or elves.  

One such Orc whose name remains on the record books is a young Orc leader of surpassing skill and 
leadership by the name B' Sturm’ha.  Born around 21400 T.P., he unlike others of his race, was inspired 
by the glimpses of Ylfshae culture he gleaned from the small border raids often made by his people into 
Ylfshae lands.  He had a vision, of Orcs rising to seize the lands of their proud neighbors to the west, and 
of calling himself King.  He named himself B' Sturm’ha 'Duhla, and became the first king of the humanoid 
races.  He gathered his forces,  and attacked the Ylfshae en mass, sparking the First Orc War.  He 
continued pursuing his goals of Orcish domination until his death some 30 years later, and although never 
succeeded in his task, made a name for himself that would go down in history. The war would continue, 
but without his inspired leadership and unorthodox tactics, the orcs eventually retreated to the boundary 
of the Elven Kingdom just south of the Andarrian forest, to a land now known as the Cantel Plains.

Hostilities among the humanoid tribes continued, eventually spilling into Ylfshae lands again in 19310 T.P. 
In a surprise attack, the D'Cyrion Royal Family was seized and spirited away.  The proud family line of 
Leonthas, leaders of the D’Kalin clan, rose to military prominence in a crushing victory against the forces 
of the Ogres.  The bravery of their family enabled the rescue of the D'Cyrion royal family, but not before all 
of their male heirs had been murdered.  With no D’Cyrion male to assume the throne, a D’Kalin from the 
Leonthas family line became the Alari. (Asher D’Kalin)

Recently our lands of Illvaresh have experienced an Orc to rival the legend of the famous B' Sturm’ha 
‘Duhla.  He called himself Ba'Zug'Duhla.  This adept war leader gathered thousands of goblinoids under 
his banner, and trained them in the ways of unit warfare, making them nearly as terrifying as the great 
armies of Tommar.  Against this, the relatively small armies of Novashan had little defense aside from 
harrying tactics and guerilla warfare.

Ba’Zug’Duhla gathered three clans to him: the Humpumba, the Gutakara, and a nameless third clan that 
quickly got absorbed by the other two.  The orc war chieftain's forces established bases in which to fortify, 
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and managed to scavenge off the lands, and terrorize enough of the surrounding farmers, that he was 
able to support his troops for several years.  During the course of these battles, Ilvaresh became a place 
in which orcs feared to go.  After the first major incursion of the Gotakra tribe into Illvaresh was repulsed 
by the firm arm of Duke Kieran combined with the clever tactics utilized by Baron Thomas Falconheart, 
Illvaresh became known as "The Dying Grounds" in orcish.

Ba’Zug’Duhla was defeated finally by the brave deeds of the people of the Barony of Autruche.

The tribes of Orcs in Novashan are not as numerous as those of the goblins, but are far more dangerous. 
Various breeds of Orcs have shown their tusks in this area over the years; everything from common orcs 
to mountain orcs, the feared Black Orcs to the savage Deathmoon Orcs of Epping Wood.  Currently the 
Storm Lord of Stormhold in the West actively recruits Orcs to his lands.  

Other	Orc	Clans	of	Note

The	Burning	Dogs	Orc	Raiders	
There are orc raiders named the Burning Dogs, who attack and harry small caravans and militia. Since 
the attacks by the Storm Lord, not much has been heard from this tribe of orcs.  

The	Orcs	of	the	Severed	Hand	
There is a group of Orcs that reportedly use the standard of a Severed Hand.  This band is relatively new 
to this area, having only been first noted some ten years ago.  They are a portion of a Tommaran trained 
unit of Orcs that survived a brutal battle with Prince Kenneth’s soldiers some years ago.  Led by one 
Sodut, this group has quickly established itself as a fierce and dangerous band, not to be trifled with by 
anyone.   Equipped  with  excellent  weapons  and  armored  in  fine  plate  and  chain,  this  band  is  well 
disciplined and utterly loyal to their commander.  Anyone thinking this would be just another band of Orcs 
to play with would be in for a very, very, bad day.

The	Blackhand	Orcs	
The Blackhand Orcs have long been a thorn in the side of the Elves of Ashan.  They are an older tribe, 
long a torn in the sides of those elves that live along the borders of the lands to the north.  .  Raiding 
across the border is a common occurrence, and in some elven villages it has become tradition as a 
coming of age test for the young elves of the tribes to return the favor by raiding into the Blackhand 
camps and bringing back the heads as proof of their skill and valor.  

The Blackhand Orcs gained their name by the custom of dipping their hands in the blood of their victims 
and letting it  dry until  it  is a deep red, almost black.  They are savage and without mercy, and their 
numbers have been recorded in excess of four hundred.  Rumor has it that an Orc named Doomhammer 
leads them and has delved deep into the study of the black art of Necromancy. But rumor has been wrong 
before.

The	Orcs	of	Blackmoor
These orcs are very different from the others of their species.  They are one and all, outcasts as they lack 
the ever-present orcish bloodlust.  Eldrin, an orcish sage for lack of a better term, leads these orcs.  He 
teaches his followers how to read and write, cast spells, make potions and scrolls and has an extensive 
alchemical laboratory.  These orcs have in the past been very useful to humans and elves alike.

The	Deathmoon	Orcs
This tribe drove Duke Kieran and his people out of Epping Forest in the Time of Man 993.  It is not known 
if this large and fearsome tribe still exists, or whether it has since broken apart into many separate tribes. 

Ogres
Ogres tend to be very aggressive, but rather dim-witted.  Often when they find a 
situation becoming confusing, they will resort to their size and muscle to end the 
situation.
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The ogres of Novashan have recently begun to return to the area.  They suffered greatly during the Dark 
War, and the Tommaran invasion.  Though they are still  a potent force, they are no longer nearly as 
numerous as they used to be.  The wars and the much-reduced strength of the ogre race have seemed to 
change the attitude of many of the ogres.  Their belief system seems to have changed drastically.

Scholars surmise that the reactions of Ogres, much like their Goblin and Orc brethren, is made up of 
approximately 70% intellect, with the remaining 30% based upon instinct.  Most of what all the Goblinoid 
races do is related to their deep hatred for all things natural; however, there is some part of their actions 
based on instinct as well.  Goblinoids such as Ogres are able to think and react much like humans and 
elves, but often revert to instinct when they are challenged or confused.  They react to fast or sudden 
movement in the same way.

The first ogre tribe is the Red Fangs.  These ogres have been fast friends to the Kingdom Pathfinders for 
30 years or more, and are a greatly respected tribe amongst many of the elven villages along the border. 
They are led by Sorsuk Reed Fang, a powerful warrior and wise leader.  The Red Fangs have long 
avoided the troubles in these lands by constantly moving.  

The other recently returned tribes of note in the lands are the Tribe of the White Bear, the Tribe of the 
Wolf, and Baeloer's Butchers.  Not much is known of the Tribe of the White Bear.  The Tribe of the Wolf is 
known to be led by Bahbak Bloodmane.  Baeloer's Butchers seem to have a grudge against the people of 
Ilvaresh, although the reason for this animosity is not known.

Gnolls
Gnolls are a large humanoid, sometimes as tall as eight feet in height, with thick fur along its skin and a 
head that looks much like a hyena or a jackal.  These creatures are very strong and incredibly vicious. 
They move about in packs that are part of a larger Tribe.  They kill for the sheer pleasure of it, and have 
little compunction about slaying any that get in their path.  Only two gnoll tribes have made themselves 
known, but we are sure there are many other bands moving about the lands.  The largest of these tribes 
travelled west with the Storm Lord, but the other tribe known only as the Sai'Dane lives roughly 50 miles 
due north of Ilvaresh.  Their numbers and leaders are unknown, as they are whispered of in legend as 
being a fierce but secretive bunch.

The diet of a Gnoll, much like that of goblins, orcs and ogres, is comprised mainly of meat - especially the 
prized delicacy of human or elf.  Given the choice between an apple, a cow or a human, Gnolls, like their 
cousins, will always choose human flesh.  Elves are considered a great delicacy, and are chosen as a 
meal on feast days.

Bugbears
The bugbears of Novashan have long been an annoyance, but more recently have begun getting more 
aggressive and willing to attack larger groups of humans and elves.  A bugbear stands roughly eight or 
nine feet tall, has short fur, a goblin looking head and incredibly strong.  They are not all that intelligent, 
but they are not all that dumb either.

The most prevalent Bugbear tribe is that of the Twisted Spear.  They live somewhere between Ilvaresh 
and Wyndover and are responsible for the deaths of dozens of caravan guards and the ambushing of 
several supply caravans.

Another band of bugbears have gone mercenary, selling their skills to other humanoid tribes though we 
have little doubt they would also sell their swords to a human or elf with enough money too.

The largest tribe of bugbears lives in the north western portions of the Duchy of Pelanor in an old tower 
known as Darkhawk Tower.  There they raid into the elven lands and wherever else there is a promise of 
slaughter and plunder.  These two hundred or so bugbear are led by someone known as Tandriel Elfbane, 
but not much more information is known.
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Hobgoblin
The most intelligent of the goblinoid races and by far the most dangerous, hobgoblins live in a militaristic 
lifestyle and excel on the field of battle.  The hobgoblins of Novashan have for the most part divided into 
two groups,  but  unfortunately  little  is  known about  either.   Both  groups have a  fearsome reputation 
amongst the other humanoid tribes, and should be watched closely, as they pose a definite danger to the 
Principality.

The	Shae'dynarr
And far below the surface of the life, a drop struck Drae as she made her way 
through the dark. It was not until much later that she would see her once lovely,  
fair skinned reflection, or how it now mirrored her dark heart.

Oberon the Planeswalker, addressing the first Gypsies

The dark skinned cousins of the Ylfshae are an incredibly evil race of elves that dwell many miles beneath 
the surface world. Dark elves are generally slender and similar in height to their surface kin. Their skin is 
black then the darkest night. Sages claim this to be a direct reflection of the color of their souls. The hair 
of the dark elves is known to exist in three and only three colors; stark white, jet black and blood red. 
Some dark elves have been known to have facial hair, but the color of their eye brows, mustache and 
beard always match the color of their hair. 

Before the calamity,  if  allowed to  die  by natural  causes,  a dark  elf  would  live  to  be  500 years  old. 
Shae'dynarr cities exist in immense caverns located over 15 miles beneath the surface of the realms. It is 
unknown just how the deep the dark elves exist, for there are no known races which exist deeper. No 
surface races have frequent contact with dark elves, and those that do never forget the encounter. All 
races hate and fear these subterranean killers, as the dark elves hate all other races. 

Though the dark elves do hate all races, their mutual hatred of their surface kin burns hotter than any 
other hatred the Ylfshae or Shae'dynarr have. An ancient betrayal was said to have happened when the 
world itself was young, separating these two cousins forever. The dark elves associate with other evil 
cavern dwelling races when they smell profit or gain. It is said that they especially enjoy using something 
called "Tokens" as a favorite currency, although what forms these "Tokens" take is uncertain.  Dark elves 
cannot stand direct sunlight, or any other light for that matter.

Shae'dynarr live in a matriarchal society, with clans much like their counterparts above ground.  They are 
the most secretive of the humanoid enemies of the Principality, and information about them is scarce.  It 
would take great study to divine more details about the Shae'dynarr.

The	Fey
They say you can capture any Fae creature if you can drive an iron nail  
through their shadow. Doing this is supposed to cause them great harm, 
but who cares, they're just fairies, right?

Turen Ghek, Tomarr

The Fey are an elusive lot.  While many tales and legends exist, the facts seem to shift depending upon 
the particular fey.  Local scholars have surmised this is because they are born of magic from the Wild 
Plane, but this has never been proven. What seems universally true is that the Fey appreciate mortals of 
quick  and clever  wit.   That  being  said,  any  interaction  with  a  fey  creature  is  sure  to  be  inherently 
dangerous. Even the most genuine attempt on their part to offer a kindness seems to have a way of 
backfiring, most likely because it is a rare fey indeed that feels genuine empathy or compassion.

Tylwyth	Teg
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…the  single  assumption  which  makes  our  existence  viable  -  that  somebody’s 
watching.

People tend to think of fey as lovely creatures of almost unearthly beauty and grace, and are associated 
with the seasons of Spring and Summer. This image epitomizes the fey of the Tylwyth Teg. Many artists 
and bards, both fey and other, have striven to capture the beauty of the Tylwyth Teg. Most have gone 
mad; none have truly succeeded. Pure manifestations of nature and beauty, the members of the Tylwyth 
Teg view themselves as the pinnacle of perfection. This elitist attitude restricts status in the court to only 
pure-blood fey. A court fey can trace his or her lineage back several millennia, showing nothing but true 
fey.

Created when Father Fae took elven and human wives, they believe that they most closely resembling 
their maker, Father Fae. The Tylwyth Teg ostracize the other Fey from their Courts of Intrigue, allowing at 
most a few humans and elves to exist as entertainment.

Daoine	Sidhe
The Daoine Sidhe (pronounced da-own-shee) are dark and sinister in appearance, and are associated 
with the seasons of Fall and Winter. Their Court intrigue rivals that of their more beautiful kin, the Tylwyth 
Teg. Yet in the end, they understand something that the Beautiful Ones do not - the concept of being 
outcast, and the idea of compassion.

Each of the members of the Daoine Sidhe Court has blood that comes from those spurned by My’shalla. 
Cro and Niblog's children mated with Father Fey to produce many fey with unsavory appearances. Some 
of the brighter crosses between animal and Father Fae also find home here. This is the place of last 
resort for those fairy children born of "dirty" blood. 

Unfortunately, "dirty" blood happens also to be genetically dominant, thus even children of the Beautiful 
Tylwyth Teg find themselves here, if there happens to be a union which results in a child. The Tylwyth Teg 
coldly abandons those with the slightest taint, for fear of contaminating their bloodlines. Those lonely, sad 
children most often get adopted by the Daoine Sidhe, and are raised in the Dark Court.
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9. The Sovereign Principality9. The Sovereign Principality  

NovashanNovashan

Map Above:  Shows the Kingdom of Narrdmyr to the south and the Principality of Novashan to the North.  
Kanar is played in a town called Illvaresh, located within the Principality.
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Principality	of	Novashan
With these words do we restore the Principality of Novashan into the Hands of  
Prince Duncan Belthshazarr.

To  All  and  Singular,  know  that  we  the  Kingdom  of  Narrdmyr  shall  hereby 
recognize and give all sovereign rights to the Principality of Novashan. Also do we  
recognize  Prince  Duncan  Belthshazarr  the  rightful  ruler  of  the  Principality  of  
Novashan. The boundaries of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr’s new Northern Neighbor 
shall be from the existing boarder of Novashan and the Duchy of Dynsforth all the 
way North to  the Jade Sea and the Emerald Bay. It  will  encompass both the  
Northern and Southern Andarrian forests as granted to the Kingdom of Narrdmyr  
by the Elven Nation before this day. A portion of the lands of the Duchy of Erin 
will also be granted to the Principality for their efforts towards the Kingdom in the  
past and their future oaths of peaceful trade and existence. This portion will be as 
follows; from the Northern city of Valderhut, South along the Kings road into the 
city of Braldren and straight west to the port city of Jennica on the Emerald Bay.

To this end do I King Vallend Belthshazarr III scribe my name and affix the seal of  
the Throne of Narrdmyr on this the 1st day of October in the year 1001.

From The Annals of the World

Once, all the lands between the Jaded Sea and the Emerald Sea were known as the Kingdom of Ashan 
and it was ruled over by the Ylfshae.  They referred to their lands as the Emerald Kingdom.

Over the course of hundreds and in some cases thousands of years of war between the elves and the 
humans, the borders of each land moved many times.  It was the Bayomal Pact in 951 in the Time of Man 
which finally ceded the entirety of the elven kingdom into the hands of the human king.

Local	History
My travels around the lands of Novashan, is that what yer askin’ about? I kin tell  
yeh everythin’ there is to be knowin’ about the Principality of Novashan. From 
Lenik to Yardsmuth, Wildantor to Bannor Nogath, and every place in between. I  
seen a hunert Tommaran infantry sack South Bay, a dozen Queth raze Pendantor, 
and two Dark demolish Fennor. I cheered as Bannor Nogath fell to the armies of  
Anadarr, wept when Lord Gumja was slain, and fought the Stormlord when Duke 
Kieran called. I even saw the shadow of the Dragon of Winterfell. Pull up a chair  
m’friend, and I tell yeh a tale to give wings to yer spirit and put terror in your soul.

Sergeant "Goat" of the Baronial Guard of Autruche

The Principality  of  Novashan lies  on the long peninsula of  forest  and hills  north  of  the  Kingdom of 
Narrdmyr. Primarily untamed wilds of woods, swamps, large hills and small mountains, Novashan is home 
to several settlements of humans, elves and dwarves, as well as untold thousands of goblinoids, ogres, 
trolls, and various monsters that walk, crawl, tunnel, fly, ooze, or shamble across the land. A sovereign 
Principality ruled by His Royal and Serene Highness Prince Duncan Belthshazarr, Novashan is a seething 
hive of the rich and the poor, the common and the noble, the heroic and the villainous. No matter what 
you are looking for, it can be found in Novashan.

When King Vallend II of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr passed away several years ago, his brother, Lawrence, 
became king.  Lawrence ruled for some 8 years until passing away, and leaving the throne to his son, 
Vallend III.  Thus far, King Vallend III wisely chose to name his second brother, Prince Kenneth, General 
in Command of the Armies of Novashan.  Under the accusation of attempted murder of Kenneth, his 
youngest brother, Prince Duncan was named ruler of the former lands of Ashan.  This removed a large 
portion  of  people  and  land  that  King  Vallend  III  wanted  nothing  to  do  with  by  creating  a  separate 
“Principality of rogues and brigands”, now known as the Principality of Novashan.  This also separated 
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Kenneth and Duncan from each other, protecting Kenneth and keeping him close to King Vallend III while 
placing Prince Duncan in a precarious and vulnerable position.

Prince Duncan, descended from the fabled line of Raven from the original Wilmont Narrdmyr, came from 
a bloodline born to defend the realm against threats both ancient and present. Already a hero of the 
battles against the Dark, and known as wielder of the Sword of Raven and Slayer of La’Reth, Prince 
Duncan drew the land around him, and set out to rule with a fair and just hand.

Prince Duncan was recently slain during the War of Shadows, and his son Prince Daffyd Alekzander 
Belthshazarr has taken his place.  Still  in his minority, Prince Daffyd relies on the steady hand of his 
appointed Regent,  Lord William Drakensberg.   Regent  Drakensberg was a close personal  childhood 
friend of Prince Duncan, and as such is entrusted with leading the lands and keeping them safe until 
Prince Daffyd comes of age.

Novashan is a seething hive of the rich and the poor, the common and the noble, the heroic and the 
villainous. No matter what you are looking for, it can be found in Novashan.

Regency	of	Morinar
The Regency of Morinar lies between the old borders of the two Duchies of Anadarr and Pelanor between 
the Roten River to the west, and the Staind River to the east.  This small area contains the Principality 
Seat of Yardsmuth.  These lands are granted to the current Regent during his or her tenure.  Formerly 
held by His Lordship Sir Aeracon Morinar Whiteoak, currently they are held by the new Regent of the 
young Prince, who goes by the name of Drakensburg.

The	Twin	Duchies	of	Novashan	‐	A	Tale	of	Two	Dukes
The borders between the Duchies have changed so often these past few years 
that it is difficult for the average farmer to comprehend.  To most, the redrawing of  
borders within the Principality has become as inevitable as the changing of the  
seasons, and nearly as frequent.

Moreland Bluemantle, of the Kingdom Mantle Mages

There are two Duchies and a Regency within the bounds of Novashan.  Their history is rife with stories of 
valor and crimes of passion, one of which I will share with you.

Duke Kieran D'Kalin and Duke Mythindor Wanderlust were studies in opposites.  In order to understand 
the  lands,  you  must  understand  who  these  leaders  were,  back  before  they  became  Dukes  to  His 
Highness Prince Belthshazarr.  

Kieran D'Kalin came from old and honored elven bloodlines that had held the reins of power within the 
Emerald Kingdom for centuries.  Already deep into his middle years, Kieran had seen much of death, 
serving honorably and faithfully in the wars against the humans.  Mythindor Wanderlust was a result of a 
secret love match between a beautiful elven woman, and a wounded young human soldier.  Never fully 
accepted by his mother's Clan, he spent his youth willfully travelling across the lands of the Emerald 
Kingdom.  His elven grandfather fought often to stand up for his unusual grandson, but grew weary and 
chose to journey west into the mists when Mythindor reached his majority.

Sir Kieran was spotted by Prince Duncan right away as being a good choice as a leader for Novashan. 
He was awarded his patents of nobility, and swore his fealty to the Crown, becoming the first Duke of 
Novashan.  Mythindor rose to prominence quickly, having the good fortune of saving the Prince's life 
during the Tommaran Invasion, leading the secret House of Chaos in guerilla attacks against the great 
armies of Tommar.  Prince Duncan immediately saw the potential within Mythindor, and chose then and 
there to knight him and make a second Duke, dividing the lands of the first Duchy in half, to form to 
smaller ones, the Duchies of Pelanor, and Anadarr.

Happy in his choices, and as was his wont, Prince Duncan then disappeared for a time on his travels, 
leaving Lord Sir Aeracon as Regent over his lands.  Disagreements arose immediately between the two 
Dukes, which was reflected conflicts between the knights of their two separate knightly orders, the Arrow 
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and the Rose. Kieran led his people with a sense of “noblesse oblige”, while Mythindor preferred treating 
with the common folk, and spending time among them.  Illvaresh became a sticking point between the 
two, and finally a treaty was signed, drawing a line directly through the town.  Supported by Count Rillen 
D'Cather, Baron Thomas Falconheart and Baroness Felicity Ashenwood, then in charge of their Barony of 
Aladine  within  Duke  Mythindor's  lands  of  Anadarr,  were  charged  with  creating  an  Embassy  for  the 
purpose of ensuring peace and communication between the two Dukes, and thus was the House of 
Aladine, an Embassy of the Barony to the North, was born. The House of Aladine lay right on the borders 
of each Duchy, within the town of Illvaresh.  (The Barony of Aladine was renamed the Barony of Brisbane 
when Dame Ashenwood was moved to the Barony to the South, now known as the Barony of Autruche).

The Prince returned and rewarded Sir Aeracon for his loyal service by offering him the position of Regent 
over  the  Principality  Capitol  of  Yardsmuth.   Eventually  the  two Dukes  became friends.  When Duke 
Mythindor  passed  on  whilst  defending  his  lands  at  Winterfell  from  legions  of  goblins  sent  by  the 
Stormlord, he left in his will that his lands would pass into the keeping of Duke D'Kalin until such time that 
his young daughter might take charge.

Time passed, and eventually the division of Duchies was moved to lie alongside the Bayomal Divide, 
reorganizing the entire Noble structure within Novashan.  Yet again, another Duke was chosen to reign 
alongside Duke Kieran.  And life in Novashan continues.

Duchy	of	Llymyr
The Duchy of Llymyr is currently (1011) comprised of the single of County of Manipathas.  The borders 
changed during the War of Shadows to run east-west instead of north-south, with the Bayomal Divide 
acting as a natural border.  The Duchy of Llymyr once took up the entire eastern half of the Principality. 
However,  with  the  re-division  of  the  internal  borders  enacted  by  Regent  Drakensberg,  it  now 
encompasses all of the lands north of the Divide.

The sole County of Llymyr is named the County of Manipathas, and is held in trust by Count Chalyn 
Arindale.   Within  this  County  lie  two  Baronies:  the  Barony  of  Greenwood,  held  by  Baroness  Mage 
Jzerusha, and the Barony of Diamondwood, held by Baroness Cirana Diamondwood, and her Baronial 
Consort Terik.

Duchy	of	Anadarr
The Duchy of Anadarr originates back to the division of the Grand Duchy into two Duchies, by the late 
Prince  Duncan.   Its  sister  Duchy  at  that  time was  named Pelanor.   When  the  duchies  were  again 
combined into the Grand Duchy of Llymyr, the names Pelanor and Anadarr fell into disuse.  During the 
redrawing of the borders instituted by Regent Drakensberg, Anadarr was reborn as the Duchy south of 
the Bayomal Divide.

The Duchy of Anadarr is currently divided into two Counties, the County of Hawkestone and the County of 
Shadowglen.  

The	County	of	Hawkestone
The city of Hawk's Haven served as the County Seat for many years.  Once, a pirate stronghold, the 
Countess Reigan Stratheare claimed the port as her own, making it her capital city. It flourished for almost 
fifteen years, until it  was captured by Kalik the Stormlord. It is believed that the Countess and her Court 
escaped, but there have been no confirmed sightings of Her Excellency since an appearance in Illvaresh 
in 1002. Hawk's Haven and its surrounding lands were given to the Principality of Novashan in 1003 by 
King Vallend II of Narrdmyr, but the Stormlord may not have gotten than message.

The County of Hawkestone contains the Baronies of Tarridear and Cherbourg.

The	Barony	of	Tarridear
The Barony of Tarridear has seen serious upheaval in the last few years.  The towns in the eastern woods 
of Tarridear,  long left pretty much  to their own  devices by  their  Dwarven Baron,  came under constant 
bandit  and  monster  attacks.  Sir  Kyle  Wrothschilde,  newly   inducted   into  the  Order  of  the  Thistle  by  Sir 
Darkhan, made the town of Dulam his base of operations, and set about fortifying the towns of Dulam, 
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Monngal,  Nalwood,  and  Hanoeve.    These   towns  have  a  staunch  militia  and  standing   trained   troops 
maintained  by  Sir  Kyle.    When racial  tensions arose,  these  towns  went into  open  rebellion against  the 
Baron (whom they thought had tried to tax them four times in one year).  Sir Kyle, called for intervention 
by the Crown, and when the Knights refused to come help (through inaction or malice, Kyle was never 
sure), and Kyle’s wife was slain, Tarridear went over into outright civil war.  

The	Barony	of	Cherbourg
The  Barony  of  Cherbourg  used  to  be  a  thriving  area  rich   in  trade  and  culture.    Since  the  Storm  Lord 
retreated   into  this  Barony  and  established  his  Stormhold,   the  populations  of  humans  and  elves  have 
dropped   significantly.    Currently  a   land   full  of  Orcs,  Goblins  and  Ogres,   this  western   region  of   the 
Principality  has  been   left   largely  alone,  whilst  the  Prince  and  Regent  have  been  battling  against  other 
forces coming from the South.   Many scholars are alarmed that this situation is untenable ‐ they argue 
that it is just a matter of time before the Orcs overpopulate the region, and reach their hands out again, 
this time with a secure foothold within the Principality itself.

The	County	of	Shadowglen
The County of Shadowglen is comprised of two Baronies.  The first is the Barony of Bellanmo (formerly 
the Barony of Autruche or the Barony of Ilvaresh) and the second is the Barony of Brisbane.  The County 
Seat  of  Shadowglen  is  located  in  Bellanmo,  within  the  city  of  Nightbourne.   The  current  Count  of 
Shadowglen is Count Gilbert Rosentrotter, whom replaced Count Rillen D'Cather when Rillen was named 
Viscount of the Court of Yardsmith in 1010.

The	Barony	of	Bellanmo
The  Barony  of  Bellanmo  has  seen  more  than   its   fair  share  of   trouble.     It  seems   like  every  villainous 
mastermind and two‐bit thug at some point crosses through Bellanmo.  This is likely not by accident.  As 
lodestone calls to iron, so do the legendary deeds and awe‐inspiring magics of this region call to those 
seeking power, fame, and glory.   Every barony has its heroes, but Bellanmo has dozens, if not scores of 
heroes.  Some great, some minor, and some infamous, but heroes none‐the‐less.  

The	Barony	of	Brisbane
The Barony of Brisbane is a clouded mirror of Bellanmo.  Not as prosperous, but not as strife‐ridden either. 
Home to several communities of farmers, field hands, millers and magic workers, Brisbane gets by without 
ruffling feathers, without making a fuss, without making waves, and without constant invasions by goblins, 
orcs,  magical  monstrosities,  or  demonic  horrors.    Despite   its  benign  appeal,  Brisbane’s  population  has 
declined   in  recent  years  due  to   low  birth  rates,   famine,  and  unusual  disappearances  along  the  more 
mystically inclined population. 
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10. The Barony of Bellanmo10. The Barony of Bellanmo

The Barony of Bellanmo is the southeastern most region of the Principality of Novashan. Located within 
the County of Shadowglade and the Duchy of Llmyrr, Bellanmo lies in a strategically important position, 
thereby explaining the high number of wars that have been fought within its borders.

The River Staind marks its westernmost border, and it stretches all the way to the sea to the East. One of 
the main water route of trade from Kingdom to Principality, it protects the western borders of the Barony 
from the many incursions of enemy forces from the North.  The shores of Bellanmo abut to the Cascadia 
Mountains

Crown Road leads from Allowen to one of the largest bridges that crosses over the Rive Staine, providing 
a tactical  choke point.  Heron's Way stretches from the southeastern borders of Bellanmo up into the 
Barony of Brisbane, and is the major thoroughfare for traders traveling between the kingdom and most 
any lands in the eastern half of the Principality.  Narrdmyr’s Way stems up to meet Heron's Way from 
Grey Haven to Brenn.

This Barony was formerly run by Her Excellency Dame Felicity Ashenwood.  When Duke Kieran D'Kalin 
raised her to the position of Countess of Shadowglen, she recommended Lady Kali of House Claddagh in 
Illvaresh for  her  vacated position  as  the  new Baroness  of  Bellanmo.   Bellanmo has  been,  and will 
continue to be, a pinnacle for many of the goings-on in the Principality.
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Cities	of	the	Barony	of	Bellanmo
Home to the County Seat of Nightbourne and the Baronial Seat of Crossroads, Bellanmo also lays claim 
to fame as being the Barony which contains the notorious swamp town of Ilvaresh. 

Illvaresh
(Illvaresh is where KANAR events take place.) 

When travelling  along the main  North‐South trading route called Heron's Way, one may not notice the 
small town of Ilvaresh. Located within the Barony of Bellanmo, this town originated as a Festival site for all 
the local Nobility. It has since grown in notoriety, if not in population. To this day Ilvaresh holds gatherings 
and festivals almost every moon to facilitate commerce and to aid in the recruitment of adventurers to 
fulfill quests deemed of worthy importance by the Peers of Novashan.   Nearly uninhabited for 9/10th of 
the month, a mosquito and monster infested swamp town may not seem like the ideal place from which 
to  conduct  major  political  and  financial  dealings,  but   tradition   is  stronger  than   law,  and  very   little  of 
substance to the region gets accomplished outside of those things that get discussed at Festivals.  

Crossroads
As one of her first actions as a new Baroness, Her Excellency Kali relocated the Baronial Seat to her home  
town of Crossroads.  A home for many a retired adventurer and hero, Crossroads in and of itself is a nice  
place. The inn named the Oasis is a smart and lively little place, with many a bard telling tales and stories. 
Sir Locksley and  his wife Aria are famous for bringing in tons of business from all over the region, and 
many prominent citizens of the Barony call Crossroads home. 

Many caravans leave here and arrive here and supplies for these caravan’s need to arrive here as well. 
They  typically   import grain from  either  Pelain  or  Fennor,  but the  trading  has  stopped  now.  Crossroads 
sends out  vegetables,  cheese, and  horses,  and  has a  great  many  Illvareshian  people  visit  almost  every 
moon.

Nightbourne
Named  County  Seat  by   the   former  Count  Sir  Rillen  D'Cather,  Nightbourne   is  now   the  home  of  his 
replacement, Count Rosentrotter.  A warm and happy town nearing the size of a small city, Nightbourne, 
saw growth through the war with the Storm Lord and a small population boom in the past few years. Built  
in and around the rocky foot hills of Bellanmo, it boasts the largest known supply of coal and stone as well 
as good timber within the Barony. However, as it grows it needs more livestock, grains, and horses to do 
the work that man cannot. It continues to build its defenses, and a good strong wooden reinforced wall 
was built around itself for protection.  

Currently Nightbourne is the largest exporter of coal to the rest of the County of Shadowglade. During the 
heavy fighting late in the year of 1011, Nightbourne suffered some heavy damage to the poor quarter of 
the city due to fires lit during the fighting.  A smugglers passage beneath the walls was collapsed, bringing  
a small portion of the wall down with it.   Men labor to make repairs, which should be finished by the 
spring.

Allowen
A booming small town south of Nightbourne and North of Sorvan, this town was the former Baronial Seat 
of Dame Felicity Ashenwood, and is the current residence of Lord Sir Darkhan, Grandmaster of the Knights 
of the  Thistle.  When Dame  Ashenwood  became  Viscountess  of the  Courts  of  Yardsmuth,  she  chose  to 
retain her Keep within Allowen as a permanent residence.  

A small town of four hundred souls, it is famed for its spring festivals. It made its name in breeding the 
best of the best horses and livestock.  Sadly, its nearby fields have seen more troops than crops in recent 
years, and the hamlet is often in short supply of grains for people, since so much is used in the feeding of 
its animals.  The town is also short on textiles like cloth and linens and certain caravan supplies to create 
casts and wagons. Though the stone bridge was destroyed to thwart the attacking Storm Lord army away 
from here the wooden drawbridge is coming along nicely.  
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Allowen survived a deadly plague with the help of heroes of the Gray Order and the Merciful Order of  
Silvermane, only to be besieged by the Shadowborn forces for most of 1011; the town was saved when Sir 
Krieghund, the Knight of Barbs, led a daring raid into the enemy forces and led them away from the gates. 
Damage   to  Allowen   is   light,   though  many  more  people  have  been   living  here,  as   refugees  become 
commonplace.   Dame Felicity can often be seen travelling amongst the war‐weary people, raising spirits 
and distributing coins to families victimized by the recent bloodshed across the lands.

Brenn
North  and  east  of  the  ghost  town  of  Hallot,  Brenn   is  a  prosperous  town  fallen  on  hard  times.    Once 
boasting a population of over a thousand residents, fewer than five hundred remain. A low stone wall built 
from the stones of Lord Joseph's Keep in Jenniville surrounds Brenn and keeps her people somewhat safe  
at night. A town built on timber, caravan supplies and horses, Brenn had grown into a strong town in the 
south. It once held the highest level of literacy in the Barony, and books, pottery, and herbs all sold well 
here. 

The library project that Dame Felicity had funded while Baroness is complete, and Brenn attracted many 
researchers fleeing the Kingdom border wars to the South. A major stop for caravans heading north, Brenn 
has many warehouses to hold goods waiting to be shipped. Brenn was held by forces loyal to the Shadow 
during 1011; several attempts to retake the town were rebuffed.  In the Aftermath of the War of Shadows, 
the town quietly surrendered.  Most of the damage done to Brenn during its occupation was repaired, and 
the townsfolk did not suffer greatly at the hands of the Shadowborn, but many huts and houses now lay 
empty.  

Yarik
Along the northern boundary between the Barony of Brisbane and that of Bellanmo, Yarik controls one 
bridge along the river of Staine, and provides many of the vegetables, grains and fruit for the barony. A 
large village with full time guards and a substantial militia, Yarik has been very profitable in past years. 
Though Yarik is on the river, it seems to always need more livestock and many of the people here enjoy the 
many wines of the Western County. Cheese, too, is in high demand here, as a staple food for many of the  
men and women that work the fields tending the massive gardens and fields for hours a day. The Bridge 
between  Yarik  and  Pleasant  Creek  was  destroyed  at   the  outset  of   the  War  of  Shadows;  when   the 
Shadowborn  army  took  Yarik  and  tried  to  advance  across  to  the  small  garrison  at  Pleasant  Creek,  the 
soldiers in Brisbane burned the bridge.   Rebuilding efforts are visible, as this bridge functions as a major 
trade thoroughfare for the County.

Fennor
Fennor is a good, old‐fashioned farming community. Granted they have their share of interesting people, 
but generally they keep to themselves. A private community to be sure, they are still warm and friendly to 
weary travelers. Many here are gardeners of herbs and herb gardens as large as some grain fields.  Almost 
any variety of herbs can be found here and they also produce soap, the only town in the Barony to do so. 
The people of Fennor have a need for textiles like linen and cloth, as well as livestock and grain.  Under the  
Shadow, Fennor became a breadbasket – the land surrounding Fennor is now fertile farmland, though all 
of these recent crops have gone to the Shadow.  Unrest here early in the War of Shadows, caused Fennor 
to openly declared for the Lord of Shadows early in the conflict, at which point it became the main base of 
their southern forces.  With the threat nearly gone, many surmise that Fennor will return to the fold.

Riversfork
This  small  quiet  village  near   the  northern  bridge  of  Yardsmith   is   the   farthest  you  can   travel  west   in 
Bellanmo before you enter the Barony of Brisbane. Ranchers for livestock, furriers trading out trapped furs 
and small quantities of fruit, leave here to either Yardsmuth to the south or by road to Nightborne to the 
east. Other goods are sent up the Staine River to Yarik, to then be caravanned elsewhere.  During the War 
of Shadows, the road‐bed of the bridge here was burned by Shadowmen who tried to hold off loyalist 
forces led by Sir Nolan Northaus.  Quick thinking by Sir Nolan saved the pilings, meaning reconstruction of 
the  bridge  will  be  easier  than   it  would  have  been,  and  the  Good  Sir  Nolan  also  paid  for  the  supplies 
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required to  turn  the pilings into  the base of a ferry system, allowing  men and  supplies to  still use this 
crossing, if a bit slower than before. 

Sorvan
Sorvan is immediately identifiable as a Dwarven built city.   This town has been completely repopulated 
from   its  unfortunate  meeting  with   the   forces   of   the  Greater  Vampire   Sir   Joseph  Von  Drachenlich 
Darklichen, and is filled with houses of stone.  It avoided attack during the War of Shadows, through quick 
thinking by the Baronial Guardsman Morgan, and Sir Krieghund, Knight of Barbs. Uncovered traitors within 
the town watch were discovered before they could invite the enemy within the walls.  The town is larger 
than   it  once  was  due  to  the   influx  of  refugees  from  Fenrest  and  Allowen.    Many  of  the  widows  and 
orphans of the war have found refuge within this town.

Pelain
A village with a good future, Pelain is well known across the Duchy for its exquisite leather goods.   The 
furriers and  leathers have made quite a name for themselves. All types of hide and furs come through 
here to be evaluated and discussed, before being transformed into fabulous leathers and suede. They are 
always searching for new types of furs and hides, and as they have grown, their milled timber and grain 
harvest have become increasingly important.  A large winery operates in Pelain owned by the famous hero 
Philippe D’Castille and managed by his eldest fosterling; they have just started to release their first few 
vintages.  

Pelain went over peacefully to the Shadow during the War, but not out of any particularly strong belief. 
They just as peacefully reverted to the Prince in the aftermath of the War.  

Fenrest
Wedged between the deep marshes and swamps of Illvaresh and the Cascading Mountain Range to the 
east, Fenrest has many natural barriers, creating a highly defensible area. Once a safe haven for refugees 
from many fleeing dark druids, lizardmen and mudmen, as well as the wars of the past several decades,  
Fenrest is now totally deserted.  Just north of the town, rising out of the mire, is a malevolent keep.  The 
sun never truly shines here – the light resembles that of the moon with its pale and silvery glow, and the 
shadows cast are deeper and never seem to quite disappear.   The people of Fenrest, for the most part, 
fled ahead of the encroaching madness that claimed the trappers and swampfolk, and now live elsewhere 
in the Barony.  Coal and stone mines lay abandoned, and the rare herbs could often be found around this 
once prosperous town grow unchecked.

New	Aladine
Lord Diegan Lancaster and Lady Bridget are in charge of New Aladine, whose population includes many 
refugees seeking to move farther east away from the well‐travelled roads.   Founded in 1005, it this port 
city   lies  on  the  eastern  coast  of  the  Jaded  Sea,  about  halfway  between  Tarn  and  Quillon's  Point.  New 
Aladine recruited many craftsmen during the Stormlord Wars, and has developed a tidy trade in salt and 
glass. It is rumored that Viscountess Ashenwood  maintains  a private  estate here for the benefit  of her 
children.

Quillon's	Point
This successful port city lies in the northeastern corner of the Barony of Bellanmo. Bordering the Staine 
River, this growing town has built recent improvements to its bay, making it now accessible to deep‐keel 
vessels. 

Oddly, it was the Shadowborn who made these improvements; they have occupied the town, unknown to 
almost everyone, for almost three years. 

The village was just sacked by Norsican raiders come to the aid of Novashan; seeing the enemy flag above 
the town, they landed here and attacked.  The town has enough buildings standing to provide shelter for 
the townsfolk through the winter, and rebuilding can begin in the spring.  
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Hallot
Hallot is a ghost town. Inhabited by ghosts of the dead garrison of the Storm Lords for many years, this  
group of undead still holds true to the orders that were last given to them by the Storm Lord himself. Until  
the war, Hallot was the first town you would approach from the Kingdom to the Principality, but it has 
been so long since living beings have been able to reside there, that it is visibly in disrepair.

Jenniville
This small village was once the site of a large stone tower inhabited by the now‐banished greater vampire 
Lord Joseph Von DarkLichen.  The tower itself was long ago cannibalized for building materials for Allowen 
Keep.    The  small  village  that  surrounded  his  keep,  Jenniville,   is   inhabited  by  many  crazed  and   insane 
people. Used and bred for food and as stock for his many undead abominations, and made to watch as 
Joseph impaled orcs along the roadways, they now keep to themselves, and many a hero would stay clear 
of this place for a time. Despite it all, this small village does trade occasionally in jewelry, livestock and 
wine.  Residents of Jenniville always seem to be seeking pottery, leather goods of any style and make, and 
strong  ale, as  their  fields are  only  good  to  grow  grapes and  feed  cattle.    Jenniville   itself  has  not  been  
involved in the war at all as it was deemed unimportant by both sides. 

Wyndover

A trading post on the border between Narrdmyr and Novashan, Wyndover became legendary as a fun‐
loving,   lawless  and  wild  place,  full  of  adventurers,  bandits,  mercenaries  and  most   importantly,  money. 
Conveniently located between Tarn, Illvaresh and Biero‐Phane, all manner of cargos and shipments found 
their way through and around the city’s inspectors and excisemen.  As trade has tapered off between the 
Kingdom and the Principality, Wyndover's fortunes have waned, and  the city has begun to fall on hard 
times.

Wyndover  was  sacked  twice  in  recent  memory, once  by  the  forces of the  Stormlord,  and  again  by the 
Death  Knight,  Metrion,  as he   led  his forces  south  and  east  out of Novashan.   Almost  one  third  of  the 
town’s population was taken with him as newly risen undead.   In the early spring of the year 1012, His 
Lordship  Derek  Holbrook,  of   the  Nardmyrian  Barony  of  Wildemere,  ceded  control  over   the   towns  of 
Wyndover, Grey Haven, Lenik, and South Bay to the Barony of Bellanmo.   It is wildly believed that Baron 
Derek did not wish to support these town militarily, as they have historically produced very little in the 
way of taxes.   

Grey	Haven
A small wooden village of a few hundred people, Grey Haven is famous for its lumber mills, its 
caravansary, and its sages.  Although lacking a dedicated library the town boasts a collection of 
two dozen of the most learned men and women in Novashan.  Master Dale of the Guild of Sages 
keeps abreast of the doings of most of the researchers and knowledge seekers in the country 
from his home in Grey Haven, although he was forced to flee during the Shadowedman Invasion.

Lenik

The town of Lenik has fallen on harder times than most.  Once a prosperous stop upon the trade 
route  from Blackshire  to  Yardsmith,  the  much  better  maintained  and  patrolled  road  through 
Wyndover  has taken the  bulk  of  caravan traffic  away from the  sturdy  stables  and stuccoed 
sanctuaries of this small hamlet.  The villagers have ecked out a living though vegetable farming 
and salt mining.  This has helped them stave off the worst of the famines and plagues that have 
swept through Novashan in recent years, but the townsfolk are not quick to revel in their good 
fortune as a steady diet of turnips and cabbage is not always the most prominent meal for the 
making of mirth.   

South	Bay
This tiny port town has been forced to expand quickly since the desctruction of Tarn in 1010.  A 
coastal enclave of fishermen, weavers, and carpenters, South Bay and their distant neighbor of 
Quillion’s Point have become two of the only places to accept deep water vessels’ cargos.  The 
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town is also rumored to have some of the best underground gambling in the region, away from 
the regulations and fees associated with inland gambling in Novashan.

Barony	of	Brisbane
The Barony of  Brisbane was originally  called the Barony of  Aladine and formerly  held  by Baron Sir 
Thomas Falconheart  and Baroness Dame Felicity  Ashenwood until  the restructuring of  1003.  Baron 
Constantine Brisbane, appointed in 1003 T.M. by the late Duke Sir Mythindor Wanderlust, has continued 
the good works of his predecessors.

Most  of  Brisbane’s  harbors  (Bannor  Nogoth,  Syracusa,  Ypishwing)  are  currently  closed because the 
Shadowborn sank ships in the harbor mouths to keep Brisbane out of the fight as long as possible.

The Barony has two smaller fiefdoms,  Eastvale and  Tangeldin.  The Fiefdom of Eastvale contains the 
towns Duncreek,  Lorshay,  Morandale,  Tenith,  and Ypishwing,  and is  ruled by the  Baron’s  heir,  Dust 
Azurys no’Brisbane.  The Fiefdom of Tangeldin, named for its chief city,  is comprised of the cities of 
Daven, Dosimir, Gunfic, Middleton, and Tangeldin; it is ruled by Lady Unathia Northaus. 

Major	Cities	of	Brisbane

NovTomar
The new Baronial Seat is the small village of NovTomar.   Established in 1006, it sits in a mountain valley 
along the new road between Daven and Birmellin.   The town has its roots as a small hamlet providing 
services   to   the   soldiers   stationed   in   the   valley,  who  were   responsible   for   creating   the  new   road. 
Eventually, the excess wood was used to construct a keep to house the soldiers, and the town grew up 
around it.  In 1006, the Baron ordered the construction of a Tomarian‐styled villa to be set near the small 
hamlet and keep, and when it was completed, moved his official residence here.   The town itself is still 
quite small, occupying only a small portion of the valley.  

Bannor	Nogath
Built  by  the  invading  Tommarin  army   in  a  large  cove  upon  the  eastern shore  of the peninsula,  Bannor 
Nogoth quickly grew from a garrison and staging ground into a hub for shipping and trading. In the last 
days of the Tommarin War a large fighting force assaulted the walls while a small band of heroes slogged 
through  the  sewers  beneath  the  city  to  cripple  the  Tommarian  military   leadership.  The  attack  was  an 
overwhelming   success.  The  city  was  given   into   the  care  of  Captain  Thomas  Falconheart,  and  would 
become the Baronial Seat upon  Thomas' ennoblement  to  the Baron of Aladine,  alongside his wife, the 
Baroness Felicity Ashenwood. 

The largest and safest town in the Barony, Bannor Nogath owes much of its success from the blood, sweat 
and tears of Baron Falconheart and his wife.  Felicity was especially popular with the people, and it is said 
she wept when escorted from the city by Lord Joseph Von DarkLichen, to her new holdings in Bellanmo.  It  
is one of the largest cities of professional craftsmen in the Principality due in no small part to their efforts.

Almost  anything  can  be   found  here  or  created   if  given  enough   time,  and  many  come   to  make   their 
fortune. With a nice harbor to protect ships coming and going, it has grown some with the trouble with  
the Storm Lord. Bannor Nogath began life as the chief landing point of the invasion from Empire many 
years ago, and still has the look of an Imperial military holding – the streets are straight and are laid out in 
a grid and the walls are stout and well defended.  Baron Constantine moved his Baronial Seat in 1006 to 
the more centrally  located NovTomar.   The Baron still keeps an  official residence here, however, and is 
known to hold his court here at least a few months out of the year.  

Lorshay
Holding the northern bridge of the barony into the Duchy of Llymyr, Lorshay is a nice quaint town of 975. 
Closing   in  on  becoming  a   larger  town,  Lorshay   is  filled  with  garrison  troops  from  the  Principality  and  
houses them here and along the border. The only place to cross the river safely is here, and it is the only 
way to the village on the other side of the river named Inelfree.   Besieged for most of a year by orcs in  
1004, Lorshay has seen its defenses significantly enhanced.  The far side of the bridge has a large motte‐
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and‐bailey keep to defend it, with high earthwork walls, and a second set of walls around the town proper, 
made of earth and wooden palisade to act as an additional defense.  Lorshay is also the seat of the fief of 
Eastvale and its Lord, Dust Azurys no’Brisbane, the Baron’s Heir.  

Siracusa
Another  possible  port   town,  Siracusa   is  known   for   its   fishing  community,   leather  goods,  and   jewelry. 
Another city with high literacy, books are highly prized and are a way to measure wealth. People here also 
need olive oil, realizing that cooking with it is a great way to make fish. It too has a stone wall that it just 
finished at the end of last month and has a strong guard of 48 and a militia of almost 100. This small town 
sits on top of a rocky bluff overlooking the sea. It is a rough walk to the ocean down many stairs built into  
the bluff, but has advantage of seeing  much of the open  sea for miles around.   The town’s baronially‐
appointed mayor is known by the title of Harbormaster, a position currently held by the infamous Jonass 
Brimblade, and his chief deputy and kinsman Osiris Brimblade.  The town has grown into something of a 
rough   and   tumble   free   port,   though   it   is  widely   assumed   that  was   the   purpose   of   appointing 
Harbormaster Brimblade in the first place.  

Redishton
Still yet another possible port town, Redishton has made a name for itself for being one of the only towns 
to have a small library in it. Home to many literate people and many artists Redishton has grown greatly 
despite  many  hard  years  of  near  famine.  Finally  a  strong   in  faith  fisherman  went  out  fishing  and  paid  
tribute to the planes walker Merhanna and filled his boat up with fish. Since then, this same fisherman  
now leads a small group of fishing boats out to the deeper shoals and reefs to catch fish and bring back to 
the town.  An academy of magic was founded here in 1004, with the first class of five graduating in 1007. 
The academy and town are ruled by Mordo Tael, styled ‘Governor’ of Redishton by the Baron.  The town  
has been fortified with an earthwork wall that was made by clearing farmland around the town itself.  The 
harbor has been dredged to accommodate coastal vessels and shallow‐drafted seafaring vessels. 

Tangeldin
A  small  city  that sits   in  the  center  of the  major  tributaries of  Riven  river  and  controls  this side of the 
barony. It has an inner and outer city wall.   Many healers and poultice makers call this home and herbs 
and olive oil for cooking and pottery is always in demand. It has a sizeable militia over 160 and 85 trained 
guardsmen Tangeldin is the seat of the fiefdom of the same name and is ruled by the benevolent Lady  
Unathia Northaus (sister of Sir Nolan), a druid of some renown.  Lady Unathia owns a large horse‐breeding 
farm, which employs many indigent and poor.   Tangeldin is also the home of several companies of the 
Baron’s troops.  

Pleasant	Creek
A small village just North of The Barony of Bellanmo. it boasts a great stone quarry where some of the 
best stone comes from. Sir Morus Lextant, also called Sir Lear, makes his home here, providing the town 
with guidance and training the militia to a higher standard. The stone quarry has had its problems in the 
past, but all seems fine now. Because of its rocky and hilly terrain, livestock and vegetables are in short  
supply,  and  the  clay  here  is  not good  for  creating  pottery.  All of  these things  are  in  need.    The  Bridge 
between Pleasant Creek and Yarik is currently destroyed, though there are plans to rebuild it after the war. 
There is a garrison of the Baron’s men here, though they live south of the village proper, occupying an 
earthen palisade keep at the Brisbane end of the Bridge. 
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11. The Kingdom of Narrdmyr11. The Kingdom of Narrdmyr
The Kingdom of Narrdmyr was founded just under a thousand years ago by the 16 human tribes that 
settled the Cantel Plains. The orc hoard had always outnumbered, and was much stronger, than each 
human tribe alone.  It was the great wisdom of Willmont Narrdmyr that led the tribes to unite together to 
defeat their common foe.  

After the orcs were driven north, the humans built a great city and large keep to defend themselves from 
the many threats against them.  They called this city Maelcor, after the grandfather of Willmont Narrdmyr. 
The keep was dubbed Glenarm.  Maelcor stood defiant against all foes of humankind for over a thousand 
years, up until the time of the Shae'dynarr Invasion in 1000 TM.  This disastrous moment in time is now 
called by scholars as The Fall of Maelcor.

The	Fall	of	Maelcor
Since the declaration of King Vallend that the Dark Elves were the Enemy of humanity and were to be 
slain or  exiled upon sight,  the Shae'dynarr had been plotting to make themselves worthy of the title 
‘Enemy of Humanity.’ In the late months of 999, the Dark Nation began tunneling beneath Maelcor and 
began setting  up for  a  siege.  The purpose to  this  was to  eliminate  some of  the competition  in  the 
Underdark by using the dwarves as the primary shock troops while the Dark Elves held back.

In the early months of 1000, the Dark Elves and Dark Dwarves began a slow infiltration of the surface 
area surrounding the capital city. They invested time and magic towards mesmerizing the town folks into 
ignoring them, and then slid in dark dwarves to build siege weapons within barns and warehouses. The 
plan worked flawlessly, and the capital was caught almost completely by surprise when the dark ones 
erupted from their underground tunnels in June of 1000.

The initial casualty count on the side of the defenders was huge. The entire outer city was put to the torch 
and any who did not escape from the Dark army was put to the sword or tortured within sight of the walls. 
They hoped this would break the wills of the defenders; however it did the opposite. Word spread of the 
invasion like wildfire, and the human armies were enraged.  The Dark Ones used ritual magic to erect a 
dome of shadows to keep the hated sun off of their skins and allow them to fight day and night.

His Majesty immediately had the Mantle remove his wife and daughter to Laerenstaut to protect the line of 
succession, while he himself remained within the city of Maelcor as a figure of hope to the apparently 
doomed defenders. His bravery in the face of  such ultimate peril  and despite frantic urging from his 
Mantle mages to remove himself from danger lives on to this day in song and legend.

The first  real battles took place in the month of  July at all  points along the walls.  The first wall  was 
breached and fell within a week at the south gate but the inner city held for 3 months while there was 
street-to-street fighting. Prince’s Kenneth’s army was finally able to disengage from his position and move 
his army home to relieve the defenders in Maelcor in late July. He gathered conscripts from as many 
towns and farms along his path on his way home.

In September of 1000, the Dark Horde scouts learned of the returning army and began a campaign in 
earnest to get to the castle and slay the human king. The fighting became intense as the defenders were 
running out of food and were left with only the best fighters and spell casters as survivors, the slow and 
weak having been culled much earlier in the onslaught.

In late October, the Dark Horde finally broke through and began sacking the Castle. His Majesty used his 
final contingency plan and laid waste to everything inside the castle walls. Fire and earth elementals were 
summoned and they devastated everything within the castle, making for a spectacular if heartbreaking 
display for those outside. Temple Serinth was destroyed, and a thousand years of human history within its 
walls was lost.

His Majesty had been in contact with Kenneth and his army to time the assault on the castle with his 
apparent arrival just in time to save the remaining defenders of the city. The destruction of the castle 
served as an apt distraction, and the King and the remaining were able to make their escape.
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The aftermath of the invasion included the destruction of the Mantle Tower.  Something within the rubble 
of the tower began to generate oozing green goo, which is slowly poisoning the land. Nothing around 
Maelcor will grow, and the animal life is being warped into terrible monsters.

While the King was reported dead for a time, he later resurfaced in Laerenstaut in the company of his wife 
and daughter.

A	New	Capitol	City	Emerges	in	Valvendenn
The new capitol city of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr goes by the name of Valvendenn.  Located in the Duchy 
of Peth, this city sprang up around 1002TM after the dark elves attacked and destroyed most of the city of 
Maelcor, which lies uninhabitable to this day.  This city was built by the help of the Dwarven nation of the 
Brenned Mountains.  The Dwarves were poised to proclaim a new King to their people and assisted the 
Kingdom of man in their time of need as a jester of good faith between the two nations.  The City is 
fortified with tall thick walls and sits atop a small mountain to the SE of the forests in the Duchy of Peth. 
This location was chosen by the Dwarven scholars as the mountain is old and thick with granite roots that 
give it the surest of footings.

Although the top of the mountain provides much space, the city proper has sprung up around its base. 
The shadows of the towering castle can be seen crossing the town as the day passes and it reminds the 
citizens of the strength and might that is the Throne of Narrdmyr.

The Kingdom is a rolling, green, and pleasant land, flanked by mountain ranges to the east and west, the 
sea to the north and a great expanse of desert past its borders to the south. Old, deep forests, endless 
plains and hills that stretch the breadth of entire duchies dominate the landscape and characterize the 
nation's people. The lands are not without their share of great rivers and lakes, which flow from the great 
frost-tipped mountain ranges to the Emerald and Jaded seas to the north and form a convenient border 
along the kingdom's southern edge.

Narrdmyr  is  a  steadfast  and prosperous land,  though there  are strong reasons why it  shouldn't  be. 
Despite  an  oft-violent  past,  constant  armed  vigilance  against  monstrous  and  unnatural  threats,  and 
political turmoil  and intrigue, Nardmyrrians remain a loyal, content,  prosperous and peace-loving folk. 
While the setbacks of the past few decades have shaken the kingdom, the common folk expect better 
days ahead and are willing to work to achieve that goal. 

There have been three kings in the last 30 years.  King Vallend I ruled until 957.  He passed away of old 
age.  His first three sons dead before his passing, the fourth in line, Vallend II, ruled until 988.  The last 
and youngest of Vallend I's five children, Lawrence, takes the throne in 988 after the mysterious deaths of 
his older brother, wife, and two children.  King Lawrence rules until his death in 996, leaving behind three 
children: Vallend III, Kenneth and Duncan.  King Lawrence's second-youngest child and only daughter, 
Lauranna, who was married to Duke Kieran D'Kalin, passed away in 992, several years before her father, 
leaving Duke Kieran a widower.  Vallend III took reign of the Kingdom in 996 TM.

Currently  the  heir  to  the  great  kingdom  of  Narrdmyr  is  King  Vallend  III's  brother,  Prince  Kenneth 
Belthshazarr,  General  of  the  Armies  of  Narrdmyr.  Prince  Duncan  Belthshazarr  (Currently  Prince  of 
Novashan) a descended from the fabled line of  Raven, from the original  Willmont Narrdmyr; born to 
defend the realm against both ancient threats and present. Alongside his Princess Lisle Shanahan they 
will  eventually reign over a wealthy, sophisticated, and often fractious group of noble families of long 
lineage, influence, and demonstrated loyalty to the crown. The Mantle, a government-sanctioned and 
active organization of mages that police and protect against arcane threats as a knightly Order would 
against physical threats, also tempers both royal and noble excesses through their counsel. The royal 
line, the nobility, and the Mantle have been described as “forming three legs of a stool, on which the 
common folk sit.”

The Kingdom boasts a well-trained military known for her cavalry and bolstered by the Mantle's battle 
mages. Each Duchy supports Narrdmyr with their own Knightly Order, as well as what forces they can 
muster in times of war. The list of Ducal Orders is as follows; Knights of the Crest for Dynsforth, Knights of 
the Rising Sun for Erin, Knights of the Hammer for Peth, and Knights of the Thistle for Scotia. The Erinian 
longbow, the Scotian poleaxe, the Pethian curved sabre, and the long sword of Dynsforth have all played 
key roles in Narrdmyr's success as a military entity.
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Recently  beset  by treacherous noble actions,  wars against  armies of  orcs,  undead and Shae'dynarr, 
plague,  an Empire to  the north  from across  the sea,  and a millennia-old menace from the Brenned 
Mountains, Narrdmyr is currently struggling to maintain its own holdings against barbarians to the south 
and has been able to send little aid to the once again war-torn Principality to the north.

Cities	of	Note	in	Narrdmyr
Tarn 	
Tarn was a port city nestled between the Duchy of Dynsforth and the Duchy of Scotia. In the height of the 
shipping season Tarn’s population nearly doubled, but in the cold season the city still housed nearly ten 
thousand souls. Tarn was a significant gem for the Kingdom of Narrdmyr with the largest port in the 
Kingdom, and one of most popular marketplaces. The docks area held a quarterly commodities market, 
where prices for almost everything grown, crafted, and made in the Kingdom was traded. Fortunes were 
made and lost in the course of a day. 

Unfortunately Tarn was utterly destroyed by the Mages of the Five Towers whilst trying to save her from 
the forces of the Man of Shadows.  The forces of the Man of Shadows appeared inside the city just before 
dawn, likely through the sewers. The Lord Mayor, Martin Zil,  ordered the town evacuated when fires 
started on the docks, and battle raged for an hour between guards, the Watch, and the men in black and 
gold.  The ground shook for several minutes before the explosion, and people in the hills south of town 
said there was a flash of light, a crash, and then a deep crater where Tarn used to be, before the Jaded 
Sea came spilling in.  Lots of people are reported missing, but Mayor Martin’s panicked order to flee the 
city saved thousands of lives.

Most  of  the population survived,  but  almost  all  of  the town watch and militia  were killed,  and many 
hundreds went missing.  There is now a deep, circular crater where Tarn was, which will make the harbor 
all the better, if people ever return here.  
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12. Distant Lands12. Distant Lands

Ashindar
Ashan no longer exists.  Many years ago, the lands of Ashan stretched across the entirety of what is now 
known as the Principality of Noveshan, and was referred to as the Emerald Kingdom.  It was the original 
lands of the Ylfshae, and the leader of Ashan was known as the Alari, or leader of Ashan.  Some elves still 
refer to themselves as the People of Ashan, or The Ashani.  

In 1005 five of the seven great tribes of Ashan left their forest home for a large island to the northwest, 
called Ashindar, but more commonly called The Refuge.  It is guarded by a mist through which none can 
cross.  A few foolhardy sailors have tried, but none have returned.  A few Ylfshae, regretting their decision 
to stay behind, have also made the voyage.  None can say if they made it, or perished in the attempt.

Tommar
Across the Eastern Ocean is said to lie a continent of vast plains, endless hills, and soaring mountains. 
The once great Empire of Tommar was reduced to a double handful of city-states struggling to survive 
after the destruction of the Orb of Power.  No one knows if old ways will return. Before Denarum the First 
forged the Empire, the Republic of Tommar was comprised of ten member nations: Bretonia, Selesia, 
Norden, Poccnr, Eberia, Ykpaiha, Hellas, Prutenia, and Scythia. 

The elven “nation” of Athiel Lorien, while fully surrounded by Tommarian states, was never a part of 
Tommarin politics.

The Republic  of  Tommar was often at  war  with  their  southeastern neighbor,  the Daggorothi  Empire, 
consisting of Cathay, Ivooi, and Barat.  The Empire of Tommaria was ALWAYS at war with Daggoroth

The	Tomarran	Orb

In the Year of Man 844, the sixteen Tomarrin Academies of Magic hit upon an  
amazing discovery in the theoretical field of broadcast arcane energy. Years in the 
making, the most powerful spell workers in the Empire gathered in secret with the 
most puissant artificers and enchanters to create an artifact that would collect 
magical potential from apprentices and redistribute it among the journeymen and 
adepts  throughout  the  Empire,  via  a  system  of  silver  and  gold  torques.  The 
maintenance of the Orb demanded absolute concentration from at least ten adepts 
at all time, and when a band of guerillas from the newly conquered province of  
Novashan disrupted that delicate balance, the Orb imploded, robbing the Empire 
of its magical advantage over all other armies. The Empire fell apart before the  
passage of three days, tearing itself apart from within.

From "The Great Book of Artifacts"

Daggoroth
Almost nothing is known about this place, other than its love of rice and its hatred for Tommar.  Strictly 
isolationist, it is said that they have a strict cultural taboo about leaving their land, or allowing outsiders in. 
Once in a great while someone will sneak across their border and live to return with an oddly shaped 
knife, a crude clay pot, or a badly tuned instrument.

Norsica
Norsica can be reached by sailing north from the tip of Novashan, across the Durukant Straights, which 
divide the fresh waters of the Emerald Seas from the salt waters of the Jaded Sea.  A cold, desolate 
wilderness, Norsica is filled with the most hardy of winter creatures such as the ice fox, winter hare, and 
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the elk.  Unfortunately, it is also filled with Ice Trolls, winter wolves, and other merciless predators who 
hunt the cold evergreen forests for any prey they can find.  The people of Norsica have developed their 
own cultures  and traditions  separate from those of  the more civilized lands,  and have only  recently 
rejoined the rest of the human population after many centuries apart.

Geography

The	Brenned	Mountains
In the breadth of Narrdmyrian exploration there are no mountains more foreboding than the Brenned 
Mountains.  Defining the eastern and southern borders of the Kingdom, the mountain range is renowned 
for an endless, unbreechable wall of frigid peaks and bottomless valleys. Some sages claim that white 
dragons make their homes amongst the heights, lurking in the mist, while others warn of amorphous, 
cloudlike vampiric predators, huge hulking carnivores, and even stranger things frozen forever in the ice, 
large and small, some perched or standing, as if the cold claimed them mid-stride.

Those  who  have  collected  firsthand  knowledge  of  the  mountains  instead  of  bard  tales  and  sage 
mumblings know that the Brenned are eternally snow-capped, high and rugged mountains. In most places 
the range stands between three and five peaks wide, with icy winds howling endlessly through them and 
whose flanks are prone to shedding huge masses of rock. Locals refer to this as “when the mountains 
stir” because such rock falls are more like hammer blows than landslides.

The  rock  falls,  the  severe weather,  and the frequent  monster  raids  ensure  that  the  foothills  remain 
sparsely settled. The indigenous population is composed of countless tribes of giants, orcs, goblinkin and 
bugbears,  holding every last  bastion of former civilization except  those claimed by the dragons.  The 
peaks and high frozen valleys are home to at least five frost giant tribes, and worse.

Most infamous is Bone Pass, a hundred yard wide and over one hundred mile long natural cleft in the 
mountains to the southeast of Narrdmyr. It is whispered that a horrific battle was waged between two 
necromancers for control of the pass during the infancy of the Kingdom.  No one knows which side won, 
but it’s said that before he died, the victor was driven mad by the sloppiness of his undead troops and 
their strategy, and so every night he recreates the battle, acting as the general of both sides in an effort to 
perfect his tactics. 

The Brenned are also the mountain homes of several clans of Scotians that survived the purges of the 
Dark War, and the seven remaining tribes of the dwarves, flush with pride over their new King, Folgrad 
Silverbeard. Those who brave the abandoned mines can find possibly the richest veins of metal in all the 
Kingdom.

The	Westmarche	Mountains	
The Westmarche Mountains separates the Kingdom from the Great Forest beyond. Not as dangerous or 
populated as the Brenned, it is still formidable.  Lower elevation, more passes and fairer weather lead to 
less of an enigma surrounding the mountain range.  Beyond the Westmarche Mountains lies the Kingdom 
of Caldonia.  

The	Cascading	Mountains
When travelling from Illvaresh to the Eastern Coast, one will find a small range of mountains spanning 
from a few miles north of South Bay and covering the lower two-thirds of the Barony of Autruche.  The 
mountains are very tame, yet in some places along the coast lead to high cliffs and form barriers in others 
for large sand dunes.  

The	Green	Wood
A young mirror to the ancient forest of Athiel Lorean, the Greenwood of northern Novashan is a frolicking 
affair of mixed pines and birch, oak and ash.  The bowyers and fletchers of Greenwood have tended this 
region for twenty elven generations, and produce bows of such strength and such power that many fear to 
draw them.  This region is also famous for its herbs and wild flowers, many of which have mystical and 
medicinal uses.   
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Diamondwood	Forest
The Diamondwood is not just a euphemism, two of the best gem mines in Novashan were nearly mined 
out five hundred years ago by the elves of Ashan near the western coast of Diamondwood.  The hills and 
low mountains in the northwest have more than their fair share of copper, iron, silver, and the magical life-
giving metal the humans call “Ore”.   If is no surprise that some of the best game for the making of fine 
leather goods is also to be found in the thickets and glens belonging to the Baroness Cirana’s Court.

Black	Forest	
South of  the Sunken city  of  Tarn lies  a forest  overrun by the  forces  of  the undead.   Most  recently 
conquered by a Death Knight called Metrion, the Black Forest was cursed long ago to be twisted and 
hospitable to all things dark and malevolent.  Every so often a group of adventurers enter the forest to 
attempt to lift the curse.  Some even return with some form of sanity intact, but the curse remains to this 
day. 

The	Great	Andarrian	Forest	
Past the city of Hawk's Haven in the far western corner of civilization rests a forest seemingly without end; 
league after league of woods and thickets, glades and groves. Beasts out of nightmare, small halflings 
and barbarous cannibals out of legend roam the trails and paths within, seeking none- know-what. But 
scattered throughout the Great Forest are islands of normalcy. Villages and shires tucked into nooks and 
hills where people live their lives in relative peace. Many are born, grow up, grow old, and pass on without 
ever seeing what is in the next valley. But for some, the honest toil of the land is not enough, and the urge 
to explore grows until it whelms over. For those rare few, adventure is but several thousand stone throws 
away, in the settled and cultivated lands to the southeast. 
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13. Recent History13. Recent History

From	the	Journal	of	Janos	Farstrider	

(full	text	held	by	Lady	Helga	Thorgrimson	of	Cay)
…you’d have to understand the times to understand what happened. I've lived 
800 years. I remember the stories of the last time he rose. I understood the danger  
the world was in...

I just didn’t think we were going to end up responsible. Usually its people trying to  
be  heroes  that  inadvertently  make  things  happen.  Sure,  most  of  the  world’s 
greatest heroes are simple people thrust into heroic situations, but it’s the Heroes 
by Design that chase danger. 

House Leonthas was just those idiots, and we were content to let them try to save 
the world whilst we hunted, fished, and lived our simple life in peace. 

Kieran’s  honey-tongue'd  imp,  Traithan,  changed all  that  for  us.  I've  recounted 
earlier in my journal the heroics of Turkin the Mad Healer and his inclusion into  
our council fires. Turkin was young and impetuous, and I should have known that  
of  all  our number, he lacked the wisdom of age to  avoid Traithan's snare.  He  
didn’t, and when Traithan painted his picture of "Saving the World" and "Heroic  
stature" and all that he was sucked in fully.

We didn’t expect Gumja, our formerly solid Half-Ogre brother to fall for it as well.  
We just woke up one day and they were gone. It wasn’t until much later that we  
found out they had followed Traithan on his mad excursion to wake the Sleepers. 
As soon as we found out, we called in all the Tribesmen and set out to rescue  
them from their heroic (translated: Self Sacrificial) destiny. 

Of course, we had NO clue how to begin. Luckily for us, we had discovered that 
Kieran  and  his  Royal  band  of  idiots,  scoundrels,  rogues  and  charlatans  had 
decided to go Slay La’Reth. Here were the meat shields we were looking for. They 
would lead us to Turkin and Gumja, we would rescue them and leave His Grace's  
idiot squad to their own plan of "saving the world". 

Duncan the Fop had found a set of linked portals that grew in La’Reth’s wake 
that he said would lead us to "the enemy". Fine by me. As long as Vladimir could  
see the stars he could get us home from wherever the portals led us. He blinked 
us through the first portal, and we saw the second guarded by an army of Dark.  
Of course, before we could determine what was what Kieran led his gibbering  
hordes in a reckless charge. 

Now one must understand that I possess an item key to the Legend of La’Reth... a 
staff with which I could channel more of the Life of the Forest than my mortal  
frame can usually contain. I could draw and hold enough energy to purge a friend  
or foe of the Dark Taint. As long as I drew the extra energy slowly there were no  
ill effects. However, thanks to Kieran's charge, I was forced to draw energy too  
fast (to purge the dark) and I blighted the wood. I did manage to turn the tide of  
the  battle,  but  at  the  cost  of  a  significant  portion  of  the  forest,  and  hence  a  
significant portion of my soul...
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Commonly	Knowne	History	of	the	RealmCommonly	Knowne	History	of	the	Realm

989
Following the 2nd Elf/Human War, the northern duchies are divided between Lawrence’s two younger 
sons; Kenneth receiving Alandar, Duncan receiving Pelanor.

 Kenneth names Thakalanthalas D’Cyrion Duke of Alandar

 Duncan names Kieran D’Kalin Duke of Pelanor.

 Elves begin to respect the leadership of Duncan Belthshazarr

 Kieran D’Kalin holds the first festival / tournament called the Kanar in the town of Pelanor.  Many 
great warriors and story tellers arrive and meet on the field of combat.

990	
Duke Kieran D’Kalin marries Lauranna Belthshazarr, King Lawrence’s daughter.  Humans and elves begin 
to accept each other.  Racial tensions relax.

Prosperity and peace lead to the building of the town of Tarnalin along the Akali crossroads. All races 
meet there once a month for a great market festival.

991
Orcs begin threatening the Duchy of Pelanor. A small dragon is seen in the lands of Novashan for the first 
time in ages.

Ancient Rod of Resurrection found by Aeracon Morinar on elven land.  Elves become upset that it is in the 
hands of a human.

992
The Broken Bone orc tribe begins raiding into the heart of Pelanor, eventually coming close to Pendanor, 
home of Duke Kieran D'Kalin. At the same time a tribe of barbarians called the Ren Claw also begin 
attacking human and elven encampments in the lands of Pelanor. The Houses of Silverleaf, D'Cather and 
Arindale raise small forces to deal with the threat, eventually tricking the orcs and barbarians into fighting 
one another, with the help of their own local barbarian tribesmen. Magical beasts not seen in these lands 
for hundreds of years begin roam the countryside. The heroes of the land track down and destroy all 
manner of creatures, from manticore and chimera to bullette and beholder. But when slain, the bodies 
merely dissipate as a fog in the sun. This eventually leads the learned folk to the conclusion that a Diviner 
is loose upon the land. Undead giant kin attack the center of Pendantor, but are driven back by the 
combined might of the warriors and spell workers that had gathered there for the festival. The Mad Diviner 
Galdor is discovered as the source of the fantastic monsters, and possibly behind the uprisings of the 
orcs and barbarians.

Attacks by orcs in Pelanor grow more numerous.  The Duke of Pelanor requests reinforcements from the 
capital city of Maelcor and is denied.

A combined attack by orcs and Queth is launched against Pelanor.  It is rumored that the attack was 
masterminded by a former member of the King’s personal order of mages, the Mantle.  Pelanorians flee 
the Duchy to Wildantor.

Duke D’Kalin disappears.  His wife Lauranna is known to be dead.

The Duke masses his army and attacks the Queth with hatred burning inside them.  The Queth are 
defeated for the first time.
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Queth Horde invades Pelanor. Most people flee to the South.  Queth rout Duchy of Pelanor.  Guard of 
Pelanor  is  crushed aiding people  fleeing south  through Broken Bone territory.   Pelanorians settle  in 
Wildantor.  Queth follow Duke Kieran’s personal guard eastward.  Broken Bone Orc’s left in the wake of 
the Queth Horde advance.  Queth stop to crush orcs.  Duke Kieran masses his troops in the southeast 
and begins to attack the Queth.  Elves declare holy war on Queth.  First time Queth Horde is defeated in 
battle.  Duke Kieran’s army pushes west toward Wildantor.  Wildantor prospers in the time in peace.

The  Duchy  of  Pelanor  begins  to  experience  attacks  by  the  various  facets  of  creatures;  Ren  Claw 
Barbarians, Broken Bone Orcs, Queth, Lizard men, and the Undead. The Pelanorian Guard and citizenry 
are able to drive off these forces.

The attacks by the Ren Claw and Broken Bone grow more numerous. Duke Kieran D’Kalin requests 
reinforcements from the Capital of Maelcor. The King denies the Duke’s request.

A massive combined attack is launched on Pelanor by the Ren Claw, Broken Bone Orcs, and the Queth 
that have recently seen in the area, it is rumored that a powerful former member of the King’s Mantle 
organized the attack. Pelanorians flee the Duchy to seek safety in Wildantor.

Duke Kieran D’Kalin  disappears for  a time after  the assault.  It  is,  however,  known that the Duchess 
Lauranna is slain.

993
Cunning barbarians called the Queth attack in unbelievable numbers, eventually forcing the nobles and 
their households to flee to the Epping Woods. Pelanor is ravaged and Pendantor is razed. The Epping 
Wood is found to be home to some of the fiercest and most savage orcs ever seen. After repeated 
skirmishes, the wayward travelers move on, and come to settle in the lands of Wildantor, forest home of 
Lord Rillen D'Cather.  Lady Reigan Stratheare,  Countess of Hawkestone, is  imperiled by an insidious 
being of evil. A lord among vampires, called Stephan, takes a liking to her, and toys with her friends and 
guardsman while attempting to turn her to his side. His foul minion Jinx also turns her wiles upon the still 
recovering heroes of  Pelanor.  After  months of  psychological  torture,  Stephan tires of  his  games and 
moves to claim Lady Reigan and lay waste to the struggling community. In a last show of defiance, the 
mightiest wielders of spells and steel residing in Wildantor fight Stephan's powerful arcane might, and are 
able to pierce his heart with an enchanted dagger, driving his spirit from his body...for a time.

La’Reth begins new cleansing of the surface world

Reports that Galdor, a former diviner for the King contrived the assault on Pelanor are confirmed.  Galdor 
pursues Pelanorian refugees into Wildantor and is defeated by soldiers from Maelcor and those now living 
in Wildantor.

Orcs burn Epping Forest, none are spared.

Red Hawks burn Alandar, Duke Thakalanthalas and family murdered.

The Dark begin to attack small towns

Undead begin to ravage the North lead by Roland of Lorax, a Necromancer

Pelanorian refugees sign peace agreement with forest creatures to jointly defeat Roland of Lorax

La’Reth begins cleaning of the surface world.

First  peace treaty  with  orcs  and elves.   Deathmoon Orcs  burn  Epping  Forest.   None were  spared. 
Households begin to reform in time of peace.  King of Narrdmyr sends his son Duncan to oversee the 
reconstructing.  Red Hawks burn city of Alandar and murder the Ducal family.  Elves once again see their 
ancestral city burn.  Duke Kieran D’Kalin chases Red Hawks into hiding.  Kieran assumes his cousins 
title, and vows to create a beautiful city near Diamondwood.  Anadarrian Light Horse Regiment begins 
trek for Wildantor.  Elves await Agelong for Epping Forest vengeance.  Varan seeks a good bush to hide 
under.  Kieran’s army unites on ther border of Wildantor.  Queth Horde vows to crush those that resist. 
Anadarrian Light Horse Regiment nervously awaits the Queth advance into Wildantor.
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Reports that Galdor, a former Diviner for the King, contrived the assault on Pelanor are confirmed. Galdor 
pursues the Pelanorians onto Wildantor and is defeated by the soldiers from Maelcor as well as those 
living there.

A new trouble begins across the Kingdom, reports of black skinned creatures attacking villagers sweep 
into Maelcor.

In the North, reports are heard of legions of Undead North of Wildantor.

Orc activity in Epping Wood increases, as Deathmoon and the Iron Claw Orcs battle over land rights.

The dark skinned creatures are identified as ‘The Dark’.  The creatures are created by an evil  entity 
known as La’Reth.

Confusion increases as thousands of ‘Dark’ swarm the realms. Research begins on how to drive back 
these attacks.

Rumors of the ‘Sign Seekers’ travel south.

Undead legions in the western Pelanor are controlled by a vile ‘Necromancer’ named Roland of Lorax.

It is not known if Roland and La’Reth are working together.

Former Pelanorians, now in Wildantor sign a pact with the local forest creatures to jointly defeat the threat 
of Roland of Lorax.

Lady Reigan Stratheare, Countess of Hawkestone, is imperiled by an insidious bring of evil.  A lord among 
vampires, called Stephan, takes a liking to her, and toys with her friends and guardsman while attempting 
to turn her to his side.  His foul minion Jinx also turns her wiles upon the still  recovering heroes of 
Pelanor.  After months of psychological torture, Stephan tires of his games and moves to claim Lady 
Reigan and lay waste to the struggling community.  In a last show of defiance, the mightiest wielders of 
spells and steel residing in Wildantor fight Stephan's powerful arcane might, and are able to pierce his 
heart with an enchanted dagger, driving his spirit from his body...for a time.

994
An ancient being of great power awakens in the Brennad Mountains east of Scotia. Cursed to return 
every ten thousand years, La’Reth, Lord of the Dark, blights the once fertile Duchy of Scotia, killing entire 
clans, and doing worse to those left alive. His every footstep coats the land in a horrible shadow, as his 
presence alone turns all living things into servants of the Dark. An old tale is heard, speaking of one 
foretold, whom would seek out the Signs handed down to each of the first races, and destroy the Lord of 
the  Dark  for  another  ten  thousand  years.  It  comes  to  light  that  this  Signseeker  is  the  elven  mage 
Jzerusha; a young lass of great beauty, and the most powerful incantrix to walk the earth in hundreds of 
years. Many and long are the ballads of Jzerusha, and her companions, the Seekers of the Signs. In the 
final battle, The Signs having been assembled; Prince Duncan Belthshazarr, wounded and near death, 
dealt to La’Reth a mortal blow. La’Reth’s power broken, his greater minions died, and his lesser minions 
died or went mad. At the same time, another being, sometimes considered a man, sometimes thought to 
be much more than human, took advantage of the chaos caused by the Dark to put his own plans in 
motion. Roland the Diviner, needing power to feed his army, begins drawing life-force from the forests of 
Ashan. The Fey are the hardest hit, and implore the elves to help them. Minions of Roland steal the 
Scepter of the Pixie Kings, depriving the all pixies of their magic. As the battle with the Dark rages in 
southeastern Novashan, the elves of Ashan struggle mightily against the lackeys and creations of Roland, 
but are too few and far between to assemble a host to assail Roland directly. The druids say that the Fey 
folk  for  hundreds  of  miles  in  every  direction  mounted  an  assault  against  Roland's  tower,  but  none 
returned. It is said that those Fey from other lands can still feel the loss of so many, and avoid the lands of 
Novashan and Ashan. No pixies have been seen since that day.

The Dark maraud through Pelanor and Ashan.

The signs begin to be collected
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Roland of Lorax’s forces maraud through Northern Pelanor and Southern Alandar.  The city of Alandar is 
razed.

Werewolves converge on Wildantor

Queth  hordes  are  driven  out  of  Pelanor  by  Duke  Kieran  D’Kalins  Light  Horse  regiment  and  Angus 
MacFrlins Pikeman Brigade.

Illvaresh is “built” along the Akali crossroads South of Tarnalin.  This town blocks the main route into elven 
lands.  It is instantly earns a reputation as a murder colony.

‘The Dark’ continue to maraud over the Kingdom of Narrdmyr, and presumably the entire realm.

Rumors  indicate  that  powerful  artifacts,  ‘The  Signs’  are  being  collected  to  destroy  La’Reth  and  his 
minions.

The forces of Roland of Lorax spearhead a major offensive in Northwestern Pelanor, and Southeastern 
Alandar. The city of Alandar is razed.

A plague of Werewolves is said to exist in Wildantor.

Narrdmyrians in Wildantor retreat eastward to start a new life in Illvaresh, thus breaking the pact with the 
forest creatures.

Wildantor is overrun and burned.

The Anadarrian Light Horse Regiment lead by Kieran D’Kalin and Captain Angus MacFarlan attack the 
remaining Queth in Pelanor in hopes that the Duke may reclaim his former Duchy.

995
Plagued by a tribe of ogres within his lands, Lord Niedhard the Stalwart writes a desperate missive to the 
first of Prince Duncan's Knights of the Arrow, Sir Mythindor Wanderlust. Sir Mythindor takes a band of 
trusted companions, and travels to rid Lord Niedhard's land of the pillagers, successfully, but at great cost 
to one of the forest's elven defenders, Wren Greenleaf. Scouts of an invading army of humans begin 
skirmishing with the pickets around the slowly building settlement in the heart of Wildantor. As the nobles 
and their troops continue to resist, greater and greater numbers of invaders press the weary men and 
women of Lord Rillen's land. The bulk of the invader’s forces are brought to bear on the little community, 
and  the  people  of  Novashan  are  able  to  put  a  name  to  their  foes.  The  Tommaran  Empire,  an 
expansionistic magocracy from across the Eastern Ocean, seeks land of colonies and some important 
item of magical significance. The defending populace kills three imperial soldier for each Novashanian 
casualty, but the invaders outnumber the prince's men ten to one. After a long summer and fall of attacks, 
the Prince and his loyalists are forced to retreat into the swamps that dominate the southeastern corner of 
Novashan. But from such adversity are legends made. A town is built in the heart of the swamp, to be 
called Illvaresh, an elven term meaning Unity.  From this town,  spies and scouts begin watching the 
movements of the Empire, and discover a secret port, called Bannor Nogath, near the northeastern tip of 
Novashan's largest peninsula, within sight of the old border between Novashan and Ashan. Speculation 
arises of collusion between the elves and the Empire; perhaps due to the still stinging defeat of the elves 
by Narrdmyr less than thirty years previous. Winter settles over a land already coated in turmoil and 
death.

La’Reth is defeated.  A day of peace follows

Conflicts break out between the town guard of Wyndover and Illvaresh

Elves begin a great exodus Home to Ashan.  Tensions rise between humans and elves.

Roland armies ravish Wildantor.  Forest elves disappear

Orcs from all over begin to heed the call to form an army along the Western coast of Alandar.  Many travel 
the underground and arrive undetected.  Tribes begin to merge.

La’Reth head disappears from the sick it was being displayed on
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King Lawrence Belthshazarr declares all land North of Wyndover to become a principality under Prince 
Duncan Belthshazarr.  Duncan declares the land Novashan of New Ashan.

The Tommaran Empire makes its presence known in Novashan.  War is declared against them.  They 
quickly sack Wildantor.

An ancient scroll case that once belonged to Oberon the Storyteller is found near Illvaresh.  

Citizens of Illvaresh are banned from the city limits of Wyndover.

Rumor dictates that elves are making a great exodus from the Southern Duchies to the Old Emerald 
Kingdom.

The citizens of Illvaresh return to Wildantor to find it lain waste. The forces of Roland and the Forest Elves 
are no longer present in the area.

King Lawrence Belthshazarr declares all  lands north of Wyndover including Alandar, Pelanor and the 
surrounding areas to be a Principality under the rule of Duncan Belthshazarr, his son. The area’s are no 
longer a part of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr.

‘The Empire lands in Wildantor offering to take the new Principality under its wing if they agree to join 
them. Duke Kieran D’Kalin leads the forces into battle against ‘The Empire’ and are victorious. The victory 
allows those in Wildantor enough time to escape back to Illvaresh.

Wildantor is overrun again by the Empire.

996
Spring sees a renewed effort to drive the Prince and his loyal nobles from the lands of Novashan. Even 
the swamp town of Illvaresh is not safe. Unable to move large units of men into the bogs and mires that 
surround Illvaresh,  the Imperial  Warlord Deltanin Ke'nar,  sends small  bands of  assassins and heavy 
scouting units to kill the last of the native troops. The nobles rally what men they can, but a thousand 
more imperials lands in Bannor Nogath every day, and soon after the summer solstice, Prince Duncan is 
convinced to flee, and the remaining nobles are forced to surrender.

997
But the free spirited folk of Novashan chafe under the totalitarian rule of an Emperor three thousand miles 
away, and those nobles that fled with Prince Duncan begin to organize resistance. Imperial messengers 
disappear, military supply caravans of food and weapons never reach their destinations, and ogre tribes 
begin raiding Tommaran farming settlements. The cost of keeping troops in the field continues to rise for 
the Empire, and the drain on resources in the Empire begins to make the war unpopular. Without warning, 
the Imperial Army falls into disarray, as their mages and clerics suddenly lose all ability to cast spells. 
Some of the most powerful are driven mad by the loss; many of the weaker are killed outright by the 
shock. Having relied heavily on such magical support, the imperial army is unable to stop the forces of 
Narrdmyr, as Prince Duncan's older brother Kenneth leads Kingdom forces to drive the Empire out of 
Novashan. Cut off from the Empire, many commanders surrender, but some, like Warlord Deltanin, flee 
into the wilds of western Novashan, never to be seen again...

998	
The Narrdmyrian Army, having liberated the Principality of Novashan, seems reluctant to leave the newly 
re-conquered land. Prince Duncan is summoned to the court of his eldest brother, King Vallend III, and is 
informed that Novashan has been annexed, and is now to be considered part of the kingdom proper. 
Prince Duncan is granted the title of Grand Duke, and the Principality of Novashan is to become the 
Grand Duchy of Novashan. With kingdom troops garrisoning over half the towns in Novashan, Prince 
Duncan can do nothing but agree. Prince Duncan remained in the Kingdom's capital of Maelcor, and Sir 
Aeracon Whiteoak was made Ducal Regent in the Prince's absence. Early in the month of February, 
Ariana Belthshazarr is born to Queen Lysle. Although a boy would have made the nobles happier, the 
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people of Narrdmyr love their queen, and there is rejoicing throughout the land. A plague sweeps through 
the Duchy of Scotia, killing three out of five of those that live in the lowland towns. Still reeling from the 
Dark War, this wipes out even more of the clansmen. Travelers and merchants, fleeing the plague, carry it 
into the Duchies of  Novashan and Dynsforth.  Maelcor  closes it's  gates,  and people begin to  starve. 
Patrols in the Duchies of Peth and Erin turn away travelers, and kill any that try to sneak in across the 
borders.  The  Duke  of  Erin,  Brennen  Shanahan  takes  this  as  an  opportunity  to  rebel,  and  places 
oppressive taxes upon his people, enforced by his more sadistic barons and lords. Prince Kenneth takes 
the Northern and Eastern armies of  Narrdmyr  to  put  down the rebellion,  leaving countless towns in 
Novashan suddenly defenseless against raiders and bandits, human or otherwise. As the first snows 
began to fall, the Duke of Peth was betrayed by his wife Moira, and Kenneth's army took the Duchy's 
capital of Laerenstaut. Duke Brennen was slain trying to flee his castle. His wife was made Regent until 
their son was of an age to rule.

999
The people of the Grand Duchy, deprived of Kingdom troops, turn once again to the nobles for aid and 
succor from the foul  creatures that despoil  the land.  A group called the Dark Druids begins sending 
twisted  forest  creatures  throughout  the  lands  of  Novashan,  seeking  places  of  power.  These  former 
protectors of nature were driven insane by the glut of magical energy that infused the land when the 
magic of the imperial spell casters was wrenched from them. The Dark Druids used this newfound power 
to change and warp nurture to their own ends. The heroes of the land once again rose up to defend, but 
were disorganized and without a strong leader. Many minions of the Dark Druids were slain, but less than 
half of the leaders of cult were witnessed as being slain. An orc chief called Bazag'dula succeeds in 
unifying or destroying most of the local tribes, and sets out to wipe out the budding town of Illvaresh, and 
its surrounding settlements. It takes many months for the local knights and armsmen to kill him and drive 
off the Gotakra Tribe. Other magical beasts roam the lands of Novashan, as well bandits and brigands, 
leaving more woe in their wake than weal. A chimera kills two cows and a farmer, a ghost wipes the 
village that hung him for horse-thieving, a djinni kidnaps a young lass, long hidden Tommaran camps raid 
for supplies, a minotaur kills a family of seven near Illvaresh, a gargoyle knocks down a barn near the 
town of Crossroads, evil spirits walk the forest trails at night, ...

1000
Still recovering from other wars and plagues, the inhabitants of the Kingdom's capital city of Maelcor are 
totally unprepared for a siege by unknown forces in midsummer. A great black cloud flowed out over the 
city, blocking the rays of the sun from horizon to horizon. With Prince Kenneth's army far to the east 
discouraging rebellion, the city's garrison was unable to stop the invaders from destroying the outer and 
inner walls, sacking the town, and razing the palace. The King and his family are rumored to be slain, and 
the nation mourns. By late fall, all that remains of the once great city of Maelcor is a wasteland of broken 
wood, ominous columns of stone where once stood proud walls, and a faintly glowing green pool where 
the Mantle tower had been. Behind closed doors people whisper that Prince Kenneth made alliances with 
dark powers for the death of his brother, the King, but Kenneth does not push for his coronation, putting it 
off until the Kingdom is in order.

1001
Duke Raymond Strauss of the Duchy of  Erin wastes no time in raising an army to claim the crown. 
Denouncing Prince Kenneth as a traitor, the armies of Erin march on the trade city of Baern, and invest it 
before word reaches the Count of Baern of Duke Raymond's treachery. Count Ustis Stroud and Baroness 
Katrina Lyorn are held hostage by the army, trying to force Prince Kenneth to bend knee to save their 
lives.

Kenneth's army lays siege to the castle, and while footmen die to arrows and boulders, the few surviving 
Mantlemen wage an arcane battle with a mysterious mage loyal to Erin. The clan feuding between the 
northern and southern counties of the Duchy of Scotia grows to a level approaching civil  war, forcing 
Duke Ian MacGregor? to withdraw his forces from Prince Kenneth's army.
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Bonded couriers and heralds travel to every corner of the Kingdom, announcing that the King and his 
family is alive, having fled in secret to the southern duchy of Peth. The kingsmen take heart and redouble 
their efforts to quash the Erin rebellion.

In Novashan, elves quietly begin moving north, deeper and deeper into their forest homes. They whisper 
of war and death, disease and dark magic. By midsummer, there are almost no elves to be found in 
Novashan.  

Days before the first winter snows, the Duke's men are forced to retreat to Erin, but do so in good order, 
as both armies are low on provisions and reinforcements. Kingdom forces ambush Duke Raymond's army 
as they retreat. The Duke is beheaded as a traitor, his officers hung, and his loyal nobles exiled.

As word reaches the countryside that the land for over one hundred miles around Maelcor has become 
poisoned, rangers and foresters post warnings around the area, and urge everyone within to move south.

The Grand Duchy of Novashan is cut off from the bulk of the Kingdom by this wasteland. Seeing that it 
will be impossible to govern a territory that his laws cannot reach, the King returns Prince Duncan his 
sovereignty, and once again there is a free and independent Principality of Novashan.

1002
The Principality struggles through its first year of independence with great difficulty. The Prince is rarely to 
be seen, his loyal Dukes Kieran and Mythindor are also quiet in their keeps. Many of the exiled Erin 
nobles have returned to Novashan, where they once made their homes. New troubles now plague the 
land, and a new call goes out for heroes and adventurers to deal with the problems. Draconians, not seen 
in  Illvaresh  for  many  years,  begin  seemingly  random  attacks  on  the  peasantry.  Allies  against  the 
Dragonmen are found in a tribe of Lizardmen that live deep in the swamp. The common folk also speak of 
a darker evil that moves in the night, whispering of possessed livestock, milk turning sour overnight and 
diseased crops. Mothers warn their children not to stare into the fire, due to an old superstition that fires 
are gateways to the lands of demons.

After two years of occupying Charlington Keep, the orcs have finally been routed by the Narrdmyrian 
army from the duchy of Dynsforth and forced back within the borders of Novashan.  After regrouping 
several  days  south  of  Wildantor,  the orcs  marched along the west  coast  of  the peninsula  gathering 
information from the remnants of orc tribes scattered along the way.  

1003
Trouble in the forests west of Narrdmyr becomes an invading army. Hundreds of goblins, gnolls, and orcs 
led by a monstrous giant named Kalik. Called ‘The Stormlord’ by his allies and his enemies, Kalik’s army 
surrounded and invested the port town of Hawk’s Haven, before striking deep into the heart of Novashan. 
Battles raged across the Lower Anadarrian forest, until the terrible weight of hobgoblins and mountain 
trolls crushed the ragged militias that defended the lands west of the Grey Haven River. The Nobles 
called upon the soldiers and heroes of the Principalities to once again form the Armies of Novashan, 
defunct since the Tommaran War. As midsummer approached, new allies were found in a huge tribe of 
barbarous humans called The Children of the Spirits, sworn enemies of the Stormlord, whom had recently 
settled in central Novashan, between the Upper and Lower Anadarrian Forests.

All manner of atrocities are visited upon the towns that lie upon the Royal Road, until the vanguard of the 
Stormlord’s forces is brought up short by the walls of Wyndover. Unable to force entry in two daring night 
assaults, the goblinoids settled in for a lengthy siege. Certain that the invading forces in the north would 
tie up the fledgling regiments of the Prince’s Own, the Stormchildren built a large hill  fort outside the 
postern gate, and encircled the city.

Braving a perilous forced march, the Dragonis and Serpentis companies of the Army of Novashan fall 
upon the exposed northern flank of the entrenched green-skins at mid-day whilst the bulk of the invaders 
slept. The battle rapidly became a rout as Thane Aspen Silverleaf’s infantry held the line, while light and 
medium cavalry elements under Baron Thomas drove the weaker goblinoid forces before them like a 
sheep dog herd’s sheep. The last  enemies alive,  mostly hobgoblin heavy infantry and troll  shamans, 
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retreated into the tunnels beneath their  hastily constructed fortress.  A pitched underground battle left 
Thane Aspen, Dame Shazadjil Bryn-Graylin and Sir Jaycen Blackhawk dead, along with a brave soldier 
called Moradin. A rescue party recovered the bodies for resurrection, but the enemy captain had escaped.

Word reached Illvaresh of a tragic battle in the keep of Winterfell. A legion of orcs had come upon the 
keep lightly  defended,  and made out  to  take it  in  a frontal  assault.  The Duchess Ennessa and her 
retainers escaped, but Duke Mythindor would not flee his home, so with Sir Xandrick Olanov and six 
house guards, the man that Prince Duncan considered the bravest of his knights, held the ruined gates of 
his castle for attack after attack. In mobs of dozens they came, the defenders sold themselves dearly, 
killing a score for every guard that fell. The Children of the Storm died as they attempted to breast the 
mound of their brothers that lay choking the gateway to the inner bailey, and they died as they broke time 
and time again, against the terrible fury of the Last of the Arrow. But in the end, a hundred orcs swarmed 
over  each other  to  bury  the Ruthless Knight  and his  Lord beneath  a  mountain  of  green flesh.  It  is 
whispered that in his last moments, Sir  Xandrick threw himself  upon Sir  Mythindor’s fallen form, and 
sheltered his lord’s last breath, so that no invader could say they had seen his Grace’s passing, nor claim 
the killing stroke. There were no survivors that day, and a nation mourned.

After two unsuccessful attempts to negotiate a peace, an overly arrogant Kalik assaults Illvaresh directly, 
during an early fall festival, thinking to rob the Principality of it’s strongest leaders while away from their 
armies. This would prove a fatal mistake. After near unto an hour of pitched battle, the legendary heroes 
of the swamp had felled all of the Stormlord’s lieutenants, and set up the giant with grim determination. 
Such was the strength of the great monster’s might that, in spite of over two dozen opponents, he fought 
on. On the path from Illvaresh to the House of Aladine, Kalik felled soldier  and sorcerers alike, until 
countless wounds bore him to his knees. Even as the end neared, he called forth storms of boulders and 
house-sized globes of lightning to lay low those that would assail him. But the will of the defenders of 
Novashan is  greater than any mortal  agency, and as a final  eruption of arcane energy flattened the 
unyielding protectors of the land like wheat, Kalik was no more.

The victory celebration was unprecedented, punctuated only once, when a small band of late comers 
stole away Kalik’s dismembered body, and fled with him in tow.

1004
The realization that Kalik had been returned to life took the heart from many of the stout soldiers of 
Novashan. Refugees continued to crowd into the safe havens of the eastern baronies. The population of 
the town of Crossroads doubled, and then doubled again. Luckily, the harvest had been bountiful, and the 
winter mild. Yet still,  the land is rife with troubles. The untended lands of the Emerald Kingdom have 
become overrun with humanoids, and the few remaining elves are sorely pressed to stem the tide. A call 
goes out, and is answered by the Dragoons of Silverman Company, lead by Captain Leveer. They ride 
north, and engage the scattered forces that defected from the Stormlord after his death, making quite a 
name for them in the process. Near unto the harvest, representative of Kalik approach under a flag of 
truce,  to  discuss  a  limited  peace  accord.  In  the  absence  of  Duke  Kieran,  Lord  Aeracon  Whiteoak 
negotiates a treaty, to last several years, yet accounts disagree upon the exact length, be it two years or 
ten.

1005
The year passes slowly, but the peace between the Stormlord and Principality holds. The Laws of Magic 
once again run amok, as elemental forces to open battle upon the land and sky. Strange creatures crawl 
from the bowels of the earth to wreck havoc upon the fields and farms. Wild stories spread of terrible 
storms in the northlands, and broken bits of longships washing ashore along the Jaded Sea. The nobles 
do what they can to hold the Principality together, and almost succeed.

A messenger  arrives,  bearing  news of  battles  in  the south  of  the Kingdom. The few Knights  of  the 
Gauntlet that make their homes in Novashan are requested to return to Laerenstaut to take up arms 
against the invaders. One leaves, but one remains. Dame Shazadjil Bryn-Graylin?, Hero of the Dark War, 
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Hero of the Tommaran War, Hero of the Light, now married, and prepared to retire from service to the 
crown, in an effort to repay and defend those brave souls who call Novashan their home.

1006
Magic runs amok in the Principality.  Powerful elemental lords vie for dominion within their own realms 
and the people of Novashan pay the price in heat waves, torrential rains, tremors, and tornadoes. Several 
champions come forth to quell the raging forces of nature, but predictably, the champions find themselves 
at odds as well.  As the harvest drew nigh the nobles of Novashan prepared for a climactic battle in the 
skies… but no such battle occured.  One Champion had proven himself, or herself, and the war was over. 

1007
Conflicts continue to rage along the southern border of the Kingdom, but Novashan has its own troubles. 
An arrangement is made with Hagonic, one of the most powerful and most cunning of Kalik’s hobgoblin 
chieftains.  Battle between the Armies of Novashan and Kalik’s forces will  be joined, and at a critical 
moment Hagonic will turn his coat and eliminate Kalik’s screening forces and guards.  The plan works 
almost flawlessly, and in a clear and decisive stroke the land of Novashan is less one half-giant, and the 
green-skinned invaders have a new Lord of Storms.  Hagonic agrees to maintain the current borders, and 
cease raids upon human settlements east of the Barony of Cherbourg.  The war-weary nobles grudgingly 
agree to Lord Hagonic’s terms, and settle in for a much deservedly quiet winter.

1008	and	1009
The events of these years remain a mystery.  Looking back, it is possible that The Man of Shadows 
shrouded the histories in false tales, deceptions, and cunning assassinations of those that would record 
his rise to power in a less than favorable light.   A few facts are undeniable.  Once there existed the 
Bayomal  Divide  which  separated  the  Upper  and  Lower  Anadarrian  Forests.   Now  there  stands  an 
enchanted  forest,  Fey-touched  and  Fey-wild,  which  connects  the  two,  and  sometimes  misleads  the 
unwary traveler into false trails and dangerous glades from which a few have never returned. 

1010
The Death Knight Metrion dramatically departs Novashan and takes up residence in the Black Wood 
Southwest of Tarn in the Barony of Wyndemere.  Baron Derek Holbrook is less than pleased.

Traveling to a far distant land, possibly a different plane or different world, the Heroes of Novashan render 
aid to the human Joric Fizzlespell, against the dark elves that have cloaked his lands in darkness and 
threatened to exterminate the few remaining humans.  As predicted by the frost-rimed mage William, Joric 
turned on the heroes at the eleventh hour while attempting to turn himself into an all-powerful demon. 
The  good and  not-at-all  misunderstood  black-skinned  surface  elves  were  grateful  for  the  aid  of  the 
foreigners against the villainous Joric, and asked them to, as was prophesized, take the Ice Axe Kalimer 
with them.

In the Year 1011 the forces of the Man of Shadows began moving openly to consolidate their power and 
their geological areas of influence.  The new leader of the Stormchildren, Hagonik the Hobgoblin, began 
pressing east into Novashan, and the Kingdom of Narrdmyr began to lose ground against the fanatics of 
the Crimson Brothers.

1011
In the month of February the capital city of Yardsmuth was taken from within by treachery and by force. 
The Prince and his personal guardsmen, the Knights of the Scepter, are missing, and feared to be dead, 
along with the Princess, the infant Heir, and Lord Aeracon Morinar.
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The armies of the Man of Shadows moved openly, taking most of the towns in southern Novashan.  The 
Dukes raced to meet him in the field, but the soldiers of the Principality were far-flung dealing with dozens 
of smaller problems.  Bridges were destroyed, cutting off aid from Brisbane and Manipathes, and the 
people suffered as fields are trampled and livestock was appropriated by both sides of the conflict.

The Prince, alive and angry, reappeared near Wildantor, and the loyal sons and daughters rushed to his 
banners.  For five bitter months the Shadowed Men were pushed back mile by bloody mile, until a final 
battle was waged near the fortress called Shadow Keep.  As The Prince personally led the battle in the 
field, Lord Marshal Morus of the Thistle led a daring raid in to the fortress to cut the head from the 
shadowy snake.  Allies from the far corners of the Principality met Shadowborn traitors on and above the 
field of battle.  Pegasii riders clashed with wyvern riders, and even the White Dragon of Winterfell made 
his presence known.

At  the end of  the day The Man of  Shadows lay dead,  but  so too the Prince of  Novashan,  Duncan 
Balshazarr I, beside fifty score of his subjects.  The Prince is Dead.  Long Live the Prince.

1012
The Nation mourns, but life goes on pitilessly.  Young Prince Daffyd is rushed through his coronation by 
Crown Regent William.  The Capitol is moved from Yardsmith to the more central town of Nalwood, and 
Prince Daffyd is installed in the nearby castle of Dun Peel, considered much more defensible than the 
small palace of Yardsmith.

Famines have followed every major war, but this year’s was worse.  Three in ten perish due to lack of 
food, and the tally would have been five in ten if not for the concerted and dedicated efforts of the nobles, 
and more importantly, the Workers of Earth Magic, that traveled tirelessly from hamlet to burg to village to 
town to farm in an effort to repair war torn fields and coax every bit of sustenance from the reluctant soil.
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14.  People of Novashan People of Novashan

Nobility
The  land  grows  the  grain.   The  grain  feeds  the  animals.   The  farmers  and 
herdsmen tend the grain and the animals.  The merchants buy from the farmers 
and herdsmen and sell to the nobles.  And the nobles protect the merchants, the 
herdsmen, the farmers, the animals, the grain, and the land.

Count Rillen D’Cather

The	Late	Prince	Duncan	Belthshazarr	I	–	Knight	of	the	Thistle
The third and last son of Good King Lawrence, Duncan was not expected to amount to much. His eldest 
brother, Vallend (the third of that name), excelled in statecraft and politics. His middle brother Kenneth 
assumed command of the armies at nineteen and turned his back upon the day-to-day running of the 
Kingdom, content to ensure the power of Vallend's throne with a very big stick when necessary. Duncan 
was a skilled orator and musician, an artist, a teller of tales and a singer of songs. When the second Elf-
Human War ended with the Bayomal Pact and the surrender of Ashan, King Lawrence gave to his second 
son the wealth and beauty of the Southern Forest, and to Duncan he gave the partisan elves and their 
wrath-filled  magic  of  the  Northern  Forest.  King  Vallend  III  ceded  all  of  his  new  lands  to  Duncan 
immediately, having no desire to manage estates or settle civil disputes between lesser nobles. Duncan 
went to meet his reluctant and potentially rebellious people in the fabled capital city of Alandar. Some did 
not expect him to return.

Within a month the surviving nobles of Ashan had sworn fealty to Prince Duncan. His skills as a diplomat 
were without equal;  his ability to charm even the most bloodthirsty of political  foes awe-inspiring. So 
sweeping was his acclamation (and so expensive was trying to rebuild the war-ravaged peninsula) that 
upon their father's death, King Vallend III declared Duncan sovereign and his lands the Principality of 
Novashan. Cut off from his family's treasury and finding himself with several thousand common folk to 
protect and rule, Duncan did not shy away from his responsibilities, but rose to meet them like a welcome 
friend. In arenas unfamiliar, he chose advisors and champions from among the local nobles and even 
from the skilled and able common-born. Despite horrific obstacles and atrocious hardships, the Prince 
has led his followers through invasions, plagues, famines, droughts and the occasional uprising without 
complaint  and with  an ever-growing  retinue  of  wise and capable  subordinates.  With  such a  support 
structure in place, Duncan had taken to wandering his lands, experiencing all his various fiefs had to offer. 
There are often whispers that he left illegitimate heirs behind him as he went.  Prince Duncan was slain in 
the year 1011 during the Shadowborn Wars, and some say the tears that fell from his people were as 
plentiful as the drops in the Jaded Seas.

Prince	Daffyd	Alekzander	Belthshazarr	–	Prince	of	Novashan
The eldest son of the late Prince Duncan and Princess Lyleina, Prince Daffyd has ruled since his parents’ 
brutal deaths in the year 1011, at the very end of the Shadowborn Wars.  A bright lad with his father’s dark 
hair and carefree attitude, tempered by his mother’s compassion and sense of purpose, Daffyd is being 
trained in all of the aspects of governing his holdings.  Some at court feel that the pre-adolescent Prince 
does not understand the weight of responsibility that will rest upon his shoulders when he reaches the 
age of majority, but any whom have looked into his eyes know that the young Prince is fully aware of his 
duty to the land and her people.    

Lord	Regent	William	Drakensberg	of	the	Regency	of	Drakensberg
A close and loyal friend to Prince Duncan since childhood, Lord Drakensberg is known to be an efficient 
administrator, but a bit less than apt in politics.  A minor error caused him to be banished from Court, at 
which time he was assigned to act as an aid to Prince Kenneth in the army; he now serves as Regent of 
the Princedom since the death of Prince Duncan.
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Duchy	of	Llymere

Duke 	Kieran 	Shaidonnai 	D’Kalin 	of 	 the 	Duchy 	of 	Llymere 	– 	Knight 	of 	 the	
Thistle

His Grace is  an elf  torn between the past  and the present.   His 
personal accomplishments are numerous, as befits a leader of his 
long years.  But his clan’s days of glory are no longer remembered 
by the eldest of humans, and even some of the current generation 
of young Ylfshae wonder why so many allowances are made for the 
eccentric blood-born heir to the title of Alari of Ashan.

Duke Kieran was one of the first to swear to Prince Duncan, and 
has  always  been  the  most  loyal  and  ardent  of  Novashan’s  war 
leaders.  His strategic and tactical skills have seized victory out the 
jaws of defeat on countless occasions, and his own skill at arms is 
legendary.   Many men have left a tourney ground thrilled to have 
scored a point, or merely to have taken the field against, the Lion of 
Pelanor.  His diplomatic successes are a welcome companion to his 
abilities upon the battlefield; let it be said that Keiran D’Kalin is as 
cunning and unpredictable in peace as he is in war.

Duke Kieran's duties to His Prince have varied in scope over the 
years.   Currently  he  and  his  beautiful  wife  Duchess  Briala 
Hawkwind rule the Duchy of Llymyr from its Ducal Seat in Einseldin.

Duchess	Briala	Hawkwind	of	the	Duchy	of	Llymere
Known to be headstrong and fierce, it  is  said that when Duke Kieran rode up to the Inn where she 
worked, determined to sweep her from her feet, that she took one look at him in his finery fair and told him 
put on his shiny armor, climb to the top of the highest hill, and wait for lightning to strike him. 

The clever  Duke of  Old  Pelanor  had other  designs in  mind,  as  his  agent  at  the  Prince’s  court  had 
discovered  the  valuable  secret  that  she  was  the  illegitimate  child  of  Duncan  Belthshazarr.  Although 
Duncan was not wed, and the child unrecognized by the King, the Duke saw the worth of being tied to the 
headstrong and fierce maid and pursued her relentlessly, despite being rebuffed in all manners of ways 
by the common-raised girl. Needless to say, his campaign to win her heart sparked a love match soon 
after, and it is said her favorite term of endearment for brave Sir Kieran is "Bonehead.”

Loved and cherished by all, this former Baroness of Ilvaresh is a fine partner for Duke Kieran, and has 
flourished in the Court.  She has become an accomplished warrior despite her childhood as an obscure 
scullery maid.

Count	Chalyn	Arindale	of	the	County	of	Manipathas
Count Chalyn serves his brother Kieran faithfully and well.  He manages his lands quietly, and is said his 
shoes whisper so softly that they make not a sound, and that he travels the lands constantly, yet rarely 
seen.  Rumor has it that, for reasons unknown, he is quite fond of human gypsy tribes. He rules the 
County of Manipathas, which contains the Baronies of Greenwood and Diamondwood.

Viscount	Rillen	D’Cather	–	Knight	of	the	Thistle
A Lord among Lords, Viscount Rillen spent his early years traveling with his father, Lord Garreck Cather. 
 Lord Garreck was a skilled diplomat in the Court of King Lawrence of Narrdmyr, and Prince Duncan’s 
acceptance in Novashan was due in no small part to the words of Lord Garreck.  So impressed were the 
nobles of Ashan by his wisdom that they bestowed upon him the highest honor they could give to a 
human.   Among the elves he and his family would be called “D’Cather”, as if they were of the elven 
nation.
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Soon after  his  majority,  Rillen joined the Anadarrian Light  Horse,  a company of  highly  trained elven 
cavalry.   He was the first human to ride with the band, and impressed his peers with his ingenuity and 
quick thinking, much like his father.  After several successful campaigns he was recalled to court to wed 
the Lady Arana.  He retired to Ilvaresh, and later to Nightbourne to tend to his people and his lands of the 
County of Shadowglade, serving as a Count of His Highness.  He is seldom seen at court, preferring to 
spend his days among the trees of his brothers-in-arms.

Most currently, he serves His Highness as a Viscount in the Courts of Yardsmuth, and is often sent to 
perform various duties of importance for the Regent.  His reputation as a strong leader, combined with his 
outstanding field skills, make him the perfect choice as an Emissary of the Regent when the nobles of the 
Principality take the field of battle against any foe.

Baroness	Jzerusha	of	the	Barony	of	Greenwood	
Known throughout the lands as a legendary caster of fire, Baroness Jzerusha of Greenwood served as a 
key player in the Wars against the Dark.  As a Seeker of the Signs, she helped to defeat La’Reth and it is 
said she has retired to live a life of relative peace amongst the sunlit dappled forests of her estates in the 
Greenwood Forests.

Baroness	Ariah	Chelsaya	Cirana	Diamondwood	of	the	Barony	of	Diamondwood
In an unusual move, Baroness Cirana's father left his lands in the keeping of his twin daughters, of which 
Ariah was one.  It is uncertain the whereabouts of her twin, however Baroness Cirana has managed her 
lands  successfully  through  the  years,  and  has  chosen  a  Baronial  Consort  by  the  name  of  Terik 
Diamondwood.

Duchy	of	Anadarr

Duke	Gustav	Cantor	of	the	Duchy	of	Anadarr	–	Knight	of	the	Lance,	Retired
His Grace Sir Gustav Cantor was a high ranking general in the Grand Army of Narrdmyr.  He is just, 
honest, and forthright, although some may add a bit callous and blunt. While his skills lie as an excellent 
tactician, he makes a seemingly lousy diplomat.

Count	Gilbert	Rosentrotter	of	the	County	of	Shadowglen
In the Kingdom, His Excellency Gilbert Rosentrotter’s title was “Earl Evington, Herald Extraordinary of the 
College of Arms” but now he is a semi-retired friend of the people enjoying the good life that being a noble 
has to offer while his Barons run the day-to-day business of the County and the Duke handles military 
matters.  Injured recently in the War of Shadows, it is said that the Count owes his continuing good health 
to a timely rescue and extraction by a small group led by the infamous Viscountess Ashenwood.

Viscountess 	Felicity 	Ashenwood 	of 	the 	Courts 	of 	Yardsmuth 	– 	Knight 	of 	the	
Thistle

Early in the year 995 TM, Felicity arrived to the lands of Illvaresh with a band of refugees fleeing the city 
of Aladine, forever lost to the Dark. Born of humble origin, she made her way as barmaid and seamstress, 
until finding a job with G'nip G'nop. She became a member of Old House Chaos soon thereafter, and 
served under Duke Sir Mythindor during the Tommaran War. She learned much under his tutelage, and 
he instilled in her the grave importance of protecting the Prince's lands and people. 

During her early years as Baroness of Aladine, Dame Felicity Ashenwood found herself well-received for 
her good works succoring the war-weary and the poor. While some attributed her popularity with the 
people of Aladine to her common birth, others are quick to mention her unconventional methods used to 
gather and disseminate information as a major key to her success. Her strategies for recruiting skilled 
tradesmen to help city growth are still used to this day.  Together with her husband Baron Sir Thomas 
Falconheart,  she brought  prosperity  to  the people  in  the wake of  the Tomarran War,  and served as 
Ambassador between the twin Duchies of Pelanor and Anadarr.
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When the new Baron of Brisbane was elevated, the Prince chose to place him in the well-established 
lands of the Barony of Aladine, while moving the then-widowed Baroness Ashenwood south, to administer 
the troubled lands in the Barony of Autruche.  There she worked tirelessly to bring order to a land known 
for its frontier mentality, meeting with various levels of success. Raised to Countess of Shadowglen in 
1009 by Duke Kieran D'Kalin, she chose as her successor the Lady Kali of Clauddagh.

Before she could fully settle into her new duties, her  stint as Countess was cut short  by the War of 
Shadows, and her lands transferred into Count Rosentrotter's care.  Awarded the title of Viscountess of 
the Courts of Yardsmuth, she was freed from her the responsibilities of landed title in order to better serve 
the Crown in their time of need.  Years of loyal diplomatic service, combined with a rather unusual skill set 
made her an obvious choice to serve the Regent directly as an Emissary of His Highness.  Her success 
while serving undercover within the occupied Capitol city of Yardsmuth during the Shadowborn Wars, 
paired with the rescue of Count Rosentrotter from a lingering death, earned her the trust and respect of 
Lord William Drakensberg. Currently, Viscountess Ashenwood prospers under her new duties as Advisor 
and Ambassador to the Crown.  

Baroness	Kali	of	the	Barony	of	Bellanmo
Another common-born noble in the ranks of Novashan, Baroness Kali's commitment to her Household of 
Claddagh  led  to  her  being  elevated  to  the  position  Baronette  of  Crossroads  by  Baron  Sir  Thomas 
Falconheart.  Later, her ceaseless efforts to mitigate troubles between the ranks of Ordu and the citizens 
of  Ilvaresh  led  to  her  be  chosen  by  Viscountess  Felicity  Ashenwood  to  serve  as  her  successor  as 
Baroness of Autruche.  Baroness Kali was raised to the position by His Grace Sir Kieran D'Kalin in 1009.

She still can be seen placing the needs of the people above her own, and constantly strives to ensure 
their  safety  and  health  during  times  of  war.   She  spends  her  time  between  her  Baronial  Seat  in 
Crossroads and with her family in Ilvaresh Clauddagh, she makes it more than apparent she refuses to 
place herself above the people but, one of the people. 

Baron	Constantine	Brisbane	of	the	Barony	of	Brisbane
A powerful magician (thought by many to be the most powerful in Novashan), and rumored to be the 
apprentice and foster son of the legendary Signseeker, Baroness Jzerusha, Baron Brisbane was elevated 
to his current position as a reward for long service to the late Duke Sir Mythindor Wanderlust.  His people 
are prosperous and have great respect for him.  He is known to be a decisive leader with little patience for 
double-talk or misdirection.  His Heir is the prominent Mage Dust, a faithful companion to Constantine for 
many years.

Countess	Reigan	Stratheare	of	the	County	of	Hawkestone
Lady Reigan Rexanna Stratheare was born to the Count and Countess of Hawkestone, the human Lord 
Rone and the Ylfshae Lady Ileana Stratheare.  She was raised in the coastal village of Hawke’s Haven 
where the main industry was trading luxuries and commodities. An only child, her parents allowed her 
many freedoms, even tousling with the local children.  As most were male, she learned to ride, fish, and 
hunt,  as well  as wield bows and swords.  Reigan was a natural  born sailor and as she grew older, 
accompanied her father on short runs to obtain and deliver goods.  Upon her eighteenth birthday she was 
gifted with her own command, the “Hawke’s Fancy”, and spent much of her free time aboard ship.  Her 
mother made sure she was taught the finer arts of being a lady, and saw that she was educated in all the 
appropriate skills necessary to survive in court.  

At the age of 22, while out on a trade run, both of her parents were killed and her village torched.  Lady 
Reigan was ask to step into her father’s shoes as the Clan Leader of the Stratheare lands.   She was 
called to the court of Kieran D’Kalin, the Duke of Pelanor, where she presented herself to him and the 
other members of the court that were in attendance.  

Over the next few years, wars broke out, the Dark plagued the lands, and everyone was forced out of 
Pelanor by the Queth.  The people of Pelanor took up residence in Ilvaresh and life continued on.  Reigan 
made bi-yearly trips to Hawkestone and Illvaresh, dividing her time between the two.  The year of the 
Tomarran invasion, Reigan disappeared and has not been heard from since.  Some believe that she has 
gone off to find Sir Pendergrass, the man she cannot forget.  Others believe that she is the pirate Lady 
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Hawke, who has terrorized the seas for years.  Still there is a small contingent of people who believe that 
she simply found Sir Pendergrass and went off to live peacefully him, their children, and a dog named 
Hogan. 

Baron	John	Malconnay	of	the	Barony	of	Cherbourg	–	Knight	of	the	Thistle
John Malconnay first appeared in Novashan in 996, slightly after the first sightings of Tommarin scouts. 
John quickly distinguished himself on the field of battle and in the humble forest courts of the government-
in-exile during the Tommarin Occupation.  A skilled diplomat and cunning raider, John’s knowledge of 
Tommain tactics and his ability to anticipate their movements provided the partisan forces of Novashan  a 
wealth of enemy intelligence and much needed supplies for the beleaguered forces of House Chaos and 
House Jherig.  

Soon after the end of the Tommarin War, Countess Reigan requested that Duke Keiran ennoble John for 
his  unswerving  loyalty  and  his  meritorious  service  to  the  Crown,  and  for  the  numerous  times  he 
demonstrated a willingness to lay down his life to protect hers.  Baron John, and his Squire Uno, are to be 
found in the endless struggle against the forces of the Stormchildren, on the southwestern border of his 
Barony of Cherborg, now that his former barony of Rosa Solari has been all but conquered by those 
selfsame forces.

Baron	Thaldir	Zha’dhun	of	the	Barony	of	Tarridear	
This gruff, surly Dwarf was appointed to rule the Western Shores of Novashan shortly before the invasion 
of the Stormlord. On the surface, he was chosen because he was born in the region and seen as fiercely 
independent. However, his appointment as Baron was also seen by many as politically motivated, as the 
Dwarves in Narrdmyr had just chosen a king. Incredibly patriotic, Baron Thaldir has a strong pride in his 
racial  heritage.  Once appointed,  he immediately  began to  fortify  the  Barony just  as the  Storm Lord 
became his neighbor to the south. 

Duke	Mythindor	Wanderlust	of	Anadarr	–	Knight	of	the	Thistle,	(deceased)
A man of mixed heritage, Duke Sir Mythindor rose quickly among the ranks of the nobility of Novashan. 
As a lowly scout in the Prince's Armies, his valor in battle led Prince Duncan to award him the position of 
Personal Champion to the Prince.  Not long after, Mythindor threw himself between the Prince and certain 
death, and was field knighted on the spot, and became the head of a new Order of Knights, the Order of 
the Arrow.

During the Tomarran Wars, Sir  Mythindor proved quite a worthy adversary,  leading in the resistance 
against  the invaders.   He formed an  elite  group of  special  individuals,  and called  their  small  group 
"Chaos,"  as that was what its purpose was to sow.  House Chaos,  along with several  other trusted 
companions,  traveled  acres  the  great  Jaded  Seas  to  Tomarr,  where  they  successfully  launched  a 
devastating attack against the Capitol.  The Magical Orb which had boosted the magic of the Tomarran 
invaders was destroyed, along with the entire city.   Mythindor was ever after known as "The Slayer of a 
Million Men."  So successful was this attack that the Tomarrans soon left the lands of Novashan forever.

House Chaos continued to prosper, as Mythindor's notoriety and fame increased.  Soon he was named 
Duke of Anadarr by Prince Duncan, and then proceeded to prove his worth by putting down two coups 
without raising a weapon.  While he squired many men, Sir Xandrick Olanoff was his favorite. Together 
they would travel the lands side by side before returning to Mythindor's Ducal Seat of Winterfell.  Alas, as 
meteoric as his rise to fame had been, his tragic death just a few years later would be told in tales of story 
and legend forever more, as his most faithful companion Sir Xandrick died at Duke Mythindor's side in a 
hopeless battle to protect Mythindor's lands and people from the ravages of an Orcish Horde from the 
Stormlord.  Their bodies were interred there for several years, and actually kept by a White Dragon as 
part of its hoard, before finally being reclaimed by Sir Xandrick's faithful  Squire Buliwyf Gregor.  The 
heroes that accompanied him are known to this day to belong to the Honorable Order of Winter.
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People	of	Note

Lord 	Aeracon 	Whiteoak 	Morinar 	of 	 the 	College 	of 	Heralds 	– 	Knight 	of 	 the	
Thistle,	Retired
When all else in life can be changing and unstable, Lord Aeracon is a rock of solace and hope.  A cousin 
of Count Rillen D’Cather, Aeracon made a name for himself in the days that led up to the Dark War as a 
competent and dedicated healer and champion of the light against the forces of evil.   In 990 he was 
named the Lord High Templar of the Temple of Serinth in Novashan.   In 992 he was knighted by Duke 
Keiran into the ranks of the Knights of the Rose, and soon thereafter would be asked by the Signseeker to 
carry the Sign of the Dwarves against Lareth, the Lord of The Dark.  Following the Tomarran War in 996 
he was elevated to and removed from the position of Regent three times.   To this day Lord Aeracon is 
Grandmaster of the Temple of Leovicera in Yardsmith.

Sir 	Thomas 	Falconheart 	 ‐ 	Knight 	of 	 the 	Thistle, 	Order 	of 	 the 	Golden 	Lion,	
Companion	of	the	Midsummer	Knights,	Champion	of	Gabriel

Thomas was born in the Village of Aladine on the Western side of what is now the Regency of Morinar. 
Thomas grew up as any common boy would in a small village. He apprenticed to the town blacksmith, 
Ulric. Ulric was an unusual man in that he was literate, polite and well spoken (Ulric was, in actuality, a 
Gauntlet Knight who had retired from the order and disappeared into the wilderness.) His close friends 
included Fionna, James, Marla, Felicity and Kyla. Life in the village of Aladine was as good as could be 
expected. Thomas's apprenticeship was lengthy and unusual. He took his time teaching Thomas his craft 
and forced the boy to learn to read, manners, speak Ylfshae, and the ways of arms and chivalry. When 
questioned as to why he taught the boy how to use weapons, he responded that a man cannot make a 
thing well if he does not know it. All was well and the boy learned and then, Aladine died.

The village of Aladine was destroyed in 995 with few survivors: Thomas, Hostler James, Sister Kyla, 
Felicity, and a mercenary soldier named Sean O'Bryan of Scotia. The lot of them traveled east to try and 
find a safe place to live. They came across the village of Ilvaresh and then things changed. In short order, 
Thomas was co-opted into service by Duke D'Kalin as his smith and an archer for his forces. This rapidly 
progressed with his reassignment to Temple Serinth and Lord Sir Aeracon as a Captain of the Temple 
Guard. Three years of service as a guardsman found Thomas given to the service of Duke Mythindor to 
help break the Tommaran hold on the port city of Bannor Nogath. Following that battle, Thomas was left 
as the lord of the city and after a year of governance was raised to the peerage as Baron of Aladine. 
Shortly thereafter, Thomas wed Felicity and she became Baroness.

Thomas participated in numerous adventures leading him all over the lands of Novashan and beyond. He 
was the only human to walk the planes with the Ylfshae in their effort to restore My'shalla her ball. He 
asked for no reward and because of his selfless acts was named Elf Friend by Peregrine D’Falconheart 
and given the right to bear the name Falconheart from then forward. The ritual which bound him to the 
Ylfshae nation included Sprinnibud which now flows through his veins. Thomas was part of the second 
descent into the earth against the Shae’dynarr which ended in disaster and the deaths of almost the 
entire company. 

Thomas was knighted by the hand of Prince Duncan Belthshazarr for service to the realm, including: 
leading the armies of Novashan against the rebels within the Kingdom of Narrdmyr, leading a small force 
to Maelcor to warn the King of Narrdmyr of an assassin within his court, and withstanding the siege of 
Bandar Nogath against the forces of Myshanter. Thomas is a veteran of several campaigns, leading the 
forces of Novashan without a single defeat. He led the army of Novashan against the Stormlord, relieving 
the siege at Grey Haven and breaking the back of his army. Thomas is the first to hold title of Companion 
of the Midsummer Knights which is granted in a tourney held once every 7 years. Thomas was slain by 
the Master Vampire Marcus Tenebran but, in turn, slew the vampire as his final act. Some of the people 
thought highly enough of Thomas to track down his remains and attempt to convince him to return to this 
world.  He  returned,  but  only  after  great  effort  by  the  denizens  of  Ilverash  and  with  an  unintended 
consequence: Marcus Tenebran also returned.
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Lord 	Darkhan 	Sylvenblade 	of 	Allowen, 	Grand 	Marshal 	of 	the 	Knights 	of 	the	
Thistle

His humble beginnings, Lord Sir Darkhan Sylvenblade joined House Chaos early on in his days visiting 
Ilvaresh.  It was said that as a door guard, he would even guard an empty house just because he was 
ordered to.  His unwavering loyalty gained him the attention of the chivalry, resulting in his squiring by Sir 
Xandrick Olanov of the Order of the Arrow. After some years, he was elevated by Duke Sir Mythindor 
Wanderlust, and soon after that, tasked with guarding His Highness while in Ilveresh.  Years of loyal 
service earned him the title of Grandmaster of the Thistle upon its formation.  His continued loyalty to her 
Excellency Dame Felicity Ashenwood earned him the title Lord Allowen.  He now lives in Allowen, and is 
often seen conversing with Viscountess Ashenwood and the Lord Regent upon his visits.

Sir	Morus	Lextant,	Lord	Marshal	of	the	Knights	of	the	Thistle
It has been said that death changes a man. In the case of Sir Morus of Pleasant Creek, it was the death 
of five innocent children, and later the death of the good man himself, that changed him from a thing of 
shadow and darkness into a self-proclaimed champion of the light.

Morus made a name for himself as a headstrong and exceedingly brash ranger in the Year 993. His short-
sightedness and arrogance grew when he was hired as a personal retainer to His Grace, Duke Sir Kieran 
D’Kalin in the summer of 994. Soon after, fellow woodsman and Knight, Sir Aspen Silverleaf, took Morus 
on as a Squire to the Most Honored and Noble Companion Order of the Rose. Endless battles were 
fought alongside the Knights and Squires of the Rose in against the forces of Roland of Lorax, La’Reth, 
and in the campaign against The Empire of Tommar. In time, the Companions of the Rose deemed him 
worthy of spurs, and he received his accolade by four knights with lances, in rite of passage known as the 
Test of Sticks.

Politics and deals with those who should not be bargained with saw him cursed for his actions, and Sir 
Morus was banished to the negative realm, destined to walk in darkness for all of eternity. Had it not been 
for the courage of those most dear to him he would have surely remained so. A party led by his ever-
faithful Squire, and the good squire’s lady wife saw to it that his curse was lifted. In the early morning 
following the battle for his soul, he made the choice to become a champion of the light.

Lord	G’Nip	G’Nop		–	Former	Mayor	of	Ilvaresh
Known as  a  gambler  and  game player,  Lord  G’nip  holds  a  writ  which allows  him to  gamble  in  the 
Principality of Novashan and allows exclusive gambling rights within that territory on five specific games, 
although no one can remember exactly which five.   He had been mayor of Illvaresh twice, in 997 and 
against in 1010.  During the Year 1006, he held the title Baronette of Illvaresh until the title of Baronette 
was abolished by the crown.  He first came to Novashan with an elf named Mythindor Wanderlust, and he 
dwelt in Wildantor with him until they withdrew to Illvaresh with the coming of the Tommarian Empire. 
 With the passing of his partner, Rasputin O’Shea, at the end of 998, it became too painful to dwell in the 
lands and he removed to Maelcor and the business in which he partnered with the dead bard.  After the 
destruction of the kingdom's capital 18 months later, G'nip wandered the land, doing a little of this and that 
until he returned to Illvaresh at the end 1005.  He built a new gambling shack and remains there to this 
day.

He is closely allied with House Clauddagh because of his partnership with Rasputin O'Shea, the founder 
of that house.  Also, he was instrumental in founding house Jherig just before Wildantor was abandoned, 
and that house was eventually transformed into Clauddagh by Rasputin.  His first apprentice was Felicity 
Ashenwood, whom would later become Baroness Autruche, and then Viscountess Felicity, and he has 
close ties with the nobility through her as well as friendship on a personal level with Duke Kieran and the 
late Prince Duncan.  He was present in Wildantor during the Dark War and the quest for the signs, but 
took no part in either.   Although he prospered under imperial rule, when he was asked to help end its 
subjugation of the land he devised the plan to use the Gates to mount an assault on the imperial orb 
which lead to the removal of the empire from the lands, and is one of the Great Heroes of the Tomarran 
Wars.  He takes very little interest in items and events that occur outside of the immediate area, and tries 
to avoid getting involved in such issues as he views them as hazardous to his health.
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Dame	Shazadjil	Bryn‐Graylin	–	Knight	of	the	Gauntlet
Dame Shazajil (Shaz to her friends) is often the standard against which other knights are measured.  She 
is not the strongest, nor the mostly highly born.  She is not the most bloodthirsty, nor the most diplomatic. 
She is, however, the most knightly, and arguably, the most virtuous  

Born to a lesser lord and lady in northwestern Novashan, Shazadjil learned lessons of courtly etiquette 
alongside lessons of sword and steed.  When the call went out for Heroes to seek the Signs, young Lady 
Shaz joined in the quest, calling herself by no title, and bearing no sigils of her parents’ station.  Her 
bearing, manner, and quiet power brought her to the attention of Prince Duncan, and through him, his 
father, King Lawrence of Nardmyr.  In the Winter of 994 Lady Shaz was field knighted by the King into the 
Order  of  the  Gauntlet,  his  personal  guards  and  agents  throughout  the  Realm,  task  with  him  most 
important of missions.

Some believe that near the turn of the century Dame Shaz retired to her homeland of Novashan, to live 
out the remainder of her days with her husband Jonathan.  Others whisper that she was tasked by King 
Lawrence to look after his incorrigible son Duncan.  Although Dame Shaz protests somewhat loudly that 
she  is  indeed  retired,  her  protests  are  called  into  question  by  her  continuing  to  seek  out  and  slay 
monsters, and her taking of a new squire in the fall of 1011.

Sir	Navarr	Sinclair
Navarr Sinclair was born in 969 in the southern regions of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr.  He served in the 
town guard of Baern, and later in the war band of Count Ustis Stroud.  He left the service of the Count in 
988 and spent several years roaming the Kingdom as a mercenary.  Over time he collected a disreputable 
band of sell-swords and folk of like-minded sensibilities that would come to be known as the Blackhawks. 
In the year 996, the Blackhawks took service with Lord Rillen D'Cather in the town of Ilvaresh, in the 
Principality of Novashan.

Over the next three years Navarr would serve as the captain of the D'Cather House Guard, a squire to 
Dame Shazadjil Bryn-Graylin, and in the spring of 999, became a Knight of the Gauntlet in service to King 
Vallen II  of  Narrdmyr.   Navarr  was  never  truly  accepted  by  his  southern peers  among the  chivalry, 
considered a hedge knight born of  peasant stock.   In 1002 Navarr  was summoned by Grandmaster 
Gerard Westgate to fight against the fanatic Crimson Brothers in the Duchy of Peth.  He returned to 
Novashan in 1006, and in the winter of 1008 was granted permission to leave the service of the Gauntlet 
and swear fealty to the Knights of the Thistle.  Navarr's arms bear an azure phoenix on a field of argent. 
Sharp-eye heralds will note that Navarr's phoenix, a symbol of rebirth, faces the wrong way, a mark of 
shame or dishonor for some unknown deed in his past.
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Excerpts	from	the	journal	of	Sir	Robert	Locksley	McNiel:	
Long has it been since the truly great heroes of Novashan walked the lands of  
Ilveresh. Many of the greats forgotten long before this ruff band of warriors and  
nobles moved to this swamp town. Many a name is whispered in the night, tales 
told round the fire. Some of these are legend and contain only a partial truth these 
days, and few do justice to those who fought for the safety of the people of this 
town.  Through my ascension to  knighthood, and more importantly manhood,  I 
learned a great deal of the people in this town. The heroes long forgotten, I have  
seen the great ruins of old, and served the greatest of men.

What seems all too long ago to me now, but in truth was but a few years, I came  
to this land a poor farm boy. My father and mother were taken by a plague that  
ran rampant in the south of  Narrdmyr.  I  traveled with  a Squire named Xavier 
D’Petrio. His father was a great warrior who was gifted by the walkers to cure 
disease, and heal those in need. Xavier’s father saved as many of the children in  
the village as possible, but in doing so contracted the plague. Refusing to watch  
these children die he saved them, and later died next to his wife who was also  
claimed by the plague. Many years later when Xavier returned after making a 
name for himself he and his brother Lazarus came back to Kingsley, and spoke of 
a place of heroes and wealth. They invited me to travel with them. 

When we reached the town of Ilveresh I was not impressed. It was a swamp after  
all, but upon reaching the center of town all that was changed. Ducal Reagent 
Lord Sir Aeracon Morinar was holding court. There in the shining sun that beat 
down through the trees clad in steel and surrounded by an army of those loyal to  
him stood the great man I would ever meet Lord Sir Kieran D’Kalin. He was a man 
who radiated loyalty, trust, renown and honor. He was the very embodiment of  
chivalry. He was a fallen Duke who lived within the ruins of a one mighty keep 
followed by the members of the Darkhorse Company, and those in his household 
of Leonthas. The pageantry was immaculate. His banners rose high into the trees 
and men stood in perfect formation. Yet this was not my path in life, at least not  
yet. 

My only chance for survival were the D’Petrio brothers, for I had no coin of my 
own. I was but a boy of the 13th season. Night and Day they were. Xavier was so 
loyal,  honest,  and  true.  Lazarus,  on  the  other  hand,  had  very  few of  these 
qualities. He made his living of the riches of others. He taught me the dark ways  
of Illvaresh. There in the search of a teacher of bardic magic I met a man. His  
name was Gander and he was like Xavier. He is the first forgotten man of my  
story. He was the other squire who served Sir Aspen. He was always loyal, and 
always will to put his life on the line serving the town guard when Aspen was not 
about. He taught me the beginnings of what would consume my life for years to  
come. He showed me how to weave magic into my voice, and how to make things 
normally  impossible  become  possible.  Soon  after  my  education  began  I  had 
already exhausted the resources of  Gander.  He offered to  introduce me to  his 
teacher. Thus begins one of the greatest chapters of my life.

I met a man shrouded in mystery with an ill reputation amongst some crowds,  
and  a  great  reputation  amongst  others  Rasputin  O’Shea.  Rasputin  was  a 
charismatic  swashbuckler,  and  a  master  of  manipulation.  He  also  possessed 
magics unrivaled in his area of expertise. He taught me the ways of the world. He 
taught me magic, how to steal, and how to win the hearts of all would dare turn  
their ear to you. If birth were not a deciding factor in nobility Rasputin would have 
been a tremendous ruler. At the age of 14 the blacksmith Thomas accused me of 
theft. He claimed I had stolen a great sum of money from his coffers. This could  
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not have been farther from the truth. Through the use of magic by Rasputin, I was 
proven innocent and spared my hand. Yet as punishment I was forced into the 
mighty beast lord Gumja’s household, and in an unexpected moment Rasputin 
turned me away. He claimed I could do more with my life and better serve the 
people of this town. I was crushed but his foresight of what was to come still chills 
me to this day. I served in the decaying household of lord Gumja until the day he  
left. He and Varan a half-orc of great skill in deception attacked a slave train on 
its way to Peth. I barely escaped the capture of the slave traders through use of  
my magic. Gumja fled and was not seen for many a day. Again I was alone. 

I  was  not  alone  for  too  long  this  time.  I  join  the  newly  formed  household  of  
Cuchulain. It was a mockery of households. One day upon a raid to kill a naga 
with the tribe I was given my first real chance to test my power of magic. I was 
forced to use my magics of protection to force the naga far away from us so we 
could escape. I was truly pleased, and thirst to grow in power was relight. I began 
spending much of my time in study, researching the ways to control the magic  
and how to use the common spells I had seen Rasputin use. By chance, I decided 
to travel to a feast at Renthalas’ most elegant home. There I planned to play cards  
and make a name for myself amongst the rogues. The cards would not play the  
way I had foreseen not this night. 

In one moment my life would change forever. Lord Kieran D’Kalin, the man of  
legend, strode in. Lord Kieran saw something in me, something unseen in me by  
all except Rasputin. I was told I was not to play cards this night, and that I would  
fight in the tourney of arms. At first I was taken aback by this. I was horribly  
small and could barely swing a sword, let alone swing it with grace. Lord Kieran  
realizing I had no skill with a blade decided to turn me over to the teaching of  
Squire Morus Lextant. The stars then changed, the skies cleared and my destiny 
was handed to me. I spent some time practicing with Morus in the stables before I  
had to fight. The time had come and fear swept over me. Many a great warrior  
were there that night. It was fridgid in temperature and the wood of the practice 
swords stung more than they should have. My time had then come. “Who am I to  
fight?”,  I  wondered.  Then  my  worst  fear  imagined.  Sir  Kieran  was  my  first 
opponent. The fear left as quickly as it had come. I was chosen to fight in the  
tourney and the Duke was curious to see what talent lay dormant within me. I  
could  see  it  in  his  eyes.  He  did  not  want  to  hurt  or  humiliate  me.  I  proved  
victorious not through skill, but through pride. I had the will to fight and learned 
quickly that which Morus had taught me, and that was the reason Kieran had  
wished to face me. I next battled with Morus and was defeated, but I had already 
won the day. The Day of reveal was also to be Morus’ first step to becoming a  
Knight of the Rose. He was to drink the accursed bowl, a foul conglomeration of  
alcohols never meant to be mixed. Morus then asked a boon of Sir Kieran. He 
requested the right to take a page. Morus then asked me to dedicate my life to the  
people  and the  study of  the  true  ways  of  knighthood chivalry,  loyalty,  truth,  
honor, respect, and renown. I accepted though not true understand of what that 
meant at the time. Thus begins a new life…
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15. Organizations15. Organizations

The	Knightly	Companion	Order	of	the	Rose
The Order of the Rose was the ancient D'Kalin Order of ShiaDon, or Knights, as the Uman call them. 
They were the Shaladar, or lawbringers, of the ancient Ylfshae clans of the Emerald Kingdom. After the 
Uman conquest of Ashan after the Queth War, they were scattered to the wind, most being hunted down 
and destroyed by the Queth Horde. The few that remained gathered with Kieran D'Kalin, then a war clan 
leader, in the forests of Anadarr in the year 984 where they began to train and rebuild their Order. In 986 
Kieran DKalin held the first Kanar festival at the Akali Crossroads outside the fortified town of Lymiral, or 
Mills Fiord in the Uman tongue, and the Order of the Rose became the Companion Order of the Rose. It 
was renamed this because the Knights traveled as companions to each other, as to never be alone. This 
symbol was meant as a reminder of the Queth Blood Hunts meant to destroy the members of the Order 
during the Queth War.

In the year 991 the Uman High-King sent his youngest son to rule as Prince over the subjugated lands to 
the north. When he arrived, he named the leader of the ShiaDon, Kieran DKalin, the Duke of Pelanor. He 
also recognized his ShiaDon as Knights of Narrdmyr. Throughout the history of the Duchy of Pelanor, the 
Companion Order of the Rose were the guards to the Duchy, and to the Duke of Pelanor. When the 
Prince of Narrdmyr came to the northlands for good in 994, he also brought with him his personal knights 
in Narrdnyr, the Order of the Arrow. A rivalry then began between the native Knights of the Rose, and the 
newly transplanted Knights of the Arrow that lasted until the war with the Ghotakra Tribe in 1000 T.M. This 
is where the Orders had to join together or face destruction from the fearsome Orcish army of Bazigdula.

The Companion Order is known by its badge, the golden rising sun with a white rose in bloom. It is also 
known for its use of red cloaks and tabards, a symbol of the blood which has been shed in the defense of 
Ashan by its current and retired members. 

The Order is proud to have maintained its structure throughout the history of the Principality. In its pursuit 
of justice and defense of the land, all its membership refused to join the failed Order of the Phoenix, the 
first attempt to unite the Knightly Orders within Novashan. It remained true to serve no power other than 
the land upon which the golden sun doth rise, and the beauty of the white rose that blooms in its warm 
embrace.

Like Ashan, its membership has grown to encompass both Uman, and Ylfshae, and even those of mixed 
decent. It considers this its crowning achievement, that the races can band together and deny ancient 
hatred and suspicion to defend the people of the Principality.  While the Companion  Order of the Rose is 
the oldest knightly order in Novashan, it certainly makes great effort to keep current with the times.

Most of the active knights of the Rose also got inducted into the newly formed Order of the Thistle during 
the years leading up to the Shadowmen Wars, although they maintain their honorable membership with 
the Rose, as retired from that prestigious Order.

The	Knightly	Companion	Order	of	the	Arrow
The Royal Order of the Arrow was originally established as the personal knights of His Royal Highness 
Prince Duncan during the Great Tommaran Wars. Created by the Late Duke Sir Mythindor Wanderlust, 
the Arrow served the Prince with great loyalty for many years. Members of the Arrow have fought in most 
of the wars of the last decade.  Known as leaders of men, these Knights often served on the front lines of 
these wars, side by side with nobles and common folk alike. 

This Order was known far and wide as adamant supporters of feudal traditions, and has included such 
notables as Lord Sir Xandrick Von Olanov the Ruthless and Lord Sir Darkhan, current Grandmaster to the 
Thistle.  Most of its members were either elevated to noble ranks or embraced by the recently formed 
Order of the Thistle. 

When the lands of Pelanor and Arindale met at a border located through Ilvaresh proper, the Knights of 
the Rose and the Arrow would often engage in battles of prowess, in order to prove that their own Duke 
was the greatest of the Prince's Noble Vassals.  The competition was heated and fierce, which was what 
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ended up leading to the decision to allow the members of both Orders to merge into One, called the 
Knights of the Thistle. 

The outcome of this merger has yet to be settled.

The	Knightly	Order	of	the	Thistle
Forged recently from members of both the Companion Order of the Rose and the Companion Order of 
the Arrow, the Knightly Order of the Thistle of the Principality combines the best traits of both; bonding the 
unparalleled honor and long standing tradition of Duke Sir D'Kalin's Order of the Rose with the new blood, 
reckless courage and boundless optimism of Duke Sir Wanderlust's Order of the Arrow. To prevent a 
reoccurrence of the Summer of False Knights the Thistle have pledged to elevate no more than one 
Squire each year to the Rank of Knight. 

The Thistle had a rocky start with many challenges in its formative years. Some old grudges were harder 
to let go of than others, and the bad blood between some of those loyal to the Rose or to the Arrow runs 
deep. But despite some significant troubles, the Order of the Thistle continues to flourish and expand, 
although the War of the Shadowmen in 1011 did take its toll on the group as a whole.

The Order's Grandmaster is Lord Sir Darhkon who in recent times has designated Sir Morus Lextant as 
Lord Marshall of the Order, and while Darkhan is engaged in Prince's business elsewhere.

The	Royal	Knightly	Order	of	the	Scepter
The Royal Order of the Scepter is a recent addition to the Orders of Knighthood  Considered by most to 
be the elite of an already elite group, the eight members consist of only the most loyal, brave, and stout-
hearted of Knights, all whom have proven their worth in other orders.  This small force protects the Prince 
at any cost, and are his most important shield against those who would bring him harm. The Scepter 
serves also in other ways for his Highness, completing missions of the most delicate nature, such as 
handling internal  issues amongst  the Nobility.   They are unfailing  proponents  of  respect,  honor,  and 
chivalry, and are considered shining examples of knighthood in the land. 

The	Knightly	Order	of	the	Gauntlet
The Gauntlet is a Knightly Order located in the Kingdom of Nardmere to the south of the Principality of 
Noveshan.  This well-respected Order is lauded by both lands, mostly because of the diligent efforts of 
Gauntlet  Knight  Dame  Shazagil  Bengraylin,  who  travels  back  and  forth  from  the  Kingdom  to  the 
Principality.

The	Gray	Order
Enigmatic and mysterious are the laws of the universe.  The elemental planes and the planes of power 
weave a delicate balance, and the Central Plane rests in that balance.  No one knows why certain events 
occur; why calms precede storms, why fish and birds lay eggs and people do not, or why the world gets 
colder as you climb.  But we do know what happens to some people when they die.  They are judged by a 
being called Death. 

The Gray Order is a group of individuals who choose to serve the anthropomorphic being that embodies 
the concept of death.  A small but fanatic order devoted to the hunting of the undead, over one hundred 
years ago this group was cursed to resemble their nemeses, necromancers.   A person must agree to 
several oaths to become a member of the Gray Order. Chiefly, to never suffer a necromancer to live, to 
never create any form of undead without the express permission of the Gray Lord, and to not be returned 
to life by means of the resurrection ritual. The Gray Order believes in and follows the Balancer’s Path, 
taking the view that death come to all things, taking no sides and playing no favorites.. A person in the 
service of Death may be called upon to help restore balance to the world.

Before the rise of  the Tomarran Empire,  the continent  on which it  sat  was divided between several 
different nations.  Among these was the Kingdom of Bureton.  If the nation of Tomarr were to be placed 
relative to Bureton in the real world it would be akin to the geographical relationship between Germany 
and France respectively.
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Within the Kingdom, which was a fairly archetypical feudal society, were several temples and philosophies 
who, although not always in agreement, were at least peaceful in nature.

Approximately 225 years previous to the present time a powerful Necromancer named Bel invaded the 
continent, laying waste to everything in his path.  In the end, the combined military might of both Tomarr, 
the Buretonian Knights and their Wood Elf allies was not enough to stall the advance of this dreadful 
being, and it is only through an event born of pure serendipity that he was ultimately defeated.  In the two 
and a half decades following his destruction the Priests of Morr conducted a brutal and uncompromising 
witch-hunt across all of the nations of the Tommaran continent.  This lead ultimately to the breaking of the 
Order as it was, and began what is thought of as the “modern” era of the Gray Order.  It is believed that 
the direct intercession of Morr and Arawn cursed the Order and its then High-Priestess commanded that 
the 13 High Priests scatter to the corners of the world.  Over the two centuries since that time the Order 
has continued to exist, though greatly diminished, across the world, serving as grave keepers, crusaders 
against the undead, assassins and advisors.

I  have  heard  that  a  golem,  made  of  mithril,  named  "Toby"  walks  the  globe  
ceaselessly following his deceased master's last order.

‐Sir Jaycen Blackhawk

The	Merciful	Order	of	Silvermane
The Merciful Order of Silvermane is comprised mostly from members of the former elven cavalry unit, the 
Silvermane Company.  Routed during one of the final battles against Noveshan, during the Uman-Ylfshae 
wars, most of the company was presumed dead.  Leveer Silverleaf, a member of the routed unit, found a 
home  in  Ilvaresh  after  the  wars,  and  eventually  other  surviving  members  of  Silvermane  Company 
travelled to join him there.

After many years of military service, Silvermane left the military, and chose instead to serve the ideals of 
chivalry and good will. They opened a business in Ilvaresh known as the Silver Maple Tavern to help fund 
their efforts in setting up orphanages and refugee camps for the dispossessed of various conflicts. The 
Merciful  Order  of  Silvermane has  declared  two crusades;  one against  the  Storm Lord,  and another 
against the forces of the Man of Shadows. The crusade against Kalak was successful, and Silvermane 
was involved in the defense of Ilvaresh during the final battle, with a member of the order Suh'Ah'Non 
D'Cyrion drawing first blood against the Storm Giant. Silvermane's crusade against the Man of Shadows 
continues. It is said they led a secret mission during the Great Battle of Yardsmith, and that they were 
also present during Bridge Battle of Brisbane.

Temple	Sirinth
The Sirintheen are an order dedicated to the preservation of the people of the Novashan and loyal to the 
Crown.  Founded in Nardmyr in the year 817, the Temple has waxed and waned over the years.  While 
not  exactly  apolitical,  many  Lord  Templars  have  considered  themselves  above  regional,  and  even 
national, politics, and allowed the Temple’s conscience to guide its members through difficult times.  

The Temple most recent heads were Lord Aeracon, whom was succeeded by Lady Berreth.  With the 
Lady’s death in 1001 the Temple has been mostly defunct, although Abbot John of Beechwood Abbey 
maintains subtle vigilance over the name of Sirinth, awaiting the day a new champion will rise to lead the 
Temple.

Temple	Fleur
A newer Temple, as these things are measured, having been founded in 920 by a renowned herbalist and 
apothecary named Auburn Vincent.  The Fluerites are followers of the way of the leaf, which teaches 
pacifism above all else.  A collection of gardeners, farmers, poets, dreamers; one would not suspect them 
of being some of the most canny merchants, and one of the wealthiest organizations outside the noble 
families.  The Temple Fleur is a peaceful order, but they can afford defenses that rival the royal castles’ 
and have some of the best trained guards in all of the Principality.  Which is understandable given that 
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many of the plants grown in the gardens and greenhouses of the Temple are all-but priceless, containing 
everything from flowers that slow baldness through roots that reverse aging.

The	Mantle
If ever there were an organization with a more spotty and ambiguous history than The Mantle, one might 
be hard pressed to name it.  The magical arm of the Kingdom’s military and spy network, the Mantle 
prides itself on ruthless efficiency, with a slightly greater emphasis on the ruthlessness.  As the brother 
organization to the Temple Sirinth the Mantle tends to be the more reactive of the two, and slightly less 
concerned about collateral damage. Most Knights and many Templars are willing to get their hands dirty 
in the name of the Crown, but the Mantlemen often arrange it so than other people don’t have to get dirty. 
The  Mantle  has  a  quiet  reputation,  perhaps  deserved,  for  making  problems  or  potential problems, 
disappear.  The Mantle gage rank by color, with Greymantles serving as apprentices to the Brown-, Tan-, 
Yellow-, Red-, Green-, Blue, and Whitemantles.  All of those ranks in turn serve the three Coppermantles, 
whom serve the two Silvermantles,  whom serve the Goldmantle,  whom is  sworn to,  and a personal 
advisor of, the King of Nardmyr.     

The	Longsoldiers	and	the	Seekers
For centuries, the semi-secret  order of  The Seekers researched and recovered magical  and spiritual 
items deemed too powerful, too dangerous, or too cursed to remain in the hands of those that would put 
them to malign use.  Once obtained, these items were given into the hands of the semi-public unit known 
as the Longsoldiers, to keep them safe until them are needed, or to see them destroyed.

Late in the tenth century, the Longsoldiers had dwindled to less than a dozen, and the Seekers down to 
only one.  Much of their lore had been lost, but the actions of the last loyal members of both orders have 
been felt in Novashan in recent years.  Tragedy befell those that would revive the cause of Seekers when 
in the fall of 1011 a small library was found hidden in southern Novashan, but the books within had been 
destroyed.  Such setback have only firmed the resolve of those that would pick up the quest of the 
Seekers, and the unbowed banner of the Longsoldiers
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16. The Houses of Ilvaresh16. The Houses of Ilvaresh

Tis a well known fact that nuthin' here lasts forever.  First ye builds it, and ye 
lives  in  it,  and  then  it  sinks  into  the  My’shalla  forsaken  swamp.   Ye  builds  
another thing right on tops of that, and it falls over, and sinks into the swamps.  
Ye  build  the  next  'un,  and  it  burns  down,  topples  over,  and  sinks  into  the  
swamps.  But they jus' keep on buildin'.  Tis the strangest thing.

Fred the Builder, Yardsmith

Many travel through the lands of Illvaresh, and most by instinct or common sense do come together for 
safety in this dangerous land.  Friendships built with comrades become the bonds that knit tighter than 
blood.  These friends would form Households, and with the blessings of the leaders of the lands, and with 
charter  in  hand,  would  build  a  home.   Household  groups  from  Ilvaresh  visually  make  themselves 
distinctive by adding colorful heraldic emblems of their Houses to their clothing.  These incredibly resilient 
people embrace fellowship as the land of Ilvaresh itself seems to ooze trouble.  

To walk alone in Ilvaresh is frightening, and the cheery fires that shine from each encampment welcome 
the lonely or afraid to huddle by their glow.  It is there that stories are told, ale and food are shared, songs 
sung and friendships begun.  Without the Houses of Ilvaresh, there would indeed be no Ilvaresh at all.

The	Noble	House	of	Chaos
Over the many years, House Chaos has ebbed and flowed, as with the tides.  Originally a secret Rebel 
House formed to repel the invading forces of Tomarr, today this House can proudly name among its 
members some of the most prominent in the lands.  Founded by His Grace Sir Mythindor Wanderlust, 
now deceased,  this  Household  has  unswervingly  served His  Highness  over  the  years.   The Chaos 
Household has also fended off many attacks against Ilvaresh by the Stormlord and Draconians alike.

Chaos' leadership has changed over the years. The current house lord is Squire Gallen the battle mage, 
with Sir Fenric the Druid serving as Seneschal, and the captain of the guard is Alex.  Grendel a longtime 
member of the house is also the head of the Ilvaresh chapter of the Alchemist's Guild.  Many elders still 
call Chaos home; Lord Sir Darkhan, Grandmaster to the Order of the Thistle, Lord Greywolf  and Master 
Wren Greenleaf can be found in the house more often than not, and Dame Ashenwood still proudly wears 
her house badge from the days when she served there as Seneschal.

Chaos is one of the few houses who currently have an active guard upon its walls from dusk till dawn. 
From dawn to dusk the doors of the house are kept open welcoming all, and woe unto anything that 
comes to those doors looking for trouble, for trouble will be brought upon such an intruder.

The Noble House of Chaos currently calls Hawkestone Abbey home.

The	Noble	House	of	Clauddagh
Founded by the legendary bard Rasputin O'shea, this house has long been a home for many colorful 
persons of note.  A wide and sprawling camp, the Noble House of Clauddagh is exactly how those within 
would wish it.  Designed not for sieges or long battles, this Household chose a different tactic to help 
defend against  the denizens of  Southern Autruche.   By constructing its  walls  so that  visibility  is  not 
impaired, this Household is able to use strategies others who were more formidably built could not.  Home 
to  its  share of  prominent  citizens of  the land,  currently  it  functions  as  the center  of  Her  Excellency 
Baroness Kali's Retinue when she is in town.  Sometimes you hear whispers about the fact everyone in 
the house might be more dangerous than they appear, but most accept that these are rumor only.  The 
few members of House Jherig that remain can be found here as well.

The	House	of	Silverleaf
When the Queth came to Wildantor, it was Sir Cyril Shadowwalker who led a band from House Silverleaf 
to  hold off  the barbarians long enough for  the people to escape.  While  record of  his  heroic service 
survives, the Silverleaf Household faded into memory.  Eventually it  was reformed by Lord Sir  Aspen 
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Silverleaf,  with the famous Lady Aria McNeil,  and wife to Sir Lockley McNeil,  as House Lady.  Once 
primarily  a  House for  those of  elven descent,  even those of  human or  mixed blood are  now made 
welcome.  

Sir Leveer Silvermane serves as Seneschal of the House, and it's members include the notorious Sir 
Morus Lextant, along with many of the members of the Merciful Order of Silvermane.  Currently this 
household  resides  within  the  walls  of  Dame  Ashenwood's  personal  estates  of  Aladine  Keep  within 
Illvaresh, which continues to make both knights and nobles welcome within its walls.  

The	Gambling	Den,	otherwise	known	as	House	G’Nop
House G’Nop is the personal house of Lord Mayor G’Nip G’Nop, Hero of the Tommarian War. Chartered 
by the Crown, its membership is limited to two:  Lord G’Nip and any spouse he might have. It is a full 
Chartered house and G’Nip, as its lord, has the same rights and responsibilities as any other House Lord. 
Currently, its only real positions are the house and gaming establishment in Illvaresh, although the charter 
allows for a larger demesne and as many hired persons as is desired.  G'nip welcomes visitors to his 
house for games ranging from chess to the now-famous Dragonpoker.

The	Ordu
The Ylfshae of Ordu is a curiosity in the Ylfshae world.  They are considered a village, but have no 
specific  lands to which they consider  a homestead.   They are more like a family  in  that  they travel 
together and look out for the common good of all Ordu.  It is said that once a member, always a member. 
They are also surrounded by a veil of secrecy, and they protect and cherish those secrets to the dying 
breath.

To the north of Illvaresh was a household known as Everin.  It served as an embassy for Count Chalyn, 
and all within its boundaries were subject to the laws of his Excellency.  Two young Ylfshae, known as 
Poe and Efrain, were not allowed within House Everin, so they built a small lean-to and dug a small fire 
pit, and sat outside the walls of the house.  Soon, others joined with them and a “family” began to form. 
Poe and Efrain were joined by Naiman, Dalein, and a half-ogre named Karak, and they became the 
elders of Ordu.  As the village grew, the elders each took on a leadership role, Naiman was the spiritual 
leader, Poe became the “Yerchi”, or quartermaster, Dalein and Efrain became military leaders in charge of 
the defense of the village, and Karak taught the villagers the ways of the woods.  And so it came to be 
that Ordu would be a part of Novashan.

To become part of Ordu, one must prove themselves worthy.  A Ylfshae must show they are of value to 
the village and that they have a firm sense of honor.  Value, to the Ordu, is determined by physical traits 
or their  depth of knowledge.  Money is  not considered of  value to the village.   Also, the ability and 
willingness to contribute to their society is a necessity.  The Ylfshae must be able to be loyal to the village 
above themselves.  If an Ylfshae consistently demonstrates these core traits, the village members may 
ask for the youngling to join them.  While the Ordu do not offer this honor lightly, they take no offense to 
those that wish not to join their ranks.

The Ordu pride themselves on their secrecy, and their induction ceremony is no exception.  However, 
some things  of  note  that  have been recorded can  be found in  various  texts  and tomes throughout 
Novashan.  Some mention great feasts and jubilation, others mention an entire gathering of the whole of 
Ordu.  Whatever the case, there is surely only one way to find out the truth.

The Ordu take their oaths and promises very seriously.  To be thrown out of the village is a great dishonor, 
and some villagers have been known to beg for death before being exiled.  Some rumors have surfaced 
as of  late that even general  laziness and melancholy  are offense enough for  such judgments to be 
passed.  Even simply revealing any of the Secrets of Ordu can find one dead in a matter of hours.

A	few	rumors	that	can	be	heard	throughout	the	Principality	about	the	Ordu
They will accept cookies as a form of bribery.  

Peanut butter, thin chocolate mints and oatmeal have been known to be used in extreme cases where 
great tasks are requested.

Cookies containing coconut have garnered offense to the point of slaying the person offering.
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Cookies that are hot or warm can save the life of one being attacked by Ordu.

Whenever Norsicans are slain, their fingers are removed and are highly valued and prized.  Some are 
even rumored to be sold as “lucky tokens”.

The	Ar’ban
Within the village society, a military order has been established.  Its job is to protect the village and to 
serve the Principality at the behest of the leaders of the village.  The membership of the Ar’ban is unique 
in name and fashion, but similar to ranks one would find in the Narrdmyrian Army.  The Bornachin, or 
General, wears a grey beret with a leather shield bearing five stars upon it.  He is never to be overthrown, 
and it is unclear how the Bornachin gains his rank, but those who have attempted to take the rank without 
permission wind up dead.  Each Neau Antari wears a red beret with a leather shield bearing four stars. 
They are in charge of the soldiery of a given area.  Chowin, or lieutenants, wear a green beret with three 
stars.  Dowin are similar to sergeants and wear black berets with two stars, and Blackhats are the general 
ranks of soldiery and wear a black beret with one star.  While some bear their leather shield upon a favor, 
only the Blackhats are required to wear their shield upon a beret.  Within the ranks, punishment is usually 
one of two forms; more years of service, or death.  Most that join the Ar’ban commit to serving for no less 
than 5 years.

The	City	of	Diamondwood
Most Ordu villagers are extremely familiar with the Elven City of Diamondwood.  Diamondwood is said to 
be a magical city built upon ancient magics of the Ylfshae.  It is one of the largest cities in the North of 
Novashan, and bustles with many elven and friends thereof.  Most visitors are easily granted access to 
the city, but it is often whispered that only those of true Ylfshae blood may be granted access to the heart 
of the city, where all magic and knowledge of Ylfshae is kept.

Mating	and	Marriage
Ordu have unique rituals in regard to mating and marriage.  A token, or favor is given by the male to a 
female.   If  she  chooses  to  wear  the  favor,  they  are  considered  a  “match”.   Also,  matches  can  be 
prearranged by families within the village, in which case the female is not required to wear such a favor. 
Ordu  Ylfshae  rely  heavily  upon  family  approval  when  it  is  available.   Mated  couples  refer  to  their 
significant others as “adojahans”.  Usually,  a mating requires certain promises be made for a certain 
length of time, however time is not always a requirement in such contracts.

Houses	of	History	and	Legend
To appreciate what is here today, you must honor what has come before.

Peregrine D'Falconheart the Wise

The	Noble	House	of	Aladine
During the Ducal Wars, when Duke Sir Wanderlust of Anadarr and Duke Sir D'Kalin of Pelanor fought 
many heated political battles, the Noble House of Aladine was established as an Embassy of Peace and 
Learning to represent Anadarr in Pelanor lands. His Excellency Baron Sir Thomas Falconheart and his 
wife, then Her Excellency Baroness Dame Felicity Ashenwood were stationed there and served as a 
counterbalance for the Embassy of House Everyn, which was home to Pelanor Nobles located within the 
opposing Ducal lands of Anadarr.  

Established in 999 by the Word of His Highness, the buildings and tower of Felicity's estates in Illvaresh 
known as Aladine Keep remain a center of hospitality for visiting Nobility.  The Knights of the Thistle and 
the revived Household of Silverleaf can often be found within Aladine Keep's walls.  

The	Noble	House	of	D'Cather
Home to the loyal followers of His Excellency Count Sir Rillen D'Cather, this structure held up against the 
sieges  of  the  Mighty  Ba’Zug’Duhla,  and  Drax  the  Necromancer.   The  Honorable  Company  of  the 
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Blackhawks took up residence there during the early years of Ilvaresh, protecting their Noble Liege loyally 
and valorously.  

For a time this legendary House was utilized by Lord Sir Aeracon Whiteoak Morinar as a place to attend 
to his studies as Lord High Templar of Temple Serinth.  Currently it marks a waypoint while travelling 
between High Trail and Ordu Tribe.

The	Noble	House	of	Hawkestone
This memorable Household was one of the first to be established in the dire swamps of Ilvaresh.  Bold 
Countess Reigan feared nothing, and followed His Grace Duke Kieran even into this place, where many 
others would not then travel.  Always her loyal and faithful Lord Sir John Malconnay was ever by her side, 
as she waded through the masses to shout her orders at the top of her lungs, just as she would on the 
prow of one of her lofty ships.  Her bawdy laughter still echoes about the Abbey that has been built where 
her house formerly stood.  It is called Hawkestone Abbey in Her Excellency's Honor, to this very day.

Currently this House is one of the central points in the town of Ilvaresh.  Located on a hill leading away 
towards the Old Keep, it is now home to the Noble House of Chaos, personal household of His Royal 
Highness Prince Belthshazarr.

The	Noble	House	of	Brisbane
Affectionately known as the "Mage Pit" by some, this Noble House was home to His Excellency Baron 
Constantine  Brisbane,  Mantle  Mage  Extraordinaire  and  his  faithful  heir,  Mantle  Mage  Dust.   Many 
powerful  mages,  sages,  clerics  and druids  made this  Household  a home away from home.   Border 
disputes between Brisbane and Autruche caused issues in 1003 which led to the annexing of this area 
Lady Kali as part of the Noble House of Clauddagh.

The	Noble	House	of	Leonthas
When  His  Grace  Sir  Kieran  D'Kalin  did  step  forth  onto  the  lands  that  would  become  Ilvaresh,  he 
established a small Keep as an outpost, and to serve as a place of rest during the monthly festivals that 
were held there. Eventually His Grace determined that House Leonthas needed stronger defenses and a 
better road, so a moat was dug and the road repaired by hungry peasants who were pelted by coin 
thereafter.  

Eventually a Palisade was built to defend His Grace's Noble House Leonthas, and he could often be 
found within holding war meetings in private with his many counselors.  He especially disliked drunken 
peasants, and would hang them up in a metal cage, until such time as he remembered that they were 
there.  But most of His Grace's time was spent on the fields of battle, where He raised his blade against 
all those who would come against Him, and prevailed through the force of his arms.  His battle prowess 
was legendary, and to this day, his favorite pass times while not tending to his holdings in Llymyr involve 
leading armies to victory on the fields of war, and attending the Tourney Circuit. 

Tales are still told of the mighty battles that centered around the Noble House of Leonthas, including The 
Bombbag Battle against the forces of Tomarr, and the battles against the Dark.

Currently Black Tuth Grin Barbarian Tribe resides at the site where the Keep once stood.  It has long 
since fallen, and sunk into the swamp.

House	Unity
Some might recall the short-lived House Unity, founded by the forest elf Ky'loni and his mate upon the site 
of Old House Jherig.  The purpose of its members was to hold true to the ideals of their beloved Ilveresh, 
and to welcome those interested in starting a new life there. Located near the fork leading from Illvaresh 
to Crossroads and further into the wilds, House Unity had the most advantageous scouting position of all 
the Households of Illvaresh, but was also the most cut-off from reinforcements. In response to this, the 
House boasted two lookout towers and a sturdy double gate between them. Ultimately, however, House 
Unity proved to have too little political backing and military strength to survive, and after the incursions of 
fire giants rumored to have been sent from the Stormlord's armies in 1005, House Claddagh subsumed 
the beleaguered and grateful survivors of House Unity into its fold. People of note originating from House 
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Unity  are  Captain  Daedron,  Tholomyn the  wood-elf,  Atorian  Smith,  Orion  Alderion  and  the  brothers 
Kestenvarn and Squire Kal.

House	Jherig
House Jherig was founded in Wildantor by the half-ogre Beastlord Sir Gumja at the suggestion of the 
notorious gambler G’Nip G’Nop.  Meant to be a House for the people, it provided those with no other 
affiliations a place that they could call home.  The house maintained a ruthless sort of order amongst its 
diverse membership and held the dubious honor of being the first house to make an encampment in the 
new town of Illvaresh after the Tomarran invasion.  Many of its members were instrumental in the fall of 
Tomarr. 

After Lord Sir Gumja was killed in 997, the house fell into decline. It was replaced by House Claddagh, 
although there have been various later incarnations of the Households with the same name over the 
years.

House	Cuchulain
After Lord Gumja left the lands of Ilvaresh, the members of House Jherig that were left without a leader. 
For a time a Scotian named Gwidion stepped up and was named the Lord of the Household by Prince 
Duncan.  There was some controversy over this as he had not been in the lands very long. Eventually it 
was decided that they should instead make a new household.  Gwidion the Scotian along with Nalfien 
X’arann the Dark elf, Johnock Silverstar the sage, Grey Wolf the Dwarf and a few others become House 
Cuchulain with Gwidion as the House lord. The household was short lived but in the time they were 
together they were able to defeat the Sea Hag after a battle that felled all of them almost to a man, with 
Johnock's twin brother Stevin Silverstar the healer finishing off the last of her minions with his bare hands 
in an act of desperate heroism.

Gypsy	Wind
In the year 1000 the Vittorio family of the Rom set up a semi-permanent camp on the east side of the 
town of Ilvaresh.  Their Capo, called “Papa”, was a friendly, bold, and adventurous man with an eye for 
profit and excitement.  His dozen children, nieces, nephews, and adopted kinsmen took to the town like 
ducks to water, or more accurately, like merchants to gold.  Being gypsies they came and went as their 
pleased, causing no more trouble than they could handle, and teaching the townsfolk valuable lessons 
about trade, investment, security, and risk.  Many were sad to see them move south before the War of 
Shadows, and some are happy to see than a few of the Free folk have returned now that the war is over.

House	Everyn
For a dozen years House Everyn made it difficult for the Houses of Ilvaresh to bring quiet feuds to open 
conflict.  Some might say it was because the predominantly elven household were peaceful guardians of 
life.  Some might say it  was because the prominent members of the House, such as Court Chaylin, 
Jzerusha  the  Signseeker,  Dame  Shaz,  and  Captain  Jacob  of  the  Town  Guard,  had  seen  enough 
bloodshed for a dozen lifetimes.  Some might even say that it was because Everyn was above such 
things, and held the other houses to their own high standards.  Collectively those groups would be three-
eightths correct.  The other five-eighths being that it simply was not safe to engage in armed conflict with 
a house of Ilvaresh until you knew which side House Everyn was on, and no one ever knew where House 
Everyn stood.  

It was said that six members of Everyn could stand quietly to one side of a battlefield, and frothing mad 
forces  of  dozens  of  men  would  glance  back  and  forth  between  their  foes  and  the  sextet  until  the 
awkwardness of the situation would force both sides to walk away.
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17. The Lands in Which We Play17. The Lands in Which We Play  
The	Crib	NotesThe	Crib	Notes

Kanar is played on a 40 acre parcel located in Milan, MI.  

The name of the town in which we play in game is called Illvaresh.  This town is located in the Barony of 
Autruche, located in the County of Shadowglade, within the Duchy of Anadarr.  This Duchy is one of two 
within the Principality of Novashan.

Illvaresh is too small to be considered anything but a frontier town.  It contains has traditionally been the 
site of a monthly Festival and Tourney, where great nobles, knights and people of note from around the 
lands gather every moon.  While the Festivals and Tourneys are no longer quite as regular, still, people 
seem drawn visit each moon.

On the lands in and around Ilvaresh are Households, Keeps, Tribal Lands, an Inn, and various other 
structures and locations to visit.  It is considered polite by the civilized folks in town to announce yourself 
at the entrance of these encampments, and then ask permission to enter.

As you travel around the lands, you may often hear a "who goes?" from the local militia or guardsmen to 
whatever noble house has come to visit.  It is considered wise to answer clearly, as a muddled or garbled 
response, at night, in the wrong situation, may very well get you mistaken for an enemy race, and be 
killed.

Life in the swamps can be challenging.  Peasants have been known to be taxed, or even put in the stocks 
for displaying blatantly items from "mundania".  Thus, travelers be warned.

As in any feudal society, there is a Noble Structure from Prince to Duke to Count to Baron.  Another site 
that may comfort you is the knights that visit the town.  There is also a Mayor within Ilvaresh as well. 
Paying proper respects to these and other exemplaries of the lands is encouraged.

There is always some coin to be earned on the lands.  If you find yourself with spare time in your hands, 
asking for work from any of the Households, the Noble Encampments or the Mayor are encourage, as it 
will help you forge bonds with different groups, and it will put coin in your pocket, with which you can buy 
a treasure, fix your weapon or get a meal at the Inn.  If  you think yourself lucky, ask around for the 
gambling halls - that money could just as easily be spent playing Dragon Poker!

The	Feudal	World	Setting	of	Kanar
The game of Kanar takes place in the feudal Principality of Novashan.  It is a game of benevolent Nobles 
and powerful wizards and gentle common folk.  It is a romantic land of legends, a wondrous world, where 
fantastic creatures roam.  Battle against terrible monsters is an everyday struggle.  Good and evil fight for 
supremacy and followers in every domain.

At the core of the feudal Kingdom is a system of debt.  It is strongly reliant on loyalty and cooperation to 
be effective.  The basic concept of the feudal system is that everyone owes the King, who so kindly allows 
them to live in his Kingdom.  On the other side of the coin, the King is reliant on those people who live in 
his Kingdom, for without them who would sow his fields?

With so many lands to manage it is quite impossible for one person to do it all.  To solve this problem a 
King would grant to a worthy soul a large portion of his lands to keep for him.  These people are known as 
vassals and the land granted, a Fief.  The King would be called a Lord.  This Vassal looks upon his land 
and realize that he still had quite a task at managing the Kings land.  He would then find more people of 
good standing and give to them smaller fiefs.  It is quite possible, and common, for a Lord to be a vassal 
and a vassal to be a lord.  A vassal always acts in the interest of his Lord.  A vassal is a sort of limb for his  
lord.  While he acts and makes decisions he is always doing and thinking as his lord would.  If he makes a 
bad decision or speaks harshly his lord will answer to it.  In this light, a lord must choose a vassal who will 
not make him look cruel or bad in any way and will act in his interest and not their own.  In return for the 
Lords generosity and wisdom a vassal would owe fealty to his lord.  This means he would offer his full 
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and total loyalty to his superior.  Another form of payment comes from taxes levied and given to a lord by 
his vassal as well as significant military support by the vassal to his Lord in times of conflict or war.

At Kanar, most nobles come from ancient bloodlines that date back thousands of years.  It is said that 
noble blood comes from the Planes Walkers (the first beings who came to the Central Plane in ancient 
times).  Their blood remains pure and vital.  They are the grandchildren of the “Walkers” and their destiny 
is often great.  In order to maintain blood vitality many rituals (or Coronations) are performed to new 
vassals “of the blood”.  That being said, there is a significant number of nobles who have been raised 
from common folk as well.

A note about Nobles in the Kanar World: a common stereotype about Nobles is a tyrannous ruler who 
oppresses the common man and taxes them into poverty.  That they are only interested in filling their own 
coffers so that they can revel in their own gluttony while the peasants starve and freeze in the streets. 
This is not the case in the Principality, nor in the Kingdom.  Nobility, in general, are more concerned about 
their people and the well being of their land, than themselves.  They are for the most part kind and just, 
and they are loved by their people.  They demand respect, not by word, but by action and deeds.

Commoners, at  Kanar, are free men who view nobles with respect and reverence.  They realize the 
tormented lives of a Noble is filled with responsibility and constant worry over the well being of his people. 
Commoners are vassals of the lord who owns the land who they reside on, though they are not required 
to owe fealty.  Commoners make up the meat of the Kingdom they live in.  They work the fields, tend the 
beasts of burden, and fish the waters for their lord in exchange for food and money.  They also make up 
the local militia.

A note about other forms of “Modern Government”: the concepts of democracy, republic, and socialism 
are rare and strange to people in the world of Kanar.  Except in very uncommon circumstance, these 
words do not exist in the vernacular of the people of the world.  The phrase “Let’s vote” would seem 
incredibly odd to the common citizen, and it would be unheard-of for this idea to translate into action that 
would contest the Lords of the land.

Why	is	there	no	religion	in	Kanar?Why	is	there	no	religion	in	Kanar?
Because it had the potential to cause too many problems in the first few years of the game.

Why	are	there	so	many	religious	terms?Why	are	there	so	many	religious	terms?
Because such terms are a part of everyday speech, and it was deemed too troublesome to remove or 
forbid them.  Please feel free to use words like temple, sacred, holy, sin, divine, heavenly, saint, priest, 
worship, and so on, but when you do so, be aware that such words have no religious connotations or 
implications. Words like sacred, holy, divine, and heavenly are synonymous with “good” or “moral”.  A 
priest, saint, or abbot are all just ways to say “protector”, “guardian”, “moral guide”, or “teacher”. Sinning is 
committing an evil act.  Worship is the same as venerating or honoring.

Every few years there is a push to add gods to Kanar, and religions to follow those gods.  Kanar has 
enough factions, enough racial, cultural, and economic divisions, and enough raw violence to satisfy 
anyone.  Every few years it is determined that we don’t need religious zealotry on top of all that.

If you feel the need to anthropomorphize a concept, and create a belief structure to support that 
anthropomorphized concept, and pen a set of tenets to follow in the teaching of that anthropomorphized 
concept, please do so.  Anthropomorphized concepts like Truth, Death, Virtue, and Famine has all passed 
through Kanar at one time or another, and some of them have followings that are as loyal as the 
supporters of any Lord or King.  The only thing that separates these concepts from being gods is: 
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IS 

NO 
RELIGION 

IN 

KANAR.
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Etiquette: 	Being 	Polite, 	Showing 	Respect, 	and 	Not 	Getting	
Killed	for	Insolence

When	to	Clasp	Arms,	When	to	Bow,	and	When	to	Kneel
In daily life, greeting friends or strangers is usually accompanied with a wave, a smile, or a nod of the 
head. For more formal greetings or introductions, clasping of right arms midway between the wrist and 
elbow is correct, followed by a loose embrace and three pats on the back.    

For social superiors a bow or curtsy is offered.  The depth of the gesture should be commensurate with 
the  distance between your  station  and theirs.  For  greeting  lower  nobility  the  practice  of  bowing  vs. 
kneeling varies from ruler to ruler.  Trust your judgment, but assume that if a local kneels, you should too. 

Kneeling is always correct for the passage of dukes, and for any royalty.

How	to	Sound	Deferential,	Respectful,	or	Disdainful
Unless a person has given offense, it is considered proper to call that person by their highest rank or title, 
followed by their first name. This is not required among close friends or familial relations, but in formal 
settings is still sometimes done, especially while entertaining guests of a higher social order.

Children are generally called by first name if known, or Young Mister or Young Miss if not.

Apprentices to any trade may be called by that title. The title "Goodman" or "Good woman" is generally 
given to skilled journeymen, be they tradesmen or farmers. Predictably, masters of a craft are granted the 
honor of the title "Master".  The title of "Grandmaster" has fallen into disuse over the last century or so, 
but will still appear from time to time in old texts and some martial academies.

Pages and Squires may be spoken to directly or in passing, by their titles, for example Page Locksley and 
Squire Morus. Knights are called "Sir Knight" or "Dame Knight" if unknown, or by title and first name if 
known, for instance Sir Derrick or Dame Nia.

For nobles, things get more interesting.

Barons and Baronesses are "Your Lordship" or "Your Ladyship" upon them first speaking to you in the 
day, and thereafter may be called the foreshortened "Milord" or "Milady". Counts, Countesses, Viscounts 
and Viscountesses are  "Your  Excellency"  upon being first  addressed,  then also "Milord"  or  "Milady". 
Dukes and Duchesses are "Your Grace", then same as above.

Princess and Princesses are "Your Highness", and we recommend against assuming any familiarity that 
might allow one to call a member of the royal family "Milord" or "Milady". Kings and Queens are "Your 
Majesty", and if you meet one, the rules for Princes and Princesses apply even more so.

In  Court  even more  stringent  rules  apply.  Heralds  will  want  to  state  full  names and titles,  plus  any 
significant honors or awards that might be required by their liege. It  is  unpardonably rude to neglect 
offering full rank and title to an enquiring herald while attending the Court of someone of higher rank. 
Your title explains your own rank and informs the others in attendance at Court how they are to interact 
with you.

In the event that someone holds multiple titles, it is usually wisest to use the highest title, but sometimes it 
is necessary to do otherwise to let the listener(s) know exactly to whom you are speaking.  If I want to 
discuss a matter of local justice, I may ask Sir Darkhan for advice; if I want to report a problem with the 
Knights, I would speak to Grand Marshal Darkhan Sylvanblade of the Order of the Thistle; and if I need to 
discuss regional taxes I would address Lord Allowen.  Even though all three are the same person, using 
the correct form of address allows him to know in which office I have need of him from the beginning of 
the conversation.
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18. Glossary of Standard Field18. Glossary of Standard Field  

TermsTerms
If for political, societal, or suicidal reasons you find need to be insulting, there are many ways to do so, but 
some of the easiest are to simply fail to acknowledge another's rank.

In an effort to avoid breaking character on the field, or to avoid blatant references to out-of-game terms 
and concepts, here are some useful words and phrases to use in an effort to encourage better and more 
immersive role-playing.  Remember, more words are better and astonishing and amazing alliteration is a 
plus.

“Federals”:  refers to real money versus in‐game coin.

“King’s taxes”:  refers to KGE membership dues.

”Festival”: refers to the KGE event weekend.

 “The stables”:  refers to the parking lot, where the horses are kept.

”Wagon, horse or mule”:  refers to the vehicles in the parking lot.  Some members use chariot or carriage 
but we would like to slowly move away from this term as they do not fit the setting of medieval European 
swamp country.

“Caravansary”:   refers to the Staff Tent; a 15th century term used in eastern countries to define an inn 
surrounding a court where caravans rest at night.

“Mundane”:  refers to anything that is out‐of‐character or not” in‐game”.

“In sooth”:  means “truthfully”. The Game Master that helped write this guide actively opposes the use of 
“in sooth” to mean “out‐of‐character”, but suspects that the practice is too widespread to avoid.

“Take an escort to the privy”, “I'm going to see <x> about <y>”, “Visit the jakes”:  these are all perfectly 
good euphemisms for going to the port‐a‐john.  KGE asks that everyone make an effort to use the port‐a‐
johns provided in the parking lot.

“Tier”,  “Star”,  “Order  of  magnitude”,  “Grant  of  Light's  Endowment”:    all  efforts  made   to  disguise  an 
obvious  reference  to  a  game  mechanic   like  spell   level.  One  could  even  disguise  numerical   levels  with 
comparisons like, “How powerful is a ball of flame?  It is as powerful as a spell of sleep”.

“A caster of water magics”, “A terramancer”, “A disciple of the air”, “A wizard”, “An adept of the elements”: 
all are efforts to avoid the two word combos, “Fire/Air” and “Earth/Water”. 

“I know a great deal about <skill>.”, “I trained to be a <profession>.”, “I am proficient with most long and  
short blades.”, “I speak the language of the elves of the wooded cities, but not that of the elves of the 
deep forest.”, “I can repair your natural vest of buffalo hide with but a few arcane words of a fairly simple  
conjuration.”, “You have found a rare plant?  Look no further?   I have all of the knowledge you require! 
From the pistil of the argent tiger lily to the roots of the fabled carnivorous sassafras I have culled, carted 
and categorized all manners of magical and mundane seedlings, shoots, shrubs and sprouts”:   try not to 
use a skill's exact mechanical name unless you must.

“Are you bleeding?”, “Are you injured?”, “Is any of that blood yours?”, “Can I be of assistance?”, “Do you 
bear  any  wounds?”,  “May   I  help  ease  your  suffering?”:   the  phrase  “Do  you  need  healing?”   is  a  bit 
overused in some cases.
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19. Dos and Don’ts19. Dos and Don’ts

Do: Create  a  character  history  with  a  brief 
background story that fits in the setting of Kanar. 
Include significant details, such as living immediate 
relatives, close friends, and how you came to pick 
your adventuring path. Use this guide to establish 
locations,  history  links,  or  even  future  character 
goals. Speak with the GMs; they can help you put 
together a solid history that fits in with the story.

Do: Create  a  character  with  lores  and/or  trades. 
Your character wouldn't  have been an adventurer 
all  of  their  life,  at  one point  in  time they were  a 
commoner  with  a  trade  or  skill.  Were  you  a 
blacksmith's  son?  Were  you  the  daughter  or  a 
librarian  with  access  to  books  of  common  lore? 
Lores and trades help flesh out who you were, and 
you will likely find use of these skills on the field of 
play.  After  all,  not  all  tasks can be accomplished 
with a sword or spells.

Do: Put  together  a  unique  costume  for  your 
character.  Atmosphere  is  important  for  the 
immersion  of  role-playing at  Kanar,  so  the better 
you and everyone else look, the easier it will be to 
stay  in  character.  Garb  does  not  have  to  be 
expensive. There are many simple patterns for garb 
available at your local fabric stores or online, and 
there are many talented tailors that play the game 
that  can  help  you  realize  your  Kanar  persona. 
Veteran members often have extra garb they are 
willing to sell or donate to new players as well, so if 
you're having trouble putting together an ensemble, 
do not hesitate to ask for help.

Do: If you are playing a non-human, dress the part. 
Elves  should  have  pointed  ears,  dwarves  should 
have  beards,  half-ogres  should  have  tinted  skin 
with tusks. Do not play a non-human race unless 
you  are  prepared  to  dress  the  part  at  each  and 
every  event.  Nothing  hurts  the  role-playing  more 
than  a  half-orc  that  forgot  to  "get  green"  this 
morning before coming to Illvaresh.

Do: Ask questions. Talk to strangers. Every player 
was new to the game at some point, and knows it 
can be frustrating or intimidating at times. Anything 
you  might  ask  that  begins  with,  "This  may  be  a 
stupid question but..." probably isn't.

Do: Have fun!

Don't: Do  not  plagiarize  characters  found  in 
common literature and media. While many of these 
characters have great stories, they are stories that 
have already been told and may be recognized by 
other  players.  Kanar  is  about  telling  the  story  of 
new adventurers, not replaying the adventures of a 
popular character with a different name.

Don't: Do not create a "one trick" pony. It is often 
tempting  to  "min/max"  a  character  for  optimal 
combat prowess, but Kanar is more than just hack-
n-slash.  The  true  treasure  of  Kanar  is  player 
interaction, and if all you can do is swing a sword 
really  well,  you  may find  yourself  limited  in  what 
your character has to offer to the overall story.

Don't: Black shirts and black pants are cliché and 
should  be  avoided  if  possible.  Avoid  wearing  all 
black.   Characters  at  Kanar  are  often associated 
with certain color schemes and fashions; take that 
opportunity to establish your own fashion statement 
in the story!

Don't: Do not  play  a  race  you cannot  physically 
simulate. If you're only 5'6", chances are it’s going 
to  be  difficult  to  imagine  you're  a  half  ogre. 
Likewise, it is very unlikely dwarves ever get as tall 
as 6'4".  There is a reasonable amount  of  leeway 
given when it comes to a person's physique, but try 
not to push the boundaries too much. Talk to the 
GMs if  you are unsure about whether or not you 
would make an acceptable non-human.

Don’t: Distract  from  the  immersion.  Some 
mundane  objects  cannot  be  avoided,  like 
eyeglasses.  But we go to great lengths to avoid 
allowing anachronistic items being left in plain sight. 
This includes pop cans, coolers, plastic bags and 
anything that does not have a ‘period’ look to it.  We 
also  make  an  effort  to  avoid  blatantly  modern 
modes of speech, sayings and expressions.  And 
as universally funny as Monty Python can be, we 
try to quote “The Holy Grail” as little as possible.
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20. Player Character History20. Player Character History

Bare	Minimums
When writing your character’s history, please include the following details:

 Parents’ names, whither your character knows them or not

 Parents’ races

 When you were born

 Where you were born

 Where, how, and from who did you learn your skills or trade

Note: PCs that are non-human will take the appearance traits of the mother’s side of the family.

Detail	is	the	Spice	of	Life
If you want a little more from the story, you might want to give a little more at character creation

Do you have any siblings?  What are their names and gender?  How did you get along as children?  How 
do you get along now?  Are they alive or dead?  If dead, how did they die?

What were your parents' child-hoods like?  Yours?

What do you want out of life?  Is there anything about your life you would change?

What tempts your character?  Any phobias?  Any superstitions?

What are your true strengths and weaknesses?

Are you an adventurer, and if so, why?  What would cause you to give this up?

What is your attitude towards any of the following: adventurers, friends, clerics, mages, rogues, warriors, 
nobility, power, wealth, good, evil, fighting, killing, execution, etc.?

What is your attitude towards any of the following: humans, elves, dwarves, halflings, orcs, ogres, giants, 
mer, skeletons, ghosts, demons, dragons, etc.?

Do you have any close friends or long time enemies?

Do you belong to a group?  If so, why?  Would you die for them?

What inspires you?  (gold, gems, wealth, power, title, person, place, planes walker, the moment, etc.)

Red	Flags
It has been decided that placing the following items in one's Player Character History will bring up a "Red 
Flag".   Character Histories with red flags are almost never approved by the GM Staff.  

1) Humans are the only races that can half-breed.  

2) Both parents of a PC must be of an approved KGE race.  You cannot be half dragon, or half 
orangutan… Read the rule book.

3) PCs cannot be born in / from an area more than a 600 mile radius from Ilvaresh without prior 
approval.  (In game terms, this is everywhere listed in the Places and Distant Lands Sections of 
this Worldbook.)

4) Ties to Nobility or ways of attaining it. 



5) PCs cannot be trained in skills that the PC does not start with.  (Training on the field is part of 
role-playing.  If you have already trained for it in your history then you know it enough to start with 
the skills or, you obviously need more training on the field.)

6) Bizarre languages, lore, or skills that are outside the normal things found on the field.

7) Ties to money or ways of attaining it.  (PC's start with what they can carry into the game.  No PC 
will ever start the game owning a diamond mine.)

8) Magic Items 

9) Ties to powerful creatures.

10) Innate abilities.

11) No PC history shall involve another PC without written approval from the member whose PC is 
being  borrowed upon.   (You can not  infringe upon another  member’s  history  without  his/her 
consent; the same as your history can not be infringed upon by someone else..)

12) Anything unusual.  (This unfortunately is the only way for the GM to cover the rest of the weird 
things they’ve heard in the past, and will likely hear in the future.)

13) Copyright Infringement/ plagiarism (We are trying to run a unique and imaginative game.  While 
we do not catch everything, we still ask that you try to be original.)

We hope this helps you with the generation of your KGE Inc. “Player Character History”.  If you feel the 
need to get your PCH approved before you commit to game play then contact the GM staff and we will be 
happy to assist you.

21. Ethnicity and You21. Ethnicity and You
Sharp-eyed readers will note that we tried to work a bunch of real-world ethnicities into the game world.
Scotians are Scotish and Irish.

Erins are English or French.

Pethians are German, Latino, Arabic, and Eastern European.

Dynforthi are a mix of all of the above, plus African and Australian.

Norsicans are Scandinavian, Russian, and multiple types of Vikings.

Tommarins are Roman, Greek, Turkish, Gauls, Saxons, Danes, Celts, etc…

Novashani are all of the above plus tribal elves, civilized elves, tribal dwarves, Scotian dwarves, civilized 
dwarves, irrepressible Halflings of all types, tribal half-orcs, and tribal half-ogres.  The tribal peoples range 
from Native Americans to Maori to African bushmen to Mongols.  
If you want to have an accent that goes along with a cultural heritage we heartily encourage it.  If you 
want to have an accent from a place not listed above, please do so, and when someone asks where you 
are from pick a place listed above and that’s where your parents, grandparents, or ancestors settled and 
maintained your cultural heritage.  Have fun with it.  Your character’s history and cultural identity help 
define the character, and add to the quilt that is Kanar’s long in-game history.



22. Conclusion22. Conclusion

A much deeper and richer history than could possibly be written here can be found by asking 
questions upon the field of play, and taking the time to listen to the stories the bards tell of great deals and 
terrible failures.  Every day in Ilveresh brings the possibility of learning a song, practicing with a new 
weapon, slaying a monster, saving a friend, or dying in glory. The history of Kanar is ever evolving and 
expanding, and we encourage every one of you to take the time and effort to add your own chapters to 
the grand story that is Kanar.



Appendix I: Taxes and PactsAppendix I: Taxes and Pacts

Taxes	in	the	Lands

Taxes protect the people of the Barony.  They protect from hunger, they protect the  
crops in the fields, the families, the wheels on your wagon and the men who fight 
for your safety.  How shall Her Excellency pay adventurers their due, if not from 
the taxes that come from the citizens of the Barony?  How will Her Excellency 
provide the Defenders of the Lands with tools suitable to dispatch the foes of Our  
Lands?  From the small pennies in the pockets of each and every Man, Woman 
and Child, sleeping safely in their beds.  From the Merchants, from the Guilds,  
from the Households and the Towns, and most of all,  from those who dare to 
break the Laws of the Land.

Esche Taxes ‐ A Decree from the Barony of Autruche

Hear	Ye,	Hear	Ye!
The Taxes of the Barony of Autruche are as Follows, and will be collected by the Seneschal of the Barony 
of Autruche or his Representatives unless stated otherwise:

 Citizen of the Barony ~ 2 silver 

Citizens will receive a tax receipt upon payment, and will be accorded all rights due to a Citizen  of the 
Barony   and   Principality   upon   showing   of   said   receipt.     These   rights   include   consideration   during 
sentencing for any crime, the right to bear arms under an armspan in length, the right to begin a Guild  
within  the Barony, the  right  to   join  a  Household  within  the  Barony, the  privilege  of attending  Baronial 
Courts.  This is an annual Harvest Tax.

 Bearing Arms over an Arm Span within the Barony ~ 2 silver 

Militia are exempt, but must be registered as militia with a Town of Autruche, Household of Ilvaresh or the 
Baronial Guard.  Guard lists must be presented to the Seneschal or his representative this Moon.

 Travelers Tax ~ 2 silver 

Citizens of other Baronies who travel within Autruche shall pay this tax to accommodate road repair and 
patrols.  This tax can be collected as often as every Festival.

 Drunk/Mundane Item Tax ~ 4 copper minimum, not to exceed 2 silver

Those  found  speaking   in  a  drunken  or  mundane  way  on  the   lands,  or  wielding  obnoxiously  disruptive 
mundane items shall be taxed a Drunk Tax by any Knight of the Thistle, House Lord or Lady, or Noble of the  
Principality.  The Seneschal of the Barony of Autruche or his representatives can also collect this tax in the 
name  of  the  Baroness.  Any  funds  retrieved   in  this  fashion  shall  go  toward  funding  said  Household  or 
Order, or, if taxed by a Baronial Representative, shall go towards the Guard Coffers from which the Guard  
is paid.  Those who refuse or are unable to make payment can be requested to leave the area in which the  
offending action took place.   If they refuse, that person may be held, and a Knight of the Thistle may be  
called in to enforce the tax, or the person in question may be conscripted to do service of no more than 2  
hours for the area in question.

 Guild Tax ~ 5 Gold 

Citizens of Autruche may elect to start or maintain a Guild. This yearly tax shall entitle those Guild Masters 
to  maintain  and   run  a  Guild   in   the  manner  agreed  upon  within   their  Guild  License,  which  must  be 
presented at the time of requesting said Guild, and approved by the Baroness. Guild Masters may recruit 
people   into  guilds,  and  charge  them  a  fee  for  Guild  services  such  as   lessons  and  access  to  resources 



related to the Guild.  In addition, Guild Masters may set standard fees for certain services offered by said 
Guild. All Guilds should expect to provide service to the Barony in addition to their Annual Tax.

 Assault Tax ~ 3 Gold 

Citizens of Autruche who have been physically or magically assaulted within the Barony have the right to 
request that the Baronial Guard collect an Assault Tax against the offender, 2 gold of which will be given to 
the offended as reparation for that assault.  Assault is defined as any and all actions which cause magical 
mental or physical harm to the offended.  Those who are unable to pay the tax shall be conscripted for a 
time not less than the Festival in which they were fined, in order to pay off their debt.

 Vandal Tax ~ 10 Gold 

Anyone found removing documents from the Baronial Posting Station shall be immediately fined 10 Gold, 
and/or thrown in the Stocks.   This is to be considered a serious crime, as interfering with the passing of 
information from the Baroness to Her Citizens is most heinous.  Those unable to pay shall be conscripted 
immediately and until further notice. This punishment can be meted out by the Baronial Guard, or any 
Knight of the Thistle.

 Homage Tax ~ 1 Silver 

Citizens of Autruche are expected to show proper respect and Homage due all the Knights and Nobility of 
These Lands. It is customary to take a knee at the first sighting of any Noble wearing a circlet, and await  
His or Her recognition, or until such times as said Noble has passed 20 feet away.  Additionally, a nod of 
recognition is a courtesy due to Baronets, Knights and House Lords who wear proper display such to make 
their position readily identified.  Any who refuse such Homage shall be taxed one silver by Order Knights, 
Baronial Guard, House Lord/Lady or Noble, and shall be required to attend a course on Etiquette as taught 
after each Court. Any who openly disrespects a Noble or Peer of the Lands shall also be fined and sent to 
class.  Funds collected from this tax shall go to the collector and be used to benefit their Order, Household,  
etc.

 Merchant Tax ~ Negotiable

Those merchants who travel into Illvaresh with the purpose of selling wares shall first seek a license from 
the Baroness or her Seneschal.

The	Bayomal	Pact	of	951	Time	of	Man

Between	King	Vallend	Belthshazarr	I	and	the	Elven	clans	of	Ashan
Know ye that we, unto the honour of the Kingdom, and for the salvation of the souls of our progenitors 
and successors, Kings of Narrdmyr, to the advancement of human kind, and amendment of our Realm, of 
our mere and free will, have given and granted to all freemen of this our realm, this treaty and pact 
following, to be kept in our kingdom of Narrdmyr forever.

In	the	name	of	the	most	gracious	and	just	King	Vallend	Belthshazarr;
It having pleased the Divine Providence to dispose the hearts of the most serene and most potent Clans 
of the once great and proud Elven Nation, to forget all past misunderstandings and differences that have 
unhappily interrupted the good correspondence and friendship which they mutually wish to restore, and to 
establish such a beneficial  and satisfactory intercourse ,  between the two races upon the ground of 
reciprocal advantages and mutual convenience as may promote and secure to both perpetual peace and 
harmony; and having for this desirable end already laid the foundation of peace and reconciliation by the 
Provisional Articles signed previously in the year 911 by his Narrdmyrian Majesty, and in order to carry 
into full effect the Provisional Articles above mentioned, according to the tenor thereof, have constituted 
and appointed, that is to say his Narrdmyrian Majesty on his part, and the said Elven clans on their part, 
Murkyl D’Kahn of the D’Kalin clan, Cynegan D’Cyrion of the D’Cryion clan, Lavallion D’Traylin of the 
D’Traylin clan, Etricus D’Wendyl of the D’Wendyl clan, Osfirth D’Zandryn of the D’Argentfox clan, Wolfwin 
D’Llyndalla of the D’Arymis clan and Elwine D’LLythos of the D’Llythos clan; to be plenipotentiaries for the 



concluding and signing the present definitive treaty; who after having reciprocally communicated their 
respective full powers have agreed upon and confirmed the following articles. 

Article	1:
His Royal Majesty King Vallend Belthshazarr of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr acknowledges the said Elven 
clans and their people to be free and independent subjects that he, his heirs and successors treats with 
them as such.

Article	2:
The Elven clans of Ashan, of Anadarr and of lands ancient acknowledges the said Kingdom of Narrdmyr 
and its right to sovereign, that they shall treat with them as such, and for themselves, their heirs, and 
successors, relinquishes all claims to the government, propriety, and territorial rights of the same and 
every part thereof.

Article	3:
And that all disputes which might arise in future on the subject of the boundaries of the said territories of 
the  new Ashan,  known to  its  inhabitants  as  Novashan,  may  be  prevented,  it  is  hereby agreed and 
declared, that the following are and shall be their boundaries, viz.; from the Jaded Sea on the eastern 
shores due west of Tarn a line drawn from west south west to include the city of Pelain, thence west north 
west to the river Stain directly interposing the cities of Hallot to the north and Grey Haven to the South 
thence due west  to  the Emerald Sea to include the city  of  Valderhut,  and further subdivided by the 
Bayomal Pact line which shall be a line interceding betwixt the northern and southern Anadarrian forests 
residing in “The Great Divide” excepting such islands as now are or heretofore have been within the limits 
of the said Kingdom of Narrdmyr.

Article	4:
It is agreed that creditors on either side shall meet with no lawful impediment to the recovery of the full 
value in silver money of all bona fide debts heretofore contracted.

Article	5:
It is agreed that the Elven clans and its peoples shall seek in earnest and provide for the restitution of all 
estates, rights, and properties, which have been confiscated belonging to real Narrdmyrian subjects; and 
also of the estates, rights, and properties of persons resident in territory of Novashan in the possession 
on his Majesty's arms and who have not borne arms against the said Elven peoples. And that persons of 
any other description shall have free liberty to go to any part or parts of any of the Novashan territory and 
therein to remain unmolested in their endeavors to obtain the restitution of such of their estates, rights, 
and properties as may have been confiscated; and that the Elven clans shall also earnestly recommend 
to its peoples a reconsideration and revision of all acts or ancestral laws regarding the premises, so as to 
render the said laws or acts perfectly consistent not only with justice and equity but with that spirit of 
conciliation which on the return of the blessings of peace should universally prevail. And that the Elven 
clans shall also earnestly recommend to their peoples that the estates, rights, and properties, of such last 
mentioned  persons  shall  be  restored  to  them,  they  refunding  to  any  persons  who  may  be  now in 
possession the bona fide price (where any has been given)  which such persons may have paid on 
purchasing any of the said lands, rights, or properties since the confiscation. And it is agreed that all 
persons who have any interest in confiscated lands, either by debts, marriage settlements, or otherwise, 
shall meet with no lawful impediment in the prosecution of their just rights.

Article	6:
It is agreed that there shall be no future confiscations made nor any prosecutions commenced against 
any person or persons for, or by reason of, the part which he or they may have taken in the present war, 
and that no person shall on that account suffer any future loss or damage, either in his person, liberty, or 
property;  and  that  those  who  may  be  in  confinement  shall  be  immediately  set  at  liberty,  and  the 
prosecutions so commenced be discontinued.

Article	7:
It is agreed that there shall be a firm and perpetual peace between his Majesty King Vallend and the said 
Elven clans, wherefore all hostilities both by sea and land shall from henceforth cease. All prisoners on 



both sides shall be set at liberty, and his Majesty shall with all convenient speed, and without causing any 
destruction, or carrying away of property of the Novashan inhabitants, withdraw all his armies, garrisons, 
and fleets from the said Bayomal Pact line, and from every post, place, and harbor within the same; 
leaving in all fortifications, the original equipment that may be therein; and shall also order and cause all 
archives, records, deeds, and papers belonging to any of the said elven people, which in the course of the 
war may have fallen into the hands of his officers, to be forthwith restored and delivered to the proper 
persons to whom they belong.

Article	8:
The navigation of the rivers of the Novashan territory, from their source to the Jaded or Emerald Seas, 
shall forever remain free and open to the subjects of the Kingdom of Narrdmyr and the elven peoples.

In witness whereof we the undersigned, their ministers plenipotentiary, have in their name and in virtue of 
our full powers, signed with our hands the present definitive treaty and caused the seals of our arms to be 
affixed thereto.

Done this seventeenth day of September in the year nine hundred and fifty one in the Time of Man. 



Appendix II:  TranslationsAppendix II:  Translations
Ylfshae - Elf, elves, elven

Shydal Ylfshae - Forest Elf, Forest Elves, Forest Elven

Shae'dynarr - Dark Elf, Dark Elves, Dark Elven

Alari - Elven King

Alan - Elven High Counselor, Leader of the Elven Clan

Myrrhanna’s Children - Elves

Athiel Lorean - The Green Wood

Edhel Mellon - Elf Friend

Green-skins -  slang for Orcs

Sunside Lands - all the surface lands, as referred to by the Dark Dwarves and Shae'dynarr

Trovador - title of distinction in Halfling society, meaning Collector of Tales

Hyros - title of distinction in Halfling society, meaning Hero of Tales, or, He Who Lives the Life from which 
Tales are made; a title much like an honored warrior would hold in human lands.

Grenvann - Norsica word for the Jaded Sea

Flyetgangen (planes walkers). 

begravelse skibet – Funeral Ship

Foredling Annet – breeding ritual

Jarl – Baron

“Prøveversjon av Sverd”, or Trial of Swords

Dwarven	Lexicon
Aglab – Language

Ch'lam – master

Glor – Honored Clan Elder

Khann – to seek

Khann'h - Seeker

Khuz'ar – The name Dwarves all use for themselves, in private.

Khuz'mauri – Dwarf Friend

Maum - Mother

Mauri – friend

Merag – To make friends

Taud – Father
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When I played Kanar: Cell phones were rare and I don't think anyone on the field  
had one. We didn't have the internet yet. My PC ran on DOS.

‐Jamie Sonderman, long‐time player of Kanar.

Knights, Nobles & Rogues (later known as it's acronym kanar), began in 1983 when four thirteen year old 
Junior High School students during a Dungeons & Dragons game got into an argument about the number 
of attacks per turn their characters received per level. 

They thought it was improbable for a sword to be swung only once every six seconds as stated in the D & 
D Players Handbook. Thus, they armed themselves with some wooden swords that were purchased at 
the Michigan Renaissance Festival, some trash can lids, and a stopwatch.  Soon they learned that they 
were all 15th level fighters, attacking once every two seconds!

They had so much fun that the game was forgotten, and the combat continued through several swords, 
then broomsticks, then finally to wiffle ball bats. In the end, they decided that actually fighting was much 
more fascinating and enjoyable than rolling dice for  a fictional  paper.  That  they could actually  make 
costumes and wooden swords and "become" their  paper  characters.  It  was that  same year  that  the 
"leader" of  that group, Jason Monarch, moved out to Milford MI, and was forced to leave his sword 
fighting friends behind. This would have been the end of the story had not Jason met two fellow D & D 
players Quinn Fox and Adam House. 

They became friends, and began to play "tabletop" D & D.  Soon they decided that they wanted to play in 
costume, by candlelight, to enhance the game.  At the age of sixteen, Jason's parents recorded a tiny 
news clip about the Ann Arbor chapter of the Society for Creative Anachronism. Once again, the urge to 
swing sword, and feel the fun of the fight filled him. One month later, Jason's father took them to an SCA 
event, they were enthralled. Shortly after, Quinn’s mother took them to an SCA meeting in Ann Arbor. 
They learned about the SCA, and their rules of combat, and even got to hit a pell with an SCA legal 
weapon. Then the heartbreak, you had to be eighteen to fight in SCA activities. Quinn and Jason were 
crushed!

Instead of standing for this setback, they decided to bring the SCA to kids. They called for a kumitae (yes, 
the Jean-Claude Van Damme type) and invited all their D & D tabletop friends. They set up a makeshift 
arena in Jason's backyard of stick tripods and crossbars.  They began to fight with dowel rod swords and 
saucer sled shields in the costumes they had for enhancing their tabletop games. 

Over and over was heard the pounding of Anvil of Crom! They chose character names to be called when 
at the "kumitae", some of which are still in use today. The attendees of the first "kanar" event were Jason 
Monarch, Quinn Fox, Adam House, Dave Oldfield, Merl Namowitz, Bill Lewis, Scott Dolkowski, and Cyril 
Oatley.  They fought until all the weapons were broken, and not having their fill, continued on with hand to 
hand fighting. When it became dark, they lit candles and role-played far into the night.

They imagined that they came from the elven Duchy of Alandar, called to tournament by its Duke Kieran 
and Duchess Laurana, where Sir Aspen Silverleaf and Sir Cyril Shadowalker were his knights. They hired 
the secretive Chalyn as their scout, and were entertained by Bill Lewis juggling skills. It was decided that 
they should do it every month in the summer during vacation.

There  was  one  more  "kumitae"  in  the  backyard,  until  the  group  became  annoyed  by  the  constant 
mundane reminder of the house and cars. It was decided to move the Kanar, as it was now known, out to 
the open wilderness behind Jason's house. There a fighting field was built, a viewing stand, and tower for 
archery. Kanar went on for four years in much the same fashion (except the discovery of pipe insulation, 
which made the fighting much less painful), until Chris Jozwick received a Dragon Magazine with an ad 
for live action role-playing inside with a group called N.E.R.O. It was decided to give it a try. 



The fantasy Duchy of Pelanor became reality. A history of the land, and a map was created.  We used 
washers for silver coins. The rules were lax and simple, have fun was the theme of the day. We wrote our 
own rulebook (the infamous blue book later replaced by the problem-laced Kanar book), and Kanar was a 
full live-action game with about sixty members.

In 1993 a new, small group of people were brought into Kanar. It was just about the time we were losing 
the site we were playing on because we had nearly one hundred members. It was decided that a new site 
would have to be found. 

Jonathan Sher (who found our current site), Jim Pigtain, and Jason Monarch searched feverishly to find a 
new site. When one was found, it was through the generosity of a few members (Jonathan Sher, Paul 
Lyons, Joseph Guy, and Chris Rennolds), the $10,000 down payment became a reality, and the current 
land known as Ilveresh was created.

The rest is history.
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In Memory of all the Players who have taken the great journey west.

We miss you, and we will never forget you.

Parting Glass

Of all the money that e'er I had, I spent it in good company,

And all the harm that e'er I've done, alas it was to none but me. 

And all I've done for want of wit to memory now I can't recall,

So fill to me the parting glass. Good night and joy be with you all.

Fill to me the parting glass, and drink a health whate're befalls

Gently rise and softly call, Goodnight and joy be to you all.

Of all the friends that e'er I had, they're sorry for my going away,

And all the sweethearts that e'er I had, they'd bid me one more day to stay.

But since it falls unto my lot, that I should rise and you should not,

I gently rise and softly call, Goodnight and joy be to you all.

Fill to me the parting glass, and drink a health whate're befalls

Gently rise and softly call, Goodnight and joy be to you all.

Sean Kelly

Jay Abu Awad

Connie Blair


